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SQUIRREL
THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW
DATABASE FOR ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS

FRIENDLY

Squirrel is the easiest to use
database yet, allowing simple
point anci click database creation

and queries.

NETWORK COMPATIBLE

Client /server design ensures that

squirrel runs just as well on
networks as standalone.

FAST

Modern indexing techniques
mean superfast searches every
time.

INTELLIGENT

Squirrel understands days of the
week, mbnths of the year and
recognises files from other

popular packages.

FLEXIBLE

Images, text and sound may be
stored in the same database

.:i:

COMMUNICATIVE

Queries may be made onto other
popular computers such as an IBM
or Macintosh, even remotely over
telephone lines.

REPORTING

Fully relational reporting with an
entirely new graphic approach to

data selection.

PROFESSIONAL

Quite simply, the most professional

database for Archimedes users.

Single User Version

£129.00 + VAT

Econet/Site Licence

£516.00 + VAT

Suitable for Acorn A3000, A310 and

A400 Series.

\
\

DIGITAL SERVICES LIMITED
9 WAYTE STREET, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS P06 3BS

TEL (0705) 210600
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The ideA range of hard disc upgrades is being welcomed

as the best way forward for Archimedes and A3000 users.

"IDE is the small-computer drive standard for the future,"

says RISC User. "ST506 is on the way out; SCSI has only a

limited future in the small drive market."

PERFORMANCE
IDE is the only true 16-bit hard disc system currently

available for Archimedes computers. All data transfers are

16-bit all the way from the disc, through the interface, to the

computer (except that the A3000 internal interface has an

8-bit link to the computer).

FLEXIBILITY

An ideA system can turn your A3000 into a 20, 40 or 60

Mb workstation with no external attachments, using hard

discs which sleep quietly during periods of inactivity.

The ideA system caters for two low profile hard discs in

the same internal or external housing, allowing you to build

up your capacity in easy stages without wasting money.

Then there's the ideA 'hard card' option - a 2V^inch hard

disc on a standard podule.

VALUE
We think ideA upgrades offer the best value for your

money, and we aim to keep it that way. Advanced IDE disc

technology means simpler, cheaper, more reliable interfaces.

Manufacturers' prices for hard discs fall gradually, and we
pass these savings on to you as soon as we can.

Our upgrade prices include controller cards and fans

where needed. Our disc cases are of metal construction.

RELIABILITY

The first ideA customers have been using the system

successfully since last year. The A3000 internal hard disc is

particularly reliable - not one has had to be returned to us.

The latest IDE discs are ruggedly designed with lap-top

and portable computers in mind. You'll wait a long time to

see a defect! A skilled service team is ready to back up our

guarantee should the need ever arise.

COMPATIBILITY
The Micro User reported "no difficulty in running all

fully RISC OS applications". Our IDE filing system is no

different from ADFS in use, though it has a few extra

features such as the facility to write-protect a hard disc. DOS
partitions can be created for the PC Emulator.

CONTINUED SUPPORT
The coming months will see the introduction of many

new IDE products, including tape streamers and removable

discs. You may rest assured that our software and hardware

will keep pace with these developments. Updates for

existing users, if they ever become necessary, will be simple

and cheap.

"A beautiful solution," said BBC Acorn User. Study our

price list elsewhere in this magazine, and let us solve your

storage problems too.

Be in at the beginning!

Other products
too good to miss!

See our other advert for prices

H
TWO (Task and Window Organiser)

Do you wish you could start applications, display directories, and
open files all in one go? With TWO you can.

Do you wish your pupils were able to start work without under-

standing the Desktop? With TWO they will be.

Do you wish there was an easy way to tidy up your screen and find

that buried window? With TWO there is.

TWO is far more than a 'sticky backdrop'. Its easy-to-use features

make the Desktop a friendlier environment and will really save you
time.

DrawBender distorts Draw files to follow a shape of your choice. A
useful addition or cheap alternative to Poster, supplied with these

41u« decorative fonts.

DrawBender is simple to use, without any complex menu structures.

The example above uses DrawBender with FontFX - the two make
ideal companions.

"iS^lOddu^
Baildon Electronics Oddules open the way to cheap, flexible and
almost unlimited external expansion via the PC bus already

supported by RISC OS. Baildon are producing a range of Oddules
which may be daisy-chained.

Ready now is the ^nD't Oddule. It has eight digital I/O channels with

high current open collector drivers, four A/D inputs, and one D/A
output. AnDi is capable of emulating user and joystick ports,

allowing ADVAL operation from BASIC, and the use of Concept
Keyboards and analogue or digital joysticks.

Cross-32 Meta-Assembler

This professional table-based cross-assembler works with over 50
target processors (including ARM2 and 3), and has been used for

some time on PCs. A RISC OS Desktop version by Baildon Elec-

tronics is now available. Cross-32 is user-friendly and supports

conditional assembly and macros. Output is in absolute binary, or

Intel or Motorola Hex formats (ideal for eprom programmers and
emulators).

You can modify the tables supplied or add new ones to cater for

new processors and opcodes.

f(tmmir(B
ACU17, 10 Frost drive, WIRRAL, Merseyside, England, L61 4XL

Fax 051-632 3434 Tel 051-632 1234



PIPEDREAM

WINNER
of the 1989/90

BBC Acorn User

Award for Best

32-bit Business

Software

Pain Index for major Industrial countries
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The bar chart in the screen shown above was produced by using the

HotLink between PipeDream 3 and HotLink Presenter.

Major features include:

intuitive RISC OS user interface i

many documents loaded at once i

display and printing of pictures

within text i

Wysiwyg display including all

RISC OS fonts I

built-in 93,003 word spelling

checker i

file compatibility with

PC & Z88 PipeDream
& BBC View Professional .

natural, background
recalculation i

keystroke compatibility with

Z88 & PC PipeDream i

Z88 filing system i

automatic loading of VIEW.
ViewSheet , Lotus, First Word

Plus, Tab and CSV files <

automatic saving of VIEW,
Lotus, Tab, CSV and Acorn

DTP format files (

multi-field sorting <

62 spreadsheet and database

functions

external references between

documents for 3-D modelling

macro file recorder

slot protection

.0^?:*^'

PipeDream 3 breaks down the barriers

between word processor, spreadsheet and

database. With PipeDream 3, you can include

numerical tables in your letters and reports,

add paragraphs to your spreadsheets, and

perform calculations within your databases.

PipeDream 3 has been written to take

full advantage of RISC OS - if you can use

RISC OS, you can use PipeDream 3. It is

fully multi-tasking and multi-windowing, so

you can work on many documents at once

and instantly move information between

them. PipeDream 3 can automatically load

and save most popular file formats and is

the first program to use the new RISC OS
HotLink, which enables it to interact dynami-

cally with Archimedes graphics programs,

such as HotLink Presenter from Lingenuity

and GraphBox from Minerva.

As well as winning the 1989/90 BBC
Acorn User Award for Best 32-bit Business

Software, PipeDream 3 was runner-up in the

Best 32-bit Educational Software and Best

32-bit DTP/Word Processor categories.

PipeDream 3

Breaking down the barriers

POWER • SPEED • FLEXIBILITY • EASE OF USE

PipeDream 3 is for all Archimedes

computers with 1Mbyte or more of RAM,
including the A3000.

For a free brochure, see your Archimedes

dealer, or phone us on 0954 2 1 1472 , or return

the coupon.

PipeDream 3 costs £147.00 + VAT.

For a free brochure, complete and return this

coupon to the address below.

PipeDream 3 D View Professional D

Name

Address

. Post code .

Colton Software,

Broadway ffouse,

149-151 St. Neots Road,
Hardwick,

Cambridge CB3 7Q J,

England.

Tel. 0954 211472 Fax. 0954 21 1607.

All trademarks acknowledged.
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PRODUCED ON THE

ARCHIMEDES

All the editorial pages in

BBC Acorn User are

produced on a DTP system

using Acorn Archimedes

440/1 and A540 computers,

Computer Concepts'

Impression 2 with Laser

Direct printers and Taxan

monitors
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 24
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•INFO 49

Our new regular section of hints and tips for eight and 32-bit micros

GAME PLAN 55

GameCore is the stuff your very own games software could be made of

SNEAK PREVIEW 59

Look ahead and see how well your Wew document will pnnt

POWER POSTERS 69

First steps towards designing your own posters using Edit, Draw and Paint

SEASONED PLAYERS 77

Summer sun from your Beeb's screen and a box game to dnve you batty

YELLOW PAGES 83

THE DOHED NINE 98

Our tests reveal that nine-pin printers still provide a guality solution - cheaply

GOOD LOOKING 103

The PCATS hardware enhances even the Arc's graphic capabilities

WINNING WORDS 104

The latest (and greatest?) Archimedes wordprocessor - read our verdict

WORLD CLASS 108

Create a world of imaginative screens in the classroom with My World

SOUND JUDGEMENT 111

Speec/i.' for the Arc is proving to be quite a talking point

MAKING TRACKS 113

We sound out Tracker, the music sequencer from The Serial Port

RAISING STANDARDS 115

Why it is important to upgrade your ASOOO's memory - and ways of doing it

FILING A SUIT

CPFS could unleash essential powers and enhance your Master 512

THOROUGH INVESTIGATION

Software to back up commercial software - but is it such a good idea?

GAME SHOW

117

119

120

FLYING HIGH 122

The latest version of Magpie makes it an even more versatile educational tool

SOFTWARE SHOWCASE 125

PUZZLE PAGE 128
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ARCHIMEDES
A3000 Computer

^599
A3000 + Learning Curve

^699
SYSTEM ENTRY MONO COLOUR MULTISCAN

410/1 «1099 £1159 £1288 £1448

420/1 £1299 £1359 £1488 £1648

440/1 £1699 £1759 £1888 £2048

540/1 £2995 £3065 £3184 ^

FREE OFFERSONARCHIMEDESMICROS
COMPUTER FREE OFFER

A3000 Upgraded to 2Mb RAM on Board + Monitor Stand

A410/1 Upgraded to 2Mb RAM & a 20Mb Hard Disc, (A420) +
Dust Cover

A420/1 Upgraded to 4Mb RAM & a 40Mb Hard Disc, (A440),

Ml< II Learning Curve + Dust Cover

A440/1 High Resolution 14" Multiscan Colour Monitor +
Dust Cover

or Taxan 775 Monitor (Entry System) + Dust Cover

or StarXB-2410 24 Pin Colour Printer (Colour System) +
Dust Cover

A540/1 High Resolution 14" Multiscan Colour Monitor +
Panasonic KX-P1180 Printer & Connecting Cable

or Taxan 795 or 775 Monitor (Entry System) or

Star XB24-10 24 Pin Colour Printer (Colour System)

A3000 ACCESSORIES
3,5" External Drive £97

Monitor Stand £15

External Podule Case £12

Serial Upgrade £16

A3000 Technical Manual £28

Dust Cover Micro/Monitor £5

Dust Cover Micro £9

User Port/Midi Upgrade £44

UHF TV Modulator £POA

RAM UPGRADES FOR
ARCHIMEDES

A3000 Upgrade to 2Mb RAM £62
A3000 Upgrade to 4Mb RAM £175

A305 UpgradetolMbRAM £96

A305/A310 Upgrade to 2Mb RAM £239

A305/A31 Upgrade to 4Mb RAM £429

A410/1 Upgrade to 2Mb RAM £63

A410/1 Upgrade to 4Mb RAM £117

A410/1 Upgrade to 8Mb RAM £899

A420/1 Upgrade to 4Mb RAM £169

A420/1 Upgrade to 8Mb RAM £849

A440/1 Upgrade to 8Mb RAM £739

R140 Upgrade to 8Mb RAM £739

ARCHIMEDES ACCESSORIES
NEWMultitaskingRISCOS £28
3.5" 800K 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310) £109

5.25" 800K External Floppy Drive £84

I/O Podule

(Analogue & User Port & 1MHz Bus) £77

MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £27

MIDI Expansion Card £64

Econet Network Board £45

IEEE Interface Adaptor £265

16 Bit Parallel I/O Card £193

Software Developers Toolbox £147

Floating Point Unit £449

SCSI Adaptor Expansion Card £167

Keyboard Extension Lead £6

2 Podule Backplane £24

4 Podule Backplane £37

BBC MASTER
MASTER 1 28K with View, Viewsheet,

ADFS BASIC Editor & Terminal and

our Special FREE OFFER, A 5.25"

Double Sided, 40/80 Tracl<

switchable 400K Disc Drive and 20

Floppy Discs.

^399

HARD DISK DRIVES (ST506)

20Mb for 410 ST506 £165

40Mbfor410ST506 £259

75Mb for 410 ST506 £379

A3000 20Mb + Podule £349

A300040Mb + Podule £469

BBC Band MASTER
ACCESSORIES

Turbo 65C102 Add-on-Module £113

Econet Module for Master £45
Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £12

Master Reference Manual 1 (No VAT) £13

Master Reference Manual II (No VAT) £13

Master Advanced Ref Manual (No VAT) £16

64K Upgrade Kit for B

+

£31

Acorn 1772 DFS Complete Kit £47

CONCEPT KEYBOARDS
A4 Standard Keyboard inc BBC Software £115

A3 Standard Keyboard inc BBC Software £140

A4 Archimedes Keyboard £116

A3 Archimedes Keyboard £141

SCSI HARD DRIVES FOR A300/400
Supplied complete with controller card.

52Mb Internal

105Mb Internal

170Mb Internal

210Mb Internal

£348
£549
£829
£899

PLOTTERS
ROLAND

Dxy-1100 £509 GRX-300 £2769

DXy-1200 £644 GRX-400 £3625

DXy-1300 £844 DPX&GRX Include

DPX-2500 £2369 12 months on-site

DPX-3500 £3385 maintenance

COMMUNICATIONS
AmstradSM2400V22BIS £157
MiracomWS4000 £99
MiracomWS3000V22 £185
MiracomWS3000V22BIS £247
Pace Linnett £93
Pace Linnetti 200 V22 £150
Pace Linnett 2400 V22BIS £209
Hearsay comms software £48
BBC/Master Modem Cable £14
Archimedes Modem Cable £14

MASTER 128 CUMANA
DISC DRIVES

5.25" 200K Single 40T No PSU £64
5.25" 200K Single 40T With PSU £79
5.25" 400K Single 40/80

Switchable No PSU £79
5.25" 400K Single 40/80

Switchable With PSU £89
5.25" 400K Dual 40T No PSU £125
5.25" 400K Dual 40T With PSU £149
5.25" 800K Dual 40/80

Switchable No PSU £159
5.25" 800K Dual 40/80

Switchable With PSU £179
3.5" Single Drive No PSU £64
3.5" Single Drive With PSU £79
3.5" Dual Drive With PSU £125
3.5" +5.25" 40/80 Switchable £169



THE
INTELLIGENT
CHOICE
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Acorn

SPECIALISTS in the

supply of

COMPUTERS to

PRIMARY, SECONDARY/
and TERTIARY
EDUaTION

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE 1

ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS LANGUAGES
Artisan II £43 ANSICRel3 £122
Atelier £63 Assembler £145
Autosketch II £66 Fortran 77 £75
Gamma Plot £38 ISO-PASCAL £75
Graph Box £62 LISP £145
Mosul £18 Prolog X £145
Poster £82 SILICON VISION
Pro Artisan £71 Arc PCB Professional £269
Render Bender 2 £56 Gerber Plot £91

Sigma Plot £38 Realtime Solids Modeller

Rise Basic

£105
£72

DATABASES Robo Logo £52
AlphaBase £34 Solid Cad £72
Genesis £64 Solid Render £52
Multistore £192 Solid Tools £196

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Acorn DeskTop Publisher

Impression Junior

Impression II

Tempest

£125
£77
£155
£97

Super Dump
Super Plot

SPREADSHEETS
Intersheet

Schema
Sigmasheet

£19
£19

£23
£97
£53

INTEGRATED Viewsheet £44

Desktop Office £103 WORDPROCESSORS

Logistix £83 IstWordPlusIl £68

Pipedream 3 £118 Easiword

Interword

£29
£23

We also carry a wide range of GAMES and Protext 5 £129
LEISURE software. Call for details. View £44

LASER PRINTERS

FREE Parallel Printer Cable With All Lasers
PPM PPM

Brother HL-4 4 * £719 NEC LC890XL Postscript 8
* £2359

Brother HL-8e 8
• £989 NEC Colourmate PS P/Script £5489

Brother HL-8PS Postscript 8 • £1489 OKI Laser 400 4 * £539
Canon LBP-4 4 • £649 OKI Laser 800 8

* £989
Canon LBP-III 8 • £997 OKI Laser 840 P/Script 8

* £1289

Canon LBP-IIIT Dual Bin 8
* £1394 Panasonic KXP4420 8

* £657
Canon LBP-IIIR Dual Bin Panasonic KXP4450i

Duplex 8
• £1509 Dual Bin 11

* £1029
Epson EPL-71 00 6

* £695 Panasonic KXP4455 D/Bin

Epson EPL-7500 P/Script 11
* £1619

Postscript 6 • £1189 QMS PS410 Postscript 4 £1475
HP Laserjet HIP 4

* £676 QMS PS810+ Postscript 8 £2009
HP Laserjet III 8

• £1028 QUMECr/stalprintWPPIus 6
• £689

HP Laserjet HID Dual Bin QumeCrystalprint

Duplex 8
• £1589 S/Seriesll 6 » £1059

IBM 401 9E 5 £679 Qume Crystalprint

IBM 401

9

10 £949 Publisher PS 2Mb 6 * £1599
K/ocera F800T 8 * £949 Qume Crystalprint

Laser Direct 6 £844 Express PS 12 • £2539
NECSilentwriter2S60 6 * £769 StarLP-4 4 * £719
NECSilentwriter2S60P Star LP-4P5 Postscript 4

* £889
P/Script 6

* £1225 Star LP-8 III 8 * £1049
NECSilentwriter2 266 8 • £929 StarLP-BIIStarscript

NECSilentwriter2 290 P/Script 8
* £1189

P/Script 8
* £1409 Al printers marked by an * include 1 2 months

|

on-site maintenance.
1

MONITORS

SPECIAL OFFER s^^a-?
14" Multiscan Hi-Resolution 0.28 Dot Pitch, 1024 x 768 ^^^ /
MICROVITEC

1431 Standard Resolution £169

1451 Medium Resolution £209
14M325 (CUB 3000) Medium Res. £189

1441 High Resolution £349
1451AP RGB/PAL & Audio £249
2040CS 20" High Resolution £659
Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £234
NEC

Multisync 3D 14" 0.28 Dot Pitch £338

PANASONIC
14" Super Hi-Res 0.29 Dot Pitch £239
PHILIPS

BM7502 12" Hi-Res Green £68
CM8833/I1 14" Medium Res £169

TAXAN
770LR 14" 0.31 Dot Pitch Low Rad £379
775 Plus 14" 0.28 Dot Pitch Hi-Res £374

795 Trinitron 0.26 Dot Pitch £427
970 20" 0.31 Dot Pitch £1194

PRINTERS

.199

FREE Parallel Printer Cable With All Printers

Canon BJlOe £207 IBMProprinterlll i

Canon BJ300* £359 IBM Proprinter IIIXL £239
Canon BJ33C* £419 IBMProprinterX24E £339
Citizen 120D + £98 IBM Proprinter XL24E £419
Citizen 124D £147 IBMQuietwriterlll £479
Swift 9 £143 IBM Quickwriter 5204 £499
Swift 24 £208 IBM Execjet 4072 £449
Swift 24X £297 Integrex Colour Jet £499
Prodot 9 £203 Mannesman Tally MT81 £98
Prodot9X £248 Nee P20 £189
Prodot 24 £225 Nee P30 £253
Epson LX400 £113 Nee P60 £374
Epson LX850 £156 Nee P70 £475
Epson FX850 £287 NeeP90 £653
Epson FX1 050 £362 Panasonic KXP1081 ;113

Epson EX1 000 Colour £463 Panasonic KXP1 180 £121

Epson DFX5000 £1094 Panasonic KXP1123 £154
Epson DFX8000 £2054 Panasonic KXP1124i £211

Epson LQ400 £171 Panasonic KXP1695 £297
Epson LQ550 £214 Panasonic KXP1624 £297
Epson LQ1010 £320 Panasonic KXP1654 £437
Epson LQ850 + £390 Star LCI C114

Epson LQ860 Colour £449 Star LC200 Colour £158
Epson LQ1 050 + £482 Star LCI 5 £184
Epson LQ1 060 Colour £604 StarLC24-10 £153
Epson LQ2550 Colour £698 StarLC24-200 £192
Epson SQ850 £445 Star LC24-200 Colour £227
Epson SQ2550 £637 StarLC24-15 £299
Hew/Pack Thinkjet* £239 Star FRIO Colour* £239
Hew/Pack Quietjet* £307 StarFRIS* £308
Hew/Pack Quietjet Plus* £367 Star XB24-10 Colour* £308
Hew/Pack Deskjet 500 £303 $tarXB24-15* £371
Hew/Pack PaintJet* £603 All printers marked by an *

Hew/Pack PaintJet XL* £1096 include 12 months on-site

Hew/Pack Rug/Writer* £848 maintenance.

DELIVERY Archimedes Micros only: Free Delivery Lasers: £1 5 + VAT per printer
Hardware: £7 + Vfi! per box Next Working Day Service - call for
Software: £7 + VAT oer order details. UK Ofrshore - call for details

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
CREDIT CARD MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

@ 081-680 5686 Fax:081-760 9861

Prices arc subject to

chanse without
notice. Please check
suitability with the
manufacturers before
orderins- Goods are

not offered on a trial

basis. Orders are

accepted subject to

our standard
conditions of sale

-

available on request
E&OE.

Subject to
availability despatch
is nonnally effected

within 2 days from
receipt of cleared
payment Please

allow 7 v^Drkins days
for cheque
clearance. All orders
will be fulfilled

within 28 days
unless otherwise
notified.

Collese Computers, 14 Emmabrook Court, Sea Road,

Rustlngton, Littlehampton, Sussex BN16 2NG

rTo: Collese Computers, 14 Emmabrook Court, Sea Road,

Rustington, Uttlehampton, Sussex BN16 2NG. I wish to order

QUANinV DESCRIPTION PRICE

Please state disk s

enclose cheque

7e Dclivef7

POfort inrViT Total

5r charge my Access/Visa No: Exp, dat '

VAT

Total £

Signature-

Address

, Postcode- -Tel No:-



special

Offers!

The most

popular

subscription

magazine

devoted

solely to the

Archimedes

range of

computers

including the

A3000.

RISC User offers 10

magazines a year which
typically contain:

News on the world of Archimedes
Reviews of the latest products

Ready to run applications

Utilities, routines and advanced programming
techniques

Programs and articles on sound and graphics

Series of articles for all spheres of interest:

• 'Into the Arc' — tutorial series for beginners

• 'Mastering the Wimp' — series on Wimp
programming

• 'Under the Lid' — hardware series

• 'Assembler Workshop' — all about ARM Assembler
• 'Beginning 'C — series on C language

• 'DTP/WP' — advice on using commercial software

• 'Arcade' — a round-up of the latest games
Hints and tips

Postbag for your letters and answers to your

questions

Technical queries and expert answers

Magazine discs, containing all programs

published in the magazine plus

some additional items, are

available to ord^r or on
'subscription.

The ONLY significant

magazine still

dedicated entirely

to users ofthe BBC
Model B and Master series.

In April, BEEBUG commences its 10th year of publication, providing professional,

useful and interesting information to thousands ofsubscribers. Each magazine offers:

A variety ofuseful programs to type in, or run from disc:

• Stand-alone applications

• Handy utilities and useful routines

• Entertaining games
News from the BBC world

Reviews ofnew products, and comparative surveys

Scries covering a range of interests:

• 'First Course' series for beginners

• 'Workshop' for the more advanced programmer
• '512 Forum' for users of the Master 512

• 'Practical Assembler" for Assembly language programmers
• 'BEEBUG Education'

Informative articles

Hints and tips

Postbag for your letters and answers to your questions and lots more

AHprograms published in the magflzine are available on disc, to order

or on subscription.

With your subscription you will receive not only 10 magazines a

year, but you will benefit from a professional oi^anisation with

9 years ofexperience in software, hardware, computing
publications and support.

• Showroom with friendly professional staff, where you can try out

the latest software and hardware

• BEEBUG's own quality software and hardware, with special

discounts for magazine subscribers

• A large range of other products, and a Retail catalogue mailed free

to magazine subscribers

• Speedy mail-order service

• Workshop repairs by qualified staff

• Trade-in service to upgrade your equipment

D

D

Order Form
I would like to subscribe to RISC User Magazine starting with the July issue,

and receive in addition the New Members' Disc Free

I would like to subscribe to BEEBUG Magazine, starting with theJuly issue,

and receive in addition theJuly Magazine Disc Free (please indicate whether

you want 5.25°
I I or 3.5"

I I disc)

RISC User/BEEBUG Subscription Rates (1 year): £19.90 UK, BFPO, Ch.I,

£29 Europe+Eire, £35 Middle East, £38 Amcricas+ Africa, £41 Elsewhere

Joint Subscription RISC User and BEEBUG (1 year): £29 UK, BFPO, Ch.I,

£43 Europe+Eire, £52 Middle East, £57 Americas+ Africa, £61 Elsewhere

I enclose a cheque for £ (all cheques must be in pounds

sterling, drawn on a UK Bank) or, Please debit my Access/Visa account No.

Card Expiry Date _

Name

_ Signature _

_ Post Code _

BEEBUG LIT)
117 Hatfield Road, Sl Albans, Herts ALl 4JS

Telephone: 0727 40303 Fax: 0727 850263



3D CONSTRUCTION KIT FOR
VIRTUAL REALITY ON ARC
DUE FOR Autumn release,

Domark's 3D Construction Kit

will enable Archimedes users

to build solid, three-dimen-

sional model environments,

and then 'walk into", explore

and interact with them.

The idea of solid 3D
graphics is nothing new, but

this is the first system to allow

such free interaction in real-

time, and represents a signifi-

cant breakthrough.

The package has been

developed by the 3D profes-

sionals at Dimension interna-

tional and Incentive, and is

clo.sely ba.sed around the com-
pany's existing Freescape

mainframe software, which

has been used for a new TV
gameshow, Cyberzone, the

pilot epLsode of which will be

hitting our screens in the next

few months.

The package is far more

than just a 3D object designing

system - the mainframe ver-

sion is actually a very high-

end virtual reality software

system, of the type used to

generate the worlds inhabited

by those who don the head

mounted displays in arcade

3D MODEL OF HOME.

.AND OFFICE SPACE

games such as those made by

W-Industries. Since I saw this

professional version running at

a stand at the Computer

Graphics '90 show last year,

the system has been converted

to the Archimedes. The Arc

version is tipped to be the

fastest and most powerful con-

version of the software, and

approaches the 25 per second

frame-rate of its big brother.

A specially-written, full size

arcade adventure aame will be

included with the package, and

this will display some of the

more impressive features of

the kit. These include the abil-

ity to design environments

through which any number of

people can 'travel", down to a

real resolution of 1 mm within

a very large area.

Through the use of a z.oning

system, the computer minim-

ises the time taken to plot a

scene based on what it knows

is visible. For example, the

separate rooms inside a build-

ing would be isolated zones.

Objects do not have to be fixed

and can also be animated for

greater realism. This means

that fully controllable vehicles

can be designed and driven.

There are currently seveial

Arc virtual reality hardware

developments in progress, and

if in the future the towns and

cities that will be created with

the Construction Kit were

combined with future hard-

ware developments, it would

result in a very powerful, and

relatively cheap. system.

Domark estimates a £50 price

tag for Construction Kit.

Mat Tizard

'SATISFACTORY' YEAR
FOR ACORN FORTUNES
ACORN claims to have had a

'satisfactory" year in 1990,

particularly in the education

market, which held its own
compared with the general

downturn in the computer

market.

In the 12 months to Decem-
ber 31 1990, revenue was

slightly higher than in the

previous year (£45.5m com-

pared to £44.9m in 1989).

Whilst the operating profit

before exceptional items rose

by over 50 per cent to £2iti

(£l.3m in 1989), pre-tax pro-

fits fell by 38 per cent from

£2.53min 1989 to £ 1.58m.

Acorn sold intellectual prop-

erty rights to Advanced Rise

Machines (Arm) Ltd for £1 .5in

and made a provision against

bad debts due from one of the

company"s major customers of

£0.9m. Interest charges rose to

£lm in 1990. Extraordinary

charges of £0.56m on two

investments held since the

mid-1980s were also incurred.

Acorn cited its main

achievement as maintaining its

leading position in the UK
education market.

Some 53 percent of all com-

puters delivered to_ UK schools

were Acorn .systems, with the

BBC A3000 and Archimedes

outselling the eight-bit BBC
Master by a factor of two-to-

one. Acorn systems have now
been installed in 85 percent of

all UK schools.

PC EMULATOR
READY?
VISITORS to the recent CD-
Rom '91 exhibition in London

were given a sneak pi'eview of

the new multi-tasking version

of Acorn"s Archimedes soft-

ware PC emulator.

Cumana, which is in the

CD-Rom drive business, was

demonstrating the possibility

of Dos- or Apple Mac-based

software being opened to the

Archimedes via the new emu-

lator. Other firms, such as

Next Technology, will now be

able to open up sales initia-

tives into education as soon as

Acorn releases the new PCE.

The new software will run

Windows 3. albeit slightly

sluggishly, but Cumana proved

at the exhibition that it was

perfectly usable.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• TWO new Public Domain

libraries for the Archimedes/A3000

are Arch PD and Arch Angel PD.

Arch PD has 100 discs in its

catalogue, which can be obtained

by sending an SAE and disc to

Adam Case, Arch PD, 109 Ferry

Road, Hullbridge, Hockley, Essex

SS5 6EL Arch Angel PD offers a

pick-and-mix service where for

£1.50 the buyer chooses the soft-

ware required from a list that

includes graphics, demos, music,

samples, comms, and so on. Ready-

compiled discs are also available at

£1.10 each. Send for a free

catalogue to Arch Angel PD, 9

Chancel Court, Chancel Lane, Pin-

hoe, Exeter, Devon EX4 8QE.

• IF YOU live in Derbyshire, you

may like to know that the newest

Acorn dealer in your area is Selec-

tive Computer Services. The

company can be contacted on

(0332)690691.

• ZCL, the Acorn distributor to

the computer industry, has been

nominated distributor of the year

by computer retailers and resellers

in the UK. ZCL's chairman, Don

Carter, acknowledged the honour,

but added that the quality of

Acorn's product played a major

role in the company's success.

• EVANGELTRUST, which pro-

duces bible-based computer games

and databases, has launched a

competition to write a piece of

Christian software which could be

used by RE teachers, ministers,

youth groups, and so on. The clos-

ing date for entries is December 31

1991. For further details and entry

forms send an SAE to Bible Soft-

ware Competition, Evangeltrust,

PC Box 224, Kingston upon

Thames, Surrey KT1 2NX.

• FADED prints are usually the

result of a depletion of ink on the

fabric printer ribbon - now the

Maxiprint Ribbon Re-Inker can

replenish the original ribbon up to

50 times. The Maxiprint can accom-

modate a wide variety of ribbon

cartridges, and the ink cartridges

used are available in a wide range

of colours. With the optional Twin

Cartridge Adaptor the inker can be

made to Ink two- and four-colour

ribbons. Contact Digitone, Hagan

deg, Llys y Coed, Mountain Road,

Pembrey, DyfedSAieOAJ.

• THE Electronic Font Foundry has

just released Its range of Indian

fonts, including Bengali and Pun-

jabi. Contact EFF on (0344) 28698.
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The user-friendly solution to

professional desktop publishing

Ovation

Ovation sets new standards of

quality and value by offering

professional features in an easy-

to-use package at an affordable

price. It is a complete desktop

publisher providing a formidable

array of features that are

straightforward to learn and

instinctive to use. We guarantee

that you will be able to produce

high quality documents within

hours of opening the package.

Is it a word processor?

Ovation can be used just like a

traditional word processor. In fact

it provides more word processing

features than most dedicated

word processors themselves. And
unlike many DTP packages, text

may be typed straight in without

any setting up whatsoever, and it

flows from page to page with

headers, footers and page

numbering all done for you.

Ovation is frame-based, with typed or

imported text formatted in rectangular

frames. Frames may contain their own
independent story, or may be linked together

causing text to flow from one frame to

another anywhere in the document.
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You can import pictures that are in Draw
or Paint format. Once imported, pictures

may he moved freely around the document,

enlarged, reduced, cropped, or scaled to fit

frames precisely - all in an instant.

Adding style is simple

Ovation provides user-defined

paragraph styles and easy-to-use

local effects that give instant

control and can be mastered in a

matter of minutes! A wide range

of styles are available allowing

you to create documents with a

\ distinctive appearance. Very

accurate typographical control is

provided, making Ovation

suitable for the most demanding

professional applications.

Extensive graphics

An extensive range of features is

provided for manipulating

graphics. Paint and Draw format

pictures may be imported from

scanners, digitisers and drawing

packages etc. and may then be

instantly enlarged, reduced,

cropped as required. With line

drawing facilities and definable

border styles. Ovation provides

features virtually unheard of in its

price range.

Laser-sharp printing

Ovation uses the RISC OS
printer drivers to produce high

quality printing on dot-matrix, ink

jet and laser printers. It prints

pages exactly as they are created

on the screen, at the highest

resolution your printer can

deliver. The PostScript driver

allows for the printing of

documents on high quality laser

printers and typesetting machines.

Spelling checker

Ovation contains a fully

integrated high speed spelling

checker with a dictionary of over

60,000 words and a host of other

features.You can even edit the

main dictionary. Requires 2Mb.

The Ovation package includes a 250-page

user guide for both novices and experienced

users alike, a quick reference card listing all

the keyboard and mouse short cuts, 7 outline

fonts (22 faces), and a range ofclipart.

Price breakthrough!

Ovation runs under RISC OS on

an Archimedes or A3000 with

minimum 1Mb RAM and costs

just £99.00 plus VAT.

Ovation is available from all good dealers
BEEBUG Ltd. 1 17 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts. ALl 4JS Tel: 0727 40303, Fax: 0727 860263

Please write or phone for a brochure. This advert was produced entirely using Ovation.



NEWS

SUCCESSFUL PRES-ENCE AT
COMPUTER SHOPPER SHOW
VISITORS who flocked to the

recent Spring Computer Shop-

per Show at London's Alex-

andra Palace were greeted with

new Acorn products from Pres

fortheBBCA3000.
A dual podule box for the

A3000, launched by Pres,

allows the use of a scanner and

a hard disc card together for

the first time.

The A3000 can normally be

expanded by adding a single

standard-sizxd expansion card

to the rear. But because the

cards are intended for 400-

series machines, they need to

be protected in a podule case

on the A3000.

The A3000 normally sup-

ports only one such podule,

although some external system

housings allow you to switch

manually between two or

more.

Pres' new box can be fitted

in the normal way to the rear

connector on an A3000, but

makes an additional connec-

tion inside the machine to

allow Rise OS to address two

separate cards automatically.

The system works exactly

the same as it does on a 400-

.series machine and allows

simultaneous use of a scanner

and hard disc card.

Also released by Pres at the

show was a lOMbits per sec-

ond link between two Archi-

medes. The Missing Link

board slots into the Econet

interface space, and provides

very fast communication

between two machines. The

physical link can be a special

serial cable, or fibre optic for

longer distances.

The Missing Link can also

act as a filing system - files

dropped into a filer window on

one machine appear in a

similar window at the other

end of the link.

Possible uses include swap-

ping large sprite files or scans

between machines where an

Econet would be too slow and

Ethernet too expensive.

• Pres has also announced that

it is knocking £100 off the nor-

mal advertised prices of its 20

and 40Mb hard disc upgrades.

The units come complete with

the ST506 (Acorn) expansion

card and all cabling and

instructions.

Further details can be

obtained from Pres Ltd, Box

319, Lightwater, Surrey GUI

8

5PW. Tel: (0276) 72046.

CANADIAN
VISIT
REPRESENTATIVES of UK
educational software producers

have just returned from a sales

initiative aimed at spreading

the Acorn message in Canada.

The group - including Paul

Richardson from ExpLAN,
David Tee from Oak Solu-

tions, Peter Stibbons from

Anglia TV - gave seven major

presentations of Archimedes

hardware and software at

venues like the Educational

Computing Organisation of

Ontario. Working with Paul

Richardson was a team of 18

pupil demonstrators from Tor-

onto schools who were trained

(by fax!) from the UK.
In excess of 200 enquiries

and orders were taken.

A3000 SPECIAL ACCESS
A NEW Special Access Pack has been launched by Acorn for

people with disabilities and learning difficulties. Centred

around the BBC A3000, the package is fitted with an Acorn

serial and Morley user/analogue upgrades to enable the use of

devices such as the Concept Keyboard and touchscreen.

A special utilities disc offers useful programs which can:

emulate mouse movements using the numeric keypad; access

other programs via a special switch input; convert the normal

screen pointer to a larger size; magnify the screen to allow

print and images to be seen more easily; allow text character

input from a selection panel; create a flashing caret with a

'homing device' to make it easier to locate within a document.

Also included in the package is an overview booklet and a

Special Needs Computing Handbook complied by Northwest

Semerc in association with ACE centres. The handbook

contains useful and relevant information, including sources of

supply for accessories and details of the many applications

available. The A3000 Special Access Pack is assembled and

tested by disabled people who work for the Papworth Group

of Industries in Papworth, Cambridgeshire. Priced at £795,

registered disabled people and charities may obtain a £100

reduction from participating dealers upon production of their

registration cards. Contact Acorn on (0223) 245200.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• AWARE of a lack of educational

software to motivate older

children with learning difficulties,

Sherston Software has just

released Sellardore Tales.

This is an exciting adventure

with a high interest and low read-

ing age. It is aimed at children who

are aged 1 1 and over, but who
have a reading age of about eight,

and supports English AT 2 in the

National Curriculum.

The computer adventure. Black

River Quest, is accompanied by an

illustrated book with 13 chapters

which introduces the reader to the

world of Sellardore and the main

characters who reside there.

The package costs £24 and con-

tains photocopiable activity sheets

based around the book and game,

as well as creative writing cards.

Contact Sherston Software,

Swan Barton, Sherston, Malmes-

bury, Wiltshire SN16 0LH for

further details.

DIARY DATES

• JUNE 22 The All Formats

Computer Fair will be held at

the New Horticultural Hall,

London.

• JUNE 25-27 Multimedia Is

holding the first European

multimedia conference at Olympia

2, London, with talks on the mass

market, educational applications

and multimedia in business.

Running alongside this will be

the Multimedia 91 exhibition -

the first event to demonstrate

what multimedia is, and to show

what it could do for your

company. The conference costs

£875.37 (£346.62 with academic

discount). The exhibition is

free, but by ticket only. Contact

Jacqueline Wilson/Lynne Davey on

081-868 4466 for more details.

• SEPTEMBER 5-8 The European

Computer Entertainment Show

takes place at London's Earls

Court 2.

• OCTOBER 11-13 The highlight

of the year will the BBC Acorn User

Show, which takes place at the

Wembley Conference and Exhibi-

tion Centre in London. Opening

times will be 10am to 6pm on

Friday and Saturday and 10am to

5pm on Sunday.

For further details on show

ticket prices and availability, keep

an eye on BAU or contact Safesell

Exhibitions on (0737) 814084.
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BRING WORK HOME WITH
NEW A3000 OFFICE SUITE
A NEW A3000-based home
office package, priced at just

under £650, lias been launched

to cater for the home office

and small business user.

Acorn distributor Bonsai

Lightning and Devon-based

Minerva Software have

combined to produce a special

package, called the Home
Office Suite, which includes a

BBC A3000 and Minerva's

Desktop Office software.

The latter is a fully inte-

grated suite of database,

wordprocessor, spreadsheet,

charts and communications for

the A3000/Archimedes. Data

can be transferred between the

programs, making the package

a useful choice for education,

small business and home use.

To coincide with the Home
Office Suite launch, Minerva

ha.s produced a new version

(1.01) of Desktop Office which

includes several new facilities.

In the DTOWoid wordpro-

cessing section, previewing a

document will pause at the end

of each screen to make reading

easier. Page breaks are also

shown when previewing docu-

ments and there are two new
commands to control italics.

In the DTOBase database

section, marked cards may be

selected and deselected using

the option on the main menu,

as well as the Select option in

the submenu. When setting up

a search, you can now place

comparison operators in the

fields to check for ranges in

various ways. There is also a

specialist labelling facility.

Ian Goodall of Bonsai

Lightning, which is handling

distribution to dealers, told

BAU: "We have been looking

at producing a package like

this which fits between the

basic A3000 and the Learning

Curve. We want to appeal to

the home and small business

user and possibly tempt BBC
Master and model B owners to

consider trading up to the

A3000 for home use."

The Home Office Suite

costs £649 and. for those with-

out a monitor, a built-in HCCS
TV modulator is al.so available

for £39.95.

Anyone wishing to purchase

the package should contact

their nearest Acorn dealer,

who can contact the Acorn

division of Bonsai Lightning

on 08 1 -963 1 399.

I/O A3000
EXPANSION
UNILAB has developed an

A3000 expansion unit which

provides the essential BBC-
type sockets. The I/O Box
3000 plugs into the expansion

connector on the back of the

A3000 and provides three user

ports, an analogue port and a

IMHz bus. All the user ports

are bi-directional and one has

the same number of pins as the

BBC printer port. The unit

costs £77.58.

For further details contact

Unilab on (0254) 681222.

ARC INTO UNIX WILL GO
IN A BID to integrate its standard hardware products onto
campus-wide Ethernet networks, Acorn has launched a low-

cost Network Gateway Starter Pack. Using an Acorn R140
Unix workstation as the gateway, the package also includes a

licence for Acorn's TCP/IP Protocol Suite, providing existing

Archimedes systems access to the campus Ethernet. Thick and
thin Ethernet and Econet connectors and a range of network-
ing software, including ONC, NFS and TCP/IP are pre-installed.

The Network Gateway Starter Pack is priced at £2499.

• Meanwhile, Acorn has also announced a special discount

on its Unix platform to lecturers, research staff and academic
support staff in further and higher education establishments.

Until the end of June, they can buy an Acorn R140 Unix

machine for £90 per month, spread over two years. Around
47Mb of compressed software includes full implementation of

Unix (BSD 4.3 with System V extensions), X-Window System
(version 1 1 ), C and Bourne shells and tools, Ansi C and Fortran

77 compilers, programmers and documenters tools, plus a

range of connectivity software.

• New software has also been released which allows users of

the Archimedes to connect their machines to a network of

Unix workstations running the industry standard X Window
System. X software from Gnome Computers Ltd, developed in

conjunction with Acorn, provides a low cost means of turning

an Arc into an X terminal. If loaded onto a BBC A3000, for

example, a colour X terminal can be established for under

£1 500. Xcomes on a standard 3. Sin floppy disc and costs £199,

For further information on all these Unix developments,

contact Acorn Computers on (0223) 245200.

TECHNO-I
DIGITISES
TECHNOMATIC has released

what it claiins to be 'one of the

most advanced video digitisers

currently available".

The new Techno-I card,

with Rise OS multi-tasking

.software, allows the u,ser to

grab a picture from a video

source (TV, video recorder,

etc) and convert it to a sprite

which can then be dragged to

other applications, such as art

or DTP packages.

Unlike simple RGB video

digitisers. Techno-I handles

colour in 25 bits, with seven

bits luminance and 18 bits

chrominance. The on-screen

viewfinder displays live colour

or monochrome in real-time,

can be either 1/16 or 1/4

screen area, and can be offset

vertically and horizontally

under user control.

Frame buffer resolution is

up to 512 X 512. with pro-

grammable vertical and

horizontal resolution.

Complex frame manipula-

tion features are built into the

hardwai"e. including options to

grab the current, previous and

last completed frames.

The Techno-I costs £249 for

the Archimedes 300/400 series

and £279 for the BBC A3()00.

Contact Technomatic Ltd,

Techno Hou,se, 468 Church

Lane, London NW9 8UF. Tel:

081-205 9558.

RELEASES
OF ARC-PCB
NEW RELEASES of Arc-PCB
from Silicon Vision provide

more PCB layout and sche-

matic drawing possibilities.

Arc-PCB Professional V3.I

supports arc and circle draw-

ing for silkscreen and annota-

tion, curved tracks for

analogue design, layer swap
operations, scaling of compo-
nents, and so on. The top of

the range Arc-PCB Schematics

V4.I includes many of the

above, plus schematic draw-

ing. V3.I costs £375 and V4.1

costs £575. Contact Silicon

Vision on 081-861 2173.
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Announcing a new era in word processing...

EasiWrlter for the Arcliimedes
EasiWriter is a full featured,

WYSIWYG multi-column word

processor designed specifical-

ly to work with RISC OS.

Created by the same team that

wrote MacAuthor - the word pro-

cessor used to write Tomorrow's

World and by Douglas Adams to

write and typeset Dirk Gently 's Ho-

listic Detective Agency - EasiWriter

sets new standards in ease of use

and quality of output on the Acorn

Archimedes.

Power with ease of use

EasiWriter can be used as a basic

wordprocessor for writing short

documents, yet has the flexibility to

produce complete books or multi-

column layouts incorporating

sprites and Draw files created by

other Archimedes applications.

User friendly

Unique, on the Archimedes, to Ea-

siWriter is a powerful Undo com-

mand that lets you undo your last

action, anything from typing to

changing the document's margins.

Table editor

Creating attractive tables has never

been easier. It's as simple as press-

ing Tab and Return - no need to set

tabs. EasiWriter 's built-in in-

telligence does the rest, automatical-

ly adjusting the width of columns as

you type.

Production of Hog Casings

(thousand metres)

1985

Jan-Mar Year

Farm manufactured 67.2 255.0

Abattoir manufactured 92.0 290.3

Synthetic 98.5 1,127.1

Multi-lingual

EasiWriter can hyphenate in all the

major European languages and with

optional dictionaries can spell check

mixed language documents.

ICON
9 JARROM

Borders command
Any part of an EasiWriter document

can have borders added in a variety

of styles and line thicknesses.

Rules between columns, sidebars,

shadowed boxes - all can be added

with a click of the mouse.

Effrder

a
1^ Top Border

Left Border

|g] BottoM Border

Right Border

Cancel

Structures

EasiWriter introduces a powerful

new stylesheet capability for for-

matting entire structures - chapters,

sections, lists, tables, pictures and

figures.

Section Forwat

Heading Position: =^

i-ColuHns

Hunber: E [13 D fislanced

SeparationiljTiriQn] Justified

RuleUi ;

I

Start section on next page

Q fluto Indentation

-Changes

ColunnsiS + Colunn ruleiOn + Heading +

Page alignnent

Cancel Delete Changes

For example a section style can con-

trol the position and type specifica-

tions of both its heading and para-

graphs, the number of columns and

separation rules between them, even

its language.

Multiple columns

You can have up to nine columns

anywhere in a document.

EasiWriter can automatically bal-

ance the text between them, keeping

the length of each column the same,

even as you type.

For even more professional results

columns can be vertically justified.

Q WYSIWYG word processor

using outline fonts.

Q Multiple columns.

Q Headers and footers can be

multi-line, multi-column and
include graphics.

Styles for emphasis, para-

graphs and structures.

Q Keyboard short cuts.

a Powerful multi-lingual spell

checking - British dictionary

supplied, other languages

available.

Hyphenates in all the major

European languages.

Left, right, centre and user

definable decimal tabs.

U Insert date and time.

G Undo, redo commands to

correct both editing and for-

matting mistakes.

Q Revert to last version saved

command.

Search and replace.

GOn line help.

U Multiple documents can be

open at once.

Cut and paste between doc-

uments.

Automatic bulleted lists.

Automatic table generation.

Figure structure to add a

caption to a picture.

Documents can be scaled

from 10% to 999% of full size

for page preview and easy

editing.

G Graphics can be in-line or in

frames and can be scaled

and cropped.

G Change case between Upper,

Lower and Initial caps.

G Coloured text.

G Supports RISC OS printer

drivers.

G Requires 2Mb Archimedes

with outline fonts.

EasiWriter was developed in asso-

ciation with Acorn Computers.

£150.00 + VAT (£176.25 inc)

TECHNOLOC^X LTD
STREET LEICESTER LE2 7DH (0533) 546225

Written and typeset using EasiWriter



Turbocharge your Network

with

Since completing development work on Econet Level 4

for Acorn, our Network Development team has devoted

its attentions to the remaining problems concerning the

use of Archimedes on Econet, namely, the delivery of

large applications quickly into machines, efficient

network printing and effective apphcation management in

the classroom.

Our solution, CLASSROM (previously known as

Project X') will be shown for the first time at the Access

IT conference at Nottingham University from the 5th to

the 6th of July, but to whet your appetite, here a just a

few of the outstanding features of our new system:

Full security system to protect applications from

being tampered with.

Q In recent tests we loaded !Impression

simultaneously into 10 machines in only 5

seconds.

Efficient network printing.

Full Network facilities - not simply a shared hard

disc system.

Q Utilises your existing Econet cabling and

interfaces, AND leaves the A3000 internal

expansion bus free for User/Analogue ports etc.

Allows remote starting of applications from a

master machine to ease setup at the start of

lessons.

Substantially better performance than Ethernet or

shared hard disc systems.

Minimum available application delivery

bandwidth of over 6 Megabytes/second on a 10

station network - a figure that INCREASES with

the addition of extra stations.

If you are interested in Archimedes on networks, do not

miss this exciting solution to your problems.

SOLUTIONS
Oak Solutions Cross Park House Low Green Rawdon Leeds LS19 6HA Tel: 0532 502615 Fax: 0532 506868



WEATHERING THE STORM
THE SUN was definitely shiin-

ing on tlie Weatlier Reporter

when it was lionoured witti tlie

Silver Award in April at the

Geographical Association

Conference in Manchester.

On presenting the prize the

Geographical Association

noted that the automatic

weather station, developed by

the Advisory Unit for

Microtechnology in Education

together with Hardware

Design, was 'an original item

of equipment that should make
an important contribution to

remote sensing and weather

interpretation'.

The station looks something

like a television aerial, and is

relatively easy to install. It

works on the BBC B or Master

and the Archimedes/A3000

computers, and gives similar

readings to Meteorological

Office data. However it does

not need to be continually

plugged into a computer, as

the equipment's processor

automatically records detailed

weather data - wind speed and

direction, hours of sunshine

and daylight, temperature and

rainfall - from the last 60

hours, and daily weather sum-

maries over 60 days.

Whenever you wish to view

the weather data you simply

attach the serial lead from the

Weather Reporter to the com-

puter. The Weather Reporter

software will then allow you to

display the current weather

data on screen, or to download

the accumulated information

from the processor to a disk.

The software can also be used

to analyse and display the

readings in different ways. The

downloaded data can be saved

in appropriate formats for use

on various machines.

The producers hope to have

a new module ready by the end

of the year that will measure

and record atmospheric pres-

sure and humidity.

The package costs £295, and

will be of particular interest to

teachers of geography, sci-

ence, maths and technology at

key stages 2, 3 and 4.

For further information con-

tact Diana Freeman at The

Advisory Unit for Microtech-

CHECKING OUT THE SKIES WITH THE WEATHER REPORTER

nology in Education, Endym-
ion Road, Hatfield, Hertford-

shire ALIO 8AU.

LINE TO THE STARS
Electronic mail. bulletin

boards and a database are just

some of the facilities available

on a new comms system set up

by a Norwich school.

Based on an Arc running

BB software. Star Net pro-

vides an on-line link between

all Norfolk schools but. says

Paul Welbank of Eaton

School's IT department, 'at

this stage any school in the

country is welcome to log on'.

Although contact has been

established with French and

German schools, Paul would

welcome calls from more

schools in Europe and beyond.

The IT Department previ-

ously ran a viewdata type

system before concluding that

it was unsuitable for transfer-

ring substantial quantities of

information. Neither did it

have a proper Email function.

According to Paul, 'the

system we have now set up is

not far behind Telecom Gold

in terms of its Email facilities

and is capable of handling

hundreds of users around the

county's schools'. It is also

open to the general public.

Files can be up- and down-

loaded with ease. Primary and

secondary schools are cur-

rently using the system for

information exchange and it is

being utilised to transfer text

and digitised images for col-

laborative newspaper projects.

Staff at Eaton are building a

database of textual material

which pupils can search and

add to on-line, and special

interest groups can set up their

own message, database and

file areas.

To access Star Net you need

a computer, modem, telephone

line and scrolling text terminal

software. The number is

(0603) 507216. Contact Paul

at Eaton School, Eaton Road,

Norwich NR4 6PP for details.

PRACTICAL IT

The London borough of Hav-

ering has published a compre-

hensive report on integrating

IT into the primary curricu-

lum. It identifies the main

areas of IT for schools within a

framework comprising cre-

ative skills, communication,

control and information hand-

ling, and outlines strategies for

incorporating these into a topic

based curriculum.

By such means they explore

the 'implications for providing

a meaningful IT provision' in

a situation where teachers are

generally overworked, and

there is limited pupil access to

the computers.

Contact Gill Lock at the

Educational Computer Centre,

Tring Gardens, Harold Hill,

Romford, Essex RM3 9QX.
Sharon Halpern

NEWS IN BRIEF

• IN CONJUNCTION with an

archaeological officer from Corn-

wall County Council, Sherston

Software has released Arcventure,

an archaeological expedition Into

Roman times.

Pupils have to locate and iden-

tify 'finds' in a dig carried out in a

Roman villa. The finds are then

reconstructed on the screen in

their original state.

Including draw and sprite files

of Roman objects and people, It

costs £29.95 and runs on the

Archimedes/A3000. Contact Bill

Bonham at Sherston Software,

Swan Barton, Sherston, IVIalmes-

bury, Wiltshire SN16 0LH.

• LITTLE Red Riding Hood, aimed

at five to eight-year- olds, takes

the user on a journey with Red to

her Grandma's house. The adven-

ture requires number skills, money

awareness and logic.

Designed for the Archimedes/

A3000 the pack also contains ideas

for related activities, and photo-

copiable masters, and costs £14.

Contact Selective Software at 64

Brooke Road, Street, Somerset

BA16 0PP.

• LTS HAS recently released Ecos

and Discover. Ecos provides access

to a simulation of the world's ecol-

ogy and economy and can be used

at varying levels in geography and

science lessons among others. The

standalone version costs £32, the

network version is £57.

Discovery is a text disclosure

program for use in language

lessons, and includes foreign

language characters. The

standalone version costs £25 and

the network version is £20. Both

programs run on the A3000/Archi-

medes. For further information

write to LTS at Haydon House,

Alcester Road, Studley, Warwick-

shire B80 7AN.

• TWENTY ONE photocopiable

activity sheets and a teacher's

guide comprise Longman Logo-

tron's Logo Activity Sheets.

Providing a range of simple activi-

ties it aims to help teachers tackle

the Logo attainment targets In the

National Curriculum. It costs £12

and is available from Longman

Logotron, Dales Brewery, Gwydir

Street, Cambridge CB1 2LJ.

• DIARY DATE: visit the National

Micros for Special Needs exhibition

in Oldham from October 1-3 1991.

For further details contact North-

west Semerc on 061-627 4469.
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SPEEDY COMMS TAKES OFF
HIGH speed modems are not

only becoming more common,
but the prices are also rapidly

falling, reflecting a more com-

petitive market.

Whilst only a few months

ago you had to spend over

£1000 for the luxury of

9600bps (v32) the first v32

modem to break the £500 bar-

rier was launched by Dataflex

Design in April.

The Rapier modem was ini-

tially supplied as a PCcard,

but standalone versions should

now be available. A pocket

version is also being develo-

ped. Of course you still get all

the standard speeds (v21,v22

and v22bis) but there is no

support for 1200/75. Full

Hayes command .sets and

error correction up to MNP
level 5 are included. Dataflex

also offers v42 error correction

and v42bis compression.

Prices start at £499.

Bradford based Amber
Logic has also unveiled a

v32bis modem. Its Mistral

range offers the same features

as Dataflex's Rapier modems
and also offers v29 and v27

half-duplex fax modem
standards. MNP5 and v42bis

error correction and compres-

sion are also supported,

although the modems them-

selves are likely to sell for

around £900 for a standalone

desktop model. Contact Amber
Logic on (0274) 585483.

Racal-Milgo announced a

new range of v42bis Maxam
modems. The Maxam IV+

costs £399, and for this you

get speeds of up to v22bis

deluding v23 (1200/75). For

£799 you get its flagship

model, the Maxam V-i-, which

offers v32. All models feature

MNP eiTor correction and

compression, and enhanced

Hayes command sets.

Racal-Milgo is already

working on a v32bis version

to add to its range. According

to the company its MNP com-

pression is more efficient than

other modems, due to the way
compressed data is passed into

the data pump. Until recently,

MNP was considered to be the

ultimate option for modem

>4rcConm
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DOWNLOADING FILES ON PROCRASTINET

owners. Now. the availability

of v42 means that even MNP5
is looking rather old hat. It is

more intelligent than MNP5
and recognises different types

of data. This means that a flle

should never end up longer

than the original, whereas

when sending a compressed

file via MNP5 you can quite

easily end up making the file

longer than the original.

So far. one of the few BBC
orientated BBs supporting v32

that I have found is Hendon

College of Higher Education

BB on (0443)'733343 (scroll-

ing,8N 1 ). so if you have

access to a high speed modem,
why not give it a call?

PROCRASTINET
Procrastinet is a Beeb based

bulletin board run by James

Coates of Ludlow Sixth Form
College. Catering for BBC
owners and music enthusiasts,

it has large download and

special interest areas, includ-

ing active mail areas. James is

trying to organise a Music

Network based on Procras-

tinet. This way numerous BBs
can share and pass around

music downloads, either for

the standard Beeb or foi' the

Music 500/0 range of add-ons.

It is hoped that a "Nel-Mair

protocol will be developed to

enable echoing of messages

from one BB to another. Inter-

ested Sysops (sy.stem opera-

tors) can contact James, who

will .send out more details.

The Yorkshire Boys, who
have their own section on Pro-

crastinet. are building a name
for themselves by writing

some excellent PD demos for

the Beeb using sampled sound.

Quite a few downloads are

available which proves that the

BBC scene is still very much
alive and kicking. Try Procras-

tinet on (0584) 876012 (view-

data. v21/v23). Users of

Procra.stinet, and non-modem
owners, can obtain a comms
related PD magazine, also

written and published by

James. More details can be

found by logging on to Pro-

crastinet and sending a mes-

sage to James.

DECODED
People often confuse the

various v codes, and which

modems offer which speeds -

the most common ones are

listed below for reference.

Paul Vigay

v21 = 300/300bps

v22 = 1200/1200 bps full duplex

v22bis = 2400/2400 full duplex

v23 = 1200/75 bps

v26 = 2400bps, private lines only

v27 = 4800bps for leased circuits

v27bis = 4800bps (equalised) for

leased circuits

v27ter = 4800bps for PTSN (pub-

lic BT lines)

v32 = 9600bps for PTSN

v42 = error correction and com-

pression to give 9600bps

NEWS IN BRIEF
• NOW FAX users can turn green

with a range of re-cycled fax paper

from Kaleidoscope. Kaleidoscope

claim its new paper, simply lab-

elled Reclaim, performs perfectly

in all makes of thermal paper fax

machines at no extra charge.

• OWN A FAX - can't afford a

separate line? You need a Fax-

phone 1000 which automatically

switches between voice calls and a

fax machine connected to the

same phone line. Developed by

Switch Electronics Ltd it is cur-

rently awaiting BABT approval. All

necessary leads and a mains adap-

ter are included in the price of

£149.50. Switch Electronics can be

contacted on (0494) 463532.

• DO YOU get lost trying to reply

to off-line bulletin board mes-

sages? If so, a new program.

Readers, should be able to help

you. Written by Anthony Frost and

supplied by Norwich Computer

Services as part of its Careware

range Readers lets you read and

compile replies to BB messages

simply and within the Rise OS

desktop. You can scroll backwards

and forwards through the avail-

able messages and even re-quote

portions of the original text.

This simplifies the whole pro-

cess of sending and receiving mail

via BB and should even make your

phone bills smaller If you are a

frequent caller.

• FURTHER to details provided

last month, I regret to say that The

Rabbit Run BB has closed due to

unforseen circumstances. It will

hopefully re-open during the sum-

mer or early autumn. Watch this

space for news.

• DO YOU run a viewdata bul-

letin board? If so, your board can

be added to the latest UK View-

data Directory.

Send details of your board,

including its name and location,

Sysop's name, telephone number,

hours open, speeds supported etc,

to The UK Viewdata Directory,

Phantom Comms, 55 Aldham

House Lane, Wombwell, Barnsley,

South Yorkshire, S73 8RG.

• PHANTOM BB is back on-line

after a year's absence. Formed in

1986, it is one of the few original

UK viewdata boards. Ring it on

(0226) 340425 (viewdata 7E1).

Keith Burton, the Sysop, is looking

for new editors so, if you want to

control your own area within the

system, drop him an MBX.
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ARCHIMEDES
Tel: 0276 72046

Fax: 0276 51427

A3000 PRODUCTS

Monitor stand (A3K1) Probably the best monitor plinth

available for the A3()()0 & the basis of a modiilai' system.

£24.95

System housing {A3K2) When you are ready to expand the

A.TOOO this system housing is added, allowing up to 2 Hoppy

drives and a hard drive to be added. .tfi'^.'SO

Expansion card case (A3K3) If you arc adding an expansion

eard Cpodulc") to an A30()(), sueh asa hard disc card, then you

will need this podule ca.se to connect & protect the card.

Disc buffer (A3K6) If an extra tloppy drive/s is to be connected

then you will requirea disc buffer. This one supports up to 3

additional drives and incorporates software control for

physical to logical drive mapping- & 40/80 stepping which

could prove cs.sential when using di.scs in ft.SHost or PC
emulator. A key feature is the built in expansion for further

cards to be added internally; also see A3K12. NB some

cheuper proclucls may only provklc connection for an

cuUlilional drive wilhonl hujferin);. £48.95

20irib hard disc (A3K7) A 20 mb hard di.sc drive ready to fit in

A3K2, including the hard disc card and all cabling. We are not

aware of any other hard di.sc upgrade that is treated as an

internal upgrade (consult your Acorn dealer or call PRESfor

details). £399.00

40 IWB hard disc (A3KI4) as A3K7 but twice the capacity.

£499.00

3y2" additional floppy drive (A3K8) y/i" disc drive &
mounting brackets for A3K2. £75

5%" additional floppy drive (A3K9) 5%" disc drive &
mounting brackets for A3K2 - ideally suited for 65Host or

using the PC emulator. £99.95

65Host 1770 DFS & DFS Filer (A3KI2) A ROM & disc

upgrade forA3K6 provides - 1) a desktop DF-S lller thai

allows DFS filesto be dragged to ADFS viewers or straight

into applications as Edit or Pipedream. 2) BBC 1770 DFS for

use in 65Host. Automatic Icon and loader which can allow

BBC DFS discs to have <SHin" BREAK> operation,

"...effectively turns your A3()00 into a model B..." Acorn User

Sept '90. £19.95

IN THE FOREFRONT OF A3000 UPGRADES

PLEASE
CALL FOR
DETAILS OF
PACKAGE
PRICES

1

"PRES s range oladd-ons offers tremendous advantages. Tlie system can grow witli yourpocket, it offers security
andstrengtfi but most importantly it offers choice. "(AU Feb. 90)

The starting point is the monitor plinth, probably (we feel definitely) the best on the market (« only £24.95 (plus VAT)
from there . .

.
System Housing, Hard Disc Upgrade. Additional 3y2" Disc Drive, Additional 5'/i" Disc Drive, Podule

Case, Dedicated A3000 Disc Buffer, 1 770 DFS for BBC Emulator & DFS Filer for Desktop, plus more to come! (the
last three products can be added independently of the other items)

Contact your local dealer or call PRES direct on 0276 72046 for advice on upgrading your A3000.
We have built our reputation on honest dealing on quality products with thousands of satisfied customers.

WE STILL PRODUCE & SUPPLY OUR RANGE OF "8 BIT" PRODUCTS FOR THE cleCtrOn, BBC B AND MASTER, IF YOU WANT
TO KNOW MORE ABOUT UPGRADING WITH ACORN COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS... CALL FOR DETAILS.

SPECIAL PRICE
DUE TO A REMARKABLE PURCHASE WE CAN
OFFER OUR ARCHIMEDES HARD DISC UPGRADES
FOR . .

.

£100.00 LESS
THAN OUR NORI^AL ADVERTISED PRICES

20 & 40 MB DRIVE UNITS COMPLETE WITH THE TRIED &
TESTED ST506 (ACORN) EXPANSION CARD. COMPLETE
WITH ALL NECESSARY CABLING & INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SYSTEM FITTING.

SUBJECTTO AVAILABILITY

BY POPULAR DEMAND WE NOW SUPPLY A MUCH
WIDER RANGE OF ACORN PRODUCTS.

SO WHY NOT JOIN THE MANY CUSTOMERS WHO
SAY THEY PREFER DEALING WITH US BY

CALLING THE NEXT TIME YOU REQUIRE ANY
ACORN RELATED ITEMS.

EDUCATION AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

STOP PRESS
FOR THE MANY CUSTOMERS WHO SAY THEY WOULD
PREFER TO DEAL WITH US DIRECT... WE NOW OFFER A
'ONE STOP' SOURCE FOR YOUR ACORN REQUIREMENTS.
THIS INCLUDES COMPLETE A3000 SYSTEMS, A400 SERIES
AND LEARNING CURVE PACKAGES. PHONE FOR DETAILS.

NEW PRODUCTS
THE S.P.A.C.E. KIT . . . FIT A SECOND HARD DISC TO YOUR

A400 COMPUTER.
The Missing Link (TML) . . . FAST DATA TRANSMISSION

BETWEEN ARCS.

FLOPPY LOCK . . . DISABLES AN ARCHIMEDES DRIVE BY
LOCK & KEY.

COMING SOON
TRUE PODULE EXPANSION FOR A3000.

P.R.E.S. LTD. BOX 319, LIGHTWATER, SURREY.
TELEPHONE 0276 72046 FAX 0276 5 1 427

GU18 5PW



AN AMPLE CREATION
I RECENTLY asked why Ample
music composers tended to be

a humble and apologetic lot. A
new album from Ted Kirk, the

man responsible for the

Theory of Music programs,

shatters this supposition Good
for you, Ted!

His album is divided into

two sections - Wishful Think-

ing and Instrumental - each

consisting of four tunes, and

comes with four A5 pages of

sleeve notes.

Wishful Thinking is an inte-

grated work which began life

as a brass quintet. It has been

radically re-worked, however,

although it is still for five

players. The first piece. Flight

From Reality, is a full five-

voice fugue. Very clever,

although you don't need to

know it's a fugue to enjoy it.

No More Drum Machines is in

a modern vein but contains 7/4

and 9/4 time signatures - and

no drum sounds! Son Of
Superman is Ted's version of

a theme (not the theme) for a

superman-type movie.

The Instrumental are even

more interesting. Magic Circle

contains interlocking themes,

repeats and variations - taste-

ful stuff Andrea's Tune is a

jazz waltz - nice brush sounds

here - with five improvised

solos selected at random each

time the piece is played. Black

Hammer is an oriental heavy

metal track, containing alterna-

tive solos played with a fuzz

guitar sound.

Some of the pieces take

advantage of the Music 3000 if

attached but they will also run

on a standard Music 5000

system. The album costs

£3.95, and an audio cassette is

available at the same price.

Contact Ted Kirk at 33

Humber Crescent, Sutton

Leach, St. Helens, Merseyside,

WA9 4HD.

PICK OF THE DISCS
This month's dip into the

Archimedes SharewarelCare-

ware bag of Norwich Compu-
ter Services' music discs

brings forth Shareware 36. It

contains a fix for Sound-

Tracker modules which cause

inuiill;-

PflRI:-

1^4/4 '»'- ][^OE
nfjH

!iA ftndantino iUDC R n

»
>•:

Sili i.t m sea
I
liUSIC HIKDOU Shows nusic/iiiniawics/|;)rits/narks on current track,

iiniiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiii'
MICROSTUDIO - ONE OF EMR'S UPDATED MUSIC PACKAGES

"Address exception' and

"Abort on data transfer' errors.

You'll know if you need it!

It also contains a rather neat,

albeit very basic, MIDI
recorder designed to save data

from a Yamaha PSS780 port-

able keyboard. If you have one

ofthe.se, you're laughing.

It should let you save voice

and song data from portable

keyboard-type instruments,

saving you a fortune in Ram
packs. It will also record MIDI
in real-time (that is, from a

keyboard as you play it) but

it's not in any way a MIDI
sequencer.

Careware 4 contains 1

8

Maestro tunes. Five are rock

pieces by Queen, Supertramp

and Genesis. The others are a

mixture of classics, Mozart,

Rossini, Gounod and Hadyn,

and traditional pieces such as

Narcissus and It 's a Long Way
To Tipperary, although some
of these are very short.

It's worth remembering that

Maestro files will play over

MIDI but even if you don't

have a MIDI interface, con-

necting the Archimedes' audio

output to your hi-fi will greatly

improve the sound. Remember
too, that Maestro files can be

loaded into Rhapsody (though

not specifically mentioned in

the manual) to give the added

benefit of Rhapsody' ^ printout

and editing features.

Shareware discs cost £3,

and Careware discs £7. There

are also lots of other programs

available on the.se discs. For

further details contact NCS at

18 Mile End Road, Norwich,

NR4 7QY.

MEMORY SAVER
If you don't have Hybrid's

Ample Toolbox or the SideMod
utility, you may be interested

in a program on the Amplinex

19 disc. It's a utility which

puts Hybrid System modules

such as M.PAD, M.MIX and

M.STAFF into sideways Ram.

The program is menu-driven

and interrogates your system

di.sc for modules. You can cre-

ate up to three banks of Rom
images. Contact Amplinex at

26 Arbor Lane. Winnersh,

Berks, RGll 5JD. If you

haven't yet joined, .send them a

fiver and blank disc (plus

p&p) immediately.

THE GENUINE ARTICLE
Hybrid has taken on the final

development and distribution

of Music Publisher, a score-

writing program for the BBC
micro which offers automatic

and authentic layout of music.

Hybrid Technology has

become a division of Music

Information Technology Ltd

to allow them to develop new
products in other areas but to

ensure that the Hybrid name
remains associated with

Hybrid products. This coin-

cides with a move to new
premises: 88 Butt Lane, Mil-

ton. Cambridge, CB4 6DG.
Ian Waugh

NEWS IN BRIEF
• A FINAL reminder about The

International Music Show which

takes place from 10-14 July at the

Olympia exhibition centre in Lon-

don. The 10th and 11th are trade

days, the 13th and 14th are public

days and the 12th is education

day. If you want to see, touch, feel

and play all the latest musical

instruments - be there! Contact

Westland Associates Ltd, 23a Kings

Road, London, SW3 4RP. Tel: 071

730 7852.

• EMR HAS been busy updating

its range of music software.

MicroStudio now features the

automatic printing of guitar chord

parts from any recorded track. This

update is free to existing

MicroStudio users, and is available

as an update for Studio 24 Plus

bringing itto V2.0H.

EMR's Music Player will play

background music created with

MicroStudio or Studio 24 Plus

while you run any RISC OS com-

patible program. It costs £19.95.

EMR has also released a new

disc of Studio 24 Plus music files

called Symphony 2 containing

music by classical composers such

as Grieg, Bizet, Beethoven, Mozart

and Puccini along with arrange-

ments by groups such as Level 42,

the Pet Shop Boys and Phil Collins.

I recently reported that there

were plans to integrate Rhapsody

files with Genesis although this

has been held up by technical dif-

ficulties - that's computers for

you! EMR is hoping to put EMR

music Into Genesis, too.

More from EMR Ltd, 14 Mount

Close, Wickford, Essex, SS11 8HG.

Tel: (0702) 335747.

• INSPIRATION, reviewed In

March, has rapidly acquired a

somewhat tarnished reputation,

the early versions being rather

unstable. Circumstances forced a

release before the program had

been thoroughly tested but the

boys at Pandora have been beav-

ering away to right the wrongs;

The result is version 1.03.

Existing owners should receive

a free update. If you haven't, con-

tact your supplier or Pandora on

(0273) 725535 between 10am-5pm.

More about version 1.03 soon!

• IF YOU have any music news,

tips or topics that you would like

to see covered in this column write

to Ian Waugh at BBC Acorn User,

Redwood Publishing, 20-26 Brun-

swick Place, London, N1 6DJ.
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NEXT

MONTH
ANYONE FOR CRICKET?

If you go batty trying to keep track of cricket matches,

this helpful database should help you sort your

Gooches from your googlies

TOUCHTYPE
Son-y we had to hold over the review of this typing

tutor from Iota - find out how we rate it next month

COMMS SERIES
In the final part of our series on the fascinating

world of communications, we investigate

'handshaking", intelligent modems and file transfer

DESKTOP FOLIO
We review the long awaited interactive publishing

package which is already creating great interest

in the education market

Watch out for the August issue of

BAU- available July 11 1991

PLUS

FIRST STEPS
Our series on using the BBC A3000 continues with

advice on typing in programs from our yellow pages

UPGRADING THE A3000
The second of a special two-parter on expanding the

memory of your A3000 looks at 8Mb upgrades

ARCCOMM 2

How good is the revised version of Longman Logo-

tron's comms package? Don"t miss our review

PIECES OF EIGHT
We delve deeper into the BAU archives for more
classic programs for the Beeb

REGULARS
• All the latest news and views

from the world of Acorn

• Our *INFO helpful advice and

ideas section covering A3000,

Archimedes and Beeb

• Your letters and problems

• Programs galore on the yellow pages

and much more

^1 THE NEWSAGENT
DEAR NEWSAGENT, PLEASE ORDER MY REGULAR COPY OF BBC ACORN USEI

YOUR NAME.

ADDRESS

b
BBC Acorn User is published by Redwood Publishing, 20-25 Brunswick Place, London N1

6DJ. Distributed by BBC Frontline, Park House, 117 Park Road, Peterborough.
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As market leaders in SCSI drives for the Archimedes and

A3000, Oak Solutions has earned an enviable reputation for

quality and reliability. Whilst other manufacturers may claim

that their drives are 'among the fastest available for the

Archimedes', we can truly claim to produce THE fastest drives

for the Archimedes with sustained data transfer rates of

1.9 Mbytes per second from disc to Archimedes memory on our

larger drives.

The recent introduction of the Worra Winnie range has brought

the price of our SCSI hard discs within the price range of users

who previously would not have been able to consider adding a

hard disc to their system. And yet all drives are top quality units,

at least twice as fast as conventional ST506 drives, manufactured

and tested under a zero defect quality control regime and with

full scope for future expansion.

The 'High Speed' range gives an extra tier of performance and

additionally carries a 24 month guarantee, whilst the 'Elite'

range offers the ultimate in quality and speed.

Software supplied with the SCSI card allows hard discs to be

partitioned into several logical partitions, which may be write

protected if required. This feature can prove invaluable in the

classroom situation where applications can be stored on a write

protected partition - safe from accidental or malicious tinkering

- whilst still allowing a read/write partition for data and scrap

files. Extra free applications now include 'Euclid', the de facto

standard Archimedes 3D software package, as well as 'Disc

Tree', 'RISC OS Companion' and 'Worra Battle'

The 16 bit SCSI card gives great scope for future expansion, and

can support up to four hard discs, as well as tape streamers,

CDROMs, WORM and Magneto Optical drives.

SOLUTIONS
Please specify type of computer when ordering.

Add £10 to cover P&P. Prices exclude VAT "

Telephone for Education Prices

n

Oak Solutions

SCSI Hard Discs

with 16 Bit

Controller Card

Over £1 70 worth

of Free Software*

Q More Versatile

Q Plug in and go

Quality Reliability

Compatibility Performance

Worra Winnie Range

Internal Drives for 300/400 series External Drives for 300/400 series

and A3000

20Mb 299.00 20Mb 344.00

45Mb 399.00 45Mb 445.00

80Mb 495.00 80Mb 545.00

100Mb ' 599.00 100Mb 649.00

200Mb 875.00 200Mb 925.00

High Speed Range

Internal Drives for 300/400 series External Drives for 300/400 series

and A3000

50Mb 425.00 50Mb 549.00

100Mb 625.00 100Mb 749.00

200Mb 975.00 200Mb 1095.00

Elite Range

External Drives for 300/400 series

and A3000

50Mb 750.00 300Mb 1850.00

100Mb 950.00 680Mb 2500.00

200Mb 1300.00 Mag-Opt 4800.00

Oak Solutions Cross Park House Low Green Rawdon Leeds

LSI9 6HA Tel: 0532 502615 Fax: 0532 506868

*Drives include 'Euclid', 'Rise OS Companion', 'Disc Tree' backup

software and 'Worra Battle' worth over £170



KiddiCAD works by mimicking the use of

building bricks - models are simply created

by placing bricks on top of one another in a

realtime 3D perspective view. It really is

childsplay.

3D Made Easy

KiddiCAD is a revolutionary new 3D CAD
system from Oak Solutions, the leaders in

CAD on the Archimedes.

Unlike other 3D systems, KiddiCAD has

been designed specifically for use by

children in the 5 to 14 age range, and

completely avoids complex mathematical

descriptions of planes and surfaces.

256 colours can be used within KiddiCAD,

and there is an optional wire frame mode.

KiddiCAD can output sprites in any mode
for transfer into art packages. Genesis, DTP
systems etc., and can output to a wide range

of colour or monochrome printers via the

standard RISC OS printer drivers.

SOLUTIONS A KiddiCAD
RRP £99 +VAT

Telephone for Education Prices

Oak Solutions Cross Park House Low Green Rawdon Leeds LS19 6HA Tel: 0532 502615 Fax: 0532 506868



HISTORY LESSONS
Your Letters Page in the May
issue carried a letter from a

iiistory teacher. Mrs J A
Rowley-Williams asks for

information on databases

which might allow her to file

and quickly find history ques-

tions. Your reply mentions two

flat-file databases designed

primarily for other purposes,

and fails to mention a program

which has. in fact, been

designed to solve this problem:

Clares Knowledge Organiser.

a development of an earlier

program, /ireFFS.

As a history teacher myself,

I designed these programs to

allow fast access to variable

length text items - anything

from a short question to a

historical source of several

pages in length, or research

notes. Knowledge Organiser

will put over 100,000 words of

text on a floppy, and well over

two million on a 20Mb hard

disc. If everything related to

Henry VIll. was coded HVIII.

the typing of this code would

retrieve all items, which could

then be sorted into strict

chronological order for hard-

copy or export to DTP.

I know that many packages

now exist for the Arc. but I am
surprised to find BAU forgetful

of a powerful, relational free-

form database. which it

reviewed very favourably in

November 1988 as ArcTFS.

and even more favourably in

August 1990 as Knowledge

Organiser.

Sean O'Conaill

Texellence

GAMES CONVERSION
As a games enthusiast 1 can't

see why some software com-

panies for the Archimedes,

like the Fourth Dimension and

Eterna, don't convert more of

the hit games for the Atari and

Amiga to the Archimedes.

1 have seen the graphics of

games like Golden Ave and

Shadow of the Beast on my
friend's Atari and they could

easily be achieved on the

Archimedes. Some big soft-

ware companies have con-

verted games like Mad
Professor Mariarti, Pactnania

and Twinworld to Archimedes

format so why don't they bring

out the rest of the brilliant

-^0000 4
5"^

WILL WE SEE MORE PORTS IN THE FUTURE?

Atari and Amiga games for the

Arc, and maybe even a couple

of enhancements!

Also. I'm sure that Arc

owners would like to .see some

old Beeb classics like Citadel

and Palace ofMagic converted

and upgraded.

William Fletcher

Welywn
Recently the Acorn games
market has seen a small

flood of companies, produc-

ing games for the Archi-

medes that you would

normally associate with the

higher volume Amiga and

Atari market.

Virgin released Wonder-

land, Domark brought out

JMig 29 Fulcrum and soon we
should see Lemmings from
Psygnosis. French company
Eterna is also supporting the

Arc, transferring its coin-op

games to standard Archi-

medes format.

Keep an eye on the BAU
games page for further inter-

esting developments, you

may be pleasantly surprised

by what you read.

YELLOW FEVER
Further to the letter from B
Hunt in the June issue 1 agree

almost entirely with much of

the letter, especially how typ-

ing in listings can help develop

programming skills.

Over the years, as I have

progressed through the BBC
model B. Master 128 and now

the Archimedes, 1 would guess

that at least 50 percent of my
knowledge of BBC Basic is

due to the typing in of such

listings. However what I do

disagree with is the subject of

checksums.

1 have been an avid reader

of BBC Acorn User since issue

one. As far as I can remember,

you pioneered the inclusion of

checksums in your magazine

for a few issues in the early

days. For some unknown rea-

son these were stopped!

Please, oh please, bring them

back, especially for the longer

listings, they really are worth

their weight in gold when it

comes to debugging.

Finally, where is listing 3

for the PicList utility, pub-

lished in the May issue?

M A Bodley

Lincoln

Mr Hunt's letter suggested

checksums make typing

more of a chore and we, here

at BAU, tend to agree.

Checksums do make typing

in more of a 'chore' ie, a

'mechanical' process of

ensuring the checksums

match. We think readers

find they learn more from

correcting programs using

their own brain power.

We still think the best way
of debugging a program is to

run it, see where the mistake

occurs and then search for

the procedure that contains

the possible cause of the

error.

Of course, if anybody has

any different ideas then

please let us know.

Listing 3 for PicList, which

was left out of the yellow

pages by mistake, is as

follows:

.Set Pic-List$I)ir <()l)c.v$Dir>

IcoiiSpritcs <PicLisl$Dii>.!Sprites

RMEnsure ColourTrans

RMLoad Systemrmodules.Colours

WimpSlot -mill 96K -max 96K

<OI)e,v$Dir>.IRunImaj;e

It must be entered into an

Obey file created by Edit and

saved as !Run in the IPiclist

directory. An Obey file

called !Boot should also be

created, containing the fol-

lowing line:

Iconsprites <Obey$Dir>.!Sprites,

DRIVERS VIEW
Having used your printer

driver generator for some time,

I discovered how to overcome

the problem of the first embed-

ded code being u.sed as the

second if ESCAPE is pressed

during printing.

The solution is simple but

not obvious, it only needs each

code to be duplicated.

To do this you enter the

code to turn the effect on in

both the on and off position of

the table. Then use the next

letter to switch the effect off

by entering the off code in

both positions. This way. the

embedded code implicitly

turns on or off the printing

effect when it is encountered.

AKso, if your printer does

not support ESC 64 RESET, all

the off codes can be included

at the beginning of the text,

giving the same effect.

You may also include

another code if and when less

than three parameters are

needed. Two useful examples

of this are;

24,27,64 - Clear printer buf-

fer and reset

18,27,84 - Condensed off,

Super/Subscript off

William Woodhall
Yeovil

STAR LETTER
The Letters Page is one of the

most important pages in the

magazine. It is the page where

you can let us, and all our

readers, know what you think

about the magazine, your com-

puter, software, or anything else

you think readers would be

interested in. To encourage you

to write to us, we will be offer-

ing £15 for the best letter we
receive each month. Send your

letters to The Editor, BBC Acorn

User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, Lon-

don N1 6DJ.
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@m Professional Upgrades for the A3000

To really make the most of your A3000 you need more

than the basic 1Mb of memory.

The Oak Solutions A3000 RAM card offers an increase

in memory to 2Mb or a full 4Mb, to greatly enhance the

usefulness of the machine. The RAM card has low power

consumption and gives off a minimal amount of heat so

that reliable operation is ensured.

The card is easy to fit, and, of course, is fully compatible

with all A3000 upgrades such as Econet, disc buffers and

internal and external podules.

RAM

2Mb

2Mb Upgradeable

4Mb

65.00

85.00

199.00

Monitor Stand

Monitor Stand £21.00

The Oak Solutions A3000 monitor stand provides a low

cost entry point to our A3000 expansion system, as well

as a superb way to make the most of your A3000 desk

space.

The stand bridges the A3000 whilst still allowing access

to the mains switch, disc drive and reset button. Unlike

some other systems, the A3000 can be pushed

underneath the stand, out of the way, when not in use.

The stand is of strong steel construction, finished in a

sturdy powder coat paint coloured to match the A3000.

At last, a professional range of User Port upgrades for the

A3000. Our internal expansion podules are available in

three varieties. The entry level model provides a fully

functional BBC user port, supported with fully 'Acorn

Legal' software - ideal for interfacing with the Concept

Keyboard.

The next model in the range has a BBC analogue port in

addition to the user port, and the top model in the range

has both these ports as well as a floppy disc buffer

interface to allow extra 5%" and SVi" drives to be added

to your system.

Oak Solutions Cross Park House Low Green Rawdon

User-Analogue

Port and Disc

Buffer

Concept Keyboard Port £45.00

User-Analogue Port £54.00

User-Analogue Port + Floppy Disc Buffer £65.00

Leeds LS19 6HA Tel 0532 502615 Fax 0532 506868



There's a lot more

to Genesis II than
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you think!
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Genesis II £130.00

Upgrade Genesis I to Genesis II £52.00

Please add £1.00 to cover P&P

Prices exclude VAT

Telephone for Education and Volume Discount Prices

Oak Solutions Cross Park House Low Green Rawdon Leeds LS19 6HA Tel: 0532 502615 Fax: 0532 506868



I have a BBC micro fitted

I with a disc filing system

and am searching for a pro-

gram to assist me in the

transfer of programs from tape

to disc. I am having problems

in locating a suitable program,

although a friend who owned a

BBC said that there were lots

available. Can you help?

H R Angus
Ashford

Due to alterations in the

copyright laws there are

now fewer programs of this

nature available. I would

certainly have recommended
Tape to Disc or The Replay

Rom packages published by

Vine Micros but they have

been withdrawn from sale.

Perhaps a reader has one for

sale? However, I have heard

that Clares Micro Supplies

still markets a package

called Replica 3, which is a

powerful disc-based tape to

disc package which will

transfer many games to disc

that some of the public

domain programs will not.

You could also try Watford
Electronics which may still

have its own tape to disc

Rom which was similar to

one of the Vine products.

I'm used to

I
Microsoft Basic, or GW

Basic on the IBM PC and find

that with BBC Basic the

LPRINT command is missing.

How can it be emulated?

A Tate

Smethwick

BYou are quite right,

BBC Basic does not have

the LPRINT command of

Microsoft Basic. However a

QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
simple BBC Basic program
can emulate lprint. For

instance if you wished to

have a Hue like

LPRINT "BBC Acorn User"

in BBC Basic you should use

10 VDll 2

20 PRINT "BBC Acorn User"

(where vdu 2 turns on the

printer).

I have heard that the

I

Archimedes suffers from

problems with the serial port?

Is this true, as I am thinking of

using an A3 10 for communi-

cations work? If everything is

okay can you recommend a

comms package?

T H Huxton
Liverpool

I

When the Archimedes

I first appeared, there

were some fairly obsure but

inhibiting problems with the

serial port system, getting

the machine off to a poor

start in the comms world.

However, this has been

solved with Rise OS, and the

upgrading of the hardware

chip.

Before Rise OS there were

two major comms programs.

If you have a particular problem with an Acorn micro, commercial

software or a program you are trying to write yourself, then BBC

Acorn User might be able to help. The BAU Post A Problem service

guarantees to give you a personal answer to your problem within 10

working days - and for just £4.

Write out your problem with as much detail as possible and, if a

program is involved, include a disc or cassette. Fill in the coupon and

send it and your problem along with a cheque or postal order for £4

(including VAT) made out to Redwood Publishing. If you require

recorded delivery, please add the cost of this.

Please note that debugging readers' own programs or those from

other magazines is a complex task and we cannot guarantee to give a

full solution. Unless the problem can be spotted quickly, the Post A

Problem service will only be able to make general comments.

The Post A Problem service will answer the problem and return all

corresponding material received within 10 working days of receipt. If

we fail to match this promise then your cheque or postal order will be

returned - you just can't lose!

Hearsay from Beebug and
ArcTerm from Serial Port.

These are now available in

Rise OS versions but they do

not multi-task.

David Pilling markets a

package called Rise OS Ter-

minals which does multi-

task. The package actually

contains three applications -

one for viewdata mode, and
the others for Ansi (VTIOO)

terminal emulations. They
are straightforward to use

and will work well with most
viewdata and BB systems.

BI have written my own
software for transfering

text files from the Cambridge

Computer Z88 and my BBC
A3000, however I am exper-

iencing some difficulties with

the transfer of data between

the two machines. What help

can you offer?

Robert Newmark
Sunderland

HI wonder if you have

your machine correctly

configured when using

higher baud rates. Inciden-

tally the official Z88 to Arc
transfer package which uses

the Cambridge Computer
PC Link package works at

9600 baud.

I use this regularly on my
A310 without problems. For

use with this the Arc is con-

figured 'CONFIGURE baud 7

(which is 9600 baud)
*CONFIGURE Data 4.

The Z88 must be set to

9600 baud with no parity

and Xon/Xoff protocol.

You may find it worth

getting hold of the public

domain package for data

transfer between the Z88
and the A3000 written by D
J Holden of 39 Knighton

Park, Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN.

I« What is the biggest hard

I disc drive that an A3000/

Archimedes can access? Who
will supply me with one and

what would it cost?

John Miles

Swindon

)ak Computers sells a

1640Mb SCSI external

drive. However Acorn's soft-

ware will only access 512Mb
per logical drive. It will cost

you around £4000.

gl Since purchasing one of

the first BBC A3000s sold

I've been very busy writing

software for this super

machine. I am worried about

people exploring and exploit-

ing my code and am therefore

most interested in protecting

my software by a form of pass-

word protection or encryption.

Are there any packages around

that you could recommend?

Andrew Lootle

Kinaswood

BBC Acorn User Reader Service

20-26 Brunswick Place, London, N1 5DJ

Name

Address..

Daytime phone number

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £4 made out to Redwood

Publishing and an SAE with my problem.

Office use only : Date in Date Out Reference
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II
think you will And

Encode, a program pub-

lished by Beebug for the

Archimedes and BBC A3000
to be what you need.

The program is published

on Rise User Special Disc

Volume 3.

I have had an Acorn Elec-

I tron for many years and I

now find that the power supply

unit has failed. I'm exper-

iencing some difficulty in

obtaining a replacement main

power adaptor for it. What do

you recommend?
Robert Burnie

Southgate

I

As you may know Acorn
no longer manufactures

the Electron, although I'm

sure it holds some parts, or

could advise you of a suitable

source. Try its Customer
Services Department on

(0223) 245200.

You may be able to get

your mains power adaptor

repaired. Clarke Computer
Services, which specialises In

repairing BBC computers

for the educational market,

can be contacted at Abacus
Buiness Centre, Manor
Road, Ealing W13 OAS, Tel:

081-566 7292. You could also

consider the purchase of a

separate power supply unit

of the correct voltage and

amp to connect to your Elec-

tron. Maplins may be a good

source for such a device.

I am about to write some

I database software for my
BBC Master Compact that will

enable me to computerise my
telephone directory.

However, I realise that I

need some help in writing rou-

tines to add and delete records

from the file. Can you recom-

mend any books that will offer

me both basic advice, and

more specialist knowledge?

J F Thorton
Lampeter

iFor basic information on

data structures and data

handling in BBC Basic I

recommend BASIC Program-

ming on the BBC Microcom-

puter by Neil and Pat Cryer,

published by Prentice Hall.

Two more specialist books

on file handling are File

Handling on the BBC Micro-

computer by Brian J Town-
send, published by MacMil-
lan, and Filing System and
Databasees for the BBC
Micro by A P Stephenson

and D J Stephenson, pub-

lished by Collins. Beebug has

also recently published a

book called File Handlingfor
all - on the BBC Micro and
Acorn Archimedes by David

Spencer and Mike Williams.

I am confused over the

function of the Q parame-

ter used with the *srload

command with my Master

128. Can you explain what it is

for and what it does?

Dr R Giaccio

Australia

I

The optional Q parame-

Iter used in *srload

speeds up loading by using

OSFILE rather than osbget.

As it uses I/O main memory
as a buffer, from oshwm
onwards, it will corrupt data

in memory unless you have a

co-processor.

We have a number of

I
BBC Master 128s at our

school, and a parent recently

donated a Tandy DM? 200

printer. We are delighted of

course, but are having prob-

lems getting it to work prop-

erly. Could it be that it is

incompatible with the BBC
computer?

R Howitt

Windsor

The Tandy DMP 200

printer is Epson compat-

ible and should work with a

BBC computer without any

problems.

It should work with a

standard BBC Centronics

ribbon cable attached from
the printer port to the

printer itself. You may have

to alter some settings inside

your DMP 200 to enable it to

be used with its parallel

interface. These are called

DIP or DIL switches, and

your printer manual should

help you with this alteration.

You can also use the

printer with the RS-423 port,

also known as the serial port

on the BBC model B.

If you continue to have

problems with your printer,

you can contact Tandy direct

on (0922) 710000.

ACORN CUSTOMER HOTLINE
Unfortunately, there were a few

errors in last month's Acorn Cus-

tomer Hotline column which I

would now like to correct.

Contrary to last month's

column, the Rise OS Extras disc Is

not available from Acorn Direct,

however. It can be obtained from

your local Acorn authorised

dealer. The correct version num-

ber of NetFS should be 5.53, and

Econet, which was omitted alto-

gether, is 5.48.

Last month's article also docu-

mented the version number of

65Host as being 1.40, but the cor-

rect version number for the

application Is actually 1.60 and

the module's version number

should be 1.19.

To find out what version num-

ber of the module you have, run

the 65Host application, and exit

the emulator by typing •QUIT,

followed by RETURN. Press the

function key F12 to access the

command line, whereby the star

prompt(*) will appear, then type

*HELP MODULES followed by

RETURN. Press RETURN at the next

star prompt.

• We have had a number of

enquiries regarding the use of the

Archlmedes/A3000 range of com-

puters with Open University

courses. Acorn has spent some

time working together with the

Open University, and the PC Emu-

lator Is now approved for use on

various courses.

Any users wishing to use the

PC Emulator for a particular

course, should contact the Open

University In Milton Keynes.

• The printer drivers for the First

Word Plus wordprocessor can be

found on the First Word Plus utili-

ties disc in the directory

'1wp_prlnt.conflg'.

However, on the various bul-

letin boards mentioned In the

Comms column each month, there

are now a number of First Word

Plus printer drivers which users

have modified for their own

printer types if different from the

printer drivers supplied with First

Word Plus.

If you wish to contact these

bulletin boards you will of course

need a modem and a serial

upgrade for the BBC A3000, plus

suitable driving software.

• For many years now Acorn has

been dedicated to the area of

computers In Special Needs. With

the launch of the Acorn Special

Access system (see the News

pages) Acorn has included a disc

containing a number of utilities,

some of which are public domain

and some of which have been

specially written by Acorn.

The utilities Include different

screen modes to provide larger

text sizes. And there's Flasher

which makes the caret (the cursor

used when entering text) flash so

that It can be seen more easily,

and BIgPointer which provides a

large pointer. There are also a

number of other functions sup-

plied which help to meet the

requirements of a wide range of

users with special needs.

• In between the BBC model B

and the BBC Master 128 Acorn

produced the BBC model B+.

Here In the Customer Services

department we have a large num-

ber of enquiries from users who
think that they have a model B

when they actually have a model

B+. The B+ is recognisable in that,

when switched on, it behaves

differently to the Beeb. When
switched on, the B-t- displays the

following message on screen:

AcornOS64K(or128K).

Furthermore, by typing *FXO

followed by return the operating

system version number displayed

on the B+ will be 2.00.

If your B+ only has 64K fitted It

Is possible to add a further 64K of

sideways Ram to the system by

using the Acorn upgrade product

ANB27. This costs £34.75 (ex VAT),

a price which includes expert

fitting by your local authorised

Acorn dealer.

• If you need to contact Acorn

for any reason please do not

phone us If at all possible. We
would prefer people to write, and

the address Is Acorn Computers

Limited, Fulbourn Road, Cherry

HInton, Cambridge CB1 4JN.

I would be Interested to hear

any Ideas as to what topics you

would like to see covered In the

Acorn Customer Hotline column.

Please note that the Ideas can

only cover Acorn software or

hardware products, as I am not

permitted to cover third party

hardware or software.

Please send any Ideas to me at

the above address.

Peter Dunn
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The Complete Upgrade Solution

A T O

Uses only eight RAM devices

User upgradeable from 1 to 4 Mb
Four layer printed circuit board
Low power consumption

• Avcilobie without RAM devices

Bare card -£35 2nd Mb -£56 4th Mb -£159

- Includes MEMClo upgrade
- Large capacity OS ROM sockets
- No soldering required
- Four layer printed circuit boards
- Courier collection of your machine
2nd Mb - £225 4th Mb - £299

- 400 series RAM upgrade kits

- Supplied with full fitting instructions

-410/1 to 420/1 requires 1Mb
-420/1 to 440/1 requires 2Mb
-410/1 to 440/1 requires 3Mb
1Mb -£35 2Mb -£65 3Mb -£99

- Uses only eight RAM devices
- Suitable for A440, A400/1 & R140
- Fully RISC OS compatible
- Four layer printed circuit boards
- Courier collection of your machine
8 Mb upgrade - £749

- New series Aleph One ARM3
- 3 to 4 times performance Increase
- Surface mount technology
- Four layer printed circuit board
- Courier collection of your machine
ARM 3 upgrade - £399

• Increases resolution with all Multiscon monitors

Doubles desktop work area
Custom modes for Taxan and Eizo monitors

- Suitable for all Archimedes computers
Free with any multiscon monitor from Atomwide
Atonnwide VIDC Enhancer - £29

- Syquest removable disk systems
- Including one cartridge, drive unit and all cables
- 42Mb removable cartridges

- High-flow fan fitted for improved cooling

- Please phone for prices on other SCSI related products

Atomwide Syquest drive unit - £470 42Mb disl<s - £64

- All products are cross-compatible
- Combination deals available on all products
- Typical combination A31 4 Mb and ARMS - £675
- Dealer enquires welcome
- Phone for full details on all products

All prices exclude VAT at 1 7.5% but include delivery

WIDE
23 The Greenway Orpington Kent BR5 2AY Tel 0689 838852 Fax 0689 896088



SUBSCRIPTIONS

FREE MONTHLY DISCS
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO BBC ACORN USER

SUBSCRIBE

NOWAND
SAVE

POUNDS!!
Every month, BBC Acorn User is packed full of useful features and programs for all the Acoi^
machines. That's why BAU is renowned as the leading magazine for Acorn computer users. H
Now, as an additional service to new subscribers we are offering FREE monthly discs with every 12

month subscription to the magazine.

THE MONTHLY DISC
Each monthly disc contains all of the programs listed on
the yellow pages in each issue, so you can save yourself

the time, frustration and effort of typing them in by
subscribing today.

If you purchased each monthly disc separately, it would
cost you up to £5.95 per disc. So, with a 12 month sub-

scription to BAU, you could receive discs worth over £70
absolutely FREE!

WHAT DO I DO?
Simply fill in the coupon below and send it to:

BAU Subscriptions, PO Box 66, Wetherby LS23 7HL.
Or ring the credit card hotline number: (0937) 842489

NB: offer applies to UK subscriptions only, for details of
overseas subscriptions see orderform on page 8J.

COMPATIBILITY
The 3.5in disc is compatible

with the A3000/Archimedes.

BBC model B, BBC Master

and Master Compact with

3.Sin drive and ADFS.
The 5.25in disc is 40/80-

track DFS and is suitable for

use with BBC B/B-t- and

Master computers with a

5.25in, 40 or 80-track drive.

So, no matter which Acorn
machine you have, you can

take advantage of this fabu-

lous offer now.

I would lilve to subscribe to BBC Aconi User for 12 months at the cost of £22.95 and receive

my FREE monthly discs. (Discs are only sent from the beginning of a subscription period).

NAME SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

Disc size required (please tick) • 3.5in

5.25in

Renewal
New Subsciption

J!

rj

^ I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd.

J 1 wish to pay by Access/Visa

Card Number Expiry Date .
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COMPUTERS
LIMITED

i®w Tel@!

XT 7d: (0772) 623000 (4Auta)
'Pax;(077e] 6SS9f7

Orion will not charge extra if you wisli to pay by credit card

Acorn Computers
BBC Master 128K £399.00

BBC A3000 £599.00

BBC A3000 Learning Curve £680.00

Archimedes 41 0/1 £1 099.00

Archimedes 420/1 Learning Curve £1267.23

A440/1 (47 Mb HD, 4Mb Ram) £1699.00

A540 (100Mb HD, 4Mb Ram) £2995.00

0% Finance available over 12 months

On A3000 LC & A420/1 LC
with or without Acorn Monitor

Promotion Ends 30th June 1 991

We will try to match or beat any price advertised In this

magazine, please phone for twst prices.

We operate the Acorn
Education and Teachers Phase

IV Purchase Schemes.

Special Offer when purchased
with computer!!

A3000 - £35.00 discount off subsequent items

bought with computer, plus either

2Mb Upgrade F.O.C., 4Mb for £100.00

A41 0/1 - 20Mb HD + Upgraded to 4Mb F.O.C.

A420/1 - 42Mb HD + Upgraded to 4Mb F.O.C.

A440/1 - ARM 3 F.O.C.

A540 - 4Mb Ram Upgrade F.O.C.

'This offer cannot be used In conjunction wHh any other offer.

Monitors
Acorn Colour Monitor (AKF1 7)

Philips CM8833 II Colour Monitor

Microvitec CUB 3000

Taxan MultiVision 775 (0.28 d.p.)

Taxan MultiVision 795A (0.26 d.p.)

(FST Black Trinitron Anti-Glare Tube)

Taxan Viking II (19" Mono, MS)

£200.00

£209.00

£199.00

£389.00

£469.00

£749.00

Cables
Arc to Monitor + Audio 2m (Not 8833 II) £8.65

Arc to 8833 Mk II Monitor Cable + Audio £8.65

Arc Parallel Printer Cable 1 .8m £5.25

Arc Parallel Printer Cable 3m £1 0.40

Arc to BBC Serial Cable 2m £6.95

Arc Keyboard Extension Cable 2m £7.75

Arc Mouse Extension Cable 2m £7.75

Surge Protector Plug £1 0.49

4 Gang Protector Socket £1 7.95

Arc Keyboard Replacement Cable £ 6.95

Arc Mouse Replace. Cable (State Type)£ 6.95

A400/1 Accessories
Items marked with an * can be used on A300/540

1 Mb Ram Upgrade £45.00

2Mb Ram Upgrade £85.00

3Mb Ram Upgrade £1 20.00

Above memory fitted for £1 0.00

Ethernet Card £219.00*

Acorn SCSI Card £239.00*

Arm 3 Upgrade £399.00

Floating Point Rom (AKA20) £469.00

Com. Con. Scan-Light Mk II A4 £369.00*

Com. Con. Sheet Feeder for above £1 49.00*

Com. Con. Scan-Light + Feeder £454.00*

Com. Con. Scan-Light Junior £1 74.00*

Acorn Midi Expansion card £65.00*

I/O Expansion Card £79.00*

Midi Upgrade for above £27.00*

Acorn Midi Expansion Card £65.00*

Lingenuity SCSI Card £1 69.00*

VIDC Enhancer £27.00

Econet Module £48.00*

Beebug Disc Buffer £29.00

A3000 Accessories

Orion 1 Mb Ram Upgrade £65.00

(Expandable to 4Mb using only 8 chips)

Orion 3 Mb Ram Upgrade

Upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb
Acorn Monitor Stand

Serial Upgrade

User Port/Midi Upgrade

Morley Analogue/User Port

PRES Disc Buffer Board

PRES DFS Reader (A3K12)

PRES Monitor Stand

PRES System Housing

SVi' Drive for PRES System Housing

5%" Drive for PRES System Housing

Lingenuity SCSI Card

Wild Vision External Expansion

CC Scanlight Junior A3000
CC Scanlight A4 Mk II A3000

CC Sheetfeeder for A4 Scanner

CC Scanlight A4 + Sheetfeeder

RTFM Joystick Interface + S/W Disk

Serial Port Joystick Interface

Voltmace DeltaCat Joystick

£169.00

£149.00

£27.00

£18.00

£46.00

£68.00

£48.95

£19.95

£24.95

£69.50

£75.00

£99.95

£149.00

£129.00

£174.00

£369.00

£149.00

£454.00

£34.95

£18.95

£26.00

Spares

Orion can supply spares for any machine Acorn

have produced mostly from stock. With next day

delivery available or you can take advantage of

our in house repair service. We can also supply

parts for other computers and printers.

Bulk Diskettes

All our Disks come complete with labels etc. and are 1 00% certified error free . In the event that a disk fails it

will be replaced imnnediately.

Quantity

25 50 100 250 500 1000

^l/j DS/DD96tpi N/A £14.00 £26.00 £60.00 £115.00 £210.00

O// MF/2DD1Meg £9.75 £19.50 £34.00 £77.50 £145.00 £270.00

D /2 Sony Bulk £12.50 £25.00 £45.00 £106.25 £200.00 £375.00

Discounts available for trade orders - Phone for prices

Books (No Vat)

Programmers Reference Manuals £77.00

BASIC V Guide £19.45

A3000 Technical Guide £28.95

A540 Technical Guide £65.00

Basic V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95

Archimedes First Steps £9.95

Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95

Archimedes Operating System £1 4.95

C: A Dabhand Guide £14.95

Budget DTP: A Dabhand Guide NEW £1 2.95

Extra Manuals
Acorn D.T.P. £10.00

1 St Word Plus Release 2 £1 0.00

ANSI C Release 3 £20.00

Orion - TV Modulator

Near Monitor Quality Picture

Improved Sound through the television

Integral Mains Adapter (One Box)

No Podule expansion slot is taken

Suitable for A3000 & A400 Series

Only £65.00 - Bought with computer £49.00

Printers

CC. Qume Laser Direct

CC. 600 DPI Expansion Card

Canon LBP4 Laser for above

CC. 600 DPI LBP8 Laser Direct

Canon Bubblejet BJ300

Canon Bubblejet BJ330
Canon Bubblejet BJ1 Oe

Star LCI

Star LC 200 Colour

Star LC24-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Colour

StarLC24-10

Citizen 1 20D-t- (Parallel)

Citizen 1 24D
Citizen Swift 9

Citizen Swift 24

Citizen Swift 24x (132 Column)

Panasonic KX-P1 081

Panasonic KX-P1 1 80

Panasonic KX-P1 123

Panasonic KX-P1124i

£859.00

£309.00

£699.00

£1319.00

£399.00

£449.00

£269.00

£125.00

£175.00

£205.00

£249.00

£170.00

£115.00

£165.00

£162.00

£225.00

£329.00

£129.00

£138.00

£172.00

£239.00

Orion Hard Drives
Orion SCSI drives are high speed, typically 750K
- 1200K per second, they are extremely quiet,

and the external drives come in a small case

unlike those of some of our competitors. Price

includes SCSI expansion card

ST806 Internal (A410)

20Mb Drive £1 39.00

42Mb CMS Drive £249.00

47Mb Rodime Drive (Same as 440/1) £299.00

SCSI Internal (Suitable for A300 & A400)

40/45 Mb Drive £369.00

75/80 Mb Drive £499.00

105 Mb Drive £549.00

175 Mb Drive £949.00

SCSI External (Specify ASOOO or A400)

40/45 Mb Drive £429.00

75/80 Mb Drive £599.00

105 Mb Drive £799.00

175 Mb Drive £1049.00

345 Mb Drive £1699.00

SyQuest 42Mb Removable Drive £699.00

Larger drives available on request please phone



Opening Hours

Mon-Sat 9am - 5.00pm

Acorn Qualified Dealer

Acorn Component Level Service Centre

Acorn Econet Installation & Service Centre

Acomi
The choice of experience.

Ribbons (Compatible)
AmstradDMP2000/3160 £2.55

Brother M1009,M1 109 £2.95

Brother M1 509 £5.95

Brother M1 724 £5.95

Brother HR1 0,1 5,20,25,35 Fabric £3.25

Brother HR1 0,1 5,20,25,35 Multlstrike £4.65

Canon PW1080A £3.85

Citizen 1 20D/Swift 24 £3.05

Epson LX80,86 £2.25

Epson FX80,MX80,LX800,LX850 £2.95

Epson LQ500,LQ800,LQ850 £3.00

Epson MX1 00 £3.00

Epson LQ1 OOO.LQI 050,FX1 000 £3.50

Epson LQ2500,LQ2550 £3.55

Epson EX800 £4.45

Panasonic KXP1081, 1090,1080 £3.65

Panasonic KXP1 124 £3.55

SeikoshaGPlOO £3.20

StarLCIO £2.55

StarLC24/10 £3.95

Ribbons (Branded)

AmstradDMP2000/3160 £5.50

Canon BJ1 30 But)blejet £10.00

Canon BJlOe £16.29

Canon BJ300 £12.00

Citizen 120D £3.25

Citizen Swift 24 Black £3.95

Citizen Swift 24 Colour £13.75

Citizen Swift 24x Black £8.00

Citizen Swift 24x Colour £1 4.75

Colourjet 1 32/Canon PJ1 080 Black £8.60

Colourjet 1 32yCanon PJ1 080 Colour £1 4.60

Epson lJ<80/86 £3.75

Epson FX80,MX80,LX800 £4.50

Epson LQ400,550 Fabric £5.25

Epson MX1 00,FX1 000,FX1 050 £5.75

Epson EX800/1000 Black £7.25

HP PaintJet Black £21 .00

HP PaintJet Colour £26.00

HP Deskjet + (Permanent Ink) £1 3.20

Panasonic KXP1 45 £7.50

Panasonic KXP1 40 £9.35

Panasonic KXP1 15 £7.50

StarLCIO £3.80

Star LCI 4 Colour £5.75

Star LC200 Black £5.00

Star LC200 Colour £9.75

Star LC24/1 / LC24 200 Black £4.75

Star LC24 200 Colour £1 1 .50

Canon LBP4 Toner Cartridge £59.00

Canon LBP8 Toner Cartridge £69.00

Qume Crystal Print Toner Sot £67.00

Qume Crystal Print Drum Set £89.00

Software

DTP
Impression II (CC) £145.00

Impression Junior (CC) £74.00

Tempest D.T.P. (Clares) £99.00

Ovation D.T.P. (Beebug) £99.00

Desktop Folio (ESM) NEW £79.00

Spreadsheets
Sigmasheet (Minerva) £39.95

Schema (Clares) £99.00

WordProcessors
1 st Word Plus Release 2 (Acom) £69.95

EaslWord (Minerva) £31.95

Pretext 5.0 (Arnor) £119.00

Inte^ated Packages
Pipedream 3 (Colton) £1 1 9.00

Desk Top Office (Minerva) £99.00

Databases
Datavision (Silicon Vision) £127.45

Flexifile (Minerva) £119.00

Multistore (Minerva) £1 99.00

Genesis II (Oak Solutions) £1 1 9.00

Knowledge Organiser (Clares) £42.00

Accounting Software
Financial Accountant (S. Vision) £233.75

Home Accounts (Minerva) £39.45

Business Accounts (Minerva) £325.00

Office Tools (S. Vision) £31 8.75

Shareholder (S, Vision) £1 65.75

MicroTrader Accounts £1 99.00

MicroTrader Stock Control £75.00

Languages
ANSI C Release 3 (Acorn) £1 25.00

RiscForth (S. Vision) £127.45

Music
Armadeus (Clares) £61 .00

Rhapsody (Clares) £39.95

Tracker (Serial Port) £38.95

Utilities
Arc DFS (Dabs Press) £22.95

Dot Matrix Colour Printer Driver (Ace) £1 3.00

Education
Maths Pack (HS Software) £1 1 .95

Reading Pack (HS Software) £1 5.75

Bumper Pack II (HS Software) £1 5.75

Graphics Manipulation
Poster + Fonts (4Mation) £79.00

Render Bender (Clares) £58.00

Solids Render (S. Vision) £1 27.45

CAD
ARC-PCB (S. Vision) £1 65.75

PCB Professional (S. Vision) £318.75

SolidCAD (S. Vision) £127.45

Games
Arcpinball (Shibumi)

ARCticulate (4th Dim.) NEW
Ballarena (Systeme)

Blowpipe (Eclipse)

Boogie Buggy (4th Dim.) NEW
Chess (Micropower) NEW
Chocks Away Version II (4th Dim.)

Chocks Away Extra Missions NEW
Chocks Away Compendium NEW
Drop Ship (4th Dim.)

E - Type (4th Dim.)

E - Type 100 Miles (4th Dim.)

E - Type Designer (4th Dim.)

Gumshoes (4th Dim.) NEW
Holed Out (4th Dim.)

Holed Out Designer (4th Dim.)

Holed Out Vol. 1 or 2 (4th Dim.)

Hostages (Superior)

Iron Lord (Cygnus)

Inertia (4tti Dim.)

Interdictor 2 (Clares)

Mad Professor Mariarti (Krisalis)

Manchester Utd. (Krisalis)

Master Break (Superior)

Microdrive 3D USA Courses

Mig-29 Fulcrum (Domark) NEW
Minipack 5 (C.I.S.)

Nevryon (4th Dim.)

No Excuses (Arcana) NEW
The Olympics (4th Dim.)

Pipemania (Empire)

Powerband V. II (4th Dim.)

The Real McCoy (4th Dim.)

The Real McCoy 2 (4th Dim.) NEW
Turtles Tour the World (E. Crayon)

Twin World (Cygnus)

Speech (Superior) NEW
Superior Golf (Superior)

Square Route (Computereyes)

Wimp Game (4th Dim.)

World Champ. Boxing Man. (Krisalis)

WorldScape (Eclipse)

Graphics - Art
Artisan II (Clares)

Pro Artisan (Clares)

Atelier (Minerva)

The Clipart Collection Vol. 1 NEW
Graphics - Presentation
Hodink Presenter(Lingenuity)

Graphbox (Minerva)

Misc
PC-Emulator (Acorn)

Investigator II (Serial Port) NEW

£18.00

£18.00

£14.75

£14.45

£18.00

£14.45

£18.00

£14.45

£28.00

£14.45

£14.45

£12.75

£12.75

£18.00

£14.45

£14.45

£12.75

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£26.00

£14.45

£19.50

£14.45

£14.75

£29.00

£23.95

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£16.45

£18.00

£21 .50

£21.50

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£14.45

£19.50

£14.45

£49.95

£79.00

£79.00

£19.95

£46.95

£62.45

£94.00

£22.95

Instant Finance available up to £1000

Puchases can be made at our premises and

instant credit is available with Lombard Tricity

Finance Ltd (Subject to Status). Finance is

over 36 months on any purchase over £1 00

(APR 36.8%*).

1 0% Deposit is required.

Identification will be required, le Driving

Licence, Bank Card or Credit Cards.

Written details are available upon request.

' Sul>|ect to change without notice

Where to find us I Dept. BAU 7, Units 18e & 18f Boxer Place,

Moss Side Employment Centre, Leyland,

Preston, PR5 SQL.

Callers Most Welcome

We are situated 3 miles from M6 J28. All otters sutiject to

avallat>lllty. Government & Educational Orders Welcome.

Next Working Day Delivery in UK - £5.50 Ex. Vat

Carriage on Export Orders charged at cost.

Minimum Order Value £10.00

Minimum Educational Order Value £1 5.00

All Prices Exclude VAT.
Please add VAT (3) 17.5% to all prices

75% of all goods despatched within 24

hours, subject to stock levels.



TECHNOMATICl
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8UF

Tel: 081-205 9558 Fax: 081-205 0190
Mon-Fri: 9.15-5.30. Sat: 10.30-4.00

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to

change without notice.

Please add carriage

(a) £8.00 (Courier)

(b) £4.00 (c) £2.00
(d)£1.50
(*) Courier included

TECHNO LEARNING CURVE
A3000LC -I- Cub 3000
Fitted with 2MB RAM
A420/1 -f Cub 3000
Fitted with 4MB RAM

£829

£1389

Archimedes Learning Curve

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE

A3000 LC with Acorn

Colour Monitor £925
A420/1 LC with Acorn

Colour Monitor £1485
Please ring or write for a personal quotation

Archimedes A410/1

A41 0/1 with Cub 3000 £1 265
A41 0/1 with Taxan 770 -MR £1 425
410s enhanced to 2MB and 20MB Drive

Archimedes A440/1

A440/1 Cub 3000 £1855
A440/1 Taxan 770 -fLR £2055
Free PIPEDREAM 3 with A440/1

New A540
ARM3 + 100MB SCSI

fitted with 8MB RAM upgradeable

to 16MB
A540 plus Taxan 795 £3299
Carriage £8/computer £12/system

HP Deskjet 500
£309(a)

technoTablet
Our 12" by 12" working area technoTablet offers

a resolution of 1000 lines/in and connects

tfirough tfie serial port of the computer. The
tablet can take over virtually all the functions

of a mouse simplifying the use of graphics

packages.

A four button puck moves over the special

surface, its cross-wires allowing simple and

accurate transfer of drawings. The optional

stylus will make tracings, line drawings etc much
easier and more accurate.

The driver software is genuine RISCware and

provides commands to turn the tablet on or off,

• select relative or absolute coordinates, change

puck movement sensitivity and scaling.

The package includes the tablet, puck, software

and mains power supply, no connections are

required to the ARC main board.

technoTablet £209(a)
including Stylus £15(d)
PC mouse drivers

and art package £12(c)

ST»1> IMIILSS

techno-i
available now £249(a)
Send for details and

free demo disc

What we offer in addition to efficient

sales service andprofessional backup!
We not only offer professional advice when you are purchasing your system
but we will also provide friendly assistance afterwards. All our products carry

a 12 month full warranty for parts and labour.

LEARNING CURVE PACKAGES
ARCHIMEDES A3000

An Archimedes 420/1 with 2 IVIB RAM
+ 20 IVIB Hard Disc and

First Word Plus wordprocessor
Genesis database

Acorn Desktop Publisher

PC Emulator and DOS software

Informative video and parental guide

to the National Curriculum

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE

with 1MB ACORN A3000

Tutorial Video

GENESIS Database

PC Emulator
FIRST WORD PLUS Wordprocessor
the parents guide to the national

curriculum

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE
Special offers must end June 30th

Ttc/wm^mm
Probably the definitive

monochrome
scanning pacicage!

The all NEW technoSCAN II package provides

full monochrome operation at 400 dpi as well as
8 and 16 level grey scale scanning and provides

the following features:

Suitable for all Archimedes micros and
integrates fully with the multitasking RISC OS
environment.
Advanced memory management system
releases memory when not required allowing

scanning and DTP in a 1MB computer.
Flexible zoom control allows palettes to be
imported, tailored and resaved with more power-
ful tone and tinting features than most painting

packages.
Interactive help and a superb manual.
Direct printing with RISC OS drivers.

Saves sprites direct into PAINT and DTP or to

disc.

Saves sections and palettes into any graphics

mode.
At the same low price as the well tested

original.

technoSCMi II complete with _ . >io#ui
interface card and manual l>l4«l|D|

£1 75(b)

MULTIPOD PROFESSIONAL

The MultiPod is a single-width Podule for the

Archimedes which incorporates five high-quality

devices in one:

• Video digitiser

• Sound sampler
• Analogue/joystick port

• RS232 serial port

• BBC Rom Sockets

The software provided with MultiPod works in

combination with the on-board Podule Manager to

make an easy link with the familiar Rise Os
Desktop environment. For most users this ought to

provide sufficient control over the hardware

features, but to accommodate advanced users

several "Commands and SWI calls are supported.

There are no Rom sockets in the A3000 version of

the board.

MultiPod 300/400 series £1 1 7(b)

MultiPod for A3000 £1 45(b)
MultiPod RGB Filterset £1 5(d)

B&W CCTV camera plus lens £200(b)

tec/inoSCAN II for A3000

fec/inoSCAN II upgrade
for techno SCAN £22.50(c)

Special prices for
educational

establishments. Please
ring for details.

technoSCSI Packages for Archimedes
The technoSCSI interface card from Brainsoftware uses state of the art components to handle up to 4

SCSI drives with data transfer rates of up to 1 .5 Mbytes/second (synchronous mode up to 2.8 Mbytes/

second) Supports SCSI tape streamers, scanners and laser printers.

A300/400 technoSCSI
For A300 & A400 Archimedes a full 16 bit MEMC controller with tagged cache and both internal and

external SCSI connectors £179(b)

A3000 technoSCSI card with USER PORT
Now for A3000, a new internal 8 bit technoSCSI card with on-board BBC compatible user port. £1 79(b)

SCSI DRIVES
An expanding range of internal and external SCSI drives with 24 ms, or better access times and fast

data transfer rates.

All drives are supplied with cables and external drives are housed in stylish, compact metal cases.

We carry a full range of printers from Hewlett Packard, Epson,
Panasonic, Canon, Integrex, Ring for prices.

ITEL: 081 -205 955a



A300 SERIES

UPGRADES -

Send for Details

Technomatic
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8UF

Tel: 081-205 9558 Fax: 081-205 0190
Mon-Fri: 9.15-5.30. Sat: 10.30-4.00

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to

change without notice.

Please add carriage

(a) £8.00 (Courier)

(b) £4.00 (c) £2.00
(d) £1 .50

(*) Courier Included

AtHmedes SOFTWARE m techno'l

WORD PROCESSORS COMMS PACKAGE EMULATED PACKAGES
First Word Plus Rel. 2 £65(c)
Pipedream3 £1 19(c)
Graphics Writer £19(d)
Spell Master £25(d)

Hearsay

Arc Comm
Arc Comm 2

£50(d)
£25(d)
£54(c)

ViewA/iewstieet/

Viewstore

Interword/sheet

Interchart

each £47(d)
each £35(d)
each £35(d)

SPREADSHEETS DATABASES
Sigmasheet

Pipedream 3

Schema

£45(c)
£1 19(c)
£90(c)

UTILITIES
ARC DFS £25{c)
PC Access £30(d)
DFS Reader E12(d)
Clares Buffer Module £5(d)
Clares Toolkit £5(d)
Disc Sharer (Econet) £135(d)
Printer Spooler (Econet) £80(d)
PC EMULATOR £89(c)
RISC OS EXTRAS '91 £10{d)
SID Utilities Disc 1 £5(d)
SID Utilities Disc 2 £5(d)
SID Utilities Disc 3 £5(d)
ChangeFSI new version £10(d)
Snippet £27(d)
RISC PaintJet driver £15(d)
Acorn Fonts

Starter Pack £35(d)
Newhall Font £35(d)

Multistore £1 99(c)
Knowledge Organiser £42(c)
System Delta Pius £57(c)
Progs Ref. Manual for above £25(d)
Ancestry £60(c)
Genesis £79(d)
DataVision £82(c)
Alphabase £15(d)
Deltabase £15(d)

ART/GRAPHICS/CAD

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Acorn Desktop Publisher £1 10(c)

Ovation £79(c)
Impression Junior £79(c)
Impression II £1 49(c)

Tempest £95(c)
Desktop Folio £85(c)

AutoSketch 2

ProArtisan

Artisan 2

Arcol

Atelier

Gammaplot
Presenter II

Graph Box

Revelation

TABS
From the producers of

ARCOL, allows 3D objects to

be designed and their nets

to be printed & then

assembled.

£65{c)
£70{c)
£45(c)
£49(c)
£65(c)
£39(c)
£35(c)
£59(c)
£69(c)

£89(c)

SILICON VISION

EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES

LANGUAGES
ANSI C Rel 3 £1 29(c)
TWIN £27{d)
Arch Assembler £185(b)
RISC BASIC Compiler £125(c)
RISC FORTH £125(c)

Craftshop 1

. Craftshop 2

Poster

Jigsaw

Jiglet

Snippet

Desktop Folio

Poster

£27{d)
£27(d)
£85(d)
£27(d)
£27(d)
£27(d)
£85(c)
£79c)

SolidCAD £1 20(c)
Realtime Graphics

Language £86(c)
Super Dump £22(d)
Super Plot £29(d)
Solids Render £1 20(c)
Robo Logo £60(c)
Solid Tools £279(c)
Financial Accountant £135(c)
Presentation Manager £35(d)
FilmMaker £65(c)

A Real-Time Colour Video Digitiser

totally controlled from the desktop.
Grab video images and save them
as sprites for use with art and DTP
packages. Techno-I encodes
colour in uvL colour space and
mimics the human visual system by
manipulating hue, saturation and
luminance.

Features include:

25 bit colour, 7 bits luminance,

18 bits chrominance

Q Real-Time colour viewfinder

Q 2 frame buffers giving 51 2 by
51 2 resolution

Image scaling to 1280 by 1024 in

any 256 colour mode
Supplied complete with the

latest Change FSI release

Single width podule utilising

surface mount technology

Q All adjustments from Desktop -

no presets!

Q Auto black level and gain control

Compatible with PAL, B, G, H, I,

M, N, NTSC 4.43 MHz NTSC M.

SVHS Upgrade available soon.

NO PRINTED PICTURE CAN
DO IT JUSTICE!

techno-l 300/400 £249 (b)

techno-l A3000 £279 (b)

Special Educational Price is available

Send for full details and free demo
disc.

Archimedes EXPANSION OPTIONS
A300 SERIES A400 SERIES

1
^3^0 SPECIAL OFFER £350(3) RAM & ARM 3

1MB Upgrade (410/1)RAM & ARM 3 £49(c)

Extra 1MB E260(*) 2MB Upgrade (420/1) £79(c)

Extra 3 MB E320(*) 3MB Upgrade (410/1) £149(0)

ARM 3-25 MHz fitted by us £375(a) ARM 3-25 MHz fitted by us E375(*)
Backplane E45(b) FAN £13(0)

AEDA external floppy drive adapter £30(c) AEDA external floppy drive adapter £30(0)
External 5.25 40/80 floppy drive £g0(b) External 5.25 40/80 floppy drive £90(b)

Hard Drives & Controllers
techno HD Controller for 2 drives £1 49(b) Hard Drives & Controllers
Internal ST506 drives supplied with as A300 Series in 1st column
mounting bracket, cables &
instructions.

20 Mb 40ms £1 65(a)
SCSI Drives & Controller

40 Mb 25ms Autoparking £240(a) technoSCSI card £1 79(b)

50Mb28ms(asA440/1) £330(a) technoSCSI card with internal 40 MB Drive £349(a)

External Drives see A3000 upgrades in 3rd column technoSCSI card with internal 105 MB Drive £699(a)

External HD Adapter Plate £30(c) technoSCSI card with external 40 MB Drive £399(a)

SCSI Drives & Controller technoSCSI card with external 105 MB Drive £799(a)

as A400 Series in 2nd column technoSCSI card with external 313 MB Drive £POA

A300 & A400 SERIES
Acorn I/O expansion Card £80(b) technoTablet £209(a)
MIDI Add-on to I/O card £37(0) Stylus for tablet £15(d)
MIDI Expansion Card £66(c) 16 bit Parallel I/O card £1 95(b)
MultiPod Video Digitiser/Sound Sampler £1 17(b)

AD niPOfi A tn n nnnvpftnr £495(b)
MultiPod Filter Set for Video Camera (RGB) E15(d)
technoSCAN II Hand held Scanner £1 49(a) Dual RS232 Serial card £195(b)

Wild Vision Chroma Genlock CG2 £21 5(b) IEEE Interface £283(b)

Tracker Ball - new low price £30(c) Arc Prototyping board £35(0

A3000 UPGRADES
1Mb £56(c) 3MB £1 49(c)

AEDA external floppy drive adapter £30(c)
External 5.25" 40/80 floppy drive £90(b)

Hard Drives & Controllers
Cased techno HD Controller £175(b)
External ST506 drives are cased with mains PSU.

20 Mb 40ms Cased, PSU & Cables £249(a)
40 Mb 25ms Autoparking, cased £359(a)
50Mb 28ms (as A440/1 ), cased £449(a)
For 300/400 please state drive 4 or drive 5

SCSI Drives & Controller

Internal 8 bit technoSCSI card & USER PORT £1 79(b)

technoSCSI card with extemal 40 MB Drive E399(a)
technoSCSI card with external 105 MB Drive £799(a)

Acorn MIDI/user Port £49(b)
MultiPod Video Digitiser/Sound Sampler £1 45(b)

technoSCAN II Hand held Scanner £175(a)
Wild Vision Chroma Genlock CGI £21 5(b)

Tracker Ball - new low price £30(c)
technoTablet (needs serial upgrade) £209(a)
Stylus for tablet £15(d)
Serial Port Upgrade Kit £19(c)

Miracom WS4000 lead and ARC
Comm Software Modem Pack £1 29(b)

Serial upgrade required with A3000

ITEL: 081-205 95581



Archimedes
Applications

Software for

Business & Leisure.

Ring for lists

TECHNOMATIC
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8UF.

Tel: 081-205 9558 Fax: 081-205 0190
Mon-Fri: 9.15-5.30. Sat: 10.30-4.00

All prices ex VAT.

Prices are subject to

change without notice.

Please add carriage

(a) £8.00 (Courier)

(b) £4.00

(c) £2.00

(d) £1.50

/\rchimedes monitors

Microvitec CUB 3000 14" RGB
Med Res, specially designed for ARC £1 95(a)
Dust Cover for CUB 3000 £5.50(d)

Philips CM8833 14" RGB Med. Res.

TTL/Linear Mono/Colour, Stereo

sound. Full UK version £209(a)

Acorn 14" Colour Monitor

w/ith stereo sound £1 99(a)

TAXAN 775
Multisync 1

4" colour, ideal for

Archimedes hi res modes.

Our price includes tilt and

swivel stand. £379(a)

TAXAN 795
Flatscreen multisync colour complete

with Atomwide VIDC Enhancer

A3000 Monitor Stand

£429(a)

£17(b)

MODEMS*
MIRACOM WS4000 V21/23

MIRACOMWS3000V22
MIRACOM WS3000 V22bis

PACE LINNET V21/23 Ext.

PACE LINNET V21/23 int.

ARC/BBC cable (state type)

£1 05(b)
£1 95(b)
£249(b)
£1 05(b)
£95(b)
£10(d)

EPSON PRINTERS
Epson LX4Q0
Epson's budget priced 9 pin printer offers quality

and reliability with Epson's advanced paper

handling technology, draft and NLQ print in

variety of typestyles and fonts: El 24(a)

Epson LQ range

Epson's 24 pin printers with superior draft and

letter quality, variety of typestyles and fonts, high

res graphics, advanced paper handling and

Epson's reliability:

LQ400 1 80cps draft 60cps LQ £1 80(a)
LQ550 1 80cps draft 60cps LQ £235(a)
LQ850+ 264cps draft BScps LQ £409(a)

Epson Laser Printers

EPL 7100 6 pages/min with up to 6000 pages

per cartridge scaleable fonts up to 960pt.

EPL 71 00 (includes, free 0.5Mb kit) £699(a)

NATIONAL PANASONIC
KXP1081 + Master Printer Lead £1 25(a)
KXP1 1 23 24 pin 240cps draft

53 ops LQ. With 42K buffer £1 79(a)

INTEGREX

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP Laserjet III £1035(a)*
HP Laserjet IMP QSSI £695(a)*
PaintJet £61 9(a)*

"FREE 12 months on site maintenance contract included.

*AII models carry a BABT Approval 132 Inkjet Colour Printer £51S(a)

CANON
Bubblejet BJ-300E £365(a)
Cut Sheet Feeder for above £99(c)
Bubblejet BJ10E Portable £21 5(a)

Cut Sheet Feeder for above £4S(b)
LBP4 (for Laser Direct Hires) £665(3)

ROLAND PLOTTERS
DXY1100 £51 5(a)
DXY1200 £649(a)
DXY 1300 £849(a)
SKETCHMATE A4 £349(a)

CABLES
Arc BBC Serial Link inc software £15(d)
Arc BBC Serial Cables E7(d)
Arc PC Serial Cables £7(d)
Arc Parallel Printer Lead E7(d)
Arc Keyboard Extn Lead E7(d)
Arc Scart Lead E7(d)
Arc Dust Cover £8.50(d)
Arc/CM8833 Lead with Audio Jack El 0(d)
High Quality Mouse Mat £3.50(d)

Master Series & Accessories

MASTER SERIES

BBCMaster128 £379(a)

Microvitec 1 431 Std Res 1
4" £1 69(a)

Philips CM8833 Med Res 1
4" £209(a)

Rom Cartridge £13(d)

32K RAM Cartridge and Utilities £12(d)
Turbo Module £11 5(b)

.
New Master OS Rom £39(d)

IEEE Interface £229(b)

We carry a full range of software and

accessories for BBC B and toaster as well as

spares and upgrades.

Acorn 1 772 DFS kit for BBC B E49(d)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Econet Starter Kit E85(b)

Econet Socket Kit E29(c)

Econet Bridge El 74(b)

Filestore Hard Disc E40S E799(a)

Econet module E49(c)

LEVEL 4 FILE SERVER £1 89(d)

Econet Bridge £1 74(b)

Printer Server Rom £41 (d)

1 0Station Lead Set E34(d)

Master FS Utility Disc El 7.25(d)

Disc Sharer (for ARC) £1 35(d)

Printer Spooler (ARC) E80(d)

Econet Referral Centre Installation & Consultant

DISC DRIVES

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:

TS400 400K/640K ' E80(b)

PS400 400K/640K with integral

mains power supply E90(b)

5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800 800K/1 280K El 60(b)

PD800 800K/1280Kwith

integral mains power supply £1 60(b)

PD800P 800K/1280K with

integral mains power supply and

monitor stand £1 79(a)

PD400/PS351 are Compact/Archimedes compatible.

PD800/PD352/PD853 are Archimedes compatible.

3.5" SOT DS Drives

PS351 3.5" single drive with

integral mains power supply

in a 5.25" case.

TD352Dual800K/1280K

PS352 3.5" dual drive with

integral mains power supply

in a 5.25" case.

£95(b)

£1 26(a)

El 39(a)

for Master 1 28

technoCAD will meet the needs of most

professional applications and it is an ideal tool for

teaching CAD in technical schools, CDT
departments and collages. E50(c)

NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting

System for BBC

Novacad can drive a plotter to produce drawings

of highest quality ... Novacad Is excellent. It Is

flexible, genuinely easy to operate without much
practice, ... and a pleasure to use. Deebug Dec86

NOVACAD T/M Version E39(d)
NOVACAD T/M + Plotter DG E49(c)
Plotter Driver Generator El 2(d)

EPROMRYTER
'Highly sophisticated & Advanced Programmer

*AII current single rail eproms handled

""State of the Art Programming Algorithms

The single rail eproms handled by the EpromRyter are:

• 271 6 2732 2764 271 28 27256 2751 2 2751 3 2701

1

2516 2532 2564 (NMOS & CMOS)

• One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc.

• Also A suffix eproms such as 27XXXA

for Master & BBC E89(b)

TPI - HRI-Onii Qlififtl



I duality Products for the BBC Micro >

PRINTER SWITCH-BOXES

I
These higJ\ quality 3 and 4 way printer switch
boxes are ideal for use in schools and colleges

The switch is esdxemely cost-effective it will

allow up to four computers to share just one
printer by simfiLy pressing a button. All ver-
sions come complete with catQes. The PS4/7
boxes have 2 x 3.7m + 2 x 1.7m + 0.4m to the
printer, the PS3/6 have same but only 1 x 3.7m
Data buffers are fitted to the extra long

3.7m cables to give reliable data transfer.
PS3 3 BBCs to 1 Printer £59.50
PS4 4 BBCs to 1 Printer £69.50
PS6 3 Archimedes to 1 Printer £67.50
PS7 4 Archimedes to 1 Printer £77.50

mis quality switch box :s designed for the
Archijiiedes / A3000 range of computers and
IBM PC compatibles. The ribbon cables supplied
are 2 x 1.5m + 0.4m to the printer. Ttie unit
can also be used with a parallel plotter.

PS5 2 Archimedes to 1 Printer £34.50

Itieee useful switch boxes are ideal
foe use in the office or at schooL
No need to keep swapping cables
over just pre^ the button! The
cables suppUed are 2 x 1.7m + 0.4m
with af^ropiate connectors fitted.

Both version may be used with a
plotter if required. Super value.

PSl 2 BBCs to 1 Printer ...

PS2 1 BBC to 2 Printers ...

32K RAM MODULE
store all your ROMs on disc then
load them into the RAM module as
and when required. Plugs into just

one sideways ROM slot giving two
separate 16K banks. Complete with
write switch software on 40 or 80
track disc plus full documentation.

RM2 32K RAM module £25.95

^\

Terrell Electronics
7-B ESSEX GARDENS HORNCHURCH ESSEX RM11 3EH

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT JgL; Q40 24 71426 ^°^'^ ' ^'^'^^^"^ "<EE

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME • QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Urtumnl %MgHi Mipior

Reviewed in Acorn User, June 1991

UNIVERSAL TELETEXT ADAPTOR
* RISC-OS version multitasks.

* Computer controlled tuning,

* Download and save pages.
* User programmable via SWIs & OS calls.

* Unique composite video & audio output.
* Higti performance T.V. Iront end.
* Fully mains powered unit in metal case.
* Upgrades available for existing users.

The ARC/A3000 version contains many powerful features making it very
easy to use, i.e. point and click at page numbers. SAE for details.

Prices include :-

User port lead Parallel port lead Podule socket lead
TTXV1.60S/ware TTX V1.08 S/ware TTX V2.00 S/ware
User notes User notes User notes
BBC B A3000/ARC A3000/ARC
£62.00 E62.0O £77.00

A3000 MEMORY UPGRADES
* Low power design, only 8 chips,

*
1 Meg upgradeable to 4 Ivleg,

* Easy to fit, just plugs in, +

* Screw fixed for reliability,

*PCB size only 175 x50mm,

1 MEG £70.00 inc VAT &P+P
(Gives 2 Meg total memory)

4 MEG £170.00 inc VAT &P+P
(Gives 4 Meg total memory)

NOTE: Ivlemory prices lluctuate,

please pfione for our best quote,

v SAE for full details i

' ARM 3 PROCESSOR ^
* Cactie operation at 24 MHz
* RISCOS lArmspeed software,

* 3 + times speed increase,

* DIY plug in design.

* Fits A300/400 series.

Introductory price £299.00

A305/310 4 MEG MEMORY UPGRADE
* Low power 8 chip design,

* DIY fitting, just plug in

* Accepts our ARM 3 processor

Introductory price £260.00

. SAE for details of above products

TEL: 0702 230324

DEPT AU.

GROUND CONTROL
ALFREDA AVENUE

HULLBRIDGE

ESSEX SS5 6LT

S E3

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

VAT AND P8P

MAILTELEPHONE ORDERS

ONLY PLEASE

EDUCATIONAL AND

GOVERNMENT ORDERS

WELCOME

ACORN APPROVED

LONDON DEALER
W\6e range of software and

hardware stocked

EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Easy to get to

Train: WOOD ST Station

(British Rail)

Road: Bottom of Mil,

just off North Circular

Tel No: 081-521 1784
mmm

AUTOMATIC SERVICES

217 WOOD STREET

WALTHAMSTOW

LONDON El 7 3NT

PRICE BREAKER T.D.K. VERBATUM DISCS
QUANTITY

10

25

40

50

80

100

200

500

1000

5.25

DS/DD

. 5.00

10.00

16.50

26.00

48.00

118.00

218.00

3.5

DS/DD

7.00

15.50

27.00

38.50

71.00

158.50

300.00

3.5

DSHD
15.00

31.50

54.00

64.00

127.00

310.00

612.00

BOXES
5.25

1.00

6.00

6.50

BOXES
3.5

0.95

5.50

6.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, V.A.T
LABELS AND ENVELOPES • 100% ERROR FREE

FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
A.S. COMPUTER SUPPLIES

84 HAMILTON ROAD, READING RG1 5RD • 0734 669354

e^AVP
From Britain's Largest Supplier of

Educational Software

230 Page Guide To
The Best Educational
Software For BBC
Nimbus Archimedes
& IBM
All Ages All Subjects

For Your Free Copy Contact
AVP
School Hill Centre
Chepstow
Gwent NP6 5PH
Telephone 0291 625439
Fax 0291 279671

BBC ACORN USER JULY 1991 33



MMsKtfordi Eleclbronics
(A member of the Jessa group of Companies - Established 1972)

Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England ^coril!

The sign of

Quality

Tel: Watford (0923) 37774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: (0923) 33642

Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park.

All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

The choice
of Experience

rchimedes micro
System Basic

410/1 £1099

420/1 £1299

440/1 £1699

540/1 £2995

Mono Colour Multiscan

£1159

£1359

£1759

£3065

£1278

£1478

£1878

£3178

£1448

£1648

£2048

Archimedes A3000

• A3000 Microcomputer £599
• A3000 + Learning Curve pack £699
• 3.5" External DriveE99 • Dust Cover Micro

• Monitor Stand £16

• External Podule

Case £13

• Serial Upgrade £17

• Teclnnical Manual £60

• SCSI Card £149

only

• Dust Cover for

Micro + Monitor

• User port/MIDI

upgrade

• UHF TV Modu-
lator

£5

£9

£45

£30

Unbeatable Sale Offers

on Archimedes Micro
When you purchase an Archimedes Micro from

Watford, look what you get FREE with it

Micro
A410/1

Free Offer
Upgraded to 2MB RAM & a 20MB
Hard Disc, (A420)

Upgraded to 4MB RAM 40MB Hard

Disc (A440), MK II Learning Curve

pack and Acorn DTP pack

High Res 14" Multiscan Colour Monitor

High Res Multiscan Monitor &
Panasonic KX-P1180 Printer

Upgraded to 2 Megabyte of RAM & a

A3000 Monitor plinth.

+ 12 months FREE On-Site Maintenance
(P.S. Instead of the above Hardware upgrades on A410/1

& A420/1 , we will fit the 30MHz Turbo Board if required.

Please specify your requirement when ordering.)

A420/1

A440/1

540/1

A3000

Archi Accessories
£29

£118

£85

• NEW Multitasking RISC OS
• 3.5" 800K 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310)

• 5.25" 800K external Floppy Drive

• I/O Podule (with Analogue port, User port,

&1 MHz bus) £76

• MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £29

• MIDI Expansion Card £65

• Sound Sampler Mono (Armadillo) £129

• Sound Sampler Stereo /Midi (Armadillo) £186

• Chromalock Podule (Wild Vision) £275

• Econet Network Board £44

• Archimedes IEEE Interface Adaptor £269

• Dual RS232 Podule £195

• 1 6 bit parallel I/O Card £1 95

• Archi replacement mouse - New design £32

• PC Emulator NEW Faster Version £62

• Software Developers Toolbox £149

• Floating Point Unit £455

• SCSI Adaptor Expansion Card £162

• Keyboard Extension Lead £6

• 2 Podule Backplane £25

• 4 Podule Backplane £38

• Fan for above backplanes £8

• Rise Os Extras Software Disc £5

• Smoked Perspex Low profile Keyboard Cover £8

• Ethernet Card £220

0% Finance Now Available

On Acorn Archimedes A3000 and
A420/1 with learning curve packs.

(Please telephone for details)

8 Meg RAM Upgrades
• R810 - A41 0/1 upgraded to 8MB £740
• R820 - A420/1 upgraded to 8MB £689
• R840 - A440/1 upgraded to 8MB £579
• RB14- R1 40 upgraded to 8MB £579

Turbo Charge Your Archimedes
Increase the speed of your Archimedes by a factor

of THREE to SIX times (depending on the software

you are running), with Watford's ARM3 Upgrades.

• ARM-3 20MHz Upgrade Board £325
• ARM-3 30MHz Upgrade Board £375
• MEMO 1 A Upgrade £42

(ARM 3 price includes a FREE Chip extraction tool)

(Special Offer - If purchased together with an

Archimedes Micro, then not only will we fit the card

Free of Charge but we will also reduce the price by

£40 i.e. You pay only £285 for ARM3 20MHZ &
£335 for ARM3-30MHz)

Archimedes RAM Upgrade
All our memory upgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required. Fitting instructions supplied.

• R302-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £52
• R304-A3000 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £169
• R311-A305-to 1MB RAM Upgrade £50
• R312-A305/31 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £235
• R314-A305/31 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £425
• R412-A410/1 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £39
• R413-A420/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £75
• R414-A41 0/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £105

Archimedes Hard Disc
Watford's ST506 Hard disc drives for A310 & A410
series fit internally into the space provided. The
'simple to follow' fitting instructions supplied makes
drive fitting very easy. All disc drives are auto

parking. 40Meg & 53Meg drives are fast 24mS
type, while 20MHz are 28mS.
P.S. A310 upgrades require a backplane and a fan.

• 3HDP - Hard Disc Podule only £135
• 3HD20 - 20Meg H' Disc + Podule for 31 £289
• 3HD40 - 40Meg H' Disc + Podule for 31 £389
• 3HD50 - 53Meg H' Disc + Podule for 31 £474
• 4HD20 - 20Meg Hard Disc for 410 £165
• 4HD40 - 40Meg Hard Disc for 41 £245
• 4HD50 - 53Meg Hard Disc for 41 £335
• A3000 20Meg Hard Disc + Podule £345
• A3000 40Meg Hard Disc + Podule £459

Convert your Archi 410 to a 420 or 440

with Watford's unique Upgrade Kits

UP10 - to 2MB RAM + 20MB Hard Disc

UP15 - to 2MB RAM + 40MB Hard Disc

UP20 - to 4MB RAM + 20MB Hard Disc

UP30 - to 4MB RAM + 40MB Hard Disc

UP40 - to 4MB RAM + 53MB Hard Disc

Silicon Vision

Gerber Plot £95
Solid CAD £120
Super Plot £30

Arc PCB Professional

Realtime Solids Modeller

Super Dump
Solids Render
Solid Tools

£210
£315
£265
£345
£475

£22
£120
£279
£275
£138

STAFF VACANCIES
Watford Electronics Is the leading supplier In

the Acorn computer field and has established

itself in the PC compatible market with its

Aries PC computers. In its eighteen year

history, Watford has always kept itself at the

forefront of the new technology. Due to our
latest expansion, we require staff to man our
BBC/Archimedes and PC Technical

Departments. Applicants will be required to be
familiar with BBC/Archimedes hardware and
software, and PC staff will need to be familiar

with PC computer hardware. Good rates of

pay, excellent prospects. Subsidised
company accommodation is available to

singie persons if required. Telephone Keith

Archer or Shiraz Jessa for interview, or write

to us enclosing your CV.

Archi Mouse Port Splitter

Continuous plugging and unplugging of the mouse
is not only inconvenient but can also damage your

micro. Our handy little Archi mouse port splitter unit

eliminates this risk by allowing you to connect a

mouse and a joystick or a tracer ball

simultaneously to your Archimedes micro. The
miniature slide switch on the box enables you to

select the socket to be used. p.| c

Graphics, Art, Design & Games
GRAPHICS Manchester United £19

Atelier £65 Nevryon £14
Artisan 11 £47 Olympics £15
Artisan Gallery £16 Pipe Mania £19

Autosketch II £68 Pirate £16

Craftshop 1 & 2 £28 Power Band £20

Euclid 2 £52 Puncman 1 & 2 £16

Graph Box £59 Puncman 3 & 4 £16
HotLink Presenter £42 Pysanki £15
Kermit £46 Real McCoy £22
Mogul £19 Real McCoy 2 £23

Poster £79 Redshift £14

Pro Artisan £72 Return to Doom £16

Render Bender £58 Revelation £54

Snippet £26 Repton 3 £15

Tween £25 Rotor £20

GAMES Splice £25

ArcPinball £18 Sporting Triangles £24
Apocalypse £21 Star Trader £14
Arcade 3 Compil. £12 Superior Golf £15

Arcade Soccer £15 Talisman £12

Arc Pinball £18 The Pawn £19

Arc Trivia £18 Thundermonk £11

Avon £16 Timewatch £24

Ballerina £16 Trivial Pursuit £23
Blowpipe £16 Twin Worid £17

Break 147 £20 U.I.M. £23

Bug Hunter £14 White Magic £15

Caverns £14 Wfhite Magic 2 £15

Chess 3D £17 Wimp Game £15

Chocks Away £18 Woridscape £16

Conqueror £18 Miscellaneous

Cops £14 Ancestry £59
Corruption £18 Arccomm Pack £24

Crisis £23 Arcterm 7 £69

Drop Ship £15 Armadeus Sound £60

Enthar Seven £22 BBC DFS Reader £6

E-Type £17 Equasor £40

E-Type Designer £15 FlexiFile £98

E-Type Extra 100 Genesis £65
miles £15 Genesis 2 £125

Family Favourites £15 Hearsay Comms
Fireball 2 £19 Pack £50

Holed Out Designer £15 Investigator 2 £22

Holed Out Golf £15 JX Archi Colour Printer

Hostages £15 Driver for Citizen &
Ibix the Viking £14 Star £15

Inertia £15 Numerator £66

Inter Dictor 2 £26 Presenter 2 £35
Iron Lord £15 Presenter Story £145

Jet Fighter £10 Revelation £62

Jiglet £25 Rhapsody In Blue £39
Jigsaw £27 Speech! £16

Magpie £39 Toolkit (Clares) £42

Man at Arms £16 Touchtype £40

MahJong Patience £15 Tracer £46



LANGUAGES Archimedes)

ISO-PASCAL; FORTRAN 77 £77 each
Assembler; LISP; Prolog X £149 each
ANSICReL3 £125 BASIC Compiler £77
Cambridge Pascal £60 Logotron Logo £55
Macro Assembler £40 Rise Basic £120
RoboLogo £69 Rise FORTH £110

Minerva s Archimedes Software

Sales Ledger*

Purchase
Ledger*

Reporter

Mailshot*

£53
£29
£29

£25
£53
£118

Home Accounts* £36 Sales Ledger* £53
Stock Manager* £53
Nominal Ledger* £53
Ancestry £59
System Delta+ £55

System Delta + Reference Manual
Order Processing/Invoicing*

School Administrator
* Requires System Delta

NEW Business Accounts Packages
Nominal Ledger, Order Processing/Invoicing,

Purchase Ledger, Sales Ledger & Stock Control

Price: £78 per Module or

£299 for the complete Software Suite

ULTIMUM - Archimedes A3000
Podule Racking System

THE ONLY LOGICAL WAY TO
EXPAND YOUR A3000 COMPUTER

The accepted standard for Archimedes computer
expansion is the Acorn Podule, designed initially to

fit the old 310, and also for the later A400 and
A400/1 series micros. The podules fit inside these
computers up to four at a time. The A3000 is the

little brother of the family, but can only have one
podule at a time, plugging into the back of the

computer.

Other attempts have been made to expand the
A3000 by trying to introduce a 'mini-podule'. This is

impractical for many reasons, amongst which is the

reluctance of manufacturers to produce them.
Nobody wants to re-design podules already
produced. Some cannot be produced on a 'mini-

podule' as they are far too complicated and simply

wouldn't fit.

Watford Electronics listens to the demands and
requirements of its customers, and we are glad to

say that we have come up with the only real

solution to the A3000 expansion problem. The
ULTIMUM Podule Racking System allows up to

three FULL SIZE standard Archimedes 300/400
series podules to be fitted to the computer. In

addition, there Is also provision for a hard disc drive

and a podule to be fitted internally.

Since the ULTIMUM Podule Racking System takes
proper full size podules, you will be able to use any
of the currently available peripheral equipment,
from companies like Computer Concepts,
Armadillo, Acorn and of course, our own brand.

Fitting the podules to 'ULTIMUM' is simple. They
are neatly fitted inside the metal case of the rack,

avoiding the previously untidy method of hanging
the podule off the back of the computer, risking

damage to both, it and to the computer.

'ULTIMUM' has its own power supply, so no strain

is put on the A3000 power supply. There is also an
lEC mains output socket for an Acorn type monitor

so reducing the number of plugs required to go to

the mains. The ULTIMUM is rigidly clamped over
the top and under the computer, and allows direct

access to the floppy disc drive and reset button,

rather than obstructing access as on other
systems. The mounting method employed is so
firm that the computer could even be safely
transported without the assembly falling apart.

Price: £125

Archimedes A300/A400
SCSI Hard Disc Offer

(while stocks last)

100MB Hard Disc Upgrade
complete with Controller card.

Cables, Formatter and Manuals

RRP:£1030

Offer Price: £475

Archimedes to BBC Serial Linl< Ml< 2

Using this simple data link, it is possible to solve all

your BBC to Archimedes data transfer problems.

The kit is supplied with a disk, and the necessary

cable to connect the two computers.
New RISC OS Version Only £1

5

Archimedes External Disc

Drive Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect almost

any 5.25"/3.5'' disc drive with its own power supply

to the Archimedes. Upto 4 disc drives can be
connected. Fully Buffered Board. NO SOLDERING
is involved. Supplied complete with necessary lead.

• A300/A3000 £21 • A400 £25

Special Education Prices
All education establishments qualify for special

education prices on micros, etc. Please write in

or telephone (0923) 37774 or 50335 for written

quotation.

BBC MASTER
MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's

View, Viewsheet, ADFS, BASIC Editor

& TERMINAL plus FREE OFFER (see

below) £399 (carr£7)

FREE OFFER

A 5.25" Double Sided, 40/80 track

switchable 400K Disc Drive

complete with cables and a Utilities

disc incl. 2 games, plus

Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE MASTER
packages on Disc consisting

of: Database, Spreadsheet, Beebplot

graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,

Final Accounts, Mallist, Easyledger,

Invoice & Statements, Stock Control.

FREE with every BBC Master purchased
from us during June

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
Turbo 65C1 02 Add-on Module £1 1

5

Econet Module for the Master £45

Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £9

Quad ROM Cartridge for Master £14

Master Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14

Master Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14

Master Advance Ref Manual (No VAT) £17

64K Upgrade Kit for B+ £32

Acorn 1 772 DFS Kit complete £49

ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC B £42

ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available

ARIES' IEEE Interface for BBC B & Master £238

Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99
Ecolink £270

Arch! Wordprocessors
Pendown Archi

Wordwise + Disc

Image Writer

Intenword Disc

1st Word Plus- 2

£49
£24
£25
£24
£69

Archie Spell Master £39
PD Spellchecker £40
View
Graphic Writer

EasyWord

AlphaBase
Knowledge Organiser£45

Databases
£36 Muitistore

Spreadsheets
Intersheet Disc

Sigmasheet

£24
£39

Viewsheet

Schema

Business Graphics
GammaPlot
Interchart Disc

£39
£20

Sigmaplot

Integrated Packages
• Logistlx £79 • Pipedream 3
• Desktop Office - Database, Graphs &

Charts, Wordprocessor Spreadsheet,

Communications
• Desktop Folio - Wordprocessor, Desktop

& Interactive Publishing. Ideal for school

environment.

£45
£23
£30

£195

£45
£92

£39

£119

£98

£85

Desk Top Publisher ^1
Acorn's Arch! DTP Package £125 ^ ^
impression 2 DTP Pack £135 ^^
impression Junior £79 ^^^k
Tempest DTP Package £95 ^^^^

5^

Watford's Scottish Dealer
We are pleased to announce the

appointment of Messrs Computer Depot as

Watford's official Scottish Dealer. The full

range of our BBC/Acorn products is now
available from their Dundee, Edinburgh &
Glasgow shops. Their technical staff will be

very happy to discuss all your peripherals'

requirements.

Education Software
• Advanced Folio: 7-14 years. Has the simplicity

of a basic wordprocessor with the presentation

quality of a Desk Top Publisher £38
• Colourcopter & Numbercopter: 4-7 years. Flying

start in pre-reading and pre-number skills

• Colourcopter includes 7 programs to develop

matching, sorting, coordination, letter & word
recognition £28

• Numbercopter: Includes 8 programs to develop

memory, sequencing, logic, number, more and
gone away, word order and rhythm skills £28

• Best Four languages 5-11 years: Four best sel-

ling programs which encourage children to work

together to improve their linguistic ability £33
• Hands on Spelling 5-11 years: Promotes a

visual approach to mastering spelling, linking

the skill with other National Curriculum areas as

hand writing, talking and reading.

• Asian Folio - Gujarati SOT
• Best Four Languages
• Best Four Maths
• Frieze 7-16 years

• Kaleidoscope 7-16 years

• Merlins Castle

• Maths 9-1 3 years

• Number in the National Curriculum

• Screenprint pack of 5 5-1 6 years

• Time Traveller 7-1 6 years

• The Lost Frog

• World Map Study 7-16 years

(More Educational software on page 10)

Continued

£30
£45

£35
£35
£37
£37
£22
£25
£55

£150
£40
£22
£35



Archi A4 Scanner

This new A4 image scanner from Watford
Electronics is supplied complete with ROM based
podule software. Features provided include

facilities for zooming in on an image and inverting

the image in X and Y directions, saving and printing

of the sprite created. Interactive help is supplied

using the IHELP application on the Acorn
applications discs.

The 216mm scanning width can cope with both

desktop scanning of single sheets, photographs,

diagrams, etc., with its fast ten page automatic

document feeder, but it can also detach from the

feeder to become a convenient hand-held full page
scanner for larger documents or pictures.

Scanned image control can be freely adjusted in

increments of 10 dots per inch from 100 up to 400
dpi resolution with 64 levels of grey scaling. A built

in shading controller and manual brightness control

achieve optimum image clarity.

Unlike some scanners, which use a red light

source, the Watford scanner uses a yellow/green

source which vastly improves the light/dark

contrast, thus eliminating the effect where any red-

based colours are faded down to white and so do
not show up in the scanned image.

All these features and facilities combine to make
the Archi Page Scanner the fast and convenient

way in which to add that extra impact, interest and

clarity to documents, reports, instruction sheets,

manuals, news letters, etc., from your Archimedes
DTP package.

introductory Prices:

Archi A4 Scanner £349

Sheet Feeder for above £95

Scanner + Sheet Feeder £419

Z88 Portable Micro

£185

FREE
With every Z88 purchased from us, we are

giving away absolutely FREE, a Z88 to BBC
Interface Link, 4 rechargeable batteries and

a compact Mains Battery Charger worth £38.

Z88 ACCESSORIES
• 32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack £18.00

• 1 28K RAM Pack or 1 28K EPROM Pack £42
• 512K RAM Pack £175
• Z88 Eprom Eraser Unit £33
• Z88 Spellmaster for Pipedream £51

• Z88 Carrying Case £8
• Z88 Computing Book £9.95

• AA Nicad Rechargeable Battery £1 .50

• Battery Charger Compact & Fast £6

• Z88 Serial Printer Cable £8
• Z88 Parallel Printer Cable £25
• Z88 to Archi Link £15
• Z88 to BBC Link £20 "ZBASE £56
• Z88 to PC Link II £30 "ZTAPE £42
• Z88 to Macintosh £52 "ZTERM £42
• Z88 Mains Adaptor £9 •Z88 Modem £149

Archi Real-Time Digitiser

Now supplied witli NEW RiSC OS Version

Software

Watfords' Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most
sophisticated digitiser ever designed for a micro. It

provides a fast and flexible means of capturing

images from a video camera or recorder for display

and manipulation on the Archimedes range of

Micros. Off-air televison signals may also be
digitised via a video recorder or TV tuner. Please

write for further details.

Price £175
>A Set of Colour Filters for colour image grabbing

using a video camera £16

New Rise-OS Software Upgrade £39

Archi Graphic Tablet

The Archi Graphic Tablet offers performance and
accuracy comparable to other tablets priced at well

over £400, and has the useful addition of a littable

cover, which can hold tracing material or menu
templates securely. The package is supplied

complete with sophisticated Archi software. (Now,

fully LinCAD compatible. Recommended by Linear

Graphic for use in Education).

(FREE this month, PC Mouse Drivers

& Art package)

Special Price £199
(Price includes Tablet, Leads, Software & Puck)

Stylus Optional Extra £15

Archi Graphic Tablet Junior. Working

area 9" x 6". Price includes Stylus £125

Disc Plonlter

Rack
When using ones micro,

there is a tendency to have
more than one Disc on the

desk. This exposes them to

the hazards of fingerprints,

scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk. Why not protect your valuable data

from all these hazards with the help of our

extremely handy and low cost DISC PLONKER
RACK. Holds up to eight 5.25" discs.

Protection at Only: £2

Acorn & Watford DFSs
• Watford sophisticated DFS ROM £16.00

• Watford DFS Kit complete £69.00

• We will exchange your existing ROM for

Watford's ultimate DFS ROM at only £12.00

• DFS Manual (comprehensive) £6.95

• Acorn DNFS ROM £17.00

• Acorn ADFS ROM only £25.00

• Acorn 1 772 DFS ROM Kit £49.00

(The single Density DFS system is now old

technology. Like Acorn, Watford too have decided

to replace it with the their more up-to-date 1 770

DDFS interface. We have informed most of the

software houses of this decision in order that they

can ensure compatibility with our highly

sophisticated and fully Acorn compatible DDFS).

Watford's Mkll 1772

Single/Double Density DFS

Many of our customers have wanted to use our

superior DDFS and Acorn ADFS together. Now our

Mk II DDFS Board with its 1770 Disc Controller,

has been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS
as well. It also has all the commands of the Acorn's

1 770 DFS, plus the added features.

Added features include:

• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our

DDFS board.

• Tube host Code - No longer any need to have

the DNFS in your machine to use Co-

Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.

• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with

40/80 track switches (even works with protected

disks).

• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation -

ensuring compatibility with almost all software.

• New low profile - small footprint board.

• Fits with all third party ROM boards.

• Option to double the speed of file handling

operations - BPUT and BGET.
• Operates in both single and double density

modes.
• OSGBPB has been receded, increasing still

further the speed of file handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of

providing either the full 80% storage increase or of

allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows

both of these!

If you already have a DDFS (any manufacturer),

and wish to upgrade to our Mkll version, then

simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board

and we will supply the new DDFS for only £39.00.

• SPECIAL PRICE £44.00

• DDFS Manual (No VAT) £6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our

sophisticated DDFS for only £30.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and

sofware upgrade, it is not possible for existing

Watford DDFS users to simply exchange the ROM
for the new version.

3M- Diskettes

3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty

from Watford Electonics your3M Appointed

Distributor

• 10x 5.25- S/S D/D 40T (744) £5

• 10x 5.25" D/S D/D 40T (745) £S

• 10x5.25" S/S D/D 80 Tract< (746) £7

• 10x 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Tracl< (747) £7

• 10x 5.25" 1.61^ D/S D/D High Density for IBM
XT and AT £11

• 10x 3.5" S/S D/D 40/80 Track £7

• 10x3.5" D/S D/D 40/80 Track £8

• lOx 3.5" Double Sided High Density £13

Top Quality 3.5" & 5.25"

Diskettes

To complement our range of Quality Discs and Disc

Drives. WE are now supplying SPECIAL OFFER
packs of 10 Lifetime guaranteed discs. Each disc

has a reinforced hub ring. Supplied complete with

selfstick labels and a Plastic Library Disc Box.

miOxM3 3.5" D/S D/D 80 Track £7

mi0xM9 3.5" D/S High Density £12

• 10xM4 5.25" S/S D/D 40 Track £S

miOxUS 5.25" D/S D/D 40 Track £5
miOxM? 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Track £7
miOxM8 5.25" D/S H/D Hi-Density £12

• M2 3" Double Sided £2.50 each

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234 or 33383



Quality Disc Drives from
Watford

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will

operate in both Single and Double Density modes.

All 5.25" Disc Drives are 40/80 track switchable.

For ease of use, the switches are front mounted.

Various UK "manufacturers" of disc drives for the

BBC micro (more accurately, "packagers" label

other manufacturers drives with their own name).

We buy the high quality I^EC and Mitsubishi drives

in large quantities directly from the manufacturers,

package them and sell them at "dealer" prices

direct to the public.

If you look around the popular BBC micro press,

you will find that the prices we quote for the top

quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually

without exception, are the best around. These
prices, coupled with the backup of one of the

country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals

provides a superb deal.

Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully

expanded BBC system for long periods of time with

little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of

"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply

Unit) would be quite adequate (extensive tests

within our workshops have confirmed this). All

drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL
UTILITIES Disc, Cables and Plugs. The Drives

with power supply have a mains moulded plug for

safety purposes. Ideal for Schools & Colleges.

When using a BBC Micro, most people find

themselves short of desk space. The Watford's

BBC Micro plinths form an ideal way of recovering

some of this precious space. Your BBC Disc Drive

and Monitor can all occupy the same vertical

footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the

Watford Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted
vertically at one side, leaving a very valuable area

directly in front of you for such useful Items as
spare discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc.

Follow the trend with a Watford plinth. (Turn to the

6th page of our advert for the Plinths).

PS. All our 5.25" Disc Drives with PSU are

compatible with the Compact Micro. All you require

is our'special Compact Disc Drive cables designed

by us.

"Test Bureau Approved for Use In

Education"

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

Type Description

Disc Drive without PSU
• CLS400S: Single, 40/80 track 400K

Double sided Drive £72
• CLD800S: Twin, 40/80 track, 800K

Double sided Drives £1 42

Disc Drive with PSU
•CS400S: Single, 40/80 track, 400K

Double sided Drive £82

iCDSOOS: Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £155

Special Cabie to connect both 3.5" and 5.25"

Disc Drives simuitaneously to the BBC
Compact £13

Disc Drive/DDFS Offer

• The popular CLS400S 40/80 track switchable

disc drive.

• Watford's popular Mk II DDFS Interface (allows

up to 720K storage). Will run both in single &
double density modes.

• A comprehensive DFS Operating manual

Bargain at Only £119 (Offer valid until stocks last)

3.5" DISC DRIVE

These top quality 3.5" Double sided, 80 track, are at-

tractively finished in BBC beige. They are supplied

complete with all cables and a Utilities Disc.

Type

• CLS35:
• CLD400S:

Description

Disc Drive without PSU
Single Disc Drive, 400K

Twin Disc Drives, 800K

Disc Drive with PSU
• CS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K
• CD35: Twin Disc Drives, 800K

(P.S. CS35 is supplied in a twin case with a

blanking plate to enable easy expansion to a dual

drive at a later stage)

Disc Drive Sharer

£62

£109

£83

£126

(Ideal for educational establishments)
A low cost alternative to the Econet

system.Watford's Intelligent Disc Drive Sharer

allows you to connect 3 BBC micros (model B, B+
and Master series) to a single or double disc drive.

Running under any DFS or DDFS, this Intelligent

unit will automatically queue the computers. Each

computer has a status light dedicated to it. If it is

green you will get immediate access to the disk, and

red means that you are next in line. The unit plugs

directly into the disc drive socket on each computer

and is powered by the mains. (N.B. Not for use with

ADFS.)

Price includes 3 Cables £55

Disc Drives in Monitor Stand

•CDPM 800S- Twin 5.25", 800K Double

sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted

in an attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the

BBC B & Master 1 28K micros. Supplied complete

with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc.

The mains switch with neon On/Off light indicator,

and the two 40/80 track switches are mounted on
the front panel for ease of use.

£165
• DP35 800 - Same as above except, one disc

drive Is a 5.25" and the other is 3.5".

£154

Floppy Head Cleaner Kit

The heads in floppy drives are precision made and

very sensitive to dirt. The use of cleaner Kit is a

sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It

is recommended to clean the drive head once a
week, it is very simple to use. Available in 3.5" &
5.25", please specify.

Price £4

Antistatic Lockable Disc

Storage Units

Gives double protection - Strong plastic case that

affords real protection to your discs.

Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst in

storage. The smoked top locks down.

Dividers and adhesive title strips are supplied for

efficient filing of discs.

• l\/135 - holds up to 50 5.25" discs

• iM85 - holds up to 95 5.25" discs

• i«25* - holds up to 25 3.5" discs

• M50 - holds 50 3.5" discs

• iUIO-

£4.95

£6.95

£4.95

£6.50

holds 8 of No. 10 Data Cartridges £15
* Not lockable

Plastic

Library Cases

Holds up to 10 X 3.5" Discs.

Holds up to 10 X 5.25" Discs.

£1.50

£2.00

Dust Covers (For our Disc Drives)

Single CLS (without PSU)
Single CS (with PSU)
Twin CLD (without PSU)
Twin CD (with PSU)

£3.20

£3.25

£3.85

£3.90

Disc Albums
Attractively finished in black leather-look vinyl.

Stores up to 20 discs. Each disc can be seen
through the clear view pocket.

£4

Special Bulk Offer

on Discs

(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable
Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100

Type S-S 40T D-S 40T D-S SOT

• Without Sleeves 5.25" £30 £35 £40

• With Sleeves 5.25" £33 £38 £43

• 3.5"D/SD/D £29 for 50 £52 for 100

Continued-^ ~*
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Microvitec Monitors
• 1431 - Standard Resolution Monitor £169
• 1451 - Medium resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode £209

• CubSOOO Medium Res for A3000 £1 89
• 1441 - High res, exceeds ttie capabilities of the

BBC Micro £359
• 2040 CS 20" Hi Res £675
• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239

Now 3 years Parts & Labour warranty on all

Microvitec Monitors

Multiscan Colour
• Eizo9060S £389 "NECSD £1299
• Eizo9070S £579 •Taxan770LR £379
• NEC2A £255 "Taxany/S £375
• NEC 3D £345 •Taxan795-PC £425
• NEC4D £679 •Taxan875 £725
• VIDC Enhancer Board £25

(P.S. Taxan 795 monitor is supplied with

a FREE VIDC enhancer board)

• BM7502 1 2" Hi-res Green Monitor

• CM8833 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor

£70
£178

STAR BUY
• PHILIPS 14" Medium Res, dark glass,

attractively finished Colour Monitor . A push-
button switch toggles between Hi-Res
monochrome green text mode and full colour

display. (Please state the type of Connecting
Lead you require).

ONLY £176

Dust Cover for Philips Monitors £6
(Securlcor carriage on Monitors £7)

Spare Monitor Leads
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for TAXAN Monitors £3
Archimedes Colour Monitor Lead £7.50

Anti Glare VDU Screen
These extremely effective, easy to install, 12" & 14"

VDU screens eliminate harmful glare, improves
contrast on colour monitors. Increases productivity

in offices. A must for wordprocessor users.

£12

Canon Bubblejet Printers

Printer

£205
£354
£399

CSF
£54
£88
£110

D'ble

Bin

£65
£79

• Spare Battery pack for BJ1 OE

Ink

Cart

£18
£12
£12

£33

NEC Pinwriter Printers
£198
£257
£379

• P70
• P90

£485
£655

Be Satisfied Before You Buy
We have on display, various Micros, Printers,

Disc Drives, Monitors, etc. Call in at our
showroom to evaluate before you buy.

Concept Keyboards
standard A3 Keyboard with BBC Software £143
Standard A4 Keyboard with BBC Software £117
Archi A3 Keyboard £144
Archi A4 Keyboard £118

FREE On-Site Maintenance
This month we are also offering at no extra cost to

all our customers, 12 months, On-Site

Maintenance on all Multiscan colour monitors, all

Panasonic printers, and all Laser Printers, Roland

Plotters and of course the full range of

Archimedes micros. Should the machine fail,

simply telephone the maintenance engineer, who
will call in within 12 working hours.

(Offer applicable only when bought at prices

advertised in this advert. UK mainland only).

Hewlett-Packard Printers
• # Desk Jet 500 £309

• Desk Writer (Mac) £482

• Desk Jet Cartridge £15

• Paint Jet Colour £589

• PaintJet XL £1125

• Quiet Jet Plus £359

• HP Think Jet £239

• Rugged Writer £839

• Now 3 years extended Parts & Labour warranty

• PaintJet Cartridges Black £19; Colour £25

• Desk Jet 500 256K RAM cartridge £129

• HP Epson FX Emulation Cartridge for Desk Jet £59

HP Apple Talk Interfaces for

• ScanJet £299 •PaintJet £POA
• Desk Jet Unlimited (Book No VAT) £19.75

Panasonic Printers

FREE with every KX-P1081 & KX-P1180 Printers:

A printer lead (please specify type required) and a

Dump Out 3 ROM for the BBC Micro or 1 ,000

sheets of paper for other micros (please specify)

• KX-P1081 9pin SOcol. 144/28 cps £122
• KX-P1180 9pin SOcol. 192/38 cps £129
• KX-P1123 24pin 80col. 192/63 CPS £158
• KX-P1124I 24pin SOcol. 192/63 CPS £215
• KX-P1624 24pin 132col. 192/63 CPS £299
• KX-P1 695 9pin 1 32col. 330/86 CPS £299
• KX-P1 654 24pin 1 32col. £429

Above prices include FREE, Watford's 12 months

on-site maintenance

Panasonic Accessories

Cut Sheet Feeders
KX-P1592/1595(P32) £175 KX-P1540 (P35) £175

KX-1124(P36) £85 KX-P1 1 80 (P37) £79

KX-P1624/1695(P38) £124 KX-P11 23 (P37) £79

Buffers

P12 4K buffer Board for 1081 £55
P42 32K buffer Chip for 1 592/1 595 £1 6

P43 32K Buffer Chip for 1 540/1 1 24/1 1 80 £16

Serial Interfaces

P17 P1081/1592 £32 P19 P1124/1180 £55

Citizen Printers

120DPIUS £96 124D Printer £138
Prodot9 £205 Prodot24 £225
Prodot9X £245 Swift 24# £205
Swift 9 £138 Swift 24X £279
• Prodot Cut Sheet Feeder £120
• Swift 24 Colour Option £29
• Swift 24 Ribbons Black £4 Colour £1 3

• Special Offer this month - A FREE Colour option

cartridge with every Swift 24 printer purchased

from us.

Star Printers

£112
£180
£150
£295
£229
£290
£299
£365
£29

£158
£189

• LC10 9pin SOcol. 144/36 CPS
• LCI 5 9pin 136col. 180/45 CPS
• LC24-10 24pin SOcol. 180/60 CPS
• LC24-15 24pin 136col. 200/67 CPS
• *FR10 9pin 300/76 CPS 31 K 16 fonts

• FR1 5 Wide carriage version of above
• *XB24-10 24pin SOcol. 240/80 CPS
• XB24-15 24pin SOcol. 240/80 CPS
• XB-24 Colour Kit

• LC-200 Colour 9pin SOcol. 180/45 CPS
• LC-24-200 24pin SOcol. 222/67 CPS
• LC24-200 Colour 24pin SOcol. 222/67 CPS £222

•FREE Colour Ribbon with these printers

Star Accessories

Cut Sheet Feeder
LCI 0/200/24-10 £65 LC15/LC24-15 £125
XB24-10 £80 XB24-15 £139

Serial interfaces
SPC-10 LC10; LC10-II; LCIO-Col; LC15;

LC24-10; LC24-15; LC-200; LC24-200E49
8K Ser LC-200; LC24-200; FR10; FR15;

XB24-10;XB24-15 £64

Paper Roll Holders
LC-200; LC24-200; LC24-200 colour £29

Buffers
32K Ram Card for LC/XB24-1 0; 1 5; LC200 £55

Ribbons
LC10;LC10-II;LC15 Black£4;
LC-200; LC24-200 Black £5;

XB24-10;XB24-15 Black £5;

Laser Printers

Colour £6
Colour £12
Colour £12

• Canon LBP-4 4ppm £655
• Canon LBP-8 IIIR Sppm £1505
• Canon LBP-8 HIT Sppm £1389
• Epson EPL71 00 6ppm £689
• HP Laserjet III Sppm £1025
• HP Laserjet HID Sppm £1539
• Laserjet HIP Sppm £689
• Panasonic KX-P4420 Sppm* £648
• Panasonic KX-P4450i* llppm* £1025
• Panasonic KX-4455 Postscript 1 1 ppm* £1 699
• Qume Crystal Print Publisher 2 £1899
• Star LP-8 III £979
• Star LP-8 Star(post)script £1195
• Star LP-4 4ppm £705
• Star LP-4PS Postscript 4ppm £875

' Now 2 years warranty

Canon 2 & 4
Epson GO
Star LP-S

KX-P4420/50

Laser Toners
£54 Laserjet II & IIP

£18 Laserjet III

£69 Qume Crystal

£22

Laser RAIM Upgrades

• IIP & nil MB £74
• IIP & III 2MB £109
• II & IID 1 MB £76
• II&IID2MB £112
• II & IID 4MB £299
• Canon LBP41M £175
• Canon LBPS2M £150

• EPL7000 2M
• GQ5000 512K
• KX4420/50 1M
• KX4420/50 2M
• KX4420/50 4M
• Star LPS 1M
• Star LPS 2M

£55
£75
£56

£365
£95
£115
£159
£349
£143
£265

Laser Drum & Developer
• Epson Drum GO5000 £93 EPL7100 £129
• Panasonic 4420 Drum £60 Developer £59
• Panasonic 4450 Drum £93 Developer £80
• Qume Drum £76 Developer £56

Jetpage Postscript Cartridge
• HP IIP/HI £255 IID & HID

NEW- HP Laserjet
Various Font Cartridges

Superset Font

Integrex Colour Jet
• Colour Jet 1 32 Printer

• Paper Roll

• BBC Screen Dump Software

• Colour Cartridge

• Black Cartridge

• 100 A4 OHP transparencies

• 8K Serial Interface Optional

£265

£45
£195

£515
£6.50

£10
£19.50

£11.25

£55
£123



Watch this space
for our

NEW LAUNCH
for Archimedes
micro products

Epson Printers

DFX5000 £1089 LQ860 Colour £465
DFX8000 £1999 LQ1050+ £475
EX1000 £456 LQ1060 £599
FX850 £283 LQ2550+ £709
FX1050
FX1060

£358
£599

LX400 £109

LQ400 £166 LX850 £150

LQ550 £209 SQ850 £439

LQ850+ £385 SQ2550 £645

Cut Sheet Feeders for

LX400/800/850/LQ400/500/550 £69
EX800/FX800/850/LQ800/850 £130
FX/LQ1 000/1 050/SQ850 £159
LQ 2550 £390 SQ2550 £390

Tractor Feed for

LQ800 £44; LQ850/FX850 £69; LQ1050/
FX1050 £85; LQ2500 £90; LQ2550 £90.

Accessories
• EX800/1 000 Colour Option £45
• EX800/1 000 Colour Ribbon £1 4
• LQ2500 Colour Option £65
• Multifont Card for LQ550/850/1 050 £95

Epson Printer Interfaces

All these Interfaces fit Inside the printer

RS232 £32 RS232 + 2K Buffer £52
IEEE 488 £95 RS232 + 8K Buffer £75

Printer Leads
BBC Centronics 4' long

BBC Centronics 6' extra long

Compact's Special Centronics Lead
Archimedes Printer Lead 6'

Nimbus Centronics Lead
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 6'

IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 5 metres
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 10 metres
Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 4'

Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 6'

MSX Centronics Parallel Lead 4'

RS232 Leads (Various)

IBM Keyboard extension lead coiled

£5
£7
£7
£6
£6
£6

£13
£19
£7
£9

£12
P.O.A.

£5

Plotters

• HP7440

• DXY1100
• DXY1300
• DPX3500

£425 • HP7475 £599
Roland Plotters

£515 •DXY1200 £645
£845 • DXY2500 £2375

£3289 • Sketchmate £379
£7.50> Roland plotter Pens, Fibre tip

Roland SketchMate

The Intelligent Graphic Plotter

It is very compact and lightweight. In restricted

space, it can be operated in a tilted position.

Is compatible with virtually all CAD software as
well as a wide range of business softwares.
Specifications: Plotting area: 297 x 216mm.
Number of Pens - 8. Magnetic Paper holder. 5K
Buffer. Parallel and RS 232 Serial interfaces.

Accessories: 8 pens, AC Adaptor, 4 x Magnetic
paper holders. User manual, marking sticker,

Rubber sticker, 10 x A4 test paper, 2 x A4 OHP
transparency film. Dimensions: 360{W) x 410(D) x

105(H)mm. Weight 2.6 Kgs.

£379

pm^ CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines
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Listing Paper (Perforated)

• 1 ,000 Sheets 9.5" x 1
1
" Fanfold Paper £7

• 2,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11 " Fanfold Paper £1 1

• 1 ,000 Sheets 9.5" x 1
1
" NCR 2 Part Fanfold £21

• 1 ,000 Sheets 1 5" x 1
1
" Fanfold Paper £9

• 2,000 Sheets 1 5" x 1
1
" Fanfold Paper £1 6

• 1 ,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £11

• 2,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £21

• Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving a
smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips are
detached).

Carriage IK Sheets £2.50, 2K Sheets £3.00

Printer Labels

(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1 ,000 90 X 36mm (Single Row) £6.00
1 ,000 90 X 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25
1 ,000 90 X 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1 ,000 1 02 X 36mm (Twin Row) £6.75

Special Offer

Hitachi/Acorn 12" High

Resolution, ergonomically designed
Colour Monitors. Supplied complete
with a swivel base and a BBC lead.

Only: £1 45 (Whlle stocks last)

Printer Ribbons &
Various Dust Covers

Type
Brother HR1 5/20

BBC Micro

BBC Master
Archimedes Micro pair

Citizen 120D
DMP2000
EX800/1000
RX/FX80/85/800/MX80
FX/i«X/RX1 00/1 000
Kaga/Taxan KP810/815
LQ400/500/550/800/850

LQ1050/LQ2500
LX80/86/800/850

LX400
M1009/GLP
NEC P2200
Panasonic KX1 080/81

Panasonic KX-P1124
SQ2S00
Star LCI 0/NL10
Star LC24-10
Olivetti Ink Jet

Cartridges (set of 4)

Ribbons
£6.00

£2.75

£2.75

£3.50

£2.95

£3.95

£3.25

£3.25

£4.00

£2.75

£3.50

£2.95

£4.50

£3.25

£7.50

£23.00

£2.75

£2.95

Dust Covers

£3.50

£4.00

£9.00

£4.50

£4.75

£5.00

£5.00

£6.00

£4.50

£5.00

£3.75

£5.00

£4.75

£5.00

£5.50

£5.00

£6.00

£9

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured from

translucent PCV. The seams are stitched and
edges are taped to prevent splitting due to

continuous use.

Original Panasonic Ribbons
Guaranteed to last 3 million characters

P110 for KX-P1081, 1592 & 1595 £7
P115 forKX-P1180 £7 P145 for KX-P1124 £7
P140 forKX-P1540 £8 P155for KX-P1624 £10

Colour Ribbons for KX-P1 081 , 1 592 & 1 595
Brown, Blue or Red £9.95 each

Professional Printer Stand

The professional
printer stand takes
hardly more space
than your printer.

Due to the
positioning of the
paper feed and re-

fold compartments
ie. one above the
other, the desk
space required for

your printer func-
tions is effectively halved. Its ergonomic design
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic
refolding.

80 Column version £24 (can. £3)
132 Column version £29(carr. £4)

Universal

Printer Sharers/Changer
Connect up to 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 Printers to

1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer. These
Units are made to a very high standard. For
extreme reliability, they all have Printed Circuit

Boards mounted inside the case, (not a Spaghetti

Junction of wires). Internal connection is made via

high quality ribbon cables.

(Ideal for School environments)

Connects Serial Centronics
2to1 £16 £17
3 to 1 £22 £24
5 to 1 £32 £36

(Cables extra at £6 each. Please specify type

required when ordering)

2 Way Compact Printer Switch
A handy 2 way printer switch. Enables one micro to

be connected to 2 printers or vice versa.

Centronics £18; Serial £17
(Cables extra at £6 each)

Auto Printer Sharer Switch
Connects
2to1
4t0l
8to1

Serial

£40
£62

Centronics

£45
£59
£89

256k Multi Spooler
These Auto Centronics Printer Sharers have built-in

256K of Printer Buffers. They can be used as Auto

Sharers, Printer Buffers or both.

• 2 In/2 out £135 "4 In/2 out £169
• 8 In/1 out £199

Compact Converter Units
Serial to Parallel £36 Parallel to Serial £37

Plinths for the BBC B
&Master128K Micros

Protect your computer from the heat of your VDU.
Our micro plinths have slots for maximum
ventilation. The single plinth is suitable for a BBC
and VDU, whilst the double height version provides

enough room for our stacked disc drive and other

peripherals like, Eprom programmer, music unit or

simply discs & stationary. The computer slides

neatly in the lower section allowing easy access to

remove the lid. Colour: Matching BBC Beige.

Single BBC Plinth 420 x 310 x 105mm £13

Double BBC Plinth 420 x 31 x 21 0mm £24

Single Master Plinth 490 x 310 x 105mm £14

Double Master Plinth 490 x 31 x 210mm £26

(Carr. Single plinth £2; double plinth £3)

Persoex Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with

our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer stand.

80 Column version £1 6 (carr £3)

1 36 Column version £20 (carr £4)



• Quest Mouse III & Quest Paint £59

• Quest Mouse III, Quest Paint, AMX
Stop Press & Pagefont £89

• Quest Mouse III only £30

• Quest Paint Software only £34

• Quest Font Disc (22 Text Fonts) £15

• Quest Mouse Mat (Red or Blue or

Green please specify) £3

• Quest Colour Dump Disc - This new
software allows you to print direct from

Quest Paint to your Integrex Colour

Printer £18

(P.S. Quest Paint is not compatible

with BBC Compact)

Quest Paint is the winner of the BBC Acorn User

1990 Award for the Best Art/Graphics software

Quest combined witfi ConQuest and Acornsoft

GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for ttie BBC range.

Quest Paint is able to take advantage of almost

any additions to your machine, such as Shadow or

Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes this principal even

further, by utilising the otherwise normally

incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding

pictures in them.

ConQuest ROM Pacltage £30
(Price includes software in ROM and a
comprehensive Manual).

(Not Compatible with BBC Compact)

ARCHi Mk II MOUSE

An extremely reliable replacement mouse
for Archimedes Micro £32

Quest - Tracer ball

An attractively finished, extremely reliable, mouse
replacement, input device. Requires very little desk

space. Connects directly to your BBC B, BBC
Master or Archimedes Micro.

QT-10 BBC/Master Version £27

QT-20 Archimedes Version £30

RB2 Marconi
TRACKER BALL

RB2 (AMX/Quest compatible)

RB2 including Quest Paint

RB2-A for Archimedes

£45
£75
£46

THE NEW Mk III

AMX MOUSE
Inc. Super Art package

ONLY:£59(carr£3)
(Please specify for BBC, Master or Compact)

MOUSE MAT
AMX MOUSE ONLY

£3
£29

AMX SUPERART Package £34

AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop

publishing software. Works with

Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse £32

PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for

use with AMX Pagemaker £13

AMX DESIGN (ROM) £55

AMX XAM Educational £15

AMX EXTRA EXTRA £16

AMX MAX A gem of desktop

(ROM) £20

WE Mouse House

Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse House. This

handy little gadget solves the problem of where to

store your mouse when it is having a rest. Made of

sturdy plastic, the WE Mouse House attaches to

the side of your computer, monitor, disc drive or

desk.

It protects it from damage when not in use, yet

within easy reach when you need it again. At £4 it

does not cost a rodent's ransom.

Price £4

mBB&mtSBI^^
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Our Mark II Light Pen is the very latest in light pen

technology It is totally insensitive to local lighting

conditions and works with many different monitors.

The pen only responds to the High Frequency light

produced by your monitor/TV. An LED indicates

when valid video data is being produced. A
conveniently located switch is also fitted. (Price

includes FREE software Disc and Operating

Manual)

Only £21

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack for BBC Micro £33
Software pack for the Master £39
Admin Xtra Disc Utility £13
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £13

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

. "Test Bureau Approved for

Use in Education"

Using any source of composite video (colour or

monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video

Digitiser, you can convert an image from your

camera into a graphics screen on the BBC Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may be
a camera, video recorder or television, and is

connected via the video output socket. The
software supplied includes a sophisticated, fast

screen dump routine.

Images produced can be compressed, stored to

disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,

directly used to generate graphics, analysed for

scientific and educational use or converted to other

formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a picture

from a remote camera using a modem. The output

from the digitiser exactly matches the graphics

capability In each mode, with up to 8 levels of grey

in mode 2. The unit connects into the User Port

and automatically scans a complete picture in 1 .6

seconds.

£109(Carr. £5)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software
in ROM & a Compreliensive Manual)

The Beeb HandScan
Hand-held Scanner
for the BBC Micro

Watford Electronics are pleased to announce the

launch of the first hand held scanner for the BBC
Micro. HandScan is a compact unit which will allow
photographs, diagrams, or any other documents to

be digitised quickly and easily to then be used in a
desk top publishing package, art program, or even
in your own Basic programs! These useful devices
have been available for faster and more expensive
micros for some time, but only now is Watford
Electronics able to offer the BBC Micro computer.

The HandScan plugs directly into the 1 MHz bus on
the BBC while a comprehensive set of utilities

provided by the sophisticated ROM firmware. The
scanner has a resolution of either 1 00 DPI or 200
DPI when accuracy is essential. Pictures as wide
as 4" may be scanned in mode and various types
of dithering may be selected to simulate the grey
levels of a scanned picture.

All necessary software has been included in the

firmware to allow the scanner to read images
directly into our Wapping Editor with little more than
the click of the mouse. The digitised picture may
then be incorporated into your magazine,
newsletter, report or any other document.

Beeb HandScan & Firmware £135



Winner of the BBC Acorn User 1990
Award for the Best DTP/Word Processor

The Wapping Editor
The Wapping Editor from Watford Electronics

represents a breakthrough In Desktop Publishing

for the Beeb. The package includes a 64K ROM
containing ALL the software needed to get into

print fast; a very sophisticated graphics module,
professional quality typesetting software, a word
processor, a comprehensive font editor for

designing your own typefaces, and a variety of

printer dumps. This mouse-driven system is

designed for the BBC B, the B+ and Master
computers and will take full advantage of any
Sideways and Shadow RAM that may be fitted. It

will run under DFS, ADFS and Network filing

systems and requires as a minimum just a single

40 track drive.

Included with the system is a utility disc containing

several high quality fonts, various utilities and a
ROM image of a Support ROM. A comprehensive
1 00 page manual completes the package. The
Support ROM contains routines to allow an area to

be rotated to any angle or distorted to any four-

sided shape. Also included are facilities to draw
ellipses at any angle and sectors, segments and
arcs (in Master or BBC B with Acorn GXR).
Another of the features of the Support ROM is a
Turbo DFS' which gives DFS access times
comparable with those of ADFS.

Page Layout Section
The Wapping Editor may be used to create pages
of any size from an A6 to a full A3 page. If none of

the eight default page types suit your purpose, the

stand-alone page creation program may be used to

create pages to your own requirements. By using

proportionally spaced fonts and genuine
microspacing it is possible to print over 150
characters across an A4 page. A unique feature of

the Wapping Editor is the 'A5 x 2' page size

allowing two A5 pages to be printed side by side

onto a single A4 sheet.

The graphics module incorporates the facilities like:

pencil, tirush, airbrush, polygon, circle, eclipse, fill,

cut & paste, etc.

Text may be typeset, either justified or unjustified,

in any font anywhere on the page. Simply select

which font and text document you wish to use, and
pull out a rectangle on the page where you want
the text to be - it's as simple as that! Multiple

columns may be printed just as easily and a special

'expand' feature may be used to expand the

microspacing so that the document exactly fits the

space defined.

Word-Processor
The integral word processor is the ideal tool for

producing your text documents, although text can
of course be read in from any of the other popular
word processors such as View, Wordwise etc.

The Font Editor
The font editor module will allow you to design your
own typefaces or to modify the ones provided on
the utility disc. This sophisticated editor has
numerous functions designed to take the tedium
and frustration out of producing good looking, well

balanced fonts. Each character may be individully

proportionally spaced and characters of any size

up to 1 6 X 1 6 pixels may be defined.

Pictures may also be 'grabbed' from a video

source by using the Watford BEEB Video Digitiser.

Wapping Editor Software Pacl< £69
Wapping Editor plus lUouse £89

(Wapping Editor only works with Master Compact if

a Mertec Expansion box is fitted)
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At the request of many of our customers

we are now able to offer training in the

use of Wapping Editor DTP package. For

further information please telephone

0923 37774 and ask for Tim or Shiraz

Wapping Art Disc

Over 250K of clip art to cut and paste into your
Wapping Editor pages. Pictures include maps,
transport, people, media, sport, games etc.

Two 'ratio' screens for use with hi-res and rotated

A5 pages to ensure images are not distorted when
printed out.

Music writing symbols in the form of pattern and
brush for quick production of manuscripts are
included together with staves.

There are two prepared hi-res pages layed out for

printing labels, both single and double width.

Ready made label designs are included but these
can be easily replaced with your own designs.

A Mode screen dump routine is also included. To
pack such a large amount of data onto the discs
the screens have been compressed and routines to

compress and expand Mode screens are
included on both discs. Using the packing routine

you can archive large numbers of screens onto a
single disc.

£15

Wapping Font Disc 1

Sixteen additional fonts, including smaller version
of Oberon and Daisy and two new sizes of the
standard font for the Wapping editor.

Also included are three Mode screens containing
giant 'headline' fonts to cut and paste to create
extra smooth headlines.

Supplied complete with instructions. _.- -

Wapping Font Disc 2
This new addition to our Wapping range of DTP
software provides you with additional 23 fonts for

the Wapping Editor DTP pack. (80 track discs
only). £^3

Laser Direct

By using the power of the Archimedes RISC
processor, it offers the best of both worlds - print

speed up to 5 times faster than typical Laserjet

compatibles - uses outline fonts so that any font

can be scaled to any size - works with all

programs that use RISC OS printer drivers. Ideal

for use with Genesis, IDraw, Acorn DTP,
Impression, etc. Includes 50 sheet paper tray and a
single sheet/envelope tray. Requires one
expansion slot and at least a 2Mbyte Archimedes.
A very compact printer, a very low initial cost and
very low running costs.

Special Price: £849

• Special High Res Laser Direct Card 600
DPI for Canon LPB4 Laser Printer £325

• LPB4 Printer plus High Res Card £1 025

(For demonstration, call in at our retail shop)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234 or 33383

All prices are exclusive of

VAT

Archi Mk II

Hand Scanner^
^"^tK.
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Watford Electronics is now able to offer a complete

hand held scanning package, possibly the most
essential addition to any desk top publishing

system, for only £149. The package includes the

most comprehensive utility software available for

the Archimedes, a high quality hand held scanner,

and all necessary documentation to get you going

straight away.

SCANNER
The scanner is capable of scanning up to an
amazing 400 dots per inch (DPI)I The scanning
area is 4" wide, and the height is only limited by the

maximum amount of memory available. The dot

resolution may be switched to 1 00, 200, 300 or the

maximum 400 dpi. One of four operating modes
may be selected offering either pure monochrome
scanning, or one of three grey level modes. The
grey level modes use different size dither patterns

to represent up to 1 6 shades of grey. There is also

a dial to allow the "brightness" to be adjusted over

a wide range, in order to optimise the quality for

any specific image. The scanner interface is a

standard, single width, expansion card (podule)

which plugs into the Archimedes' backplane. The
socket on the rear panel connects the scanner by

1 .8 metres of cable.

SCANNER SOFTWARE
Full use is made of the windowing and the multi-

tasking facilities of RiscOS. The software is sup-

plied in a 64Kbyte ROM located on the interface

board. The scanner appears as a small icon on the

desktop icon bar, and the software is retrieved from

the ROM simply by clicking on that icon. As you
scan a page, the image appears in the scanning

window on the screen, scrolling up in real time. The
other facilities included in the software are.

Cropping and scaling to any size including stretch-

ing and squashing in X and Y direction separately.

Colour tinting.

X and Y flip.

Edge detection which turns solid objects into

outlines.

Selective directional copying which allows features

(i.e. lines or text) to be made thicker or thinner.

Scanned images may be saved as sprite files or

transferred directly into other RiscOS applications

(DTP, Draw, Paint) simply by dragging the sprite file

into the application's window. Sprites may also be

generated using anti-aliasing. This greatly

improves picture quality and is particularly effective

when scanning material with a range of grey tones,

such as photographs. Images can be printed on
any printer that is supported by a RiscOS printer

driver, with optional settings for portrait or

landscape modes, image scale and positioning.

Images are printed using the full resolution of the

printer and are not limited to the screen resolution.

On-screen help is provided via the RiscOS
interactive help facility. Calls are also provided in

the ROM for users wishing to write their own
software, incorporating the use of the scanner.

AHS-4 Archi 300/400 Version £1 49

AHS-3 Archi A3000 Version £1 75
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16K Disc Ram Module
(16K Sideways RAM Module)

Complete with such features as read and write

protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.

Key points to note about this new addition to the

Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of

circumstances)

• Compact construction

• No overheating or overloading problems.

• Free utilities disc supplied

• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
• Ideal for profressional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £29 (carr £2)

Optional Battery back-up fitted £3

Solderless Sideways ROI\/l

Socl<et Board

The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to install

quality product from BBC leaders Watford
Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4 to

16.

• No soldering required.

• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.

• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd
Processor, etc.

• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.

• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows
recovery from ROM crashes.

• Battery backup option for RAM chips.

• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £35

Battery Backup fitted £39

Battery Backup only £3

16K Sideways RAM £8.50

(carriage £3)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless ROM
Board. Includes the options to load and save
ROM Images and the facility to use Sideways
RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

User Port Splitter Unit

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This extremely
useful little device allows two units to be connected
to the User Port simultaneously, and select
between them simply by toggling a switch. This
device is particularly useful for those people using
Quest Mouse and the Watford Video Digitiser or

any similar combination

Excellent Value at £22 (carr £2)

Sideways ROM
ZIF Socket System

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZiF) socket is located into

the ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING required.

The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) eliminates the
possibility of damage to your ROM pins when
inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestricted

access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly

terminated to ensure correct operation of suitable

ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a

purpose designed see-through storage container

with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to 12

ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and static

damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of

running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling or

pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for professionals

and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B and B+ compatible.

ONLY £18 (carr £3)

BBC B Low Profile

Cartridge System
Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing. Cable assembly, 5

labels and a library storage rack for the BBC B.

• Complete System

• Spare Cartridges

Spare Rack

£11

£2.75

£1.65

ROM Cartridges for the
BBC Master

Will accept the new larger Piggy Back
ROMs like: Interword, Interbase, Quest,

Conquest, etc

Twin £9; Quad £14

Commander Joystick
Watford Electronics' new Commander Joystick for

the BBC B and Master 128K has a unique dual
mode of operation giving selective free floating or

self centring fully variable control in both X and Y
axis directions. Commander is particularly good for

flight simulation and drawing programs.

Features:

• Direct connection to BBC Analogue input port -
no interface needed.

• Fully compatible with all BBC Joystick controlled

games programmes.
• Switchable springs allow selection of floating or

centring operation.

• Trim adjusters for both X and Y axes for fine

centre adjustment.

• Convenient stick mounted fire button with

additional base buttons.

Launch Price: £15

ARIES
CORNER

B-32 Shadow RAM Card
Like the BBC B+, the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the
B+, the B32 has simple software commands which
allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as 16k of

shadow RAM and 1 6k of sideways RAM, or all 32k
as sideways RAM.

With the 832, the programmer gets up to 28k of

RAM available for Basic, Logo, Cobal, Forth, Lisp

and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications, the
scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of data
storage using the Acorn approved •FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc. The
B32's sideways RAM can also be used to extend
any operating system buffer (such as the printer

buffer) or to load tape programs into a disc system.
The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor

socket on you BBC micro - no flying leads to

connect and no soldering. Provision of ttie onboard
ROM socket means that the Aries-B32 control
ROM does not use up one of your existing ROM
sockets.

• Recommended by Computer Concepts for use
with their Inter series of ROMs.

Price: £69 (carr. £3)

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

The B-12 provides a total of twelve sideways ROM
sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully

accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In

addition, there are two sockets for sideways RAM,
giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static RAM
chips.

If you do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptor
module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nominal
cost

Price: Aries B-1 2 £36
Aries B-12C £5

Aries B-488
IEEE-488 Interface Unit

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
'GPiB or 'HP IB') is the standard method of

interconnecting programmable laboratory
instruments and control equipment. Using the
B488, up to 15 devices may be connected in a
single high-speed data network.

£238 (Carr £3)

Voltmace Joysticks
Delta SB Single Joystick

Delta 3B Twin Joysticks

Delta 3C Joystick for Compact
Delta 14B Single Joystick

Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module
Transfer Software Disc-Tape

Delta-Cat A mouse eliminator Joystick

for the Archimedes

Delta Base B

£10
£15
£10
£11

£12

£24

Analogue aircraft style yoke Joystick

to run in the analogue port of the

BBC B& Master 128



ROM/RAM Card
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Watford Electronics announced the first ever

commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the

Watford Electronics 1 3 ROM Socket Board 7 years

ago. Following the success of this board, we have

designed what probably represents the ultimate in

expansion boards, the new Watford Electronics

ROM/RAM board. This highly versatile and
sophisticated board represents the latest in "2nd

generation" sideways ROM technology for the BBC
micro, designed to satisfy the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.

• NO User Port corruption (avoids problems with

the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers, etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.

• Compatible with BBC micros (not BBC+ or

Master).

• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.

• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).

• Option for 16k of battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).

• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES

crashes during ROM development).

• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).

• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• FREE utilities disc packed with software.

• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.

• Large printer buffer.

• UNIQUE fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DPS).

• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up to

the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any paged
RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as a disc

drive, with all the normal Watford DFS features

(including OSWORD &7F for ROMSPELL, etc.) to

provide an environment that looks like a disc but

loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the

ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all

ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits

(with full instructions) are available for all of the

options, for later.

PRICES:
• ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £48
• ROM/RAM card mVn 64k dynamic RAM £65
• ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k

dynamic RAM £109
(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
• 16k plug-in Static RAM kit E9

• 1 6k Dynamic RAM for Upgrade £13

• Battery backup £3

• Read and Write protect switches £2 each

Complete ROM-RAM board

All options installed £115

P.S.

IS your existing ROM Board overfiowing witii

ROMs? Do you need more Sideways RAM? is

your Board unreliabie? Tlien upgrade to

Watford, ROM/RAM Board and pay £5 less.

32K Shadow RAM/Printer
Buffer Card Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Don't throw away your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or

BBC Master. Just plug the ribbon cable into the

6502 processor socket, and fit the compact board

inside the computer. Immediately you will gain not

16k or even 20k, but a massive 32k of extra RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,

whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a

slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100+
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type in

letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000 bytes

free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24k of text in

memory. This product is recommended as an ideal

complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20k of the expansion

RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all the

standard BBC RAM free for programs. Benefit from

MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28k of program space.

• Use the FULL 32k or the bottom 12k of the

expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for

PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,

RS432 etc. Print large text files while running long

graphics programs, and have all your buffer options

available as well (*FX1 5,21, 138, 145,ADVAL etc).

Please note only a 12k printer buffer can be used

with Wordwise or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way
they are written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on again.

Unlike all other ROM managers, this feature does
not use 'unofficial' memory. Two bytes of normally

user-inaccessible memory on the RAM card are

used to ensure ROMs are disabled WHERE
OTHER ROMS FAIL.

Only £59 (carrES)

(Price includes a comprehensive manual
and the ROM)

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

Maths with a Story 1 (Disc). 4 primary level

maths programs £20.00

Maths with a Story 2 (Disc). 4 further

maths programs. £20.00

Picture Craft (Disc) 6-14 age group. Pack

consists of flexible geometrical design &

colouring programs. £17.00

ECOLOGY O-Level program. £20.00

POLYMERS O-Level program. £20.00

Classification & Periodic Table O-Level. The
suite is supplied with its own database of

chemical elements which can be classified

£20.00

£8.65

£20.00

£17.35

£17.50

£11.25

£19.95

£16.00

£29.00

according to your own rule.

ADVANCED TELETEXT SYSTEM
PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE
Computers at Work - Primary

Introducing Geography 11-17 years

Electric Fields 6-14 years

Espana Viva - 3 Discs

WHITE KNIGHT Chess game
A Vous La France

£26

£26

£26

£26

• FUN SCHOOL 2 - Red: Under 6 yrs - 8 pro-

grams on Discs, Shape Snap, Find the Mole,

Teddy Count, Write a Letter, Colour Train, Pick a

Letter, Spell a Word & Teddy Bears Picnic.

£12.00

• FUN SCHOOL 2 - Green: 6-8 yrs - Eight

programs on Disc, Number Train, Shopping,

Maths Maze, Treasure Hunt, Bounce, Packing

Caterpillar, 3 Number jump £12.25

• FUN SCHOOL 2 - Blue: Over 8 yrs - Eight

programs on Disc, Build a Bridge, Passage of

Guardians, Unicorn, Logic Doors, Souvenirs,

Code Boxes, Mystery Machine & Escape.£12.50

• FUN SCHOOL 3 - Red £19.95

• FUN SCHOOL 3 - Green £19.95

• FUN SCHOOL 3 -Blue £19.95

• Six French Games - Aimed at pupils in their

first year of French, but also useful as revision

for more advanced students 1 1 years+ £26

• More French Games - Another 6 games

12years+

• Au Restaurant and Accident de Route

12years+

• Boulogne and Oh-Les - 2 programs for

beginners

• Letters to French Penpals - 11 years+

• French Programs with Henri Beret - The

programs in this series present vocabulary,

grammar and role-play phrases in the form of

animated games. 11-16 £22

• Six German Games - Aimed at pupils in their

first year, but useful as revision for more

advanced student of German. 1 2 years+ £22

• More German Games - Aimed at pupils in their

2nd year of learning German. 1 2 years+ £22

• The Cloze Program - Using context clues to

predict is much more than a gap filling exercise.

All ages £26

• An Introduction to Electronics - Brings together

all the basic electronics required for a GCSE
Physics or CDT course. 14-16 years £26

• Computer Control - This is a package of 3

programs simulating control of a greenhouse, a

robotic arm & a chemical plant. 14-16 years £26

• The Nuclear Reactor - An interactive, menu

driven program for GCSE pupils. Demonstrates

& explains nuclear fission & the chain reaction.

14-16 years £22

• PUNCMAN Learning punctuation

Puncman 1 & 2 for 7 - 13 years £15

Puncman 3 & 4 for 8 - 14 years £1

5

Puncman 5 & 6 for 8 - 1 5 years £15

• Yes Chancellor - A chance to take over number

11 at Downing Street. 12 years+ £18

• Letters & Pictures - Introduces phonic skills to

Infants 6-8 years £15

• Numbers & Pictures - Early number learning

is a great fun (4-6 years) £15

• Note Invaders - Budding musicians can learn

the notes on the Clef with this elegant game 3

programs (7 to Adults) £15

• Maps & landscapes No. 1 (9-14 years) £18

• Help Your Child learn Basic Map work No. 2

(9-14 years) £18

• Pirate- Educational Adventure (8-14 years)£15

Spelling Week by Week (6-14 years)

Archimedes Software
• Bookbinder £43 • DigiSim

• BUMPER DISC £14 • Droom
• Bumper Disc 2 £14 • Jiglet

• Craftshop 1 £26 • Jigsaw

• Craftshop 2 £26 • Numerator

• Desktop Stories £27 • Snippet

• Fun School 2A Red (up to 6 years)

• Fun School 2A Green (6-8 years)

• Fun School 2A Blue (8 years +)

• Gate Array Teaching System

Continued

£18

£35

£17
£27

£28

£60

£26
£12

£14
£14

£68



Computer Concept s

ROMS
Communicator
Disc Doctor

Inter BASE
Inter CHART
Inter SHEET
Inter WORD
Mega-3 ROM
Spell Master

TERMI
Wordwise

£49
£28
£49
£25
£37
£36
£76
£42
£25
£24

Wordwise plus

£40
We are giving away absolutely

FREE, the superb Word-Aid

ROM worth £24, with every

WORDWISE PLUS package

bought from us.

Word-^id
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise
Plus word processor with this most
advanced ROM from Watford. By
utilising the powerful Wordwise Plus

programming language, WordAid
provides a whole host of extra

features, all accessed via a special

new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles

Moir, the author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.

• Chapter marker.

• Epson printer codes function key

option.

• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.

• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and

preview.

• Address finder

• Label printer.

• Mail-merger.

• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear test-segment area.

• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc
interface in your Micro)

Acorn ROMS
£45
£50
£36
£36

£25
£20

View 3.0 ROM
View Professional

Viewsheet (Acornsoft)

Viewstore

Viewspell with 80 track

disc

Viewplot Disc

(Please specify for Master 1 28 or Compact)

View-Index £12
Overview packs 1 & 2 £65
Hi-View £38

MINI OFFICE II

DISC Version for BBC
B & B-H £14.00

DISC Version for BBC
Master £16.00

DISC Version for the

Compact £18.00

(When ordering please specify for

which Micro & 40 or 80 track Disc)

All prices are exclusive of VAT

View Printer Driver

Discs

Epson FX&RX 80 £10

Juki & Brother HR £10

View Printer Driver

ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but

it seriously lacks in terms of printer

driver support. With the View Printer

Driver ROM, the View users will find

themselves in the realms of advanced

word processing.

The VPD extends View's printer

command with a series of mnemonic
commands. All standard highlight

sequences are also supported. A large

range of printers are supported by

drivers contained within the ROM (the

drivers can be downloaded and

customised). Printers supported

include: Epson's MX, RX, FX, LX,

JX80 range, HI80, KP810/910,

PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP
Panasonic KX-P1 081/2, JUKI 6100,

etc.

Other printers are readily supported

by defining a Printer Driver using the

built-in Printer Driver Generator. The

features mentioned below are

available to both the built in Printer

Drivers and user defined drivers

(assuming the printer supports the

features).

NLQ control. Underline, Bold,

Proportional Spacing, Microspacing,

Italic, Superscript, Subscript,

Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,

Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI

6), Set characters per inch numerically

(e.g. CPI 5), Select printer font. Select

printer ribbon colour. Translation

sequences. Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric

expressions for certain operations. Full

printer setup, Send control codes. Print

prompt on screen, Redifinable Pad

character. Pause for key press. Prompt

to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very

powerful on-screen preview, with bold,

italic, underline, super/subscript,

enlarged highlights, and a special

printer driver to allow memory-based

text to be previewed by View 1 .4. Of

course. View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all

supported, as is Shadow RAM and

6502 Second Processors. The BBC B
series and Master series of micros are

supported. A comprehensive manual is

supplied. All in all, a very professional

product for the discerning user who
wants power at their finger tips.

Price: Only £33

CREDIT CARD

24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234 or 33383

OFFICE 1
MASTER 1

ynCentreSoftlUll^1

ii'SS!v^m
^

l::B'-i^i££^
CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand

Alone" accounting software package
for the cash based sole

trader/partnership business. It is

designed to replace your existing

cashbook system and will provide you

with a computerised system complete

to trial balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data

prepared by the Cashbook module and
produce a complete set of accounts as

following: Trial Balance with inbuilt

rounding routine; Notes to the

accounts; VAT Summary; Profit & Loss

A/C; Balance Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program.

Enables you to keep records of names
and addresses and then print,

examine, sort and find them, all with

special selection techniques.

EASILEDGER - A management aid

software tool designed to run

alongside an existing accounting

system. Essentially a Debit/Credit

ledger system which can handle sales,

purchase and nominal ledger routines

to provide instant management
information.

INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly

reduces the time and cost of preparing

Invoices and Statements by storing

essential information like customer

names, addresses and account

numbers. Has VAT routines and footer

messages facility.

STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to

enter stock received, stock out,

summary of stock items and current

holdings together with details of total

cost, total stock to minimum level, units

in stock ordering, quantity and supplier

detail.

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
1

MATE
1

jQCsntreSoftS

pipy

'£ii
• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS

DATABASE - Set up a computerised

card index system with powerful

search facilities.

SPREADSHEET- Offers many
calculation and editing features

BEEBPLOT - Provides visual

representation from Spreadsheet data.

Only £10 (Disc)

Acorn Speech Synthesizer

package complete, for the

BBC B Microcomputer

Special Offer £14

Whether you want to type in your

latest program or the draft of a new
trilogy, Watford's manuscript holders

are superb for holding your paper at

the ideal height and angle to allow you

to read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk

resting and shelf clamping. Paper is

held firmly by means of a plastic

retaining ruler and a clip grip, (for

resting books or magazines, the desk

top version is recommended).

Desk Top £7 (carr. £3)

Angle poise £12 (carr. £3)

The Epson RX/FX/KAGA
Printer Commands
Revealed Handbook

Printer Commands Revealed

So you bought yourself a new printer,

because the salesman in the shop
showed you how clever It is and
impressed you with all sorts of

printouts to show its capabilities - he

may even have offered you a special

price.

However, now that you have got it

home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering

how to make it perform these magical

tasks. The manual seems to give no

clues, and when you type in the

example programs, the computer
throws the LPRINT statements back in

your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400

piece of high technology refuses even

to move its head, and you have stayed

up until 2 in the morning with copious

supplies of coffee, desperately trying to

print something out? Once again,

Watford Electronics comes to your help

with our new book entitled 'THE
EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED'.
This book describes in plain, easy to

understand English, how to use and

make the most of your KP810,
PWIOBOAor any other Epson FX80
compatible printers like Panasonic KX-

P1 080/1, etc., with the BBC Micro,

both from Basic and Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the

maximum in graphics capability from

your printer and includes full indexes

allowing you to cross index the

numerous commands. Every
command is explained in detail, with

an accompanying BBC Basic program

and an example of its use from

Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT



BOOKS
(No VAT on Books)

15 HrWordprocessing BBC/View £8.95

1 5 Hr Wordprocessing BBC/WW & WW+ £6.95

30 Hour BASIC (BBC Micro) £12.95

1st Word Plus Rel. 2 Manual £10.00

A3000 Technical Manual £29.00

Acorn DTP A Guide to £17.00

Advanced User Guide for BBC £10.95

Archimedes 1 st Step - Beginners Guide £9.95

Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95

Archimedes BBC Basic Guide £20

Archimedes DTP Manual £10.00

Archimedes Operating System £14.95

Archimedes Risc-Os Programmers

Reference Manual £79.00

Arm Assembly Lang. Prog. Manual £15

Assembly Language Quick Ref. £21.95

BASIC 2- User Guide £2

Basic V- A Dabhand Guide £9.95

BBC Basic Guide (Archimedes) £19.95

BBC Computer Handbook -

The Complete £14.95

BBC Micro -Within the £11.95

BCPL User Guide £9

C Big Red Book of £8.95

C-ADabhandGuideto £14.95

C Programming Lang. 2nd Edition £24.95

COMAL - Introduction to £9.50

DeulschDirekl! (Book only) £5.95

DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating Manual for BBC £6.95

FORTH on the BBC Micro £9.95

Hackers Handbook -New £9.95

ISO-PASCAL Reference Manual £9.95

Mastering Interpreters &

Compilers £14.95

Master 51 2 Guide - Dabs Press £9.95

Master Operating System £12.95

Master Reference Manual Part 1 £14

Master Reference Manual Part 2 £14

Master Reference Manual - Advanced £17

Mathematical Programs in BBC BASIC £9.95

MINI OFFICE II -A Dabhand Guide £9.95

Mouse User Guide to BBC Micro -

;he Complete £5.95

Example Programs on Disc for above £4.95

PASCAL on the BBC Micro £9.50

'ASCAL Programming £10.95

RISC Technical Manual 260 pg £14.95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER

Commands REVEALED £5.95

Understanding Intemvord -

A Beginners Guide £6.50

View 3.0 User Guide £10

View Guide (View 2.1) £5.00

View, Viewsheet & Viewstore - Mastering £12.95

Viewsheet & Viewstore Dabhand Guide £12.95

VIEW Dabhand Guide £12.95

Viewsheet User Guide £10

Viewstore User Guide £10

Z88- A Dabhand Guide £14.95

Z88 Computing £9.95

Z88 Magic £14.95

Z88 Using Your £9.95

BOOKS for IBM
PC & Compatibles

1-2-3 For Business £25.95

1-2-3 Mastering Release 3 £22.95

1-2-3 Mastering -2nd Ed. £20.95

1-2-3 Quick Reference £7.95

1-2-3 Special Edition (QUE) -Using £22.95

1-2-3 Using- Rel.

3

£26.95

8086/8088 Assembly Language Prog. £8.45

8086/8088 Programming the £1 7.95

Ability- Using £12.95

Accountancy software in Business - Using£14.95

Agenda- Using £21.95

Aldus PageMaker-^ Using £21 .45

Amstrad 1512/1640 Step by Step -

Using the £POA

Amstrad Basic 2 User Guide £9.95

Amstrad PC Programmers Ref Guide £7.50

Amstrad PC1512-1640 Step by Step -

Using £10.95

Assembly Language - Quick Ref. £7.95

Autocad 4th Ed - Mastering £31 .50

Autocad - Mastering Through Rel. 1 £28.95

Autocad - Using Release 1 £27.95

C Introducing £12.95

C Programming Language 2nd Ed £26.95

Clipper- Using £22.95

Computer Users Dictionary £9.95

Corel Draw Quick Ref Thro VI .2 £7.95

Corel Draw made easy £24.95

dBase III Plus - Complete Reference £1 9.95

dBase III Plus Handbook 2nd Edition £22.95

dBase Instant Reference (III & 111+) £1 0.95

dBase IV -Handbook £21.95

DOS & BIOS Function - Quick Ref Guide £7.95

DOS Instant Reference (up to 3.3) £6.95

DOS Power Tools (includes a disk) £45.95

DOS - Programmers Ref. Manual 2nd Ed £25.95

Excel IBM Version - Using the £22.95

FAX- Managing with £12.95

Framework III - Mastering £22.95

GW Basic - Quick Prog. Ref £8.95

GW Basic Users Guides Ref £12.95

Hard Disc management - Quick

Reference Guide to £4.95

Hard Disc- Using Your £27.45

IBM PC & PS/2 3rd Ed £21.70

Microsoft GW BASIC £12.95

Microsoft Windows 3 - Using 2nd Ed £20.95

Microsoft Word 5 _ Using £20.45

MS-DOS -ABC's of 2nd Ed. £17.95

MS-DOS Bible 3rd Edition £24.95

MS-DOS First Book £15.50

MS DOS for Beginners £14.95

MS-DOS Quick Prog Rel Guide £8.95

MS-DOS Masters - Tricks of 2nd Ed £24.95

MS-DOS - Running 4th edition £1 9.95

MS-DOS - Supercharging 2nd Edition £1 7.95

MS-DOS Users Guide 3rd Edition £27.95

MS-DOS -Using £19.95

MS Windows 3 2nd Ed - Using £22.95

Netware User Guide £22.95

Networking Personal Computers 3rd Ed. £20.95

Norton Utilities - Inside the £21 .95

Novell Network- Mastering £27.95

Novell Network - The ABC of £21 .95

Novell Network- Using £22.95

PageMaker onlBM PC - Using £22.95

Pagemaker- Using £22.95

PCs & Compatible Computers for

Beginners £14.95

PC Crash Course 2.0 2nd Edition £1 9.95

PC Tools- Quick Ref £7.95

Programming Guide to EGA & VGA Cards £24.95

Quattro - Mastering £21.95

Quattro Pro VI - Using £22.95

Smart -Using £21.45

Smartware II -Using £22.95

Smart, tips, tricks and traps (QUE) £22.95

Supercalc5- Using £27.50

Supercalc Professional £17.95

Symphony Made Easy £1 9.95

Symphony - Using Special Ed. £27.45

Symphony 4th Edition - Mastering £24.95

Tmeworks Publisher Companion £1 2.95

Turbo C Bible £27.95

Turbo C+-I- £22.95

Turbo Pascal 5 - Using £22.95

Turbo Pascal - Advance Techniques in £20.85

Unix- Using £27.45

Upgrading & Repairing PC's £27.45

Ventura Mastering - 2nd Ed. £22.95

Ventura Publisher- Using £22.95

Ventura- Instant Reference £10.95

Ventura - Tips & Tricks 2nd Ed. £24.95

Window Programming 2nd Ed £27.95

Window 3.0 Programming £27.95

Window 3.0 Quick Ref. £7.95

WORD for Windows- Using £22.95

WordPerfect 5 - Using £24.95

WordPerfect- Quick Reference V5 £8.95

WordPerfect 5.1 - ABC's of £18.95

WordPerfect 5.1 - The ABC of £7.50

WordPerfect 5.1 - 1 st Book of £1 4.95

WordPerfect 5.1 - Mastering £24.95

WordPerfect 5.1 Quick Start £18.45

WordPerfect 5.1 - Using Special Ed £22.95

Wordstar & CPM Made Easy £1 5.75

Wordstar Using 5.5 & 6 3rd Ed £25.95

Wordstar 6.0 Made Easy £1 9.95

Wordstar 6.0- Using £25.95

Carriage on Books vary between £2 to

£3.50, depending on their weight

New Release

ACORN TO PC
stop the Confusion!

Do you iiave to use both Acorn
computers and PC's? Would you like

to use your Archimedes or A3000 in

PC-emulation mode but are unsure of

the new commands?

Although Acorn machines (such as the

BBC B, the Master, the Archimedes
and the BBC A3000) are mainly used

in education, most commercial

computers use other operating

systems, particularly MS-DOS. As a

result school computer users are at a

disadvantage when moving into

'business' computing. PCs and other

commercial computers use MS-DOS
as the operating system, so

commands for formatting, copying,

backing up, printing and the modem
are not the same. Even file names are

written differentlyl And did you know
that there is one Acorn command
which, if used in MS-DOS, wipes

everything in the current directory?

'ACORN TO PC enables you to

change over painlessly. It shows
clearly and quicly how, why and where
the two systems (Acorn and MS-DOS)
differ. As with a foreign language

dictionary, you can use the book to

transfer either way - from Acorn to

MS-DOS, or from MS-DOS to Acorn.

'ACORN TO PC also acts as a handy
reference guide to all Acorn star

commands and their MS-DOS
equivalents. It also has an extensive

and readable explanation of the

directory tree and hierarchical filing

systems in general. Both DFS and
ADFS Acorn systems are covered.

'ACORN TO PC is written clearly and
concisely by Dr. John Lockley, who
has wide experience of writing and
broadcasting. He is currently

appearing as a regular contributor on

Radio 5, and is co-author of 'The

Complete BBC Computer User

Handbook'.

Price: £15.95 (No VAT)

The Complete BBC
Computer User
Handbook

if you own a BBC B, B+, Electron,

Master 128 or Master Compact, or

Archimedes, then this is the book for

you. It shows how to get the best from

your machine, and how to make it

work for you. The general style and

level of presentation means that both

the expert and beginner alike will feel

comfortable with the quality and

quantity of the material.

Subjects covered include the general

use of computers, hardware design

and peripheral devices like printers,

disc drives, etc, and Networking.

Programming hints and tips and

various disciplines for making a better

program are discussed in some detail,

including debugging of specific errors.

Standard programs are covered, such

as wordprocessors, spreadsheets,

databases, graphics, communications,

etc., which brings you neatly on to the

subject of using computers in the office

or at work - even giving advice on

writing and marketing your own
programs.

A book you will enjoy to use as a

reference, or read from cover to cover,

over and over.

Only: £14.95 (No VAT)

The Complete Mouse
User Guide to

BBC Micro
This manual has been written to reveal

the secrets of the mouse. It explains all

the principles required by the tiardware

and associated software, and also

example listings for inclusion into

custom programs. The manual first

details the basic principles of the

mouse and a simple program which
uses these principles. This information

should be adequate for most
applications. However, it is possible to

improve the performance of the mouse
by expanding on the principles already

used in the software. This is again fully

explained and an example program
given.

It is possible to gain a full

understanding of the mouse from this

manual. For those not interested in

exactly how the mouse functions,

complete example programs are also

included. These may be typed directly

into the micro, without the need for any
understanding of the hardware or

software involved, enabling the mouse
to be used for custom applications.

Price £5.95 (No VAT)

Example programs on Disc £4.95

Beeb PC (BASIC)
Beeb PC Basic is designed for

program authors wishing to convert

programs so that they will run on IBM
personal computers. To convert BBC
BASIC programs manually can waste

days of valuable time with every

occurrence of common statements

such as PROC, DEFPROC, TAB,

having to be changed.

Beeb PC (BASIC) automates many of

these changes, and will convert

majority of BBC statements that are

invalid for IBM BASIC into equivalent

acceptable statements. In addition

BBC BASIC data files can be

converted to IBM BASIC format, with

support provided for all BBC data

formats:- INTEGER, REAL & STRING.

Price: £38

Beeb DOS 3.0
(Now reads Archimedes Discs)

The BBC and IBM PC's are the most
popular micros in the UK. The BBC is

firmly established in the education

sector and the IBM is the industry

standard in the business world. The-
pools of information and applications

held on these computers are immense,

yet the means of passing information

between them are very limited. Beeb
DOS provides a practical method of

transferring information between these

two micros.

Beeb DOS is a collection of utilities

which run on the PC's and enable it to

read and write information on BBC
discs. You can transfer files between

your PC's 360K floppy, high density

floppy or hard disc and your BBC
discs. In addition Beeb DOS allows

you to catalogue, forijiat and compact
BBC discs and delete, re-name, lock

and unlock BBC files, alt on PC's.

Each Beeb DOS utility is written in IBM
assembler and is run directly from PC
or MS-DOS. The Beeb DOS utility can

be run from floppy disc, hard disc or

RAM drive.

Beeb DOS is supplied on an IBM
5.25", 360K disc complete with a

comprehensive operating manual.

(Will only work on 360K Disk Drives & read

only ADFS and Watford DDFS - not DFS).

Price: £39
(Please write in for technical literature)



Panafax Facsimile
Top quality Panasonic Fax naachines, at Watford's

budget prices. Ideal for Sctiools, Colleges, Home &
Offices. Supplied complete with teleptione handset

& 1 2 months on-site maintenance warranty.

• UF120 £339 • UF121 £349

(P.S. We stock full range of Panafax)

Watford Electronics are:

Acorn Qualified Dealer &
Econet Referral Centre

ARIES PC Dealer/Distributor

Canon Authorised Printer Dealer

Cambridge Computer Dealer

Computer Concept Premier Dealer

EIZO Monitor Dealer

Microvitec Appointed Dealer

NEC Appointed Dealer

Panasonic Premier Dealer

Roland Plotter Official Dealer

Star Printer Premier Dealer

Taxan Appointed Monitor Dealer

3M Media Premier Distributor

ADDER

The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is

mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are no
switches or controls as Adder is entirely software

controlled.

The Adder software provides sophisticated facilities

for programming EPROMs from a RAM image
produced by loading disc files. The software is

menu driven and designed for ease of use.

Features:

• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or

standard slow algorithm.

• Supports standard 21 V programming and newer
12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).

• The RAM image to be programmed can be built

up in many ways. Sections of image can be
loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.

• Automatic processing to handle a list of files to

program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow programming of

32K 27256 devices from a 32K file without extra

effort.

• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a blank

check facility.

• Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow

Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM,
More than one file per ROM permitted.

• Programs the following EPROMs: 2516, 2716,
2532,2732,2764,27128, & 27256.

£65 (£5 Carr)

TEX EPROIVI ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to

survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of

EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the

manufacturers specifications to give the maximum
possible working life by not erasing too fast.

• ERASER EB - Standard version erases

up to 1 6 chips. E32{carr £3)

• ERASER GT- Deluxe version erases up to 1

8

chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off

the UV lamp when opened. £35 (carr £3)

• Spare UV tubes. £12

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234 or 33383

Servisol Foam Cleaner
This king size multipurpose foam cleaner spray is

ideal for cleaning Keyboard, Monitor, Disc Drive &
Computer furniture surfaces.

£2.50

Antistatic Aerosol Spray
ideal for cleaning and preventing static buiid-up on
TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

Aerosol Dust Spray
Ideal for removing dust & dirt from Keyboard &
similar inaccessible spaces. £3

Spares for BBC Micro
16MHz Crystal £2
17.734 MHz Xtal £2
32.768MHz Xtal £1

BBC B Refurbish

UHF Modulator £4
Speaker Grill £1

Speaker £3
Keyswitch £1.50

Master PSU £59 Casing £25

Master Keyboard £62 Keyboard £46

Master Casing £49 Power Supply £59

Replacement Flexible 17 way Keyboard

Connector £4

Surge Protector Plug

Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this

device protects your equipment (and data from
corruption), against mains high voltage transient

spikes/surges caused by lightening or thermostats

switcfiing.

Protection for only £8.50

4 Way Mams
Distribution Socket

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.

Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use.

Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.

Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads from

your peripherals.

£9.50

Aries Spike Cleaner Unit

A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for your

complete Computer/Hi-Fi System

£14.95

ROM Extraction Tool

This extremely useful tool allows you trouble free

chip insertion and removal from your computer by

distributing the removal force over the whole

body of any 24 or 28 pin chip. £2

Metal Chip Extractor £3

28pin DIL Header Plug

SOLDER type £1.50 IDC CRIMP type £1.95

8 Way DIP Switch

increase the speed of your Disc Drives by
soldering this switch to your BBC B or B+ keyboard

Only £1.00

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

Connecting Leads

(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug

to 3 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug £2.50

to 7 pin DIN Plug £3.00

to 3 Jack Plugs £2.50

6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £3.00

Disc Drive Power Leads
Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc

Drive Connection: Single £3.00; Dual £3.75

Disc Drive Interface Leads
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

Miscellaneous Connectors
Plugs Sockets

RGB (6 PIN DIN) 50p 75p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 70p 80p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 40p 95p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 35p 50p
Paddles (15 pin 'D') 150p 250p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way lOOp
6 way Power Connector 120p 150p

Watford DATA DUCK
Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual Drive

with this simple external unit (Suitable for Disc

Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without PSU, you

will also require Watford Power Duck, see below).

£14

Watford POWER DUCK £8

CHIP SHOP I
Assorted
ROMS1 MB-10 DIL D-RAM £4.50

1 MB ZIP D-RAM £4.90

256K X 4-8 DIP
256K X 4-8 ZIP

DS3691
DS88LS120
LM324
SN76489
SAA5050
UPD7002
2764-250nS
27128A-250nS
(12V5)

27128-250nS
(21V)

27256-2
27512-2

27C101G(1 Meg)
4013
4020
4164-10
4464-10

4816 RAM
41256-8
41256-10
6264LP-8K
6502A CPU
65C02 3M
65C12
651 2A
6522
6522A
62256ALS-15
62256P-12
6818
6845SP
68B50
68B54
7438
74LS00
74LS04
74LS10
74LS123
74LS163
74LS244
74LS245
74ALS245
74LS373
74LS393
75453
75159
9637
ICL7673PA

ACORN ADFS £25
ACORN BASIC 2 plus

£2.50

£4.00
£3.00

£4.50
£7.00

75p
£1.00
£1.55

£3.50

£2.00

£2.00
£1.50

£4.00
£5.00
£9.75
£9.00

£10.00

£4.00

£5.00

£10.00
£8.50

£4.00

£6.00

£2.95

£7.50

50p
50p
50p
50p

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£2.75

£1.00
£1.00

£1.00
£3.00

£2.00

£3.00

User Guide
Acorn BCPL
ACORN DNFS
Acorn FORTH
Acorn Graphics

Acornsoft C Disc

Acorn LISP

Acorn OS B+
Acorn OS 1 .2

Basic Editor

BBC PCS Designer

Beebmon
Buffer & Backup
Communicator
Dump Out 3

EPSON NLQ ROM

£22
£42
£17
£32
£25
£36
£19
£25
£14
£24
£49
£22
£20
£49
£25
£25

Graphics Extension Rom
GXR-B
GXR-B+
ICON Master

Logotron LOGO
MASTER OS ROM
Master ULA (47)

Master ULA (60)

Micro Prolog

Microtext Disc

Microtext Rom
NLQ DESIGNER
Numerator- Archi

Numerator- BBC
Pendown ROM
Rom Manager
ROMIT
SERIAL UU
TED
Termulator B, B+
Termulator Master

Video ULA
ULTRACALC II

1Mb OS ROM

£21

£22
£28
£43
£38
£15
£10
£25
£46
£199
£25
£69
£39
£32
£20
£29
£13
£35
£28
£32
£14
£26
£39



ARIES PC 386-SX

The Aries PC 386-SX combines many of the

powerful features of the 386 system with the

frugality of a price tag more at home on a 286

system. With 8/I6MH2 CPU, this system provides

virtually full 386 performance, including the more

convenient scheme of memory control that allows

easy configuration of expansion RAM as EMS for

DOS application.

Features:

• 80386-SX CPU with optional 80287/80387 Maths

Co-Processor

• 8/16 MHz selectable speed

• Legal Bios with built-in Setup routine

• OS/2 and XENIX compatible

Specifications:

• 1 MB RAM on-Board expandable to 1 6M6g
• 1 X 5.25" - 1 .2Meg Drive fitted

• 1 X 3.5" - 1 .44Meg Drive fitted

• 40Meg 28mS Hard Disc Drive fitted (1 :1

interlaced)

• HDD/FDD Controller Card

• 102 Key Keyboard

• Case with Keylock

• Eight expansion slots

• Two Serial and One Parallel Ports

• Logitech mouse
• 12 months On-Site maintenance

• £300 worth of Software, (MS DOS 3.30, GW
BASIC 3.21 , Digital Research's GEM, Finesse

1.1 DTP pack, Multiwriter Wordprocessor S
Spellchecker, PC Organiser), FREE with every

New Low prices:
System 1 - Specification as above plus

a 14" High Resolution Flat Screen mono
monitor £995
System 2 - As system 1 plus a 1

4" High

Resolution Flat Screen EGA Monitor and

Card £1045
System 3 - As system 1 plus a 14" High

Resolution Flat Screen VGA Monitor and

Card £1095
System 4 - As system 3 (VGA) with

80MB 28mS fast Hard Disc Drive

fitted £1245
System 5 - As system 3 (VGA) with

155MB 16mS super fast Hard Disc Drive

fitted £1479

PC External Disc Drives

(for IBM PC, Amstrad 1640 & Compatibles.

Supplied complete with case, cables and

power supply Ready to plug)

PCS-3L5 3.5" - 720K Cased Drive £85

PCS-3H5 3.5" -1M44 Cased Drive £95

PCS-5L2 5.25" - 360K Cased Drive £86

PCS-5H2 5.25"- 1 M2 Cased Drive £99

Our December 1990 catalogue now available.

Please write In for your FREE copy

Aries Notebook PC XT & Notebook PC NB286-12
Full Desktop PC Power for People On The Move

Aries Notebook PCs are equipped with a full complement of 6 built-in ports; 2 x RS232 Serial; 1 x Printer; 1 x

External floppy drive; an external Keyboard and a CGA colour monitor. The obvious benefits include the

ability to connect directly to a printer, and to a full size desktop computer to transfer data or text, etc, or to a
modem for communications.

Multiwriter 2 Word processor/spell checker, and PC Organiser diary software is supplied with all Notebook
PCs to get you started, so now you can take computing power with you where you want to go, in the office,

workshop or laboratory, on site, on the train, plane, or at home.

Aries Notebook I, II and III

These Aries Notebook PCs have energy-efficient

80C88 processor chips running at 10 MHz.
In his independent review (Computer Shopper) the

reviewer writes, 'The Aries Portable offers

exceptional value for money . . . The computer
itself is very much what you'd expect a notebook to

be, small, with a cramped but very usable keyboard
and a respectable backlit display. It is nice to see
that you can actually use the extra 384K as EMS
memory - there is even a utility that can turn the

EMS into a RAM drive for you.'

In his final verdict he writes, 'Overall, the single

most outstanding feature has to be the price tag. A
notebook PC with hard disc for under £1 ,000 has
no competition at the moment. If you have a small

briefcase, weak arms, or just like the concept of a
truly portable computer, then this is your man'.

Aries Notebook NB286-12
The New Aries NB286-12 has a faster, high

efficiency 80286 processor running at 12MHz.

'.
. . the strongest feature of the Aries is its Hard

Disc, with a data transfer rate that would put most

desktops to shame ... the only notebook reviewed

that incorporates a 16MHz processor (landmark

speed). These two factors combine to make it the

strongest performer . .

.'

'In terms of value, the Watford comes up on top . .

.

'VERDICT: Excellent specification and
performance. This has to be THE choice based on

price and ability'.

Computer Shopper Jan. 1991

• Processor:

• Memory:
• Drive:

• Display:

• Keyboard:
• Power:
• interfaces:

• Dimensions:
• Bundled
Software:

• Optional Extras:

Specifications
80286 running at 10MHz (Notebook I, II & 111); 80286 (Notebook NB286-12) running at

12MHz - Zero Wait State - Real Time Clock/Calendar

1 MB RAM - 640KB + 384KB LIM/EMS
Internal: 3.5" Floppy Drive (Notebook I) - 2.5 " 20MB Hard Disc (Notebook II &
Notebook NB286-12); Notebook III has an internal 2.5" 40MB Hard Drive all 28mS
Access speed - Optional external 3.5" or 5.25" floppy drive

Electro-luminescent (EL) backlit transflective supertwist LCD - 80 x 25 characters -

640 X 200 bit mapped IBM CGA compatible

Full size Qwerty layout - Integrated Numeric Keypad
Internal NiCad battery - External 12V DC - Mains Adaptor provided Standard

Parallel Printer Port - Twin RS232 Serial Ports - External Disc Drive Port - CGA
Colour Monitor Port - External Keyboard or PS/2 Mouse Port

300mm (W) x 220mm (D) x 61mm (H)

MSDOS 3.3; GWBASIC; Word Processor software- PC Organiser Software - Desk
Diary & Calendar

External 3.5" Disc Drive - External 5.25" Disc Drive

Notebook I - Internal 3.5" Floppy Drive

(Optional external 3.5" or 5.25" Floppy Drive) £499
Notebook NB286-12 - with Internal 3.5" -

1 .4MB Floppy and 28mS 20MB 2.5" Hard Disc £798
NB 386SX-20- 3.5" 1.44M Floppy;

20MB H/D; VGA £1195
NB386SX-40-3.5" 1.44M Floppy;

40MB H/D; VGA £1495

Accessories
External 3.5" 1.44MB

Floppy Drive £89
External 5.25" 1.2MB

Floppy Drive £89
Spare Battery Pack £29
Car Cigar Lighter Adaptor £35
Carrying Case £28

\A/at;ford Elect;ronics
250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England

Tel: 0923 37774/240588 Fax: (0923) 33642 Telex: 8956095
Prices subiect to change without notice and available on request, ALL OFFERS subject to availability. Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and

Export Inquiries welcome. Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted. Shop Hours: 9.00am to 6.Q0pm,

Monday to Saturday. Thursdays 9am to 8pm. (Free Customer's Car Park). VAT: UK customers please add 17.5% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.

CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £2 on all orders. £3 on Larger items. On bulkier items, £7 Securicor charge applies (UK

mainland only). Overseas orders, carriage is charged at cost. Specifications of all products are given in good faith but are subject to change

without notice. Some items vary in their availability. Please ring for latest delivery situation.



The Account Book & The Invoice Program
These two programs have had excellent reviews over the

years and enjoy a wide user base. They are very easy to use
whether you are VAT registered or not and run on the BBC B,

Master, Compact and Archimedes. Although they do not multi-

task on an Archimedes we are currently working on a multi-

tasking version. They are available at £34.95 each or £59.95
together. Please state computer and disc size when ordering

or send/phone for our brochure.

Personal Accounts for the BBC B. Master Series
10 Bank/Credit Accounts, 48 Income/Payment Headings, Full

Scrolling entry/edit system with extensive reporting including

bank reconciliation and statements. Only £18.95

IPersonal Accounts SPECIAL EDITION VERSION 2 for

the A3000 and ARCHIMEDES
RiscOS Multi-tasking version of the above with brilliant features

including a 50 character description space per entry, 28 fully

automatic standing order templates for any period on payments
and income Incfuding forecast feature. Autosave option.

Calculator, Note-Pad and much more. Fully scrolling entry, edit

and search system makes this a joy to use which is why
Archive Magazine described it as "very powerful, good value,

easy to use and highly recommended". Only £28.95

APRICOTE STUDIOS
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND

~| ^ 035 478 432 ^

SENLAC Computing Ltd. (Est. 1988)

£ (tx VAT)

Impression 2 150.00 (I27,« Cash
Impression Junior 81.00 (64.93) On
FontFX 9.50 »(W) Delivery

Scan-Ught Plus Junior 192.00 (163.40) available on

Scan-UghtPlusA4 407.00 (34«.38) single

uiil/i Sheet Feeder 506.00 mOM) orders up to

Laser-Direct 1050.00 (893.62) £350.00

Laser-Direct Hl-Res 1575.00(1340.43) value.

ShowPage 138.00 (H7.45) Only £2.00

Equasor 48.00 (40.35) extral

ITracer 57.00 mil)

Midnight Graphics Clip Art ..34.00 129.94)

£ (« WT)

MICTO studio Graphics /rom 17.50 (14.89)

Poster 87.00 (7404)

PlpedreamS 138.00 (IJ7.45)

Schema 113.00 (96.17)

Rhapsody 45.00 (33.30)

Genesis 2 138.00 (1)7.45)

Magpie 56.00 (4766)

Revelation 81.00 (63.94)

Squlnei 123.00 (104.63)

MulHstore 255.00 (21702)

Ftedflle 133.00 (113.19)

MultlFS 34.00 (23.94)

"* REMEMBERI Prices include VAT at 17'/2%, postage and packing
*"

Please make cheques/postal orders payat}le to SENLAC Computing Ltd.

P.O.Box 304, BRIGHTON, BN2 2TT
We offer similar discounts across our wtiole range. Please send S.A.E. for cunent price list.

VAT Reg. No. 508 7594 t6 Company Registration No. 2277309

THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 BUCHANAN ST
GLASGOW Gl 2JZ
Tel: 041-332 3944

55 CLERK ST
EDINBURGH
EH8 9JQ
Tel: 031-668 4146

DUNDEE
Tel: 0382 29653

Scotland's leading

micro specialists

Best display in Scotland ofBBC
and Archimedes FREE
installation ofupgrades

Scottish dealerfor WATFORD
ELECTRONICS

Service Dept: Phone 041-332

0625

Licensed Credit Brokers

Mail Order Service

,MiSm

/ll&systems
EDUCATION AND TRAINING-MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

Telephone ALTON (0420) 87213

RESEARCH

Acorn
The choice of experience

APPROVED DEALER

•ACORN RFPAIR CKNTRK

UNIX & TCP/IP SOLUTIONS

NETWORK INSTALLATIONS

Connect your

Archimedes to a 'normal'

television for only

£20 + VAT

WE'RE MOVING TO A NEW
ADDRESS SOON!

NEW! Acorn's

LEVEL 4 Fileserver

only £160 -\- vat

We offer both telephone and personal support

should you have difficulty with your choice of

computer purchased from us. Plus - our prices

will surpriiie you. Simply the best combination

you could ask for....

Low
Prices

call now
'^#

i^''

VISA
Access

EJi
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I^PRIZE £30^1

LISSAJOUS FIGURES
Lissajous figures - the

fascinating curves pro-

duced on oscilloscopes -

take a step into the third

dimension with 3DLiss

(Info la) from Michael

Attenborough of Liver-

pool. Methods of display-

ing lissajous figures using

computers were first broached

in BAU by Michael St Aubyn
with his now famous Maths-

in-Motion listing in November

1985 (re-printed in March of

this year).

This original two-dimen-

sional version worked by

varying Cartesian co-ordinates

(x.y) sinusoidally. The remark-

able figures are created

because of 'phase differenced"

between x and y.

The easiest way to express a

point on the 2D curve is as

(Rsin(At).Rcos(Bt-(-c)). A and

B are constants which deter-

mine the "phase" of the curve.

The "parametric" value t is

varied from to 360 degrees

in order to plot the whole

curve, and c is changed to give

the appearance of rotation. R is

simply a scaling factor.

Points in three-dimensional

space clearly have three car-

tesian co-ordinates each

(x.y.z). However, they can also

be described using so-called

polar' co-ordinates (A.B.r)

where A and B are angles and

r is the distance from the ori-

gin. Using this polar system,

you can vary the angles A and

B in much the same way as the

2D program varies its Car-

tesian co-ordinates x and y.

The results are delightful lissa-

jous figures that appear as the

surface of a sphere.

(For moi'e information about

the theory have a look at the

January 1991 issue of 5r/c/(f/-

fic American.)

Having entered 3DLiss, run

it and experiment by changing

the various parametei's. The Z
and X keys alter the value A

and the C and V keys alter B.

^INFO
DAVE ACTON and DAVE LAWRENCE

deliver a monthly mix of bits and pieces

for your eight and 32-bit computers

The ratio A:B - which deter-

mines the basic nature of the

curve - is shown at the top left

of the screen. You can rotate

the curve using the up and

down cursor keys and vary the

speed of rotation with left and

right. The shape of the curve

can also be changed with B
and N - these vary the angle

C, shown top right.

You can also press or 9

and change C to degrees (at

which the display is generally

cone shaped) and 90 degrees

(producing a sphere).

The best way to find out the

possibilities is through experi-

mentation though.

The machine-code routine at

the heart of the program makes

use of look-up tables and the

Arm's multiply instructions to

show the curve.

Most of the required para-

meters are passed to it from

Basic as integer variables (A7r

and B7r are the A and B of the

equations for example).

Perspective is introduced by

means of a look-up table. Hav-

ing calculated the 3D co-

ordinates of a point (x,y,/.)

these are converted to 2D.

Such a conversion generally

involves two of the co-

ordinates being divided by a

function of the remaining one.

In fact, using the table per

allows the division to be

replaced by a multiplication

and, as there is an Arm
instruction to do this, it is

much quicker. So you can see

the effect of perspective, it can

be switched on and off with

the P key. A "P" is displayed

when perspective is active.

As we like to cater for both

eight and 32-bit machines in

*INFO, we thought it would

be nice to provide an eight-bit

version of JDIiss. The result is

3Dliss8 (Info lb). The keys are

the same for both versions so

Beeb and Arc owners can

experiment alike.

As you might imagine, pro-

ducing an eight-bit version

necessitated a few changes!

The 32-bit program contained

many multiplications and a

couple of disguised divisions.

Both these operations are very

nCURE 1 IHj
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

X = sin(a) cos(b) *
y = sin(a) sln(b)

z = sin(d)
V1

(iv)

(v)

y' = sin(a) sin(b)

z' = X sin(c) + z cos(c)

= sin(a) cos(b) sin{c) + sin(d) cos(c)

'1
(vi) sin(a)cos(b) = sin(a + b) + sin(a + b)

2

sin(a)sin(b) = cos(a b) - cos(a + b)

2

z' = cos(a+b+c) - cos(a+b+c) + cos(a-b-c)

(vli)
j

(viii) cos(a-b+c)

4

+ sin(d+c) + sin{d-c)

2

:-
.
^ - -; la

time consuming on eight-bit

machines and so had to be

replaced. The divisions

I'equii'ed for perspective were

costly in terms of processing

time and so perspective is not

used in the eight-bit version.

However, the 3D effect is still

strong since the motion is fast

and smooth.

As for the remaining multi-

plications, a little schoolbook

trigonometry comes to the res-

cue here (see figure 1). You
have three angles a. b and c.

The nature of the curve is

determined by the ratio a:b and

the angle c is the rotation of

the curve as controlled by the

up and down cursor keys. Con-

verting these polar values to

Cartesian form (x.y.z) you get

equations (i). (ii) and (iii)

where d is a plus some con-

stant. You can throw away the

x because this is only needed if

perspective is used. When you

add rotation in direction c you

end up with (iv) and (v).

Already there are quite a few

multiplications involved, but

you can simplify products of

sin and cos using equations

(vi) and (vii).

Thus one multiplication is

replaced by several additions

or subtractions -comparatively

slower on an Arc with its MUL
and .VILA instructions but much
more efficient on a Beeb. So. y
can be calculated simply using

(vii). and /. with perspective

added can be expanded to

form the grand equation (viii).

For increased speed, the

number of points used in

3DLissiS is 256. On eight-bit

machines, tables can be

referred to much more quickly

if they are no bigger than 256

bytes. Screen mode 4 is u.sed

rather than mode - this takes

up less memory and al.so

means that each point is big-

ger, compensating somewhat

for having fewer points.

The other major modifi-

cation required to the eight-bit

version comes about because

you can"t switch screen banks

easily. On the Arc, two screens

are used for smooth animation,
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but the eight-bit version has to

remember the old position of

each point and "unplot' it

before moving it on.

SORTING IT OUT
Sorting data is one of the

key areas of computing.

Databases, financial appli-

cations and even some

games all need to main-

tain some semblance of

order to the data they are

dealing with. It will come
as no surprise then that

many years have been devoted

to making sorting algorithms

as efficient as possible in both

execution time and memory
usage.

Sorting algorithms are often

compared in three ways: 1) the

time taken to sort, 2) the num-

ber of comparisons made
during the sort and 3) the num-

ber of 'moves" (loads and

stores) executed during the

sort. (2) is taken to mean the

number of comparisons

between items of data to sort

only. Any other comparisons

made, for example with the

control variable of a loop, are

ignored. The value of (3) must

be increa.sed whenever an

access is made to an item of

data. This includes accesses

during direct compares of data

'in situ". For example in the

instruction:

IF a(x) < a(x+l)
two moves and one compari-

son are executed. Although

quite rigorous, these three

methods are rather stuffy and

not always very easy to inter-

pret. A far more interesting

way to sort is to represent the

data graphically and to ani-

mate the sorting process in

some way. This will slow

down the sorting time but will

provide you with a nice visual

representation of how the sort-

ing algorithm works and may
possibly give you some ideas

as to how to improve its

performance.

SortDemo (Info2a) on the

yellow pages illustrates six

quite different sorting methods

in this way. It allows you to

select the number of elements

to sort (256, 128, 64 or 32) by

pressing 1-4 and the sorting

method by pressing A-F. An
aiTay is .set up from 1 to, say,

64 which contains the numbers

1 to 64 in ascending order. The

an-ay is then "unsorted" by

swapping random elements.

The data is represented graphi-

cally by plotting a point for

each element, the x co-

ordinate is derived from its

position within the an-ay, the y
from the element's value.

Sorted data therefore appears

as a single diagonal line start-

ing in the bottom left-hand

corner of the screen. Unsorted

data appears as widely .scat-

tered points. The dots are

scaled .so that they always

exactly fill the screen, larger

dots are therefore used for the

smaller array sizes. 256 is the

maximum number of dots as

each element is then repre-

sented by a single pixel.

After jumbling the array, the

appropriate sort routine is

called to repair the damage. As

the sorts progress, they update

the dots on screen to mirror the

status of data within the array.

FIGURE 3

a

The sort is thus complete when

the screen once again shows a

single diagonal line. The pro-

gram keeps track of the

number of comparisons and

modes made by the sort and

displays these values in a table

after the sort has finished. The

timing columns are only very

approximate and can only

really be used as a rough guide

as large proportion of time in

each sort is taken up by

plotting the dots!

We ran the program on a

BBC, an A3000 and an A440
with an Arm 3 with point sizes

of 1 and 4 and the results are

shown in figure 2 below.

Bubble Sort is an exceed-

ingly 'stupid' sort. It steps

through the array one element

FIGURE 2

Sort Elements Compares Moves BBC* A3000* Arm 3*

Bubble 256 61965 183430 1348.64 119.55 60.96

Sift 256 56874 88512 903.07 80.43 38.62

Exchange 256 32896 66816 206.17 14.19 3.55

Quick 256 3279 2777 60.82 5.23 2.81

Merge 256 3444 10980 93.06 8.44 4.91

Heap 256 3690 9138 108.16 9.81 5.67

Bubble 32 837 2502 25.81 2.20 1.24

Sift 32 1012 1548 20.56 1.74 0.96

Exchange 32 528 1184 6.37 0.50 0.23

Quick 32 294 231 6.87 0.57 0.32

Merge 32 244 810 9.75 0.90 0.53

Heap 32 267 673 12.07 1.11 0.66

* Timings in seconds

at a time comparing each with

the next. If the next element is

less than the current one they

are swapped. This process is

continued until a complete

pass is made through the array

without having to swap any

elements at all.

In a Sift Sort, when an ele-

ment is found to be out of

place, the rest of the elements

in the array are examined until

a more suitable position is

found. All the elements up to

this point are shuffled and the

original element is inserted

into the newly created gap.

Note this will not necessarily

be its final resting place!

An Exchange Sort is the

simplest sort to write that takes

a reasonable amount of time to

execute. It is also the most

natural way for us humans to

sort objects or data. For the.se

reasons it can often be found

within programs. Quite simply

for an array of size n. n passes

are made through the array

starting at successive elements.

On each pass the lowest ele-

ment in the remainder of the

array is found and swapped

with the current element.

This sort is particularly good

for small values of n, if you

look in figure 2, you'll see it is

actually faster than the

infamous 'quick sort' with 32

elements. Implementations of

quick sort often check to see

how many elements it has to
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sort, and if there are only a few

it uses an exchange sort rather

than its usual recursive calls.

Quick Sort is a 'divide and

conquer' algorithm. It uses the

idea that sorting two an-ays of

size n/2 must be easier (and

quicker) than sorting one array

of size n. How does it sort

these two smaller an'ays? Sim-

ple! It just calls itself to split

each into two nJ4 arrays.

The actual sorting is per-

formed during the splitting. A
'pivot' value is chosen, ideally

a value close to the average of

the data to be sorted.

The array is then ordered so

values lower than this pivot

are stored in the first half of

the array and higher values in

the second. Quick sort is then

(recursively) called on each of

these two new partially sorted

sections. The main problem

with quick sort is the time and

memory overheads of using a

recursive routine. It also not

particularly good at sorting

partially sorted data.

Merge Sort is another

divide and conquer algorithm.

The array is split in two and

each half sorted (recursively)

with merge sort.

The two sections ai'e then

recombined by maintaining a

pointer for each section and,

taking the lowest of the two

current values, the relevant

pointer is then moved on.

Because of this merging pro-

cess, merge sorting needs

another array the same size as

the data array in which to keep

the other section of data.

Heap Sort is a sorting algo-

rithm that works on binary

trees rather than linear an-ays.

It may therefore not be

immediately obvious how it

can be made to work with

arrays. There is, however, a

very subtle way of doing what

you want - more of this later!

The heap sort employed by

SortDemo is a version of the

code used by Rise OS in the

operating system routine

OS_HeapSon. Before explaining

how it works, you really need

to understand the principles

behind a 'true' heap sort work-

ing on a binary tree.

A binary tree consists of a

number of nodes, each con-

taining its value and, because

it is a binary tree, two pointers

to other nodes. These pointers

may be null if there is no fur-

ther node. A node is some-

times referred to as a parent

and the two immediately con-

nected nodes as its children.

Of course each child may
have further nodes connected

to it, creating grandchildren

and so on - hence the tree ana-

logy. Continuing this idea, the

first node in a tree (or indeed,

subtree) is usually called the

root. The portion of a tree

below a parent is often known
as a subtree.

In a plain binary tree, there

is no pattern to the nodes, and

in this form the tree is not

much use. Trees are therefore

often ordered. In an ordered

binary tree, all nodes in the left

subtree of a node are less than

its root which in turn is less

than all the values in the right

subtree. If data was in this

form it would make sorting it

relatively easy. However, it is

not always a simple matter to

get the data into this foim and

keep the tree balanced so that

the sorting progresses as

quickly as possible.

Another form of binary tree

is a heap (we're getting there!)

In a heap the value of a node is

greater than all the values

within the subtree taking the

node as the root. Figures 3a

and 3b show the numbers 4, 2,

1, 6, 5, 9 in the form of an

arbitrary tree and heap respec-

tively. Note that these are not

the only possible tree and heap

representations of this data!

Heap sorting involves taking

a heap (eg, figure 3b), remov-

ing the root value as a sorted

value, moving the rightmost

value on the bottom row of the

tree to the root (figure 3c) and

converting the resultant tree

back into a heap (figure 3d).

This process is repeated until

the heap is empty.

Finding the rightmost node

is quite tricky. It involves find-

ing out how large sub trees are

and whether there are any

'hanging' nodes remaining.

Converting a tree into a heap is

a fairly straightforward task;

the only hard think about heap

sort is understanding how it

works! Note that the data

emerges from the sorting pro-

cess in reverse order. This is

not a problem, but just remem-

ber that it does.

Heaping (Info2b) is a pro-

gram that demonstrates graphi-

cally how this process works.

It prompts for 15 numbers to

be entered which will be built

into a binary tree. You may
terminate the list with less than

15 by pressing RETURN after

the last value. If you press

RETURN immediately with no

data entered, the computer will

generate a random tree.

You can then sit back and

watch the program sort the

data. It will tell you what it's

doing, as it displays the sorted

data at the bottom of the

screen as it makes it.

If you really want to appre-

ciate how clever the array

version of heap sort is, have a

closer look at the appalling

methods used to generate the

tree, convert it into a heap and

find the rightmost node in

Heaping!

Sorting Arrays. The main

problems in the tree version of

heap sort are firstly, creating

the tree with all its accom-

panying nodes and pointers

and secondly, the recursive

nature of the MakeHeap pro-

cedure. If these problems

could be eliminated, heap sort-

ing would be a very time and

space efficient algorithm.

There is a very simple and,

in fact, annoyingly obvious

way of representing an an'ay

as a tree which does away with

the need for using pointers. If

you take a tree and number the

nodes as in figure 4 and treat

each node as an element

within the array, then for any

node X, its children are nodes

2x and 2x-i-I.

If you assume that this tree

form of the array is actually a

heap, then the value of arrayd)

is the highest in the array and

so should be moved to the last

element in the array. If, in fact,

you swap these elements then

no data will be lost but you

will no longer have a heap.

This means that you need to

convert the array (excluding

the 'last' element) back into a

heap before repeating the

above process.

What actually happens is,

starting at the root, the old end

value, lets call it newvai, gets

compared with the higher of

the two children of the node: if

it is less than this, the child is

moved up to become the par-

ent (you know it is greater than

the other child) and the pro-

cess iterates down the tree
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until it reaches the bottom.

If this happens, or a node is

found where newvai is greater

than both children, the process

stops and the tree is once again

a heap.

To convert the original tree

into a heap you simply use the

process above on each node in

turn. You don't need to 'heap'

the nodes at the very bottom of

the tree as they have no

children; instead, for an array

of size n, you can start at node

number n Div 2 and work back

to the root. Sorting is then

achieved by copying array(i) to

aiTay(n), decrementing n, finding

the right place in the array for

the old value of array(n) and

repeating until n=l. Figure 5

shows, in some arbitrary

language, how os_HeapSort

implements this algorithm.

The version used by SonDemo

has been neatened up for Basic

with the vaiious gotos and

such like removed or hidden!

Note that there are no pointers,

no recursion and, in fact, not

even a subroutine call to create

a heap. This is because the

piece of code which initially

heaps the data is also used by

the main sort routine to replace

the aiTay(n) value.

If you are interested, the

Rise OS os_HeapSort routine is

in the Utility Module starting

at &0380A4C4 - follow it

through at your own risk!

So eight-bit users aren't left

out, listing Heap8 (Info2c) is a

6502 implementation of the

same algorithm. It has been set

up to sort 256 two-byte values

(to allow addresses to be

sorted). A demonstration is

included which generates 100

random text strings and sorts

them alphabetically.

OS_Heap Sort. Readers of

the PRM may know that

OS„HeapSort can do a lot more

than .simply sort out numbers.

Out of the seven parameters

you can supply, BAU (Rise

FIGURE 5

HeapSort(array):

count = sizeof(array)

node = (count div 2) + 1

MainLoop:

if node = 1 [

value = array(count)

array(count) = array(l)

count -= 1

If count = 1 array(1) = value

] else [

node -= 1

value = array(node)

1

if count = 1 exit

child = node

SortLoop:

parent = child

child = child * 2

If child > count goto HeapEnd

if child < count [

If array(child) less_than

array(chlld + 1) child += 1

]

If value lessjhan array(child) [

array(parent) = array(child)

goto SortLoop

1

HeapEnd:

array(parent) = value

goto MainLoop

Revue) has only ever covered

the first three, so read on for

the whole gory story!

RO contains the number of

elements to sort pointed to by

Rl. These are four-byte (ie,

word size) objects so will

often have to be pointers to the

'real" objects. The top three

bits of R! have special mean-

ings, more of which in a mo.

R2 contains the address of a

compai'ison routine or a num-

ber less than six for various

special cases. These cover

most of the usual uses for sort-

ing, ie, an array of integers, or

pointers to strings. However,

you may need to sort say, a

five-byte time reading, in

which case it will be necessary

to write a comparison routine

and supply its address in R2.

This routine will be called

with RO and Rl contains two

elements from the array (don't

forget they may be pointers!)

which need to be compared.

Your routine can corrupt RO-

R3, but should return LT (ie,

less than if 'RO' < 'Rl'). If

you wish you can pass a work-

space pointer in R3. This will

be passed in RI2 to the com-

parison routine. This could

useful if you are using

OS_HeapSort in a module and

want to have access to the

module's RMA workspace.

R3-R6 do not have to be speci-

fied, but are really very useful

in certain applications.

If you are sorting objects of

a fixed size, but larger than

four bytes you have to build a

table of pointers to your

objects. OS_HeapSort will do this

for you if you tell it where the

objects actually are (in R4),

how big they are (in R5) and

set bit 30 of Rl. Unfortunately

it can't automatically create a

table of pointers to variable

length objects! Bit 31 of Rl

can be set if you want

OS_HeapSori to physically re-

order these objects in memory
after sorting by using the now

sorted pointers at Rl.

Due to internal memory
limitations, if your objects are

bigger than 16K, you'll need

to set bit 29 of Rl and pass the

address of a suitable area of

memory large enough to hold

one data object.

OS_Heapdemo (Info2d) is a

demonstration program which

sorts 64-bit numbers and

makes use of these extended

features (except R6). The

machine code at .compare sim-

ply compares the two words of

the 64-bit number. The rather

contrivied Bic and orr instruc-

tions are needed because the

numbers are unsigned, and

CMP doesn't quite return the

cortect bits set for the LT con-

dition to work.

SQUIGGLE GAME
BAU regular Barry Wick-

ett has supplied a little

game for the Archimedes.

It's called Squiggle

(Info3a). There is a ver-

sion for eight-bit machines

called SquigS (Info3b).

The idea of this two-

player game is to make a

path connecting the bottom left

square of the board with the

top right. Achieving this wins

the game, but if you divert the

path off the edge of the board

you lose. The two players take

7^^ ff
^m----i^^-.-±
Ht : ^ in^^' r -̂^^E::::: ±:. :

-^^^^H5=5^ X-
r::::±_HB>m ::; !

v-ij^
ji i -J.

SQUIGGLE ON THE ARC...

turns in placing a piece on the

board at the square indicated.

You have a choice of the three

styles shown at the bottom -

press I, 2 or 3 to select. Once

you have laid a piece the com-

puter will follow the new
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section of path made and then

ask the other player to make a

move.

The program is quite simple

to follow. The board is stored

in the aiTay board%() and the

variable pd* contains which

side of the current square the

path entered. When a new tile

is laid, values are looked up in

the arrays ix%(), iy%() and

entranceo to find out where the

path goes to next. A REP-

EAT...UNTIL loop is used to

trace the path until it finds a

blank square. If this is the top

right square, or off the board

the game is over.

The eight-bit version is

similar to the Arc program, the

only major differences relating

to the display.

There is no circle-plotting

facility on the Beeb so the

curved pieces are drawn with

user-defined characters, read

in from data statements at the

end. Rectangle plotting and

filling is done by special

procedures.

If you master the game arid

are feeling adventurous why
not try adapting the program

so you can play against the

computer or get it to play

itself? We'd be delighted to

publish a good computer-play

version in *INFO.

PIC-LIST UPDATE
We are grateful to Dr
Chris Corbett who
pointed out a possible

cause of en-or in Chris

Ruseman's Pic-List appli-

cation in the May 1991

issue of BAU (page 80). It

seems that drawfiles can

have bounding boxes with

one dimension zero. For exam-

ple, a single thin vertical line

produced in Draw is saved

with zero width and this

causes a 'division by zero'

error which actually shows up

in Pic-List as 'Bad colour

translation'. The solution is to

add the following two lines:

6845 IF rwidth=0
THEN
rwidth=l
6855 IF rheight =

THEN
rheight=l

Another problem has come to

light regarding the display of

sprites with theu' own palettes.

Chris points out that palettes

as stored in sprites consist of

eight bytes per colour (pre-

sumably so that images may
be stored with specific flashing

colours). When creating colour

translation tables though,

palettes are required to have

only four bytes per colour and

this results in *ScreenSaved

mode sprites appearing as

plain black in Pic-List\ The
solution is to change/add the

following lines:

6380IF
saddr%!32<>44 THEN
6381 FOR i% = TO
saddr% 132-45 STEP 8

6382buffer%! (i%/2)
= saddr% ! (i% + 44)

6383NEXT
6384spal%=buf fer%
6385ELSE
6386 spal%=FNwpal
{spmode%)
6387ENDIF

You should also change the

version number at line 4770

from 0.90 to 0.9 1 and the date

to May 2 1991.

SYSTEM SPRITES
Graham Hick of Marl-

borough has asked how it

is possible to customise

the system sprites on the

Arc, having noticed in a

screen-shot that the A
logo on the icon bar was

different. Well, it's pretty

easy to alter the standard

sprites in this way. All you

need to ensure is that your new
versions have the same name
and are the same size.

Rise OS sprites are stored in

two groups. One set is in Rom
and here you will find the

standard Archimedes logo,

disc-drive icons and so on.

Another set can be found in

Ram and it is here you will

find the sprites loaded by

applications using the

*iconSprites command. These are

the various icons for appli-

cations themselves along with

any associated file type icons.

You can replace any of the

Rom sprites by loading a Ram
sprite with the same name.

Perhaps the easiest way is to

add the desired new sprites to

the Sprites file in your System

directory.

So you can have a look at

the system sprites in more

detail, try running GrabSpr

(Info4). This will save the

Rom and Ram sprites as two

files so you can load them into

Paint and observe the correct

sprite names and dimensions.

It uses the operating system

call "Wimp^BaseOfSprites". This

returns the start address of the

Rom sprites in RO and the

Ram sprites in R

1

One point to note is that

replacement sprites will only

appear when the screen is

redrawn. Hence, it may be best

to run a Boot file from Basic

which loads the new sprites

using the *konSprites command
and then enters the desktop.

OOPS!
Apologies must go to Dr
John Barker whose con-

tribution to Eight Bits -

one of the precursors to

*INFO - was 'mangled'

slightly before publi-

cation! Any reader wish-

ing to modify his 24-pin

colour printing program to

work with nine-bit printers

should note that the relevant

part of the instructions (page

58 of the April issue) ought to

have read as follows:

'Lines 1240-1270 are

deleted so each byte is printed

once only. The code for mov-

ing to a different colour on the

ribbon at line 500 is ignored

by the monochrome printer,

and need not be removed.'

•QUIT
Well, we've come to the end

of the first ever •INFO. We
hope that eight-bit and 32-bit

users have all found something

of interest, of use or indeed, of

both. If you have an item to

contribute, be it program, hint,

tip or simply an idea, do write

in to Ik-INFO at the address

below. Any comments, sug-

gestions or even complaints

are all equally welcome, so if

this column does not reach you

in perfect condition do let us

know - your statutory rights

will not be affected!

Programs, aside from the

very shortest, should be sent

on disc together with sufficient

explanation of how they are to

be used and how they work.

Where possible we will supply

BBC/Master versions of Arc

submissions and vice versa.

Of course, if your program

works on the whole range of

machines then so much the

better. Graphical items are par-

ticularly popular with readers,

but there are really no limits.

Any submissions too long to

carry as listings in the yellow

pages may find a home on the

monthly disc, so don't despair

if you've written some 2000

line masterpiece that you'd

like to share with the discern-

ing SAC readership!

So, if you've come up with

something good and you can't

keep it to yourself any longer,

you know what to do - put it

in a Jiffy bag and send it to us!

Till next month then, thank

you for reading and happy

key-tapping!

Dave Lawrence
Dave Acton

Submissions to •INFO should

be sent to us at: BBC Acorn

User, Redwood Publishing,

20-26 Brunswick Place, Lon-

don Nl 6DJ. If you enclose a

stamped address envelope it

will ensure a speedier reply

and return of your disc(s).

COMPATIBILITY KEY
B BBC B compatible

B BBC B+ compatible

fA IVIaster compatible

C Master Compact compatible

^ Electron compatible

h Archimedes compatible

4e BBC A3000 compatible

•INFO COMPATIBILITY TABLE

InfolaOdLiss)

BBCB IVIaster Electron Arc

•
lnfo1b(3dLiss8) A- * •
lnfo2a (Sort Demo) • • • •
lnfo2b (Heaping) • • • •
lnfo2c (HeapingS) • • *
lnfo2d (Os Heap Demo) •
InfoSa (Squiggle32) •
infoSb (SquiggleB) • • * •
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UNIX now available

as an upgrade
Chameleon specialise in the sale of Acorn Unix

products and networking of PC's Apple and Unix.

We are happy to announce that in addition to

sales of R140 R260 series we can now supply

upgrades for most Archimedes computers to the

latest Acorn Unix standards.

RISC IX 1 .2 X/Open XPG3, Sytem V and BSD compatible.

X WINDOWS ver 1 1 , Release 4 compatible server.

NFS 4.0 , TCP/IP support.

ANSI C, FORTRAN 77 & PASCAL included.

X DESKTOP 2.0 from IXI

OSF Motif derived toolkit

& Much more. UNIX requires 4Mb RAM and 100Mb hard

disk, (hardware upgrades available).

Prices start from £ 999 + VAT including installation and full

UNIX support for 1 year.

For tke Serious Acorn Usei

i/nx

Tel: (061) 745 9849

The Weather
Reporter

The Weather Reporter is a fully

automatic weather station wliicli

continuously records wind speed,

wind direction, temperature, hours

of sunshine, hours of daylight and

rainfall. It is accurate, easy to

install, robust, vandal-proof and

needs no maintenance.

The Weather Reporter does not need to be permanently connected to a

computer. It will record the weather unattended even .through

weekends and school holidays. The data collected can then be

downloaded and investigated using a simple serial lead and the

supplied user-friendly software available for BBC, Nimbus or

Archimedes/BBC A3000. It can also be exported for use with Oriel,

Quest, Grass or Key. The complete Weather Reporter package,

hardware and software, costs only £295 (exc. VAT).

To order or for more information, contact:

Advisory Unit for Microtechnology in Education,

Endymion Road,

Hatfield,

Herts.

ALI0 8AU
Tel. 0707 265443

Fax. 0707 273651

BT Gold 87:CBL001

fikp^ Computing

RISC OS Euclid is the best

multi-tasking 3D graphics and

animation system for the

Archimedes. It is effectively a

3D version of Draw.

Mogul makes full use of

Euclid's unique hierarchical

data structure to generate

animations of 3D objects with

articulated motion and

simultaneous camera motion.

ArcLlght is a multi-tasking

ray-tracer which will generate

a realistic Euclid picture, or a

complete Mogul film, while

you are free to get on with

other wOTk.

Tween produces films from

Draw files. It uses techniques

similar to Mogul and generates

a film by calculating

intermediate frames from a set

of key positions.

Splice allows you to edit films

produced by Mogui or

Tween. You can even produce

hand-drawn cartoons by

converting sprites from any

source.

Such is the enthusiasm for EuciM
there is a user group called

Elements , now in its second year,

which provides a quarterly disk

containing hints, tips, animations

and user pictures.

ArcLlght £50

Euclid £70

Mogul £20

Splice £30
Tween
(inc
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PROGRAMMING

GAME PLAN
Q he idea of getting computers to play and

even beat humans at games of strategy has

been popular with programmers for many
years. Perhaps the motivation is the same gentle

obsession that affects train-spotters, or maybe
it's a more sinister 'Frankenstein' complex that

possesses them - a desire to create a thinking

'being'. It's really anyone's guess.

Getting a computer to play a simple game
such as noughts and crosses is not too tricky.

There are tried and trusted methods of searching

through the list of possible moves in order to

find the best. And in simple games this list of

possibilities may well be small enough for the

computer to stand a good chance of winning a

game or two! Still, it can be a fiddly process

writing 'thinking' programs. They are unavoid-

ably recursive by nature (that is, a program

examining a set of possible moves may 'use

itself to look one level deeper). It occurred to

me that it might be useful to have a single

module to take the hard work out of getting the

computer to play and that could be used for a

variety of strategic games! The result has

become known as CcuneCore and this article is

about how it works and how it is used. An
example of GameCore in action is provided in

the shape of 3D noughts and crosses.

THE THINKING MACHINE
There are two commonly known approaches to

the task of getting machines to play games. The

finst employs the so-called 'heuristic search'.

This method really belongs in the realms of

artificial intelligence and, although it has had

some success in chess-playing programs and

shows great promise, is currently somewhat in

its infancy.

The second, older and simpler approach is

employed by most commercial strategic games

programs and is also used by GameCore. The

idea is to go through the 'tree' of possible moves
- looking at every option open to you and, for

every one of these, every reply your opponent

may make. And of course, to each of these

No-one to play

with? You could

always challenge

your Archimedes

to a game! DAVE

ACTON explains

how it's possible

FIGURE 1. MINIMAXING IS USED BY GAMECORE TO FIND THE BEST MOVE

replies there is a set of responses that you can

make in turn! So the .search goes on, trying out

moves and counter-moves until a specified

'depth' of search is reached.

At this point you have to count up the values

for each of the possibilities you've looked at and

find the best.

The process of finding best moves by looking

through trees like this is often called minimax-

ing (from minimising and maximising) and is

illustrated by figure 1.

Imagine you are playing a game - draughts

say - and there are three possible moves that

you can make next turn. Your current position is

Root in the diagram and the three moves avail-

able take you to new positions A, B and C.

Because you're looking for the best move,

you'll try out in your mind each of A, B and C
and make a note of their values (based on how
many pieces are taken, how well positioned the

remaining pieces are, etc) The highest scoring

move is the one to make. But your opponent is

also trying to make the be.st move they can.

Consider move A. There are three responses

to this: D, E and F. The values of the position

after these moves are 9, 4 and 6 respectively.

Your opponent will play E because this is the

worst move for you. Hence the minimum at A is

4. Similar minimums are calculated for B and C.

At the root you are looking for the maximum
value, so C is chosen. Even if your opponent

plays the nastiest move in reply you will not end

up in a worse position than value 7.

A problem with tree searches is scale. It has

been estimated that an average of 38 moves are

available each turn in chess. To look 10 half-

moves ahead would require trying out 38" 10

positions - over six thousand million million of

them! It's no wonder methods x of pruning the

move tree have been sought and the best known
- alpha-beta pruning - is used by GameCore.

SAFE PRUNING
The advantage of alpha-beta pruning is that it's

safe. All valid possibilities are explored and the

best move, even if it appears to be a bad move at

first glance, will always be found.

The alpha part of the process is shown by

figure 2. First, move A is tried with all the

possible replies D-F. This produces a minimum
value at A of 4. Next B is looked at. The first

response is G which makes the minimum-so-far

(or minsofar) value 2. Becau.se the opponent

always looks for minimum value, the 2 at B can

only get lower, so will never be bigger than the

2 at A. We can thus prune off H and I with

complete confidence!

Beta pruning works similarly but at the other

end of things. Figure 3 shows another move tree.

Firstly, move A is tried with all its responses, C
to E. A further level is considered - moves F to
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N. At C you are looking for the best reply in

response to your opponents move C. G is

chosen and so the maxsofar at C is 4. After

trying D you achieve a maxsofar of 9 by the

time you get to J. Here there is no point in even

looking at K - the maxsofar at D is already 9

and will only get bigger. Thus it will never fall

below the minsofar of 4 you had at C. therefore

you can prune K off.

Alpha-beta pruning dramatically cuts the

number of moves that need to be examined and

is vital to Caiiic'Core and every good chess

program. Ironically, it is most efficient when

the order in which moves are looked at runs

from best to worst. Clearly though, you don't

know the best until you've worked it out!

You can. however, pre-sort moves according

to either guesswork or a shallow lookahead

which involves a preliminary tree search of

fewer levels than the main one.

The idea is to order the moves as best you can

before looking at them. Sometimes the best of

all will be disguised and may not be looked at

until quite late on in the search. Mostly though,

providing your lookahead is sound, you will

spot the best moves in your preliminary search

and in these cases the thinking procedure is sped

up considerably by the improved pruning rate.

USING GAMECORE
And so we come to GciiiwCore itself. What is

it? Well, it takes the form of a relocatable

module that provides a set of .SYS calls that can

be used by Basic and other programs. To write a

new game you simply provide the routines

specific to that game (to list possible moves,

make them, unmake them and so on) and

GameCnre does the rest.

The module has been designed for use in the

desktop environment. It can think in short time

slices, so you can use it to play games while

other tasks are active.

The desktop side of things deserves explana-

tion in its own right, so I'll be covering it next

month. I'll also be providing a full Rise OS
application that allows simultaneous play of

different board games in the desktop. As a taster

though. I've included a single-tasking demon-

stration this month. You'll find all the necessary

listings on the yellow pages.

You will need to create a directory called

IGameCore. In this you should save listing I as

IRunlmage. You should then create an obey file

using Edit and save it as !Run in iGameCore. It

should contain these lines:

Set GameCoreSDir <obey,Sdir>

<GameCore$Dir>. IRunlmage

Next enter and run listing 2. This assembles the

thinking module and saves it as GameCore.

Ensure this module is also in IGameCore.

Finally, save listing 3 as TD in the directory.

This is the 3D noughts and crosses library and

contains all the necessary routines to play the

game. This Basic program will be used next

month by the full Rise OS application and I'll

also be supplying another game in the same

form.

Finally, to run the demonstration, click on

IGameCore from the desktop. You will be

supplied with a 3D noughts and crosses board.

Click on the arrows to rotate the board and on

OU

^^>o
'^

2D-3D to change the view as you like. To make
a move simply click on a blank square.

You play as white and the computer as red.

To win the game you just need to get a row of

four in any direction - horizontally, vertically or

diagonally. Rows running vertically or

diagonally through all four levels also win.

Because the game is just a single-tasking demo,

the front-end has been kept to a minimum. If

you can't wait until the full desktop version next

month, do play about with some of the variables

in !Runlmage. The array conuoK) contains or I

for each player depending on whether they are

computer or human. Set both commKOi and

coniidK I ) to zero to watch your Arc play itself.

You might also like to alter the time allowed per

move - stored in limepemioveo. The program tries

to intelligently manage the time available for a

move. A quick 'desperation' .search is made at a

low depth and then progressively deeper and

deeper searches are made until the next level up

is expected to take too long.

Occasionally, longer than the allotted time

will be taken if it is thought that a valuable

deeper search can be completed.

HOW IT WORKS
Next month we will look in more detail at how
GameCore works and how to write your own
game using it. This month I'll list the calls it

provides and look briefly at how the game
libraries work.

GameCore. like many modules on the Arc,

provides a range of routines that are called with

SYS. The first call used by IRunlmage is SYS

"GiimcQ)rc_lnii" which takes a pointer to an infor-

mation block. This block of 128 bytes contains

details about how your game works - where the

board is in memory, how many bytes it takes to

store a move and so on. In 3D noughts and

crosses you can see the info block being built in

FNldJnil.

Having described your game to GameCore it

provides you with a handle. Using this you may
ask it to find the best move for a given player in

a given game position.

Two SYS calls are provided - SYS

"G;imcCcire_Think" which Starts the process off and

SYS "GumeCorclConiiniie" which is called however

many times is necessary to find the best move.

Both calls take as their second parameter {Rl ) a

duration in centiseconds. This is how long you

want the module to think for. It will return after

the specified time and say 'I've found a move'

or 'I need more time'.

In the latter case SYS "G;imcCoic_Coniiinic" will

need to be called again. Splitting up the thinking

in this way allows the module to be used by

multi-tasking applications.

Two other calls are provided to make life

easier for the programmer. SYS "GameCore_Vaiidaie"

uses the routine you've provided to list possible

moves to check one for validity. This makes the

task of ensuring user moves are legal simpler.

Another call. SYS "GiimoCoie_Suilc". checks for

stalemates. What happens when a player can't

move depends upon the game in question. In

chess the game is declared a draw whereas in

reversi the player who can't move simply misses

a turn. A byte in the information block supplied

to GameCore describes what you should do
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when no valid moves can be found.

Each game has its own library of routines,

loaded by !Runlmage using Basic's library

command. These should all be functions and

procedures with names prefixed appropriately.

In TD each function name begins td_ and among
them are some special ones that must be pro-

vided by all game libraries. KNicl_geimove is

provided with button clicks from the u.ser and is

asked to return details of any valid move made
with those clicks. FNldJnitdomovc and FNld.donwvc

are used to physically make a move, including

any animation. Like the other functions, the.se

are passed a single parameter by !Runlmage.

This is the address of the information block first

set up by the program. This block contains not

only information about the nature of the particu-

lar game but also whose turn it is. what mouse

buttons have been pressed and .so on.

Some bytes are used by specific libraries for

their own purposes. For example, TD stores

either or 1 in byte 92 of the information block

depending on whether a perspective view is

selected. By keeping the link between

IRunlmage and the TD library down to this

single block you prepare yourself for the multi-

tasking environment and the possibility of a

single calling program running several games

simultaneously using different libraries.

To further simplify this link, each game has

its own sprite and before any of its library rou-

tines are called, vdl; output is redirected to that

sprite. If the library changes any part of its own
display (for example, if a square is highlighted

before being moved to) this is detected by the

main program IRunlmage and the appropriate

area of the private sprite is replotted on the

screen. (The handy call OS_ChangedBox enables

you to do this, but there'll be tnore detail on that

next month!)

IRunlmage simulates a multi-tasking program

and uses flags wherever possible to keep track

of what's going on. For each game (there are

potentially 8 loadable at once although only

game is used this month) there is a status byte.

This contains one of five status values:

I am about to think

1 I am thinking

2 I have thought of a move and am about lo

do it

3 I am making my move
4 1 have finished moving - prepare foi the

next one

Generally the status moves on from to 4 in

sequence and then back' to again, although

there may be a jtmip from to 4 if a player has

no valid moves available.

As a final note it is worth giving an inkling

into the strategy used by the computer when

playing 3D noughts and crosses. Weight is

clearly given to winning lines of four and

indeed, the longer the line made the more it

scores. Points are also scored for blocking

opposing lines however.

The computer can often be seen vacillating

between following its own strategy and blocking

yours. It will also favour forcing you to make
lines of three so it can block them. Initially this

was seen as a weakness in its play but I now
think it might be an advantage - exhausting the

opponent's potential threats before they become

B2 C7
alpha
cut-off

D g E 4 F 6 G 2 J 7 Kg Ls
FIGURE 2. ALPHA CUT-OFFS - WHEN 'MINSOFAR' FALLS BELOW ALPHA VALUE

B snd other
moves...

beta
cut-off

F 2 G 4 H 3 I 1 J 9 i
K 4 L 5

FIGURE 3. BETA CUT-OFFS - WHEN 'MAXSOFAR' IS BIGGER THAN BETA VALUE

alpha
cut-off

FIGURE 4. PRE-ORDERING INCREASES CUT-OFF RATE AND PROGRAM SPEED

real. Positional values are also included.

FROCid_miikcni;ip builds a table which gives

weight to the most useful squares, notably the

corner ones on the top and bottom layers and the

central ones in the middle layers. These can be

used in lines in seven possible directions and so

should generally be grabbed towards the begin-

ning of the game to strengthen your position in

the later stages.

With these strategies in mind you might be

able to work out how best to beat the machine. If

you still find it hard to outsmart your Arc though

there is of course still one option, .lust write a

program that plays even better...
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PUT SOME COLOUR BACK

J Smith

S Bowes

A Williams

S Watson

R Wyatt

Results — 1990

January

75

65

80

55

68

February

70

60

78

66

63

March

55

61

71

55

56

AVERAGE 69 67 60

Overall Average

J Smith S Bowes A Williams S Watson R Wyatt

...INTO YOUR REPORTS
If you're excited by figures, then Clares Schema will amaze you with its abilities. You can perform almost any type

of calculation on a set of figures including Financial, Statistical or Mathematical operations. You can even pass data

between upto fifty different spreadsheets.

But if you find all things mathematical tedious then let Schema do the hard work for you. You can even automate

those boring but necessary tasks such as weekly or monthly summaries.

Not only will it help you make sense of previously incomprehensible figures, but you can display them in various

graph formats — all in glorious colour. The graphs can then be incorporated into DTP packages such as Clares Tempest

for really professional reports which will impress your colleagues. Your reports will never be dull again.

Schema runs on all Archimedes and BBC A3000 computers with at least 1 Mb of memory and RISC OS.

Price &135 inc. V.A.T. (Education £99.95 ex. V.A.T.) Schema was produced in a.ssociation with

Acorn Computers Ltd.

( I! fc 81 E J

Micro Supplies

98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwich, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA.

Telephone: 0606 48511 Fax No: 0606 48512
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SNEAK

D

PREVIEW
DAVE LAWRENCE has come up with a

program for previewing Beeb screens

n the May issue of BAU, we published three

of the best extensions to View that have

appeared in the magazine over the years. I

would now like to present PreView, a screen

previewer which acts as a replacement for the

SCREEN command, but is also capable of inter-

preting the various highlight commands that

View can handle.

It is loaded as a printer driver with the

PRINTER command in the usual way and sum-

moned into action when the text is printed. This

may not sound very revolutionary, but as far as I

know, PreView is the only highlight previewer

that can cope with normal and extended high-

lights, underline, bold, italic, superscript and

subscript, all within the allowed 256 bytes! It

can also detect 'illegal" highlights. Other similar

drivers may offer some of these, but invariably

they will load fonts off disc, or make use of

sideways Rom or Ram.

I've had to use some fairly horrible program-

ming techniques to squeeze this in, including

using some zero page locations &90-&9F. This

means that the program may not work on

Econet, but if anyone knows of any zero page

locations available to the user when View is

running, I'd be very interested to know. I also

use locations &F8 and &F9, but according to the

Advanced User Guide, these are unused by OS
1 .2, so I think I'm fairly safe here.

USING THE PROGRAM
Type in the source code PVsrce and save and run

it - this will assemble the code and perform a

simple checksum. If all is well, it will save a file

called PreView. Now enter View with *W0RD

and type PRINTER preview. Typing screen will

display the text formatted, but with the highlight

commands still displayed as * and -. Typing

PRINT will display the formatted text, but will

also translate the highlights into various on-

screen effects.

PreView can handle both normal and

extended highlights. Normal highlights allow

only underlined and bold characters (highlight 1

and 2 respectively). Extended highlights include

these, but also allow italics, super- and sub-

script and an alternate character set. A printer

reset code is also included.

To use extended highlights you need to

change the code generated by highlight 2. This

is achieved simply by including the View com-

mand HT 2 130 at the start of your text - you can

then use the various combinations of highlights

shown in figure I to generate the desired effects.

Reset printer

Toggle underline

Toggle bold

Start subscript

Start superscript

Revert to full text

Toggle alternate

Toggle italics

FIGURE 1

XXX
Not Used t

Italics

Subscript

Superscript

Bold

Underline

FIGURE 4

You do not need to tell PreView which sort of

highlights you are using, since it can tell auto-

matically from the Ascii codes. Due to lack of

memory (15 bytes to be precise), I was not able

to put in any screen effect for the alternate

character set highlight. This is normally set to

produce pica-sized text on the printer. If an

illegal highlight is inserted in the text, eg, *-*-*,

PreView will generate an error and return to

View command mode. Again, due to lack of

space, this error is simply a '?'. Figure 2 is a

screen shot of View edit mode and shows a 'test'

document which demonstrates all the features of

PreView. If you type this in and preview it, you

should end up with the display in figure 3.

As with all printer drivers, PreView needs to

be loaded at &400 and can only be one page, ie,

256 bytes long. The first 15 bytes consist of

three JMPs to routines within the rest of the

code - PreView only uses the first two.

These are print character and initialise and

call the two routines .writec and .init respectively.

The other entry points are not used and begin

with an RTS. Note that the label .nostyic actually

appears half way through an entry point - there

is nothing wrong with this, it just saves one byte

in the initialisation routine!

The main part of the program starts at .writec

which is called with a character in A. This is

either an Ascii character or &80 for highlight I,

&8 1 for a non-extended highlight 2 and &82 for

an extended one. These special values are

checked for first - &8 1 always means bold, &82
is always extended, but &80 may mean non-

extended underline or it may be part of an

extended sequence. The location 'extended' is

used to keep track of extended highlight

sequence. If the top bit is clear then you are not

in a sequence. If it is not clear, then the values

&80 and &82 are converted into and 1 respec-

tively and inserted at the start of extended. The

code for this can be seen at .extend.

When an 'ordinary' Ascii character is to be

printed, the value of extended is first checked to

see if an extended sequence needs to be dealt

with (starting at .plain). If it does, the top bit is

cleared and the bottom bits are treated as a

'highlight number'.

This can be visualised by taking the highlight

sequence, representing * as 1 and - as and

treating the result as a binary number.

Some .self-modifying code comes next which

extracts a branch from the table at .btabic for the

highlight number. The modified branch at .branch

is a BNE so that entries of (an illegal high-

light) will simple fall into the error generator.

The location style contains a bit pattern which

represents the highlights 'on' at any time.

These branches jump to small routines which

simply modify this bit pattern and thus change

the style of printing on the screen. Figure 4

shows the layout of the style byte.

When a 'real' character is printed, its defini-

tion is read (with osword lo), the various bits in

style are tested and the appropriate bit twiddling

routines used to modify the definition. These

can be found starting at .reaichar.

Finally, this new definition is used to define

character 128 which is then printed on the

screen. A fully commented listing can be found

on the BAU monthly disc.
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Well OK, that's not true. Although Impression has established itself as the most popular
DTP program (and the most flexible) for the Archimedes, it may be surprising to learn that
most owners use it day in, day out as their preferred word processor.

Impression was in fact designed

from the start to be a word proces-

sor, by the company that developed

Wordwise and Inter-Word, the

most popular word processors on

the BBC Micro. However Impres-

sion now uses the power and

flexibility of the Archimedes to take

word processing beyond what was
possible on the original BBC Micro

while losing nothing of the ease

and simplicity of its predecessors.

"Easier to use than Wordwise "
.

Well certainly no more difficult. For

example to create and print a sim-

-ple letter, even one many pages

long, involves the following simple

steps, (assuming a pnnter is set up

and ready).

I

>• Start Impression

>- Click on icon for new document
>- Click in window and type letter

> Press PRINT key followed by

RETURN

There are no embedded commands
to remember and it's not even

necessary to use any menu
options. If you want to use differ-

ent text styles or justification

options, these can be selected from

the function keys (or menus).

Selecting regions of text (for delet-

ing, copying, moving etc) could not

be easier than with the mouse,

especially since we added such

touches as automatic scrolling of

the window when attempting to

select beyond the visible window.

So not only do we feel Impression

is easier to use than other word
processors, it is also more powerful

- not only can it handle more com-
plex documents, it copes with

much longer documents and pro-

vides unmatched control of the

presentation and appearance of the

finished document. By using the

Acorn outline font system Impres-

sion offers complete control of type

style and size - the type on screen

exactly matches the final printed

result. _,^

One feature that sets Impression

apart from other DTP programs is

that it offers both the outline fonts

system ar)6 a system-like font for

simple 'character' mode or draft

mode operation. This also means it

can drive dot-matrix printers using

their native built-in fonts for maxi-

mum speed. Of course using the

RISC OS printer drivers in high qual-

ity mode means that whatever you

do on screen, whatever fonts, size,

position, style, graphics are used,

they will be reproduced at the maxi-

mum resolution of the printer.

For the power user (that is

someone who produces docu-

ments of any type on a regular or

professional basis) Impression II

provides the necessary features

(frames, styles, master pages, emb-
edded graphics, unlimited length

documents, contents and index

generation etc).

Version

2. 7 is now
available. It

includes auto-

matic timed save,

crop- mark printing,

vertical rules for things

like tables and sidebars,

and other new features. Con-
tact Computer Concepts for

upgrade details.

When used with our highly

acclaimed Equasor equation gener-

ator program (£49-hVAT) Impression

is the ideal tool for producing tech-

nical or mathematical documents.

In order to highlight particular

sections of text Impression 2.1

allows sidebars, such as the one
used here, to be set as part of

the style. The vertical position,

thickness and colour can all be
controlled from the style editor.

But rather than the more obvious

and powerful features, it's the

subtle and often overlooked as-

pects of Impression that make it a

delight to use - its speed of opera-

tion; the fact that most dialogues

can stay on screen while you con-

tinue to edit; the care and attention

paid to the visual side of the pro-

gram. Even though the program is

now more than a year old it con-

tinues to receive glowing reviews.
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a DTP program I

To quote Paul Beverley, editor of

Archive magazine. "Thanks to

Impression (which I am more and

more impressed with every day) I

have managed to shorten the time

talon to produce the magazine

quite considerably.

"

Although Impression is a word
processor, what other word pro-

cessor, or for that matter DTP
program, is able to produce

results like this advert.

Impression 2.1

£169.00 +VAT (£198.57)

Impression Junior . .

.

£89.95 +VAT (£105.69)

Beyond other WP's
Impression and Impression Junior offer many features beyond those

normally found on Archimedes word processors. Here are just a few:

Format as you type - no reformat key or menu
Outline fonts, any size, any typestyle, any position on the page
iVIulti-column worl(

Text automatically flows around graphics

Full graphics capabilities

Embedded graphics (flows with the text)*

Simple, intuitive editing with a wide range of key short-cuts

Retroactive styles and master pages*

Fine typographic control - kerning, text size, line & paragraph

spacing etc to a 72,000 dpi resolution*

Rules for sidebars, rufe-offs, tables*

Huge range of print options

Multi-line headers/footers even with graphics

Draft 'character' mode printing or RISC OS printing

Full colour control

Includes enhanced version of SpellMaster, the popular BBC
spelling and typing checker

'Not ail of these features are available on Impression Junior

Impression business supplement
This optional extension pack provides a range of new features for the professional or business user. It

includes:

• A new range of file loaders for Microsoft Word (RTF), Word Perfect, Wordstar and Pipedream 3

allowing files from these word processors to be dropped directly onto Impression frames.

• Our ExpressionPS utility for typesetting documents. Greatly simplifies the process of producing

PostScript files suitable for typesetting. Automatically substitutes PostScript font names, allows

screen angles and screen density to be set.

• Full (four) colour separations. So now at last Archimedes owners can output four colour PostScript

separations from any Impression document. Essential for anyone producing high quality colour

leaflets or adverts. This offers advanced features such as under-colour removal and Adobe
recommended screen angles.

• Mail merge program and record sorter utility. Allows simple multi-field records to be seamlessly

merged into Impression documents.

£49 +VAT {£57.57 inc)

Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX Tel 0442 63933 Fax 0442 231632



Qo get your first taste of comms, you need to

use your computer as a 'dumb terminal' - ie,

one tliat displays (and even scrolls) text. In

this article, I have included a BBC Basic listing

for a very simple dumb terminal emulation

which will run on either a Beeb or an

Archimedes.

The fact that the program is not particularly

efficient (it isn't very usable at speeds in

excess of 300 bits per second) is not important -

it has been written to demonstrate what is

involved in transmitting characters you type into

the keyboard via the serial port to another com-
puter. The program also takes incoming

characters from the serial port and displays them

on the screen.

Quite simply, there is a loop which alterna-

tively listens for characters from the keyboard

and serial port and, once one is trapped, displays

it on the screen or sends it out to the serial port.

BBC Basic's vdu command sends characters to

destinations like the screen or serial port as

determined by *FX2 and *FX3. In fact, it is very

easy to write terminal programs in BBC Basic

and commercial comms programs written

largely in this language are very common.
The loop has to be quite fast. If your terminal

is set to 300bps, your program must be fast

enough to catch at least 60 characters per second

(30 travelling in each direction). Although Ascii

characters are defined as eight-bit values, it is

safer to assume characters transmitted using

most affordable modems are 10 bits long. Data

is made up of eight-bit bytes but data transmis-

sions are just serial streams of bits - Is and Os.

When data bytes are presented to an asyn-

chronous comms link, usually between a pair of

modems, bytes must clearly be picked out of the

random-looking stream of Is and Os. Therefore,

a start bit is added to indicate that the next eight

bits are data - there might be a parity bit to

check for missing bits and then there will be at

least one stop bit.

DATA FORMATS
One of the most common data formats is eight

data bits, no parity, and one stop bit - this is

usually refeiTed to as 8N1. The other commonly
used format is 7E1 - seven data bits, even parity

and one stop bit. Both formats have a start bit to

make 10 bits per character in all, hence 300bps

equals 30 characters per second. Less common
synchronous modems synchronise data trans-

missions and so start and stop bits are

unnecessary. This makes them slightly faster as

two out of 10 bits no longer need to be trans-

mitted. Terminal programs usually have a data

format option setting which must be matched

with the same format used by the host computer

you want to connect with.

Although 300bps is a slow standard today, it

was very common only five years ago. Today,

most on-line services will offer 2400bps links

and some go up to 9600 or even 14,400bps, and

there are data compression techniques which can

increase that speed by up to four times. The
latest high speed modems can now effectively

operate faster than the standard serial ports in

either a Beeb or an Arc (19,200bps max).

Connected to the serial port you might have a

cable linked to a modem or even directly linked

IAN BURLEY looks at terminal emulation, how

data is formatted in a comms link and explains

how to get on-line for as little as £20

LINING UP

BKttgrnDii'

Configuration

File transfer

Options

fKey define

Dial

Hangup

Host node

Doit

flct-KD

Hct-Hfl

Tertiinal

TIV

UT52

une2

PC BHSI

flct-IET

flct-TE5

flct-IEl i

flct-TEfl {

BBC llct-TEB <

Ca«pus 2696 flct-TEC

Save screen

Save sprite

Show histors »ct-SH

VARIOUS TERMINAL TYPES

to another computer. A quick word about cables

- a computer-to-modem serial cable differs from
a computer-to-computer or computer-to-printer

version. The latter is known as a null-modem
lead, which will not work with a modem. If you
want to wire your own modem cable, a

minimum of three serial port connections must
be made. These are:

• Computer TX (or TD) linked to modem TX
(or TD)

• Computer RX (or RD) linked to modem
RX (or RD)
• Computer ground linked to modem ground

A null-modem lead swaps the TX/RX links

over. Incidentally, because of some oddities in

the Archimedes serial port, pins 1 , 4 and 8 at the

Arc end usually need to be wired together.

The CCITT (Committee Consultative Interna-

tionale de Telegraphique et Telephonique) is the

international standards body responsible for

telecommunications at the computer modem
level and it has an agreed series of definitions

for communications speeds. These definitions

are labelled v, followed by a number - for

example v2, v32, and so on.

TERMINAL HOST

1

.

Terminal - your Beeb or Arc

2. Host mainframe/mini - corporate

computer or service, eg. Prestel

3. Send/receive fax documents

4. Host micro - eg. BBS, portable micro
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(...> 8-None-l
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H Filter

,>HST/PEP (19266)

> U32 (9666)

> U27 (4886)

> g22bis (2486)

> 022 (1288)

> v23 (1275)

> v21 (388)

TYPICAL MODEM SET UP

These are actually hardware definitions which

describe tone generator frequencies and

encoding/decoding, but they are generally used

to indicate modem speed in lay terms. v22 is

1200bps and v32 is 9600bps. I use the term 'bits

per second" here, as "baud', can be misleading.

Baud is often considered equivalent to bps, but

baud actually refers to a frequency which can, in

a modem link, be multiplied via efficient coding

and so produce a greater bps, rate.

GOING ON-LINE
Last month I said you could go on-line for as

little as £20. Really good modems will probably

set you back around £100 for a secondhand

bargain, or about £200 upwards for a new one.

However, there are lots of very cheap new and

secondhand v23 manual (no auto-dial) modems
which you can buy for as little as £20. Check out

computer classifieds and computer fairs -

models like the Prism 1000 or 2000 or OEL
Telemod, GEC Datachat, or slightly more ver-

satile modems like the WS3000 and Pace

Nightingale are all worth looking at. These will

wol-k a^ 1200/75bps (v23) on most UK host

services. If the comms bug bites deep, you can

go on to an intelligent 2400bps (v22bis) model,

or even one of the latest v32 (9600bps) beasts.

For Arc users I recommend ArcTerm 3. This

is a public domain program written by The

Serial Port and should not be confused with the

commercial versions 6 and 7. It has all you need

to get into comms and a bit more, although it

isn't Rise OS compatible. For the Beeb, I would

look out for secondhand SoftMachinery, Com-

inSoft or Beebug Command Roms. Pace's

Commstar is also good to start with.

Once you have your modem set up, try these

numbers for starters;

The World of Cryton - scrolling text Archi-

medes BB. Tel: (0749) 679794.

Prestel Demo Database - viewdata mode. Tel:

(0272) 250000 (ID and password are all 4s).

Equinox - the BB run by BAU'i comms
columnist, Paul Vigay. Tel: (0705) 871531

(viewdata or scrolling).

SID - Acorn's Support Information Database,

viewdata mode. Tel: (0223) 243642245.

JARGON BUSTER

AN AT-A-GLANCE GLOSSARY OF COMMS TERMS

• RX or RD Receives data line In a serial connection

• TX or TD Transmits data

• DUPLEX AND HALF DUPLEX Duplex is a simultaneous two-way conversation, with data

flowing in both directions at the same time. Half duplex Is where the conversation only

flows one way at a time and must be switched around to enable both sides to send and

receive. Half duplex is cheaper to implement than full duplex, but less desirable. Simplex a

one-way only link - a good example is broadcast teletext

• v21 The CCITT (Committee Consultative Internationale de Telegraphique et Telephonique)

protocol describing 300 bits per second (bps) transmission speed between modems. Details

how the tones transmitted at either end of the phone link are interpreted. v21 is a full

duplex speed

• v22 As above, but at 1200bps

• V22BIS As above, but at 2400bps. This is the most cost-effective speed in use today

• v23 As above, but half duplex 1200bps or full duplex 1200bps send and 75bps receive or

vice versa. It can also describe 600bps half duplex. Most commonly known for 1200/75bps

which used to be the standard for viewdata services, such as Prestel

• v32 9600bps

• FULL DUPLEX The up and coming standard, although requiring expensive modems

• V32B1S An extension of v32 capable of 14,400bps, or over 10 times faster than v22 or v23

• PSTN The Public Switched Telephone Network you plug your telephone into

• DTE DATA Terminal Equipment. The computer at either end of the communications link -

eg, your Beeb or Arc at one end and a PC running a BB at the other end are both DTEs

• BPS Bits per second, the rate at which binary data is transmitted. If Ascii characters are

being carried you can, as a rule of thumb, divide the bps figure by 10 to calculate how many

characters per second are being transmitted

• HANDSHAKING Hardware or software signals which inform either end of a comms link

when to start sending data and when to stop, especially when a buffer has become full

• BAUD The rate of signalling elements in a comms link. Sometimes equivalent to the bps

rate of that link but especially where higher speeds are concerned, the true bps rate may be

a multiple of the baud rate

• SYNCHRONOUS Data transmission is dock-synchronised. The transmitter and receiver

know precisely where the beginning and end of a byte are in a stream of bits without

needing marker start and stop bits

• ASYNCHRONOUS The transmitter and receiver are not synchronised and so the receiver

must recognise individual bytes by noting start and stop bits surrounding the data bits. Most

modems for the personal computer market work this way

NEXT MONTH

I will investigate handshaking,

wiring of cables, serial port con-

nections, intelligent modems

and file transfer protocols.
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WINNING
VISIONS

FIRST PRIZE - A TAXAN 795 MULTIVISION

A few months ago

we invited readers

to create exciting

graphics and enter

our competition to

win a Taxan 795

monitor. BARRY

MONK reports on

the judging

panel's verdict

Qhe Archimedes/A3000 has a reputation for

producing good graphics. So a few months

ago we aslced readers to show us exactly

what could be done - and what a creative bunch
you turned out to be!

As a special 'carrot" to attract your entries, a

795 Multivision monitor, fitted with Atom-
wide's VIDC enhancer, was offered as first

prize, courtesy of Taxan (UK) Ltd. Discs arrived

at the BAU offices from Arc users of all ages

and interests, from schoolchildren to high-tech

art freaks. There were no special categories - we
were looking for the best exainple of graphics

produced on an Archimedes which would best

demonstrate the high-resolution capabilities of

the Taxan 795 monitor.

The panel of judges - which included Hugh
Chappell and Denise Buck from Taxan and
Paul James and myself from BAU - .scanned

carefully through all of the submissions. What
became immediately obvious was the sheer high

quality of the entries, many of which were not

produced using expensive art packages, but

instead made use of the built-in Archimedes

applications. Paint and Draw.

BOB HOOPER'S WIINNING ENTRY, THE CHARIOT OF THE GODS, PRODUCED USING PAINT
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In fact, the winning entry (below left) proves

both the ease of use of the A3000 and the cre-

ative possibilities offered by Paint. Winner Bob

Hooper, age 43, bought his first computer, an

A3000, nine months ago. He chose the machine

on the recommendation of his wife, a teacher,

and, being a keen artist and science fiction fan.

he set about producing his graphical masterpiece

for the competition. Called Chariot of the Gods,

the image was created in about six hours using

Paint and, according to Bob, the whole excer-

cise was 'relatively easy".

In fact. Bob said that, if more memory had

been available, he would have made the image

even more complicated. Even so, the panel

agreed unanimously that the theme and its

execution more than justified first prize - and it

beat off good competition from graphics created

PROARTISAN LIFE BY SIMON COOPER
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with more expensive art pacicages.

All the entries were viewed and 12 were

shortlisted for the final round. As well as

individual entries, we also received a couple of

discs from Testwood School, in Totton,

Southampton, which included a wide range of

graphics which pupils had produced. All will

receive runner-up prizes of Taxan watches.

The full list of the winning and .shortlisted

entries is listed below.

Winner
Chariot of the Gods by Bob Hooper. Leeds

Runners-up
Rapids by Brian Brown, Hull

Saviour byAngus Gillies, Glasgow
Mermaid by Ian Wilson, Wallington, Surrey

City by D Allen, Camberley, Surrey

Xmas Church by David Marshall, Retford, Notts

Park by Colin Garden, London N4
Autumn by R Pearce. Wickford, Essex

Droid Arena by Adam Bowers, Sheffield

Life by Simon Cooper, Pitsea, Essex

Gremlin by E and K Clover, Timperley,

Cheshire

Modern Design by Tadashi Suzuma, London
Highly commended
Group entry from Testwood School, Totton,

Southampton
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The Sampler and MIDI[Card

£69 exc VAT - Econet Version

The sampler and MIDI card opens up the exciting world of sound manipulati(?ri and control at a price fiat a^ows

everyone to join in.

The card fits neately in the Econet socket inside your machine thus!

upgrades. It has no unsightly cables protruding from the machine - all leads connect via ah adapter directly t|) the

standard Econet socket.

Even though the cost may be low, specification and quality haven't been;skimped on-iThfi board is an 8-bit sampler

with variable sample rate capable of sampling at up to 250 Khz with input via a 3;5him jack allowing connectii)n to

Hi-Fi's, CD players, Walkmans etc. The software supplied supports a range of features including over-sampping,

sample rate conversion, and software filtering. Waveform editing is possible with facilities to view the waveform

(including real-time analysis), fade in/fade out, and cut and paste features. The samples produced are perfe(Jt for

use in other packages such as Tracker and Armadeus.

The MIDI side provides 16-channel MIDI IN and MIDI OUT and the supplied software emulates the latest vefsion

of Acorn's MIDI software. This allows it to work with programs tha|: can run using Acorn's podule and iheir

software.

Tracker

£49.95 inc VAT

Tracker is the perfect complimant to the Sampler and MIDI card. It isi a full 8 channel sequencing package;! that

creates stand-alone music modules which will play on any Archimedes without any need for extra hardware. Ifsing

the supplied samples (over 150 of them!) or your own, you can create complex pieces of music using Trackers

many advanced features including:

Pitch bend (portamento) • Arpeggio • Stereo Panning • Volume :^lide • Track Swi^itt^ said Mixing •

• Note entry either via the Archimedes or a MIDI keyboa»J •

A number of complete songs are supplied together with a comprehensive manual explaining all the facilities in

detail. Extra music disks (Numbers 2-10) are avialable at £4 each.

SPECIAL OFFER: SAMPLER/MIDI CARD +[TRACKER FOR ONLY
£99 exc VAT

The Joystick Interface

£23.95 exc VAT

Plugs into the parallel printer port • No special support necessary • Control modules supplied for most gam^s

Comes complete with software to mimic key presses • Programming language supplied for coti^lex modules

"The programming language and the compiler enables the joy stick... .to qe used to

software. Since the RTFM interface does not do this. The Serial Port's effort is the l^est Iboy

Acorn User February 1991
j

The Serial Port, Burcott Manor, Wells, Somerset BA5 INH
Tel: 0243 631 194 Fax: 0243 531 196

^y piece of

wo"



User/Analogue Podule
HCCS have developed a podule for the Archimedes A3000 which provides two of the

most popular ports found on the BBC B and Master128.

The User/Analogue offers two ports when
fitted internally to the A3000. The User port

is a digital based port, eight bits of

bidirectional data can be facilitated using

simple commands in Basic. The Analogue

port can monitor four varying signals and
display a number which represents the

level of the signal between ground and the

voltage reference.

A User Guide which covers commands,
pin-out information and a few simple

routines to control concept keyboards and

joysticks is also included with every podule. If however you require a more in depth

explanation of the uses of general control concepts and practical experiments then

"Control on the Archimedes" is required reading. All of the application circuits featured in

"Control on the Archimedes" written by Joe Telford, were tested on the HCCS podule.

All HCCS products are tested before despatch and are covered by a twelve month parts

and labour warranty.

HCCS User/Analogue podule £44.00

"Control on the Archimedes" £9.95(novat)

All Prices are exclusive of VAT. Prices correct at time of prInting.E&OE.

HCCS also produce a comprehensive range of MEMORY upgrades and add-on products for the A3000.
A3000 1MbRAM £59.00 A3000 3Mb RAM £189.00
A3000 TV_modulator £39.00 A3000 20Mb Hard Drive £349.00

Telephone our sales Hotline for Education Quantity Discounts, Dealer Enquiries, or if you
simply require a full colour brochure covering the whole of our product range

Tel (091 ) 4870760 Fax (091) 4910431
HCCS Associates Ltd., Engine Lane, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear, NE9 5JJ.



Come
To

The
BBC Acorn User

Show

Wembly Conference Centre

October 11-13

Admission £6 for Adults

£4 for Children

Family Ticket £16

Special prices for advance ticlcets

How to design a simple

poster on your A3000 using

Edit, Draw and Paint

POWER
POSTERS
Hast month we showed you how to design a

simple document (a jam pot label) on screen

using the A3000"s built-in applications.

Paint. Draw and Edit. Now you should be ready

to further explore the desktop publishing capa-

bilities of your machine by having a go at

designing a poster.

Fonts are important on the Archimedes and

many different types are available. On older

machines, the fonts supplied are called bitmap

fonts - the letters are like a sprite, so the larger

you make them, the chunkier they become.

Owners of an Acorn font pack or any DTP
package will have the new font system, called

the outline font manager.

Just like drawfiles, these new fonts are made

from lines and curves, so they stay smooth no

'J!Vr

matter how big they get. To check your version

of the font manager, first bring up the directory

viewer of your fonts disc, .so that the module can

be loaded from inside the application.

Now press FI2 to access the command line and

type HELP MODULES. In the list that comes up

you will find Font Manager, and a version

number next to it. The newer outline font mana-

ger will have version number 2.44 or greater,

with lower numbers representing the older

bitmap font manager.

If you don't have the new font manager, you

can buy a font pack from Acorn, which includes

the module together with a few fonts to get you

started. But the best way to obtain the outline

font manager, and a few fonts, is by purchasing

a DTP package such as Computer Concepts'

Impression or Beebug's Ovation, thereby killing

two birds with one stone.

But this month's First Steps project involves

producing an A3-si7.e poster (twice the size of

A4) using Paint. Draw and Edit. You are pro-

bably wondering how this can be produced on a

standard printer which only takes A4 sheets.

Well, there is a way of doing it. ..read on.

The best disc setup for this exercise is to have

Paint, Edit, Draw and your System directory on

one disc and fonts on another, decreasing the

amount of time you spend changing discs when

using the different applications, which can be

frustrating. Don't forget to use the Ram disc (set

it to 800K temporarily) to speed up copying.

Show your A3()00 System and Fonts appli-

cations and then load up Draw and activate it by

clicking on its icon, swapping discs as neces-

sary. Now set the paper size (from the Misc and

SELECTING PAPER SIZE

GIVING TEXT A STYLE

q Admission £6 for Adil w \
To

£4 for Ch The
pjser
Uhow

USING TWO VIEWS
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lUeSerUe of Hampshire
Educational Specialist

Star
4^teBis:^

LCIOMono
,r^.n uu n. '^^'HfclP' £149.00(126.81
LC10 ribbon £4.70 inc. , . !™<i| < . ,\,at\
Black ribbon £6.40 inc. *"" /

+VAI)

Colour ribbon £12.90 inc. <.,} LC200 Colour
Colour Dump Rom £52.50 inc. £209.00 (£1 77.87 + VAT)

STAR LC 2410
(24 pin) with cable & paper

E192.00 (£163.40 + VAT)

SAMSUNG SF1000
group 3 FAX

£292.58 (£249.00 + VAT)

STAR LC24200
(24 pin) with cable & paper

£249.00 (£21 1.91 + VAT)

PANASONIC KXP1 123
(24 pin) with cable & paper

£195.00 (£165.96 + VAT)

NEC P20
(24 pin) with cable & paper

£234.00 (£199.15 + VAT)

STAR LC24200 COL
(24 pin) wilh cable & paper

£299.00 (£254.47 + VAT)

ATARI 520 ST
£245.00 (£208.51 + VAT)

CITIZEN 120D +
with cable & paper

£128.00 (£108.94 + VAT)
TAXAN 775

with cable

£450.02 (£383.00 + VAT)
CITIZEN SWIFT 24
(24 pin) with cable & paper

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT) TAXAN 795-A
with cable

£505.25 (£430.00 + VAT)
PRINTER RIBBONS

Ex VAT Inc VAT
LX800 & FX800 Print Rihhon ? ?Q ? RQ

LC10 Pnnt Ribbon onginal 4.00 4.70

120D Print Ribbon original 4.00 4.70

Taxan/Canon Ribbon 3.22 3.78

Juki 6100 Print Ribbon 1.60 1,88

AMIGA 500
£315.00 (£268.09 + VAT)

Phone lor lull range 100 - original &
Compalible ribbons - Bulk discounts ROMS/SOFTWARE

UPGRADES/8271
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word Rom 35 75 42 00

Speli Master Rom 40.00 47 00

View 3 Rom 40.00 47.00

fi?71 rnntrnllpr Sfi ?fi 44 Q^ OTP-Acorn 120.00 141.00

Arnrn 8?71 DPS 44 ?6 5? 00 Real McCoy 22.04 25.90

Acorn Tracker Ball 38.30 45.00

A3 Concept Keyboard 139.00 163.32

Phone lor BBC. Archimedes Soflware

catalogue lOO's of titles Inc. Educational

Master Keyboard 50.21 ,59.00 INTERDICTOR 1 FLI/SIM
£19.50 (£16.60 + VAT)VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS

Ex VAT Inc VAT
Archimedes Delta CAT 23.83 28 00 A3000 TV MODULATOR

£29.90 (£25.45 + VAT)Delta 3B single 11.87 13.95

Delta 3B Twin 17.83 20.95

A410 + 4M + 40MHD.
£1410.00 (£1200.00 + VAT)

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)

(100% certified Error free)
^^^ ^^^-^

10 5 25' Banana reversible 9 95
10525 DS/DD96tpi 5.95

50 5 25 DS/DD 96tpi 20.20

100 5 25" OS/DD 96tpi 37.70

10 3.5 DS/DD 595
50 3 5 DS/DO 19.80

100 3 5 DS/DD 37 95

250 3 5" DS/DD 82 25
Ik 3 5' DS/DD 309 03

50x3 5Disl<Boxwittilock 5 99
100x3 5" Disk Box with lock 7 50

40M HARD DISC
£257.33 (£219.00 + VAT)

A420 LC + COLOUR
£1492.25 (£1270.00 + VAT)

A540 + MULTISYNC
£3337.00 (£2840.00 + VAT)

A3000 + 2M RAM
£678.00 (£577.02 + VAT)

SONY BRANDED
Inc VAT

10 3.5 DS/DO 750
50 3,5' DS/DD 32.30

A3000 LC + 2M RAM
£778.00 (£662.13 + VAT)

100 3 5 DS/DD 59 93 1

Ik 3 5" DS/DD 540 50

3M BRANDED
Exc VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 7,00

103.5" DS/HD 13.50

10 5.25"" DS/DD 43tpi 5.00

10 5.25"' DS/HD 9.00

A3000+1MRAM
Upgrade

£79.00 (£67.23 + VAT)

Phone for our 40 Page Catalogue
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All procJucts have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons
Free parking 2 minutes from M27, junction 1

1

Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £7.05 (6.00 + VAT)

IIIMCnM||n Acorn Dept.KMJW^g*! m«|' 40-42 West street,^^•^^" ^»• Portchester

^n^ Larger items nrwar- Hants

FTl delivered ^jg^ P016 9UW
by Securicor ' Tel 0705 325354

4Mb RAM for the A310.

£298

• Expands the A305 and A3 10 to 4Mb.
• Plug-in construction - no soldering required.

• Accepts larger OS ROMs when released.

• 4-layer circuit board for greater noise immunity.

• Low power consumption.

• Includes MEMCla upgrade worth over £80.

• ARMS compatible.

• A no-quibble money-back guarantee.

All for only £298+VAT. (£350.15)

Free information sheet from;

US i>ni

IFEL, 36 Upland Drive, Derriford, Plymouth PL6 6BD
(0752) 847286

+

Archimedes Software
RISC OS Terminals Plus
A new communications package for the Archie. Consisting of Viewdata and
text terminals providing accurate ANSI, VTIOO and VT220 emulations. Fully

compatible with the RISC OS desktop. File transfer protocols supported
include, ASCII, Xmodem, Ymodem, Zmodem, Kermit and GET Telesoftware.

Unlike most programs, these have been written from scratch in ARM code,
making them compact, and fast. Easy exchange of data with other programs
e.g. mark text for transfer to Edit. File transfers can take place whilst you work
with Other things. ACF scripts let logon and configuration be set up for easy
reuse. Zmodem allows the resumption of interrupted downloads and achieves
fast transfers. Ideal for all Archie comms users. Prestel, BBS's or mainframes.

Extensive printer support. Many extra features, on screen keypads, call

logging, new data warning, proper ANSI displays even in mode 1 2, Viewdata
editor. Terminal windows are easily useable in normal screen modes.

Programs, manual, case £17.97 inclusive.

(upgrade from disc 24. £1 1 .98 + old disc)

Chess Program for The Archimedes.
A Chess program that takes full advantage of RISC OS. installing itself on the

icon bar and running on the desktop in a window at the same time as other

applications. You can carry on working with other programs whilst the Chess
program is thinking of its next move.

The Spark RISC OS Archive program
Spark, allows you to store files and directories in archive files in a very

compressed form. e.g. sprites often take up only 10% of normal space. Files

in archives, can be accessed just like files in disc directories. Now new Spark
series 2. has lots more features. Background operation archive whilst you
do something else. Reads all these formats, zoo. zip, Izh, UNIX and Archie

Tar, Compress, Reads and writes PKarc, SEA/PC arc. uucode, atob/CET+,
FCET and Archimedes archives. 1 6 bit higher performance compression.
Script files, message driven operation. DES data encryption

Clip Art Packs I

Each pack, consists of three discs, full of black and white sprite format clip art. Spark
archives, mean every pack has many 1 0O's of files and MB. Suit Impression, Ovation etc.

Pack #1
:

Alphabets (decorative letters). Anatomy. Animals. Astrology, Books, Egyptian,

borders, snippets of text, pointers (hands and arrows), cards.

Pack #2: Assorted cartoon characters. Escher, Flowers, Foods, Miscellanea.

Pack #3: Music, Monsters, Mythical and religious beasts. People (assorted people plus

celebrities). Space, space-travel, and space exploration.

Pack #4; Heads, Christmas/Easter. Transport - cars, boats, trains, planes. Logos+icons.
Pack #5: Victorian woodcuts. Whimsy - cute pictures. All sorts of sports.

Spark. Cfiess, Clip art packs £5.99 eacli inclusive.

David Pilling, P.O. Box 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool. FYS 1LR.
Free Air Mail delivery on overseas orders. Extensive range of other Archimedes software

available (programmers tools, games, utilities, art), please send for free list.
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Paper Size menus) to A.3 portrait (press Adjust

on Portrait. Select on A3!). You won't be able to

see the whole of the A3 sheet, so zoom it down

to 2:7 and the whole sheet will be visible on

screen. This allows you to visualise your poster

before printing it out.

The example used here is a poster for the

forthcoming BBC Acorn User Show, but it could

be adapted to design any poster for a school

jumble sale, local gymkhana or similar event.

The first thing to do is put the words on the

poster. Click on the Text tool in the toolbox (the

T) and give the text a style by choosing a

medium font from your Text Font menu. 1 used

Homerton for this example, but you may select

any font from the menu.

If the only font you have on your list is

System font, this means that your A3000 does

not know where your fonts disc is, ie, you have

not shown the A3000 the Fonts application. If

this happens, quit Draw, show the disc with the

Fonts application on it to your computer and

reload Draw. Also, check that the font cache has

at lea.st 72K of memory set aside for it, using the

task manager display.

Click in the Draw window and, when the

caret appears, type 'BBC Acorn User'. The

computer will ask you for your fonts disc, so

insert this into the disc drive, which should

whirr into action - after a short delay the text

will appear on the .screen. Now if you type

anything, the disc drive will not whirr again

because the font definitions are now in the font

cache - reading from memory is far faster than

reading from the floppy disc, which is why it is

irnportant to have a sizeable chunk of memory
set aside. If you had no font cache configured

your machine would not be able to hold any

information about the font in memory and would

have to read it straight off the di.sc, which can

take hours!

Press RETURN and the "BBC Acorn User' text

is now a draw object. Now type 'Come' 'To'

'The', and 'Show', pressing return after each

word to make sure they are also separate objects.

Now if you choose the Select tool (the arrow

at the bottom of the toolbox) you can move the

three objects about and arrange them approxi-

mately as shown. If you have a family of fonts -

ie, mediuin, bold, italic and bold italic - then it

would be a good idea to accentuate the BBC
Acorn User as shown here. Do this by selecting

the object and choosing another font from the

text font submenu.

You can also do this with multiple selections,

by selecting the objects you wish to change and

then choosing the fonts you wish to plot them in.

Don't forget to use the grid so you can line up

the text accurately.

Here I will digress slightly. If you use any

single quotes (' or ') in your poster then don't

use the ones from the key to the left of return.

The font you are using has its own 'smart'

quotes (66s and 99s for those of you who
remember their school days). To access these

you need to use the numeric keypad on the right-

hand side of your keyboard. Hold down the ALT

key and type u.'i on the numeric keypad, then let

go of ALT, A single closed quote (') will appear,

which looks better then the (') character from the

quote key. (Incidentally, the open quote key-

stroke is ALT 144 while double quotes are alt I4S

and alt 149 (" and ").

Type in the other details, 'Wembley Confer-

ence Centre, October 11-13. adinission £6 for

adults, £4 for children. Family ticket £16,

Special prices for advanced tickets', in 40pt text.

You can then move each object around and re-

size it until you are happy with how it looks.

The best way to re-size the text is with the

magnify box or the editable field in the Font

Size menu. If you use the re-size ear then you

will lose the aspect ratio of the text.

Select a text object and then move over the

Select submenu into the Magnify box. Typing 2

into here the text will double in size and typing

.5 will halve it. Of course, you can still use the

re-size ear if you want your text to look

squashed or stretched.

Now for clip art. All good posters have art-

work on them and, in most cases, it can easily be

added. Bring up another draw window by click-

ing on the icon and draw the flag shown here.

After you have finished it, group all the separate

objects into one big object by choosing Select

All, then Group.

Now you can save your flag object onto the

poster window by going over the Save Selection

menu and dragging the save box onto the poster

- it will appear as a selected draw object. Move
the flag into the position shown and scale it up.

You can add more artwork by drawing it in

the smaller window (your 'sketch pad') and then

saving it onto the poster. Don't forget to Select

all and Group the artwork first. You can also

save sprites and large text areas into Draw the

same way, as demonstrated la.st month.

Now all you need to do is print your A3 pos-

ter. Select all of the objects on your poster and

group them as one. Load the printer driver and

tick Show froiTi the Paper Size menu by clicking

Select on it. A grey border will be drawn on the

page and the white area is where your printer

can print. Move your poster so that you can print

one corner and, when this is printed, move the

poster so the part that was not printed is in the

while area. When all four parts of your poster

have been printed, you need to glue them

together. If you are producing several posters,

you can photocopy the individual sections

before putting them together.

So there you have it - a poster designed and

printed with the software supplied on yourA3000.

GROUP BEFORE SAVING

SAVE IT INTO DRAW

m, mMM >

GROUP BEFORE PRINTING

« */
f

Come
To

Ths

BBC Acorn User
Show

ZBS

PRINTING THE FOUR PARTS

COMPETITION

We would like to see your design

of A3 poster advertising our

show, using only Paint, Edit and

Draw. Send in a drawfile con-

taining your design and we will

print out the entries here at the

BAD office. We may include the

best in a forthcoming issue and

display them on our stand at the

show. The first prize will be a

copy of AlVlation's Poster pro-

gram, which will help the winner

develop his or her poster design-

ing skills still further.
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tntcro POWER
We are Yorkshire's leading Acorn Dealer with almost 10 years of

experience in the Acorn market, offering expert advice and full

back up on all products.

Suppliers to Government Departments, Education & Corporates.

Visit our showroom - open IVlon - Fri 9.00 - 5.30 Sat 9.00 - 5.00

Ample free car-parking.

Computers
II

"The Learning Curve" system
A3000 The Learning Curve only

(Excluding monitor) TLC
A3000 Inc. Colour monitor & stand

A420/1 Archimedes Learning Curve only

(Excluding monitor) ALC
A420/1 Inc. Acorn Colour Monitor

Ex. VAT
£628.23

£925.64

£1269.47

£1484.79

0% Finance
On Acorn Archimedes Learning Curve

Product RRP Deposit Repayments
Inc. VAT X12

TLC £799.00 £91.00 £59.00

A3000 + S/W
TLC Col. System £1085.00 £137.00 £79.00

ALC £1489.00 £181.00 £109.00

^LC Col. System £1742.00 £194.00 £129.00

^g Ends 30th June 1991 Please call for details

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^fl

Archimedes Professional systems (Excl. Monitor)

A410/1 1Mb single drive

A440/1 4Mb & 50Mb hard drive

NEW A540/1 4Mb base unit & 100Mb
hard drive, ARM 3 13.5 mips

AKF-17 Acorn stereo colour monitor
BBC Master 128 computer

IBM PS/1 Mono VGA Single Disk drive 512K
IBM PS/1 Colour VGA 30 megabyte hard disk

£1099.00
£1699.00

£2995.00

£220.00

£399.00

£599.00

£999.00

Software 11
We carry a complete
range of Archimede
software - Please call

for details

Impression 2

1st Word Plus

Rhapsody
Home Accounts
Chess 3D

How To Order
* Please add VAT@ 17.5% to all prices, including carriage
* CARRIAGE: Minimum £2.00 on all orders, rising to

£5.00 courier charge for bulkier items.

Overseas carriage charged at cost.
* 90% of items are IN STOCK NOW!
* Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are

subject to change without notice; E & OE

Ex. VAT

£139.12

£68.04
£34.00
£35.60

£16.98

Printers

Printers NLQ Near Letter Quality Ex. VAT
Seikosha SP-1900 (200cps,1K Buffer) £127.61

Seikosha SP-2000 (200cps, 2K Buffer,

Dual Interface)

£161.66

Panasonic KX-P1081 (120cps IK Buffer) £161.66

Panasonic KX-P1180 (192cps, 6 Fonts, 2K Buffer) £195.70

Star LC-200 Colour (200cps, 8 Fonts, 16K Buffer) £212.73

Panasonic KX-P1 695 (330cps, 8 Fonts, 16K Buffer

Wide Carriage)

£399.96

24 Pin Printers LQ Letter Quality

Panasonic KX-P1123 (192cps, 4 Fonts, 6K Buffer) £225.00

NEC P20 (216cps, 9 Fonts, 8K Buffer) £255.28

Panasonic KX-P1124i (240cps, 7 Fonts, 12K Buffer) £299.00

StarLC24-10 (ISOcps, 8 Fonts, 7K Buffer) £297.83

Star LC24-200 (200cps, 10 Fonts, 7K Buffer) £297.83

Star LC24-200 Colour (200cps, 10 Fonts, 30K Buffer) £340.38

NEC P30 (As P20 but 136 columns,
wide carriage)

£357.40

Panasonic KX-P1624 (192cps, 7 Fonts, 12K Buffer,

wide carriage)

£399.96

Star LC24-15 (200cps, 8 Fonts, 11.5K Buffer,

wide carriage)

£502.09

NEC P60 (300cps, 10 Fonts 80K Buffer) £599.00

NEC P70 (as P60 but 136 columns
wide carriage)

£699.00

Laser Printers

Panasonic KX-P4420 (8 P PM, 512 K Memory) £799.00

Star Laser Printer 8 11 (8 P P M, 1 Mbyte Memory)
Panasonic KX-P4450i (11 PPM, 512 K Memory) £1497.83

£1599.96
(Price includes printer cable-please specify machine type required)

II
Hardware Upgrades & Extras

A3000 Upgrades Ex.VAT

Serial upgrade (RS423) £19.00
Monitor stand £29.00
User port/MIDI upgrade £49.00
1MB Memory upgrade £70.00

A300 and A400/1 series upgrades

MIDI add-on to I/O card £29.00
Backplane (A300 series) £39.00
Econet module £49.00
MIDI expansion card £69.00
I/O Expansion card £85.00
2nd 3 1/2" floppy disc for A300 series £115.00
2nd 3 V2" floppy disc A400/1 series £125.00
1 Megabyte memory upgrade (A400/1) £79.00
SCSI card £250.00
Ethernet Card £250.00

20 Megabyte hard disc for A410/1 £299.00
4 Mb upgrade for A440 and A540 £500.00

Master Accessories

Replacement battery pack £4.00
EPROM cartridge £11.95
Econet module £49.00

12" green screen monitor £86.96
Acorn colour monitor (AKF12) £220.00

micro POWER
Micropower Ltd, Dept A 71, Northwood House,
North Street, Leeds, LS7 2AA.
Tei: 0532 458800 Fax: 0532 423289

VISA

(fi 1
0532 458800
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hen perusing the software stands at last

January's BETT show one could not help

admiring some of the beautiful colour

screenduiTips adorning the walls.

These days most software includes a colour

printer driver or, in the case of the Archimedes

and A3000. makes use of the Rise OS printer

drivers. Colour printing in school is a tempting

option and prices for colour dot-matrix printers

have been dropping as the number of facilities

they offer has increased.

colour contamination which all colour ribbons

are prone to do. However, they do cost more. Be

wary too of exaggerated claims concerning

cartridge life - in practice it depends on how
you use the printer. If you always print in "high

quality' mode then cartridge life will be less.

Low noise is another attribute of Inkjet printers,

very welcome when used in the classroom.

Hewlett-Packard has established a reputation

for high quality printers. It is not by accident

that its Laserjet series of laser printers has

PRINTING
CHRIS DRAGE finds it doesn't

cost the earth to furnish

the classroom with colour

his

"V PRETTY
From the educational view, when children can

obtain a colour print of their work the satisfac-

tion is immense, and with the National

Curriculum's emphasis on presentation skills, it

becomes increasingly easier to justify the pur-

chase of a colour printer.

What follows then is soiiie help to get you

started, including an appraisal of some colour

printers and additional software which will

facilitate the production of colour pictures

guaranteed to astound the teacher next door.

HARDWARE
What printer do I need? This is not an easy

question, as the whole area of computer printing

is a rapidly developing one with some com-
panies bringing out new and improved models at

an alarming rate. What is becoming increasingly

clear is that colour for dot-matrix printers will

soon be included as standard.

Starting at the top of the colour printing

spectrum there are colour laser printers whose

reproduction is quite astonishing but the cost of

such printers is so prohibitive, it makes this

option inaccessible to schools.

Next in terms of both quality and performance

come colour Inkjet printers represented by

Hewlett-Packard and Integrex.

Firstly, some points about Inkjet printers

generally - the quality of the resulting image has

a lot to do with the quality of paper used. Too
coarse a paper tends to produce jagged edges

while glossy art paper absorbs the ink and you

end up with a runny mess. Manufacturers always

recommend their own paper, however, in my
experience you can match or even exceed the

quality and price by shopping around. Crown
Graphic for example, supplies its own Inkjet

quality paper to schools at a price hard to match.

The Inkjet principle enjoys one or two major

advantages over the dot-matrix printer - ink

cartridges don't gradually dry out as ribbons do,

but maintain their quality to the point of exhaus-

tion. Similarly, they never suffer from cross-

virtually been adopted as an 'industry standard'.

Although these are expensive, the HP PaintJet is

within the price range schools could afford. It is

physically similar to its monochrome Deskjet

cousin, sharing its quality in construction and

having all its facilities easily to hand. What I

particulariy like is its ability to accept various

stationery - fanfold, cut sheets and transparency

film (HP's brand only) and the ease at which

cartridges and paper can be loaded.

Don't expect much BBC B software to have a

PaintJet driver built in, at best you will have to

write your own. Arc owners fare better with a

PaintJet driver available from Ace Computing-

which can print colour images in low. medium,
or high resolutions.

In my experience there is only one colour

printer that consistently offers truly bright

colour output - the Integrex 132 Coiourjet.

Based on the Canon PJ-1080A machine but with

Integrex's own firmware on board, the Coiourjet

outperforms all dot-matrix printers and rivals the

PaintJet using Ace Computing's Integrex driver.

Like the PaintJet, the Coiourjet 132 is virtually

silent in operation and ink cartridges do not dry

up, generally having a long life. Being compat-

ible with a wide range of computers in use in

education, the popularity of the Coiourjet 132

has prompted many software publishers to

include Integrex printing routines in their BBC
B software so that increasingly, children are able

to obtain a colourful copy of their work.

Lacking only the PaintJet's ability to print on

fanfold paper, the Coiourjet can also print over-

head projector transparencies and even print on

to textiles. By choosing good quality, coated

paper the results can be rewarding, especially

for children with special needs for whom a

colour printer is a valuable resource.

For many .schools however, funding will only

stretch as far as cheaper dot-matrix printers and

here you are spoilt for choice. First though, I

want to explode a myth about dot-matrix

printers before comparing various types and
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models. Frequently, you will see advertisements

claiming that so-and-so's printer can print with a

resolution of 360 x 360 dots per inch (dpi is the

standard means of comparing printer resolu-

tions). You may shudder as you realise that the

best your printer can output is 180 x 180dpi.

However, this printing resolution is about opti-

mum for dot-matrix printers whose quality is

governed as much as anything by the size of the

pins in the print head. When you begin to

increase the printing resolution two things

you are looking for a sturdy, reliable colour

printer the LC24-200 is good value for money.

As far as schools are concerned, Citizen is

probably most well known for its popular I20D

nine-pin dot-matrix printer. With aggressive

marketing and a determination to pack as much
printer-per-buck as possible, its range of 24-pin

models will render the ubiquitous nine-pin

printer obsolete within a year or two. In addi-

tion. Citizen provides its own Archimedes

printer dump as an option. All Citizen printers

PRODUCT DETAILS

The Citizen Swift 24 and Sw/ift

24x are available from Citizen

Europe Ltd, Wellington House, 4/

10 Cowley Road, Uxbridge,

Middlesex UBS 2XW. Price: £365

and £489 respectively. Colour

upgrades cost from £38 - £41

depending on the length of car-

riage you require.

The Star LC-200 and LC24-200

are available from Star MIcronics

UK Ltd, Craven House, 40

Uxbridge Road, Ealing, London

W5 2BS. Price: £259 and £319

respectively.

The Integrex Colourjet is avail-

able from Integrex Ltd, Church

Gresley, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs

DE119PT. Price: £636.

The HP PaintJet is available

from Crown Computer Products,

Crown House, Plantation Road,

Burscough Industrial Estate, Bur-

scough, Lanes L40 8JT. Price: £625

including 12 months on-site

maintenance.

For Integrex/HP Colour inkjet

supplies for schools and colleges:

Crown Graphic, PO Box 774,

Clyde Vale, Forest Hill, London

SE23 3JW.

Rise OS printer drivers are

available from Ace Computing,

27 Victoria Road, Cambridge CB4

3BW. Prices: Integrex upgrade

£5. Hewlett Packard PaintJet £15.

Epson JX compatible £15. (Star

LC-200, LC-24/200, Citizen Swift-

24 colour) Canon PJ 1080-A £15.

Integrex Colourcel £25.

happen - the colour saturation improves but

detail and tonal subtleties get lost. Also there is

more chance for discolouration at resolutions

above ISO x 180dpi. No colour dot-matrix

printer can match the Integrex Colourjet

combined with the Ace Coinputing driver when

dumping a mode 15 sprite on an Arc. for exam-

ple. Some may obtain equal degree of colour

saturation but significantly lose detail. Once

reduced to about 180 x 180dpi they accurately

resolve the image detail but lose colour satura-

tion and look "faded". Dot-matrix printers also

suffer from fading ribbons, noise and ribbon-

banding across the printed image although

obviously some models are better than others.

Where they score over the inkjets is that a wider

range of fonts are available when using a BBC
B/Master 128.

If your funding can only stretch to a nine-pin

printer then my vote goes to the Star LC-200

which is comparable in every way with similar,

Epson-compatible printers from Citizen,

Panasonic, etc. Being a direct descendent of the

very popular LC-IO colour printer the LC-200

replaces that particular model. Like its predeces-

sor the LC-200 offers Epson JX compatibility

which means that your existing JX-80 printer

driver/dump will work. The results can be just as

good as those from 24-pin printers but takes

twice the time to print.

For an extra £50-£IOO you can buy a 24-pin

printer. Models which are destined to see service

in many schools are the Star LC24-200 and the

Citizen Swift 24 and 24x. The LC24-200 is de-

signed as the colour equivalent of the LC24-I0.

Styled very much like the LC-200, the 24-pin

model possesses all those features which make

the LC 24-pin series so succes,sful - a range of

resident fonts and styles, an excellent control

panel and easy paper handling. The LC24-200

performs its dumps well but the review model

rather suffered from ribbon-banding on the print

- more so than the nine-pin model. However, if

can be upgraded with an additional colour kit

which is very straightforward to install - simply

plug in the colour decoder and swap the ribbons

over and you have a colour printer. This system

adds to the cost but you get the choice of pur-

chasing the printer now and adding colour later.

The standard machine is the versatile Swift

24, Unlike other printers in its class it provides

an LCD control panel which displays menus

from which the printer can be set up. For school

however, there are two further features which

will probably sway your decision - a simple-to-

use control panel and excellent paper handling.

The wide-bodied (132 coluinn) version, the

Swift 24x. is identical in all respects to the 80-

column model and performed the best dumps of

any of the dot-matrix printers with hardly any

ribbon banding. It also produced the best 180 x

1 80dpi dump but does cost an extra £ 1 00.

CONCLUSION
Each of the above printers can be recommended

as they all performed well, appear rugged

enough and seem reliable. Choice based on the

facilities offered (mode of operation and print

quality, etc) is a subjective one, as the running is

very close.' For versatility the Citizen Swift 24 is

hard to beat but the Star LC24-200 costs less.

To date the nine-pin printer still offers the

most co.st effective means of obtaining a

coloured copy of textual or graphical informa-

tion from the computer and here the Star LC-

200 is a clear winner.

Using inkjet technology overcomes the prob-

lems of banding, ribbon wear, drying out and

discolouration - common dot-matrix problems.

Despite its relatively high cost, the Integrex

Colourjet is still the logical choice for colour

printing in schools. In all cases it pays to shop

around to pick up the best discount you can.

Next month I will look at software and hard-

ware which will help you to get the best out of

your colour printer.
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E&OE
Desktop Publishing Aii&Grapliics

Acorn Desktop Publisher £108.00 ArcLight £38.00

Fonts Artisan 2 £44.00

Newhall £39.00 Atelier £72.00

Starter £39.00 Euclid 2 £46.00

Symbol £39.00 Font FX £8.00

Impression 2 (Ver 2.10) £132.00 H.P. Jet Printer Driver £12.00

Impression Junior £72.00 Mogol £15.00

Ovation £72.00 Pro Artisan £73.00

Poster £78.00 Render Bender £58.00

ShowPage £130.00 Revelation £66.00

Tempest £99.00 Snippet £29.00

Tracer £46.00

Word Procesiiors Q Games/Advent
First Word Plus (Rel 2) £68.00 ures
Impression 2 (Ver 2.10) £132.00 ArcPinball £19.00
Impression Junior £72.00 Ballarena £14.00
Pipedream 3 £110.00 Blaston £15.00
Pretext (Ver 5) £114.00 BlowPipe £15.00

Business
Boogie Buggy
Chess 3D
Chocks Away(l\/lk2)

£19.00

£19.00

Alphabase £36.00
£19.00

Desktop Office

Equasor
£96.00

£49.00

Chocks Away Missions Disk

Drop Ship

£15.00

£15.00

Financial Accountant £203.00
Fine Racer £15.00

Genesis II £99.00
Hostages £15.00

HotLink Presenter £43.00
Interdictor II £27.00

Knowledge Organiser

Presenter 2

£46.00

£35.00

IronLord

Mig-29 Fulcrum
£15.00

£28.00

Schema £95.00
Master Break £15.00

Squirrel £108.00
Manchester United F.C. £19.00

Timewatch £23.00
Nevryon £15.00

PowerBand £19.00

Languages & Tools Professor Mariati

Real McCoy 2

Tactic fc

£15.00

£23.00

Acorn ANSI 'C Release 3 £125.00 £14.00

ArcDFS £23.00 Twin World £15.00

Archimedes Basic Compiiei £73.00 Wimp Game £15.00

Arcterm 7 £61.00 World Championship Boxing £19.00

Cambridge Pascal £61.00 WorldScape £15.00

Fortran 77 £84.00 Joystick Interface £20.00

Investigator 2 £21.00 Alice In Wonderland £25.00

ISO Pascal Rel 2 £87.00 Fish £14.00

MultlFS £30.64 Guild Of Thieves £17.00

PC Emulator £87.00 The Pawn £17.00

Rise Basic £112.00

Toolkit Plus £37.00 [^ Education
Twin £25.00

Craftshop 1

Craftshop 2

£27.00

Sound & Music £27.00

Jiglet

Jigsaw
£27.00

ARTiculste (Speech Synth) £19.00 £27.00

Armadeus £59.00 Junior Database £51.00

Rhapsody £37.00 Magpie £50.00

Superior Speech £15.00 Numerator £68.00

Tracker £38.00 Touch Type £41.00

MultiFS
MultiFS provides the Archimedes with multiple filing system

support. It allows the user to read and write to PC, Atari ST
and BBC DPS discs from within the desktop environment.

MultiFS Features

True RISC OS Filer

Provides Access to DOS partitions

Filetypes maintained on DOS discs

Filetypes mapped to DOS extensions

Formats and creates system discs

Supports disc names for DOS

Bestsellers

Genesis II £99\

Impression 2 £132\

Pipedream 3 £110

Revelation £66

Schema £95

Squirrel £108

Tracker £38

c,tE%

For allyour

Archimedes needs...

081 534 1198

Credit Cards Welcome
Please make all cheques payable to'Arxe Systems Ltd"

Arxe Systems Ltd, DeptAI,
PO Box 898, London, E79RG

Programmers Wanted

Experienced freelance programmers required to undertake I

a number of projects for the Archimedes. Projects range

from business and cad applications to games. Please write

to the above address. Give details of relevant skills and
|

experience as well programming areas of specific interest.

If possible please send examples of work.

Need someone to market your software/hardware?

Contact us now....

Special Offer
Receive Tactic free when purchasing any of the following

|

titles at the full RRP.

Mig 29 Fulcrum £39.95 (inc VAT)
|

Wonderland £34.95 (inc VAT)
Real McCoy 2 £29.95 (inc VAT) I

New Games
Blaston

Chess 3D
Fine Racer

Mig 29 Fulcrum\

Real McCoy 2

Wonderland

Hardware
The Graphics Enhancer

card from the Serial

Port gives you the

choice of 16.7 milhon
|

colours.

Please write for further
|

details.

All prices exclude VAT (@17.5%). Mainland UK postage free for

cash sales only. Overseas postage please enquire. If you cannot
see what you require please write or phone for availability and a
copy of our comprehensive software catalogue.

All orders are processed immediately. However, delays can sometimes occur when suppliers

are slow to deliver. We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause to our customers.
Please include contact telephone number for written orijers. Official orders welcome, payment
due In 30 days. Invoices subject to late payment surcharges and carriage.



BASIC COLOUR
A3000..I** b»low..,n» b»low...tma b»low

A410/1 £989.10 £1187.10

A420/1 £1169.10 £1367.10

A440/1 £1529.10 £1727.10

A540 £2695.50 £2893.50

SUMMER SUPER SPECIALS
A3000 Basic Model
SUPER Price £499.99tt

OR !

A3000 Stereo Colour Model
SUPER Price £695.00*

We are open ALL day Saturday

Why not visit our showroom I

Test fly Interdictor 2 or

Test drive the new A540 ARM3
********

We wiu try to better any other

dealer PRICE ... PLEASE TELEPHONE

A3000 Model
Basic £629.10 Colour£853.20

A42011 Model
Basic £1169.10 Colour£1367.10

OUR PRICES

DO NOT
INCLUDE V.A.T

Master 128 £

Cambridge Z88 Lop Top E359J0
Panasonic KX PI 081 £146,95

Citizen Swift 9 £157.00

Citizen Swift 24 £260.83

Citizen Swift colour upgrade £34.20

Star LCI £155.40

Star LC 10 Colour £294.35

Philips 8833 Colour £195.00*

Ptilllps 7522 Amber Screen £69.52

Philips 8832 Colour £199.67

Ahkter 40/80 400K Sgle no PSU £99.00

Ahkter 40/80 800K Dual no PSU £199.00

Ahkter 40/80 400K Sgle & PSU £114.53

Ahkter 40/80 800K Dual & PSU £221,70

OAK COMPUTERS
20 Mb Ext HDIsc (B & Master) £51 7.75

SCSI 20Mb Add HDISCA3/410 £413.25

SCSI 20Mb Ext HDIsc A3000 £508.25

SCSI 45Mb Add HDIsc A3/410 £527.25

SCSI 45Mb Ext HDIsc A3000 £622.25

SCSI Card for A3000 £189.05

SCSI Card tor A3/410 £189.05

c
We ax ucfNKD cflFDrr aifOKCPS and can offs»

FINANCe ON COMPUTTW AND SOFTWAm. M^ OKRTAlf

Tfa ACOSN TfACHFff AND ACADCMC SCWACS I

TKMNINS AND FINANd. PUASC TBSPHONE

OfFBI ^\
OKRTATf 1

FSRM ]

0457 865953

ACORNSOFT
Desk Top Publisher (A) £119.20

Lisp (BMC) £16.10

Loglstlx (A) £89.10

Micros In Business (BMC) £34.76

Twin (A) £26.10

View 3,0 (B) £41.60

View Index (BMC) £10,40

View Plot (BMC) £20,83

View Professional (BMC) £56.51

View Sheet (BMC) £41.60

COMPUTER CONCEPTS
Inter-Base (BMC) £48.00

Inter-Chart (BMC) £25.60

Inter-Sheet (BMC) £39.20

Inter-Word (BMC) £39.20

Inter-Sheet (A) £23.20

Inter-Word (A) £23.20

Laser Direct Laser Printer £949.05

Spell Master (BMC) £41.03

Impression II (A) £152.09

Impression Junior (A) £80.96

CLARES MICRO SUPPLIES
Alpha Base (A) £39.09

Artisan 2 (A) £46.91

Toolkit (A) £39.09

Interdictor 2 (A) £27.35

Knowledge Organiser (A) £46.91

Fontwise package (BMC) £23.47

IMPACT SOFTWARE
The Real McCoy (A) Discs £23.44

Man at Arms (A) £15.62

Holed Out (A) £15.62

Apocalypse (A) £23.44

Nevyron (A) £15.62

The Olympics (A) £15.62

PRES
Adv. Control Panel (BMC) £27.90

Adv. Disc Investigator (BMC) £23.52

Adv. Disc Toolkit (BMC) £27.90

Adv. File Manager (BMC) £22.51

PRES Arch! products all dlicounted II

MINERVA SYSTEMS
System Delta+Card Index (BM) £80.83

System Delta Plus (A) £62.56

Atelier (A) £78,22

DABS PRESS

Master Guide Book £11.66

VIewstore/Sheet Book £1 1 .66

Archimedes DFS Disc £23.44

"C" A Dabhand Guide £1 3.45

Z88 A Dabhand GukJe £1 3.45

Archimedes Beglners Guide £8.95

Summer Clearance

Goupll Golf Laptop/Desk PC Imeg 286

40meg H/discVGA Retail £3600.00

SAVE £2000.00 SALB Price £1500.00

Amstrad PC2086HD 12" VGA colour

30meg H/disc Retail £899.00

SAVE £100.00 SALE Price £799.00

Amstrad PC2086SD Mono monitor

3.5" Floppy Drive Retail £499.00

SAVE £50.00 SALB Price £449.00

Western Digital 30meg H/Card £249.00

SAVE £50.00 SALE Price £199.00

This adverl contains just

a few of the items we tiave

Please telephone or send a

SA£ for our FULL price lists

0457 869917

CONPCITECK'^
PRICES MARKED #ARECHEOUE
or CASH ONLY NO CREDIT CARDS

Dinting Lane Industrial Estate

Glossop
Derbyshire SKI 3 9NU

Visa-Master-Lombard Cards

We specialise In 'Trading In' and
buying Used Hardware « Soffwore

USED STOCK SELECTION from COMPUTECK Ltd.

cmipnms a hab»wau

Post and Packing Charges
£1.00 for small, £2.45 formedium Items.

Expensive products £10.00 for courier

Acoin A420/1 40megH/Dl3C 895.00

Acoin BBC B1770DFS Series 3 170.00

Acoin BeCB1770DFSSeilei4 i 70,00

Acotn BBCB1770DFSSetle«7 200.00

Acotn BBC B 8271 DFSSeileaS T 70.00

Acorn BBC B 6271 DFSSeiles4 170.00

Acotn BBC B 6271 DFSSeiles 7 200.00

Acoin BBC 8+126 Com putei 256.62

Acorn Maslei 128 282,61

Acoin Maslei512 8oa(d 162.17

Acoin Moslei Tuibo Booid 70.00

Misc. Z80 Second Piocessoi 90.00
Philips Coloui Med Res 8633 l^kl 160.00

Mtec. Biothei HRIO Do Isy Wheel 80.00

Mbc, Biothei HR40 Daisy Wide Con. 346.96

Panasonic KX-P1124 60col 160cp8 160.00

Mlsc, Dual Dilve SOT no PSU 120.87

Woltoid DuolDiiveeOTnoPSU 120.87

AlwlS AMX Mouse 20.00

Acoin ADFS ROM ond Disc 15.00

Acoin CJoiof^ecoidei ALF03 16.00

Acoin Mostei Econel Module 30,00

Acoin Piestef Adoptot (BM) 40,00

Mtec, 6K SRAM Module 12,00

Mbc. Giatpad 60,00

Misc. Giound Contiol Epiom Eiosei 17,00

MSc. Pilntei Shaiei 6 Comps to 1 Pi 160,00

Misc. Pibm Modem 2C00 In Softwoie 60,00

Misc. RAM/ROM ExI Box GGC Comb 30,00

Mlic. Teiiel pilntei Shaiei Box 23,00

Misc. Tlmei Kit 8,00

Misc. Ilmewoip RTC Tectinomotlc (B) 13,87

Misc. UV Slol Eptomei 17,00

Nidd Vail Anomouse(BM) 20,00

V^ien Coitiidge System foi BBC S 13,00

VIgien Dual Dilve 40/601 No PSU 130,00

V^ien PC Kit toi BBC B 30,00

Wdtloid 16K Disc RAM Boaid(B) 20,00

Waltoid Ailes B20 RAM Booid <8) 30,00

Wotfoid Powei Duck

BOOKS
6,00

Acoin Advanced Usei Guide BBC 10,00

Dobs Pres Maslei OS l^abhand Gukje 8.00

Misc. 30 Basic Speclium 3.00

Misc. Adv-d Sideways RAM/ B Smilh 7.00

MSc, Assembly Lang Piog 1 BIrnboum 4.00

Mho. Century Programming Course 4.0O

MSc. Date Piocessing/Hoidwi S Piog -n 0.00

Misc. Expeit GuWe toBBCM James 3,00

Mtec. Giaphlcs & Sound by S Money 3,0(3

Misc. Inside intoimotlon/J Megoiiy 4,00

Misc. Inside Youi Computei/ Sincioii 3,00

Misc. intio The BBC MIcio/i SinckDli 3,00

Mhc. Llllle Book ol Basic Style 3-00

Misc. Science On-line 3,00

MSc. Sliucluied Bogie /R Fieeman 4.00

Misc. rtie Booi< of Llslings/BBC Pubil 2,00

Misc. Ihe Compute! Book/BBC Pubtes 3.00

SEU0V8 SOFrWABE
AM S AMX Supei Alt DOM (B) 26,00

AM S Extiai Extiai (BM) C^isc 12,00

AM S Max (B) HOM 10,00

AM S Stop Ples! (8) ROM 26,00

AMS Stop Press Discs (M) 25,00

Acoin PC Emuk3loi (A) DScs 60,00

Acoin Usei Gallery [>sc (B) 2«Dl!C 6.00

Acoin Usei User Rom 12.00

Acoinsoft Isl Word Plus Rei I (A) Disc; SS-: 30.00

AcoinsofI BCPL ROM (8) Si: 31 .31

AcoinsofI Foilian77(A)l3lsc :S:60.00

Acotnsotl Gxn Rom (B) ROM/lope • ::i«.oo

AcoinsofI Hi-View (B)Ijlsc •i 122.00

Acomsoll Linkwoid Fiencti (BM) Tape 10.00

AcoinsofI View Spell (BM) ROM & £»c 21,74

AcoinsofI View Stole (BMC) ROM ::: 3000
AcoinsofI Viewsheel (BMC) ROM' gf;

: i 30,00

AcoinsofI Woikstiop (B) Disc 600
BBC Pubs Drawing (B) Tope 3,39

BBC Pubs Early Leoining (B)Tape 4,00

BBC Pubs vu-Type(B)Tape ::;,: 6.()0

Beebug Des^n(B)Dlsc 10,00

Beebug Exmon 11 (B) ROM . ' 16,00

Beebug Masteitiieii(B)Dfec 12,00

Beebug Masteillieii(C)DSc :
:
12,00

Beebug Paintbox (B) Disc : 8,00

Beebug Sieutti (B) ROM ,18,00

Beebug SpiltesUtifci(B)(ils<: ;: 6,00

Beebug Tetelext (B) Tape 3,50

Beebug Tetetext Pock (B) Disc : . 7,00

Beebug Toolkit (B) ROM 12,00

Beebug Vocob Tesiet (B) Tope 8.00

Beebug Woidease (B) ROMs 12.00

Cloies Aitioom (C) Disc 16.00

Ciaies Aitioom (M)Dtec 15.00

Cloies Aitioorn (M) Diss 12,00

Cloies Aitioom i^'acic (G) Dfecs 20,00

Claies Beta Base U!ils(B)i5isc -V ; 6,00

Ctaies Fontwise t (C) Okc :-:: 8,70

CompCon Coretokei (B) ROM ;; r::--:

V

12,00

Comp Con Comrriunlcotoi (B) ROM::- 30,00

Comp Con DSC (doctor (B) ROM 15,00

Comp Con Grdpbk;!(BM)ROM 15,00

Comp Con GlOitilln (B) ROM 15,00

Comp Con lmpiessk>n (A) Disc 80,00

Comp Con Inter-Wold (BMC) ROM 30,00

Mlao Pow Bosk: Extension (B) RDM 16,00

MIneivo egrprHd Plot (A) DtSC 40,00

MIneivo Inlei/View link (C) Disc lO.OO

MIneivo Mali: Shot Appiicollon (C) Disc 10.00

MIneivo Sdtes;Ledger (BM) Disc 26.04

M Ineivo Stock'Managemeht (C) Dbc 26.04

Misc. 3D Logo (iC):E)irc 12.00

Mho AIDS 11 by Sdit Siiiilfi 8.65

Mlsc BBC Assembly Long Couise 15,00

Mlsc Buslcok; (BM) Dhc/Supeiso(t 8,66

Mbc Conliol Logo (C) Disc 12,00

Mlsc Cieolkjn Disci (A) EMR 6xDlscs 26,04

Mlsc r^eebug and Disk Copy (B) Disc 8,26

Mlsc Dkjgiom (8) Disc PInoopple 21,70

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

MSc.
Mfec.

Misc.

Mbc.
Mtec.

Mkc.
Mlsc,

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Mlsc,

Mlsc,

Mbc,
Mtec,

Mlsc,

Mlsc,

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Mte.
Misc.

Mbc.
Oak
Poce
PRES

PRES

Supeikii

:

Wo Hold

Wallord
Walloid
Wolloid
Wattoid

Acoinsott

:

Acoinsoft

Acoinsoft

COS::

CDS S BR
CDS S BR
Dorriark

CXjmoilt

Impoct
Impact
MeTboine
Micfo Pow
MlriiBrva

Minerva

Mlsc,

MSc,
Mlsc,

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

Supeikai

SupeikJi

SupeifcH

Supeik^i

Supeikji

Supeiten

Tynesoft

Fonlold (B) ROM & Disc CJE
Gemini Combo Pock (B) Disc

Gioptitas Pack (8) lope Sokjmon
Icon All Maslei (8M) Dtec

insant Recoil D/bose (B) tope
invokring (B) Dtec

Logo Extenskjn (C) Disc

Meilin Dotobase/Scilbe (B) ROM
Moise Tutoi (8) Disc

Musk: Logo(C) Disc

Pixel Peifecl DTP (BMlDteC!::

Pixel Peifect Moths Pock (B) i

;

Pilnled Cifcuil [JesigneJ (8) ';

Pro Punter (BM) Discs

Recoid Keepei (fl) Tape
Science & Technofbgy (B) Disc

Siioie Anal -Synelgy (B) Disc

Slave* ROM (B)

Sponisii: level A (BM) Disc :

Spanish level B (BM) Disc

Spy (B) ROM
SlQi Slick (B) ROM
Super Graph (B) Disc Gientop
Supeilboot (BM) Cpfsc

Ulllram (B> bfeo by Tubelink

VIslldx-Vlewdala (B) ROM
Vu-Caic (Psion) (B) Tope
VU-Fiie(B)Iope

Xmos Carols (A) Emu Disc

ZOOM Mach, CodeMoniloi (B)

Poidmettk: Des^n Tool (A)

Mk^ionet leimlnai (B) ROM
Adv'dDIsc Tooil(ll(BM) Rom
Advnc'd 1770 DFS (B) ROM
Speech I (BM) Disc

Beebmon (6) ROM
Cotoui Alt (B) Disc

NLQ Desfgnei (BM) ROM
Ollk:e Mote (B) Disc

view Pilnter Drivei ROM

OAMBS
Me a [vly Micio (E) lope 6 Games
Revs (C) Dtec

R6ckef i^oid (B) Tope
Cok3S9MS Chess (BM) Disc

Steve Davies Snookei (B) Dtec

Biidte Boiioge Golf (C) Disc

Blue Ribbon Gomes 2 (C) Dtec

Empiie Stilkes Bock (B) LAjc

Not aPenny Moie (B) Disc/Book

Holed Out Designer (A) Dtec

U,i,M,(A)Dtec

Way ol Ihe Expi FIsI (B) Disc

DrWhoS Mines (MBt) Disc

Minotaur (A) Disc

Mtesiie Control (A) Dtec

Avon S Muidac (A) Dtec

Computei Ciosswoids (M) Disc

(joiey Thompson S/Test (B) Disc

Fteh (A) Dtec

Foiliess (B) Disc

Question of Spoit (BM) Dtec

Yes Piime Mintetei (B) Disc

Boiboik^n 11 (BM) C;isc

Lite ol Repton (C) Dtec

Replon 3 (C) Dtec

Sam (BM) Disc

Stiykeis Run (C) Disc

Zoich (A) Dtec

Spy vs Spy (C) Osc

15.00

12.00

3,00

12,00

6,00

10,00

7,78

17,34

6,65

12,00

26,04

10.00

26.04

30.00

4.00

12.00

26.04

20.00

10.00

10,00

12,00

10,00

10,00

6,00

10,00

20,00

8,00

1O00
4.30

10.00

169,57

6,00

20,00

20,00

6,00

20,00

6,00

12,00

6,00

26,00

1.50

600
2,00

6,00

6,00

6,00

6,00

4,00

6,00

8,66

13.00

6.0O

6,00

7,83

7,63

8,26

6,00

6,00

16,00

6,00

6,00

6,00

6,00

4,00

4,00

6,00

4.00

8.00

6.00

USED
BBC B, B+, MASTER
& ARCHIMEDES
HARDWARE

PLUS SOFTWARE
IS NOW REQUIRED

PLEASE WRITE IN

FOR A QUOTE TO
TURN YOUR OLD
OR UNWANTED

GOODS INTO CASH
ONCE AGAIN

(B) BBC B (M) Mditw 128 (C) Compact (A) A/chlrrtedes



BEEB CLASSICS

PAUL JAMES

weathers the

odds to bring

you even more

intriguing

programs for the

eight-bit micro

SEASONED
PLAYERS

s I sat down to write this months' Pieces of

Eight I took a look out of my window and

stared for a moment at the pouring lain.

Seeing as I had planned to do a spot of sunbath-

ing, I thought 'wouldn't it be nice if we could

change the weather?' Strangley enough (Ahem)
while looking through my set of back issues

searching for a couple of classics to bring you

this month I found this little wonder from Peter

Barry. Peter's program was published in

December 1983 and it draws random land-

scapes. With the press of a key you can change

the colour palette to represent the colours

associated with the season - no mean feat on the

eight colour Beeb.

The thing that impresses me most of all about

Peter's program is that no complex 3D formula

or fractal graphics are used. The picture is

daubed on the screen with a few swipes of a sine

curve, a dash of dithers and a smidgen of circles.

Landscape pictures are usually well structured

in their make-up and Peter's program follows

the same set of rules. The picture is started with

the background hills, which are painted in a dull

colour to represent distance (as all good artists

should know), then a lake is drawn. Another set

of hills are drawn over this with the same proc-

hills procedure, with colours adjusted to suit and

finally the grassy field in which you are standing

is added.

To add further to the feeling of perspective, a

winding road is drawn, getting wider as it comes
closer. Around this, fast growing trees are

planted in varying shades and sizes, and they get

smaller as they fade into the distance.

People who have the GXR Rom fitted can

speed things up here by replacing the circle-

drawing routine (in PROCtrees) with the much
faster circle routine in the Rom.
The final section of the program deals with

altering the palette according to the data state-

ments at the end. The program then cycles

through the four seasons - from winter to spring,

spring to summer, etc...

Me? I set the season to summer, put on my
shades, shut the curtains and laid back to relax...

Hold on a minute, where did that cloud come
from? I don't remember a PROCrainsiorm

procedure!

Incidentally, watch *INFO next month for a

"simulating nature' special.

The second progam to be unearthed this

month is the popular 3D Polyominos game from

October 1988. Don Scales suggested the rou-

tine, Dave Lawrence wrote it and I'm sure

you'll agree that it's a great puzzler.

Pentominoes are made up from five squares,

of which 12 different shapes can be made,

ignoring mirror reflections and rotations. It is

possible to construct four different rectangles

from them.

Don's program takes this to another dimen-

sion, and challenges you to arrange the now 3D
'polyominoes' so that they fit inside a cuboid.

The program (listing 2 on the yellow pages) will

run quite happily on a Master and Archimedes

but BBC and Electron owners with disc inter-

faces will need to set PAGE to &1100 before

running. Arc owners will also have to make a

slight key adjustment, namely change the _ to a /

'

in line 320 and in line 330, the \ to a '.

When the prograin runs it will first ask you

for the dimensions of the cuboid you wish to

build, there are three possible variations, all

equally difficult.

The screen display is divided into three sec-

tions. The box at the right of the screen is your

'playing board' and is the outline of the cuboid

you are trying to fill. Inside this box is a red

dotted cube. This is the cursor and is where the

SNOW ALL YEAR ROUND
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mi) Meixnjrv Game*;
Software Checklist rchimcdcs

14»6
14»S
1630

11 96
11 05
1405
aoo5
140 05
79 06
1220
1005
20 05

ia05
•ooe
706

2505
39 05
20 50
80 06
71 00

141 06
40 05
20 50
70 06
ISJlft

506
1535
1035
1535
1006
1006

Alin BDWte
Arruing Oiw (Ujc)
AnD»*y Bi M
AnMC(Ra4nM») 17S0S
Arc Sign 04 00
Aitxdtt 3 Ccnifri^ion 1650
AfcsdcSooDW 1905
ArcOPS »98
Anil Opnbng SymUm 21 05
Aroh ABMmUy Lwtg 21 06
Afch Baaic Ciorrp4«r 06 06
AKt«. fim SUf» 006
Ar&i JoyMidi ktmtmoa 29 14
AtdkiH 50 00
AicPrtm 2550
Arotofm7 70 06
Arm^atN »2-00
Aimactoua Sotnl Samp Boaid ., 154 06
AtrnM\3 8105
Aibo 23 44
Auk»ks«c^V2 02.82
Britarani 2030
B«ftBoa( 7 06
BtDWpip* 1006
Bt^HunUr 1*34
Bug Huntor in SpK« 1934
Bt^np* DIv; 1 (Educ) 2395
Bumpar 0iM:2(Educ) 2305
Chvta&Graoha 20.30 17.35
ChcckaAwa^ 24 05 24 06
CrSUW«M»2(2 Oftcs] 1732 14 05
Co(I««{Educ) 32M 29 05
Conquoror 2495 10.05

Comjplion 20.05 14,95
Cfiii* 1834 1035
D«fta Cal (JoyMieti) 34 95 3195
D«ahlDp Foko 105 75 9995
DaaMEvOffea 1327B 11296
Dartrtop PuUitfwr 17500 13S06
Domnala 2039 1635
OrapShip 1005 1095
Dual Cow AichimBdM 14 05 995
On(OD«»rA3000)Cfad 5.05 395

1005 1995
1806 1695

. .18.06 1098
40 82 34 05
57 57 4995

EudidI RISC-OS) 70,00 59 95
FarmarGriw 20 38 2030
Fl^l Path (Educ) 32 M 2995
FilmMalur 00 05 M,96
Fiah 2905 14,95

Flmfito 153.21 129 95
Fortran 77 (RalaaM 2) 11033 0705
Fcrt FX 11,75 11.75

Fr«d(V»Fdy 15,28 11,96

Fradd^ Taddy 23.44 20 50

ETyp.
Elypa Extra 100

1

E-lypa Datigmr .

Elypa Extra lOOMilaa.

Eauai

TTTI£ snp
FunSahool2(&«yTa) .20 00
Fun School 2 (0-»)p») 20 90
FunSchod2(ft.ynl
FunSt^not3lofAichpiMtponm/./»

, 20 90

calikxtwIherdtfM
a«nawa2 .152 76
GMmKaw .2030
Graph BoiV2 •1 00
HP Pant JatOmw 14 99
HMr»^ .70 50
HwaHTtti Tha CluM .. .26 60

HoM Out [>aav>ar 10 06
HoM Cut E)dra CouraM 1 A 2 («ach) 18 95
Homs Aooaurtt 51 03

l^ttnfc^saanUr
IBOe
58 74

bxThaVikno 2030

tTfvaaainn ,knmr 106 69

Inertia . 19 96
ktalieBtor ....49 96
Ww-chai1(l>«) 2232
Mar-ahMt ll(Oac) 34 07

36 00
IronLort .19 96
JatFbhlor 15 28
KapUn KonlSW
Kiddwad 11633
Kncwtadge Ogmfaar 0600
L«»t D«)r»o( DoofTVHaiann 20 30
Lei-i Spci Al Home ...25 50
Lut^ Spal At tha Shop. .25 50
Lata Sped! OU A About . ,25 50
hM Prdaaaor htanarti 20 30
htaddngVHai ...19 28
Mih Jcng PMianca . 2030
H»ifialAm» 19 95

19 95
htalhaPacti 1 (S-Tyra) 12 96

h«ctoOfTva .2039
luicroOnvaEidraCaumaaUSA . . 1527
^^ri 20 00
Uxna/jDyabok SpHtar ... 10 95

19 95

Olw Odopui Stoltfipad ...1630
Ov*»n. , 11833
Ov«rio«J
PCAoesata 40 82
PC6muf*of 11833
Peodo«OTi V2 63 15
RpadroamS

, 172 72
Rpwnaftta 25 53

SALE
1806
1806
1806

134 06
1836
00 06
11 06
50 06
20 00
1006
1006
1806
41 06
1506
48 06
1236
1836

103 47
01 06
M 06
1806
41 06
1BD6
29 06

20 06
30 50
1500
12 25
1506
90 06
M BO
16 36
20 50
20 50
20 50
1836
1226
1836
10 06
20 50
1506
1006
1836
1836
13 25
18 06
1706
2M 06
1006

330 96
14 06
esse
1296
34 06
1163S
63 45
146 06
20 50

TfTLE SRP SALE
PON 18 34 1505

4694 30 96
ProArtiaan 106 00 80 25
Protortve
RaalUma Sdida Modtor .. loeoo 164 06
Rahrf 15 27 1205
Rarvtor Bandar 0 00
'

- Anvmtad Oacx 14 00 11 05
Rap*»3 1006 1606
Ralum to Doom 1 ritogy . 20 39 1636
Ravwtalion -.63 45 63 «5

40 06 30 05
RiacBM^CvTv^ 140 96 120 05
RSCOS Prog Raf Mmjri 70 00
flpacTypa

RoboLOOO
2036 1095

. 9996 64 05
Soan^ghtJnrA3000 233 63 21696
Scan-tflhlSanwr 48* 83 439 95
S*«na 136 00 114 95
S«arrfi4RMOua(Eduo) 32 84 29 96
Sharahddar 106 00 104 06

176 07 164 96

S<*dCAD 140 06 120 96
SofcrfTDOLS 375 00 31006

5*3*00 30 00 24 95
SUr LCIO Pirtar Dnvar 14 06 11 95

SupwwQoll 1006 1595
3t*>ar»ound Crg^oia 1 * 2
Syaism DtMM Pkit 81 89 09 00

Tampaal 136 00 11406
Th» Art htachno PK 1 or 2 {amch) . 36 ID

T>»aymp«:» 10.06 1006

T>imga. w*h Nurriiars 25 90 20 50
, .25 50 20 50

Thundarmonk 16 28 1225

W04 24 95
16 20

Phone or write for our
Archimedes catalogue -

its FREE!
Great discount structure for Educational
Establishments ask for our info sheet

Impression 2
SHPE1»e57

Our Sale price

£163.47 one,

Twn Wor«
UIM,
WhtaMa^c Vbl 1 A 2 (aach)

WntvBox
Worid Charrp Booang Ivtanagar ..

WorrmBMk
WorrmPtoltw
WcyraCad
WofdMMA-PlM...
ZMdt\

30 00
1000
29 06
1000

. 2039
25 53
19 06

.17,57
. 3S.19

, 116.33
34 07

. .10 06

24 95
1596
20 96
1996
16 25
20 50
15 06
1406
20.06

09.95
29.06
1S96

AND MUCH MORE! ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE!

NEW RELEASES
TITLE SRP

19 95

SALE

15.95

21.95

1735

19 95

36,95

19.95

19.95

29.95

28,20

41,95

15.95

18 95

16.95

24,95

215,95

77.55

63.45

34.95

21.95

7755
339,95

21.15

63,45

15,95

54,95

29,95

29.95

Bouncer

Chess 3D
20.39

19 95

39 95

Clip Art Colleclion Vol 1 23.44

35 19

, 28 20

19.95

Freddy Teddy's Adventure

Giant Killer Support Disc

19.95

17.88

24.95

LogolronLogo 77.G5

21 15

61 25

Wonderland 34.99

. 35 19

UNDER S-sln<duaes:-
COUNTING - H»^3 teddy reach the jar of honey by courning up to nine

- LETTERS - Join in all the fun at the alphabet fair by pairing large letters

- MATCHING - Pair up the shapes to fill tedd/s piggy bank with mor>ey
- ACTIONS - Make teddy jump, hop, sleep, juggle, skip, eal & more
- PAINTING - Colouring fun down on the farm wKh aM the pigs & cows
- GALLERY - Learning to read is really ecisy in the Fun School Gallery.

5-7 YRS Includes:-
- TOYSHOP - Spend your pocket money wtsety in the shop

'

- TIME - Tell the time & watch the cuckoo ctock come alive

- FUNTEXT - Explore the Ceefax-style database & ts^e the challenge

- COLLECT - Guide the .frog from log to log to create & sotve the sums
- ELECTRICITY - Fix the incorrect circuits to set the bell ringing

- JOURNEY - Tra«l round the village & loam about directions.

OV£R7YRSIncludes:-
- TREASURE SEARCH - Follow compass difeOions to find the iewels

- WORD SEARCH • Pick out the words devorly hidden in the large grid

- ROBOT DRAW - Create beautiful patterns & learn how to program

PLANETARY MATHS Solve the sums before they hit the forcefiold

- SENTENCES - Correct spelling, punctuation & grammar mistakes

- DATABASE - Store information, son it, search It, then test yourself.

All age ranges for the BBC - OUT NOWl
(Prices per age-range)

SRP BBC Cass £12.99 Sale £9.95

SRP BBC 5.25' Disc £1 6.99 Sale £1 3.95

Fun School 3 tor the Archimedes/A3000
- release delayed - please call for details.

c::f*>ooll 2
BBC/ELE CASSETTE SRP £10.99 Offer Price £«,»5

BBC 5.25- DISC SRP £13.99 Offer Price £11.25

(All prices per age-range - 0-6 yrs, 6-8 yrs or 8-f years)

RECENT RELEASES
TTTLE BBC or BBC CPCT

Beckon Caae dlic dlec

AQue«(onofSport e.95 10,60 14,95

Arcade Soccer 6.50 8.50 9,95

ArcPirtel _ 9,96 10,95

E-Type 6,50 9,75 11.25

Elte 9,95 11,96 16.95

Exile 9,95 11,96 15.96

HMtagee 7.95 996 11.95

Holed Out 8.50 9.75 9,75

Klax(BBConl/) 8,25 -

Utt Mnje 2 7.95 9.95 11,95

Matter Break 7.95 9,95 11,95

Poplenity 7.95 9,96 11,96

Ppemania 625 1226 1226

flaploo Inlnlty 9.95 11,96 15 96

Sim City 9.95 11,96 16.96

Sporting Thanglee B25 10,25

Tank AtBck 10,25 1225

Ptay It Again Sam Contplkalions 1 to 1

C

(ea*):

6.95 8,96 10.50

PleyltAgainSamCompileliantll to14(aacti): |

7,95 9,96 11,95

Superior Coll (BBC only) 6.96 8,96 1050
Superior Cd 2 (BBC only) 6,95 8,96 10,50

S(4)oriorCd3(Eleonly) 6,96 -

Tuliae -World Too- - 7,96

Aniulng>unim*ra(t«n!-iik for our catalogue. 1

Play It Again
Sam 15

Includes

Last NInJa 2 Ricochet

Cyborg Warriors Network

SRPeSC^Cui 112 96. OHMPrcaOK
SRP BBC 5,25- Ok C14 96, OSirPrMtllK
SRfCpaOiK Cig.ie. ODvPrceCtSK

JOYSTICKS
Joysticks for BBC. B+ZMaster 128

& Electron Rus 1

Printers ... Printers ... Printers ... Printers
KX-P1081 Panasonic 9 pin 80 col dot matrix £159.95 SP-200
KX-P1180 Par\asonic9pin80coldotmaliix £169.95 SL-92
KX-Pt124 NEWIPanaMnic24pine0ooldatiTVtni £2M.»S yP-13S0

(Pnces indude VAT, printer cable a courier despatch - (UK mainland only) Please state for whicti computer you require the printer)

Seikosha 9 pin dot matrix

Seikosha 24 pin dot matrix

Seikosha 9 pin do* matrix

£179.95
£269.95
£314.95

Delta 3B
Twins

£21.95
2 analogue, light

spring action.

joysticks wired to

one plug

Delta 3B

Sinalfi

£14.95
Aftalcgue. ligM

spring action joystidt.

Can be used as either

left or right ha-yJed.

• Please add d5p P&P (Europe £2.50. Outside turope £4.50)

• All prices include VAT (except books w^ch are zero rated)

• Goods despatched within 46hrs (subject to availability)

• Out of hours answerphone , . 0532 436300
• Educaiiofwt discount of 30% off SRP available on Archinrwdes

software. Offidal Order No. required - minimum order value £30,00

• Prices correct at time of going to press, ES OE

Dept. AU71, C/o Northwood House,

North Street, Leeds LS7 2AA
Telephone 0532 436300

Please make cheques payable to SOFT yVARE BARGAINS
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BEEB CLASSICS

'keystone' of your chosen block will be placed.

You can move this around inside the cuboid

with the arrow keys, left, right, forward and

backward. Moving the cursor up or down a level

is achieved with the / and " keys. The bottom

box is the selection of polyominoes you have

left to fit into the cuboid - the currently selected

one is highlighted by a red square. The ones you

still have left are coloured yellow while the ones

that have been placed inside the cuboid are red.

You can select the shape you wish to use next

with the < and > keys and you can confirm your

choice with the space bar.

When you have selected your polyomino it

will appear in the top left-hand window. You
can rotate it with the X, Y and Z keys and when
you are happy with its orientation and position

you place it in the box with RETURN. Of course if

it doesn't fit in the space then you will be told

and you'll have to try elsewhere. If you are not

happy with the fit then press' delete - you can

remove any polyomino by selecting it in the

bottom window and pressing delete.

The cursor in the cuboid shows where the

next shape is to be placed. On each polyomino is

a keystone, indicated by looking slightly larger

than the other four.

This is the part of the shape that falls into the

space occupied by the cursor. Take a look at

figure 1 for the 12 possible variations, the darker

block is where the keystone is.

You can quit the game at any time by pressing

Q, but first you will be given the option to

restart (useful if you get stuck), or quit com-
pletely and return to Basic.

Don offers a few useful hints that may help

you in solving the puzzle.

Once you've put in a few polyominoes you'll

begin to find it more difficult, and if you get it

wrong you won't be able to insert the last

couple. One thing you should do is begin build-

ing at the back of the cuboid, otherwise you may
obscure holes behind other polyominoes. And
don't think too dimensionally, you can't solve it

by building a layer at a time.

Finally this month comes something a little

more simple than weather controlling programs

and 3D polyominoes. This neat little routine was

pubhshed in Eight Bits of October 1989.

Murray Mackenzie's program shows rede-

fining characters within a string to provide a

revolutionary scrolling routine. It doesn't go

sideways, but drops characters in from the top.

The first program drops one string in, and

continues to do so. The second program replaces

the old string with a new one giving a rolling

effect, as if the characters were glued to a drum.

The first routine works by taking each charac-

Cursor Left

Cursor Right

Cursor Up
Cursor Down

Move place cursor up

Move place cursor down

Archimedes owners should change these

Iceys (tines 320 and 330) to ' and /

< Move selection cursor teft

> Move selection cursor right

SPACE Choose polyomino from cubiod

X Rotate chosen polyomino about axis

Y Rotate chosen polyomino about axis

Z Rotate chosen polyomino about axis

RETURN Place polyomino in cuboid

Q QUIT

ter of the string and redefining it eight times,

each time moving a row of bits down one byte,

then printing it over the old character. The
second routine does the same, except that rows

yet to be scrolled to aren't cleared, leaving the

old character underneath. On an Archimedes the

effect is lost because the routine is too fast. You
could insert a delay inside the main loop with

dummy=iNKEY(3), this waits for three tenths of a

second. Of course, if you have written a better

routine for getting your message across then

please send it in.

MAKING POLYOMINOES FIT

'> ^
A f HI y M H-J

paWfuledcuboiF"
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Announcing colour graphics

conversion between the Acorn

Archimedes and the Apple Macintosh

BBC Micro, Master 128, or Master Compact
Convert to or from a BBC Screen Dump in any

appropriate mode, including Teletext. You can

dynamically adjust the colours assigned to

each logical colour in the original dump, to

take account of different palette settings.

f w Ftte Edit Settings Uleuf

chie gam
STSSpsss

BiConfisiire 'Dfati lEdit

ii
IFonts

iPaint IPrinterJH
B

IPrinterfS ISssten

04|

DrakiDeno DraiiFiU

m m
PjintOem SeadHc

Acorn Archimedes
Convert to or from an Archimedes Sprite in

any appropriate mode. If the file contains

several sprites you can select the one you

want from a list of their names.

Macintosh

Convert to or from PICT, Colour PICT, or

MacPaint format. Images can be manipulated

in drawing and painting programs, or placed

in other Macintosh applications, such as

PageMaker, for subsequent colour printing.

FHe tdn setHnflt uleii*

Microsoft Windows 3-0 on the IBM PC
Also . . . convert to or from Windows 3.0 .BMP

files with up to 256 colours - the standard

format for saving Windows screens, or for

creating pictures in Paintbrush on the PC.

r
Please send me details of Colour Screen»Mac for converting

graphics between Acorn Archimedes and Apple Macintosh:

Name

Position

Address

Postcode _
Tel.

L.

Send to: Human-Computer Interface Limited, FREEPOST,

Cambridge, CBl IBR (no stamp required if posted in UK).

Or telephone: (0223) 314934, or fax: (0223) 462562.

.J
APPLE AND MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER. INC, ACORN AND ARCHIMEDES ARE TRADEMARKS OF ACORN COMPUTER LTD.



Overseas Subscriptions

Magazine only:

Europe £35.00 Q
Rest of World £45.00

With Disc:

5.25in 3. Sin

Europe £44.00 £49.00

Rest of World £64.00 £69.00

Back Orders

Please fill in date (Back to M arch 1990)

Month .Year -90 91

Q Magazine £1.95

Disc £4.95(5.25in)Q £5.95(3.5in)Q

For overseas orders please add £1

(Europe), and £3 (rest of the world) to

cover mailing costs

I enclose a Cheque/PO to Redwood Publishing Ltd

I wish to pay by Access/Visa

Card number

Expiry Date

Signature '

Please tick all the relevant boxes and return

this entire page to BAU Mail Order, PO Box

66, Wetherby LS23 7HL

Name....

Address.

New LOW PRICES branded disks at bulk prices

Benchmark «/^ brand
ALL 3.1/2" DISKS COME WITH LABELS ALL 5.1/4" DISKS COME WITH U\BELS, WRITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES

Disk Type Qty 25 50 100 200 500 1000
3'," DS/DD1MB £ 17.00 29.00 41.00 75.00 163.00 309.00

3'.," DS/HD 2MB £ 33.60 61.00 67.00 132.00 320.00 630.00

5'," DS/DD 96/48 TPI £ 11.00 18.00 28,00 51.00 122.00 225.00

5'." DS/HD 1 .6MB £ 18.00 31.50 52.50 99.00 228.00 394.00

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE
ALL BENCHMARK 3V2 DS/DD DISCS
ARE NOW MANUFACTURED BY
THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE
3 1/2" 50 Capacity £3.70

3 1/2" 100 Capacity £4.70

5 1/"" 100 Capacity £4.70

3 1/2" 240 Capacity (stackable) £18.50

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

M
C
S

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and
Postal Orders to:

24 HOUR
ORDERLINE

OS97 Brra4

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 87 792 Fax No: 0597 87 416

Dept AU7, Glen Celyn House, Penybont,
Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY

^EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES
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Produced

by

The Graphics Factory

Five Megabytes
of High Quality Clipart. Over 350

Mono Images compressed onto

4 disks with Topics ranging

from Animals to Signs to Trees!

Only
£19.95

ex. VAT

The Graphics Factory

Units 18e & 18f

Boxer Place

Moss Side Employment Centre

Leyland, Preston, PR5 SQL
Telephone (0772) 623000

Fax (0772) 622917
Educational & Government Orders Welcome

No Carriage Charges in UK



Program Page BBCB B+/ Master Master Electron 6502SP/ ADFS Econet

B+128 128 Compact Turbo

Shadow Archimedes/ Monthly

Ram A3000 disc

•Info 49

Info 1a

Info 1b

Info 2a

Info 2b

Info 2c

Info 2d

Info 3a

Info 3b

Game Core 55

GameCore 1

GameCore2

GameCore 3

View Previewer 59

Vprevi

Pieces of 8 77

Po81

Po82

Po83

Po84

Comms 62

•Info

Liisiing i 590 SDB R10, temp, «1 1220 MOV Ra,#19
600 .loop 1230 SWI "OS Byte"

10 REM >3DLis6 (Infola) 610 ADR R0,vars 1240 LDR Rl,bank
20 REM 3D Maths in motion! 620 LDMIA R0,(R0,R1,R3,R4) 1250 MOV R0,#113

30 REM by Michael Attenborough 630 \ look up sines and cosines and ap 1260 SWI "OS Byte"

40 REM for Archimedes only ply formula 1270 CHP Rl,#2

50 REM (c) BAD July 1991 640 MDL ai,R0,temp 1280 LDREQ R0, scrposl

60 ; 650 AND ai,ai,R10 1290 LDRME R0,acrpos2

70 ON ERROR MODE 0:PRINT REPORTS" at 660 MLA bl,Rl,temp,R3 1300 STR R0, scrpos

line ";ERL:ESD 670 AND bi,bi,R10 1310 SWI S100tl2

80 MODE 128 680 LDR oa, [sb.ai.ASL »21 1320 LDHFD lap]!, (PC)

90 PRKinit 690 LDR X, [cb.bi.ASL #2] 1330

100 REPEAT 700 HDL x,8a,x 1340 .vars EQDD

110 D%=(D%+rotvel%) AND &3FF 710 MOV x.x.ASR #11 1350 EQDD
120 PRINT,-A'ii":"iB% 720 LDR y, [sb.bi.ASL ni 1360 EODD
130 PRINTTAB(70,0);INT{E%*360/1024) 730 MUL Y,sa,y 1370 EQDD
110 IF d PRINTTAB(79,0)"P" 740 MOV y,y,ASR #11 1380 . sinpos EQDD sin

150 CASE TRDS OF 750 ADD z,ai,R4 1390 .cospos EQDD COS

16a WHEN INKEy(-122):IP rotveK<30 rot 760 LDR z, [sb,z,ASL #2] 1400 .perpos EQOD per
velis+=l 770 MOV Z,2,ASR #1 1410 .sin% EQDD

170 WHEN INltEY(-26):IF rotvelto-30 rot 780 \ rotate around y axis 1420 .COB% EQOD
velV=l 790 LDR ai.cos'i 1430 .bank EQOD 1

180 WHEN ira(EY(-101):E!i=(EV4) AND S3F 800 LDR bi,sin% 1440 . scrpos EQDD
F 810 MUL R5,x,ai 1450 .scrposl EQDD

190 WHEN IM[EY(-86):Ell=(E%+4) AND S3PF 820 MUL R6,z,bi 1460 .scrpos2 EQDD
200 WHEN INKEY(-58): 830 SOB R5,R5,R6 1470 1

210 va!i=(va%t4) AND t3PF 840 HOV R5,R5,ASR #10 1480 NEXT pass%
220 !sin%=sin! (va%*4) 850 KDL z,ai,z 1490 SNDPROC

230 !cos%=cosi (va%*4) 860 HLA 2,X,bi,Z 1500

240 WHEN INKEY(-42): 870 MOV X,R5 1510 DEF PROCinit

250 va%=(va%-4) AND &3FF 880 \ apply perspective 1520 DIM Bin 2048*4

260 !sin!i=sin!(va%«4) 890 CMP R2,#0 1530 COB=Bin+256*4

270 !cos%=cos! (va%*4} 900 LDRNE R5,perpos 1540 PRINT"Filling sine array...";

280 OTHERWISE: 910 RSBNE R6,x,#&400 1550 FOE i!s=0 TO 1023

290 CASE INKEY(0) AND &DF OP 920 LDRNE R6, [R5,R6,ASL #21 1560 sin!(i%*4)=&400*SIN(i%*PI/S12)

300 WHEN ASC'Z" AV=1 930 MOVEQ R6,#t300 1570 NEXT

310 WHEN ASC'X" ASitsl 940 \ plot point 1580 FOR i!i=0 TO 1023

320 WHEN ASC'C" BV=1 950 MDL y,R6,y 1590 sin! ( (i!Stl024) M)=Bin! (iV4)
330 WHEN ASC'V" Bi+sl 960 HOV y.y.ASR #11 1600 NEXT
340 WHEN ASC'P" C%=NOT Ck 970 ADD y,Y,»320 1610 DIM per S801«4
350 WHEN 16 El6=0 980 MDL z,R6,z 1620 PRINT' "Filling perspective array..

360 WHEN 25 E!l=S10e 990 HOV Z.Z.ASR #22 .";

370 ENDCASE 1000 RSBS z,z,»128 1630 FOR i%=<3 TO &800
380 ENDCASE 1010 BMI skip 1640 per!(i^. 4)=66a0/(l+iVS400)
390 ENDIF 1020 CMP 2, #256 1650 NEXT

400 CALL start 1030 BGE skip 1660 PRINT' "AsBembling code...",-

410 UNTIL FALSE 1040 LDR R0,Bcrpos 1670 PROCassem

420 END 1050 MOV R6,#B0 1680 •FX 112 1

430 ; 1060 HLA R0,R6,Z,R0 1690 CLS

440 DEF PROCassem 1070 MOV R5,y,ASR #5 1700 *PX 112 2

450 DIM code 350 1080 ADD R0,R0,R5,ASL #2 1710 CLS

460 x=0:y=l:z=3 1090 AND y,y,#3i 1720 *PX 113 1

470 ai=12:bi=ll:sa=9:cb=8:8b=7 1100 MOV R6,#l 1730 Bcr%=l

480 sp=13:link=14:pc=15 1110 LDR R5, [R01 1740 DIM iblockSs 16

490 temp=14 1120 ORR R5,R5,R6,ASL y 1750 !iblock%=148 ; iblock's!4=149 : iblock%

500 FOR pasB!i=0 TO 2 STEP 2 1130 STR R5, [R0] !8=-l

510 PHscode 1140 .skip 1760 SYS "OS ReadVduVariables" , iblock%.

52B [OPT paB8% 1150 SDBS temp, temp, #1 scrposl

530 .start 1160 BPL loop 1770 ! scrpos: ! scrposl
540 SIMFD (sp) ] , (link) 1170 \ swap screens 1780 A%33

550 ADR ai,vars 1180 LDR Rl,bank 1790 B?l=4

560 STHIA (ai)!,(R0,Rl,R3,R4) 1190 HOV R0,#112 1800 CVTRDE
570 LDHIA ai,{sb,cb} 1200 SWI "OS Byte" 1810 D%=0

580 MOV tsjll , te400 1210 STR Ri,bank 1820 E!l»256

1830 va%=952:rotvel%=4

1840 !8in%=Bin!(vaV4)

1850 !cosH=cosl (va%*4}

1860 EKDPROC

Listing 2

10 REM >3DLiBS8 (Infolb)

20 REM Original by Michael Attenborou
'h

30 REM 8-bit version by Dave Acton
40 REM for B/B+/E/M/C
50 REM (c) BAU July 1991

60 :

70 MODE 4

80 PROCinit
90 *FX 4,1

100 *FX 229,1

110 *FX 12,10

120 VDD 23;6202;0!0;0;

130 CLS

140 REPEAT
150 PRINTTAB(0,0);?aa;":";?bb;" "

160 PRINTTAB (37,0); INT (?ze*360/256);"

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

270

280

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

CALL start

OKTIL INKEY-113

*FX 4

•FX 229

*FX 12

END

DEF PROCinit

points=256
maslc=(points-l) DIV 256

DIM code S:800-f-3*pointB

pt=&70
a=&71

b=&72

d=&73

temp=&74

temp2=&76

y=&78

z=(i7A

bittab=5!80

iiottab=&88

0Bbyte=&FFF4
PRINT"A8senibling code...'

FOR pa6S?6=0 TO 2 STEP 2

P%=code
[OPT pass%
.start

LDA #19

JSR oabyte

JSR plot
LDA bt

CLC

ADC rv

STA bt

LDX #256-122

JSR inkey

BNE nofaster
LDA rv

BMI faster
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560 CMP #30
570 BEQ nofaster

580 .faster

590 INC rv

600 JMP start

610 .nofaster

620 LDX #256-26

630 JSR inkey

640 BHE noslower
650 LDA rv

660 BPL slower

670 CMP #256-30

680 BEQ noBlower

690 .slower

700 DEC rv

710 JHP start

720 .noslower

730 LDX #256-58

740 JSR inkey
750 BKE noincc

760 INC Ct

770 INC ct

7B0 JMP start

790 .noincc

800 LDX #256-42

810 JSR inkey

820 BNB nodecc

830 DEC ct

840 DEC ct

850 JMP start

860 .nodecc

870 LDX #0

880 LDY #0

890 LDA #129

900 JSR osbyte

910 CPY #0

920 BNE ttokey

930 TXA

940 AND #&DF

950 CMP #ASC"Z"

960 BNE nodeca

970 DEC aa

980 RTS

990 .nodeca

1000 CMP #ASC"X"

1010 BHE noinca

1020 INC aa

1030 RTS

1040 .noinca

1050 CMP #ASC"C"

1060 BHE nodecb
1070 DEC bb

1080 RTS

1090 .nodecb

1100 CMP #ASC"V"

1110 BNE noincb

1120 INC bb

1130 RTS

1140 .noincb

1150 CMP #ASC"B"

1160 BNE nodecze

1170 DEC ze

1180 RTS

1190 .nodecze

1200 CMP #ASC"N"

1210 BNE noincze
1220 INC ze

1230 RTS

1240 .noincze

1250 CMP #16

1260 BNE aot0
1270 LDA #0

1280 STA ze

1290 RTS

1300 .not0

1310 CMP #25

1320 BNE not9

1330 LDA #64

1340 STA ze

1350 RTS

1360 .not9

1370 .nokey

1380 LDX #256-113

1390 JSR inkey

1400 BEQ esc

1410 JMP start

1420 .esc

1430 RTS

1440 :

1450 .inkey

1460 LDY #&FF

1470 LDA #129

1480 JSR osbyte

1490 CPX #&PF

1500 RTS

1510 :

1520 .plot

1530 LDA #0
1540 STA pt

1550 .plotloop

1560 JSR point

1570 INC pt

1580 BHE plotloop

1590 RTS

1600 :

1610 .point

1620 LDA at

1630 STA a

1640 CLC

1650 ADC aa

1660 STA at

1670 :

1680 LDA bt

1690 STA b

1700 CLC

1710 ADC bb
1720 STA bt

1730 :

1740 LDA ze

1750 CLC

1760 ADC a

1770 STA d

1780 :

1790 \ x=sin(a+b+c)+sin(a+b-c)+sin(a-b+

c)+8in(a-b-c) cos{d-c)-cos(d+c)

\

1620 \

1630 \ (but not needed here!)

lesa \ y cos(a-b) cos{atb)

I860 \

1870 \ 2

1880 :

1890 LDA a

1900 SEC

1910 SBC b
1920 MX
1930 MA C08lO,X

1940 STi y
1950 LDA COBhi.X

1960 STA ytl

1970 LDA a

1980 CLC

1990 ADC b

2000 TAX

2010 LDA y
2020 SEC

2030 SBC coslo,X

2040 STA y
2050 LDA ytl

2060 SBC coohi.x

2070 STA ytl

2090 \ z=cos(atb-c)-cos(a+b+c)+cos(a-b-

c)-cos(a-b+c} sin(d+c)+Bin(d-c)

iiWBI \

2110 \

2

2120 :

2130 LDA a

2140 CLC

2150 ADC b

2160 PHA

2170 SEC

2180 SBC ct

2190 TAX

2200 LDA coslo.X

2210 STA z

2220 LDA coahi.X

2230 STA ztl

2240

2250 PLA

2260 CLC

2270 ADC ct

2280 TAX

2290 LDA z

2300 SEC

2310 SBC coslo.X

2320 STA z

2330 LDA ztl

2340 SBC C08hi,X

2350 STA ztl

2360 :

2370 LDA a

2380 SEC

2390 SBC b

2400 PHA

2410 SEC

2420 SBC ct

2430 TAX

2440 LDA z

2450 CLC

2460 ADC COBlCX
2470 STA z

2480 LDA ztl

2490 ADC coshi,X

2500 STA ztl

2510 :

2520 PLA

2530 CLC

2540 ADC ct

2550 TAX

2560 LDA z

2570 SEC

2580 SBC coslo.X
2590 STA z

2600 LDA ztl

2610 SBC coshl.x
2620 STA ztl

2630 :

2640 LDA ztl \ ASR z.

2650 ASL A

2660 ROR ztl

2670 ROR z

2680 :

2690 LDA d

2700 CLC

2710 ADC ct

2720 TAX

2730 LDA z

2740 CLC

2750 ADC sinlo,x
2760 STA 2

2770 LDA ztl

2780 ADC sinhi.X

2790 STA ztl

2800 :

2810 LDA d

2820 SEC

2830 SBC ct

2840 TAX

2850 LDA z

2860 CLC

2870 ADC sinlo.X

2880 STA z

2890 LDA ztl

2900 ADC sinhi.X
2910 STA ztl

2920 :

2930 LDA ytl

2940 LSR A

2950 ROR y
2960 LSR A

2970 ROR y
2980 LSR A

2990 ROR y
3000 LSR A

3010 ROR y
3020 LDA #128

3030 CLC

3040 ADC y
3050 STA y
3060 :

3070 LDA z+l

3080 LSR A

3090 ROR z

3100 LSR A
3110 ROR z

3120 LSR A

3130 ROR z

3140 LSR A
3150 ROR z

3160 LDA #128

3170 SEC

3180 SBC z

3190 STA z

3200 :

3210 LDX pt

3220 LDA addrlcX
3230 STA temp2

3240 LDA addrbi.X

3250 STA teiiip2tl

3260 LDA bitpos.X
3270 TAX

3280 LDA nottab.X
3290 LDY «0

3309 ADS (teinp2),Y

3310 STA (tBmp2),Y

3320 :

3330 LDA z

3340 LSR A

3350 LSR A

3360 LSR A

3370 TAX

3380 LDA z

3390 AOT) «7

3400 STA temp

3410 LDA y
3420 ADD »255-7

3430 ORA temp

3440 CLC

3450 ADC scrlo.X

3460 STA temp

3470 LDA Bcrhi.X

3480 ADC #0 \ not ytll

3490 STA temp+1

3500 LDA y
3510 ADD #7

3520 TAX

3530 LDA bittab.X
3540 ORA (templ.Y

3550 STA (tempi,

Y

3560 LDY pt

3570 LDA temp

3580 STA addrlcY
3590 LDA temp+1

3600 STA addrhi.Y
3610 TXA

3620 STA bitpos.Y
3630 .skip

3640 RTS

3650 :

3660 .at EQDB

3670 .bt EQUB

3680 .ct EQDB 240

3690 .ze EQDB 192

3700 .rv EQDB 1

3710 .aa EQDB 3

3720 .bb EQDB 4

3730 1

3740 scr 0=P%:P'1=PV32
3750 scrbi=P%!P*»PHt32

3760 addrlo=PH:P%=P%t256
3770 addrhi=P'i:P%=P»t256

3780 bitpoa=P's;P!i=P%t256

3790 siiilo=P%:PH=PV2*point8

3800 coslo=sinlotpointa/4

3810 siohi=P%:PH=P'it2'polnta

3820 co8bi=8inhitpoiiits/4

3830 BEXT pass*
3840 FOR i%=0 TO 7

3850 i'i?bittab=2-(7-Hi)

3860 i%?nottab=255-i!i!bittab

3870 HEXT

3880 FOR i%=0 TO 31

3890 a%=S5800t320«i%t32
3900 8crlo?i%=a% HOD 256

3910 scrbi?i%=a'i DIV 256

3920 NEXT

3930 FOR i%=0 TO points-1
3940 addrlo?i%=&5800 MOD 256

3950 addrhi?i%=&5800 DIV 256

3960 bitpo8?i%=0
3970 NEXT

3980 PRINT"Building tables..."

3990 FOR i%=0 TO (pointB*2)-l:RE« why 2

?

4000 v%=s280*SIN{i%*2*PI/points)
4010 sinlo?i%=v% AND &FF

4020 Binhi?i%=(v% AND &FF00) DIV &100

4030 NEXT
4040 ENDPROC

Listing 3

PRO

10 REM >SortDemo (In£o2a)

20 REM Different types of sorting

30 REM By David Lawrence

40 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E/A
50 REM (C) BAD July 1991

60 :

70 MODE 4

80 VDD 23;8202;0;0;0;

90 PROCinit

100 REPEAT

110 PROCinfo
120 REPEAT

130 getS=GETS

140 n=VALget$

150 Gort=ASCgetS-64
160 IF n>0 AND n<=size3 size :

Clnfo
170 UNTIL sort > AND sort <= sorts

180 PROCsetarray
190 dummy = EVAL("FN"+sorts$(aort)+"(l

,"+STR$eleinB+")")

200 PROCnewdata(sort,size)

210 PROCensure

220 UNTIL FALSE

230 END

240 :

250 DEF PROCinit

260 READ sorts, sizes

270 DIM sorts$lBorts)

280 DIM times(sorts, sizes), coinp8(sorts

, sizes) ,move8 (sorts, sizes}

290 DIM array(256},tempa(256),blob(siz

es)

300 FOR sort = TO sorts

310 READ sorts$(sort)

320 FOR size = 1 TO 4

'330 timeBlsort.size) = -1

340 coffip8(6ort,Bize) = -1

350 moves(eort,Bize) = -1

360 NEXT

370 NEXT
380 FOR size = 1 TO 4

390 READ blobfsize]
400 NEXT

410 size = 3

420 ENDPROC

430 :

440 DATA 6,4

450 DATA none

460 DATA bubble, sift, exchange, quick, me
rge,heap

470 DATA &80,iC0,fiF0,&FF

480 :

490 DEF PROCinfo
500 elems = 2''(9 - size)

510 scale = 2*(size - 1)

520 VDU 30

530 PRINT"Sort type";TAB(14) ;"Coii5>8";T

AB (23),-"Moves",-TAB (31),-"(Time)"

540 PRINT" ";TAB(14);" ";T

AB(23);" ";TAB(31);" "'

550 FOR sort = 1 TO sorts

560 PRINT;CHR$(64+sort);") ",-FNname(BO

rt) ; TAS{ 12 );FNnum(coinps{ sort, size) );TAB(

21) ;FNnuiii(moves (sort, size) ) ;TAB(30) ;FNnu
m(times{sort,size)

)

570 NEXT

580 PRlwr'"Size: ";Bize;" Elements: "

;elemB;" """Select sort {or l-";sizeB;

590 ENDPROC

600 :

610 DEF FNnameln)

620 =CHR$(ASCBortBS(n]-32)

8S{n),2)

630 :

640 DEF FNnum(v)

650 IF v<0 THEN =" a/a "

660 =RIGHT$(STRINGS(7,
670 :

680 DEF PROCnewdata{n,s)

690 times (n,s) = TIME - Time
700 comp8(n,a) = Comps

710 moves (n,s) = Moves

720 ENDPROC
730 :

740 DEF PROCensure
750 PRINTTAB(32,29);SPC8;TAB(32,30);SP

C8;TAB(18,28);

760 FOR loop = 1 TO elems
770 IF array(loop) <> loop PRINT"Sort

failed! ":END

780 NEXT

790 PRINT"Data correctly sorted"
800 ENDPROC
810 :

820 DEP PROCsetarray

HID$(sort

") + STRSv,7}
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830 VDD 23,255

840 FOR i = 8 TO 1 STEP -1

850 IF i <= scale VDU blob(size) ELSE

VDU

860 NEXT

870 CLS

880 PRINTTAB(33,30) ;"HakiDg"

890 FOR loop = 1 TO eleras

900 arraydoop) = loop

910 PROCdota(loop,l)

920 NEXT

930 PRINTTAB{33,30);"Mixiiig"

940 FOR loop = 1 TO elems

950 PROCBwap(loop,RND(elem8)

)

960 NEXT
970 PRINTTAB(32,29);FNname(aort)

980 PRINTTAB(32,30);"Sorting";

990 Comps =

1000 Moves =

1010 Tine = TIME

1020 ENDPROC
1030 :

1040 DEF PR0C3wap(one,two)

1050 PROCdota(one,0)

1060 PROCclota(two,0)

1070 temp = array(oiie)

1080 array(one) = array(two)

1090 array(two) = temp

1100 Moves = Moves + 4

1110 PROCdota(oQe,l)

1120 PROCdota{two,l)

1130 ENDPROC

1140 :

1150 DEF PROCdota(d,c)

1160 PROCdot(c,d*4,array(d)*4)

1170 ENDPROC

1180 :

1190 DEF PROCdott{d,c)

1200 PROCdot(c,d*4,tempa(d)*4)

1210 ENDPROC
1220 :

1230 DEF PROCdot(c,x,y)

1240 GCOL 0,C

1250 IF size = 1 PLOT 69,x-4,y-4;ENDPRO

C

1260 MOVE {x-4)*scale, (y-4)*acale+31:VD

U 5,255,4

1270 ENDPROC

1280 :

1290 :

1300 REM Sort routines from here...

1310 :

1320 DEF FNbubble(from,to)

1330 REPEAT

1340 sorted = TRUE

1350 FOR bubble = from TO to - 1

1360 Moves = Moves + 2

1370 Comps = Comps + 1

1380 IF array(bubble+l) < array(bubble)

PROCswap(bubble,bubble+l) : sorted = FA

LSE

1390 NEXT
1400 UNTIL sorted

1410 =0

X420 :

1430 DEF FNBift(from,to)

1440 REPEAT

1450 sorted = TRUE

1460 FOR sift = to TO from + 1 STEP -1

1470 Moves = Moves + 1

1480 Comps = Comps + 1

1490 IF array(sift) < array(aift-l) PRO

Caiftin(sift) : sorted = FALSE

1500 NEXT

1510 DHTIL sorted

1520 =0

1530 :

1540 DEF PROCsiftin(top)

1550 value = array(top)

1560 Moves = Moves + 1

1570 PROCdota(top,0)

1580 pos = top

1590 REPEAT

1600 found = TRUE

1610 pos = pos - 1

1620 IF array(pos) > value PROCshuffle

1630 Moves = Moves + 1

1640 Comps = Comps + 1

1650 UNTIL found OR pos =

1660 array (pOB+1) = value

1670 Moves = Moves + 1

1690 PROCdota(pos+l,l)

1690 ENDPROC

1700 :

1710 DEF PROCshuffle

1720 PROCdota(pos,0)

1730 array!pos+l) = array(poQ)

1740 PROCdota( post 1,1)

1750 Moves = Moves + 2

1760 found = FALSE

1770 ENDPROC

1780 :

1790 DEF FNexchange(from,to}

1800 FOR slowl = from TO to

1810 lowest = slowl

1820 FOR slow2 = slowl TO to

1830 Comps = Comps + 1

1840 Moves = Moves + 2

1850 IF array(slow2) < array(lowest) lo

west = slow2

1860 NEXT
1870 PROCswap(alowl, lowest)

1880 NEXT
1890 =0

1900 :

1910 DEF FNquiclt{from,to)

1920 guickl = from - 1

1930 quick2 = to + 1

1940 pivot = array ((from + to) / 2)

1950 Moves = Moves + 1

1960 REPEAT

1970 REPEAT

1980 Comps = Comps + 1

1990 quickl = guickl + 1

2000 UNTIL arrayfquickl) >= pivot

2010 REPEAT

2020 Comps = Comps + 1

2030 guick2 = guick2 - 1

2040 UNTIL array(quick2) <= pivot

2050 IF quickl <= <iuick2 PROCswap (quick

l,guick2)

2060 UNTIL quickl > quick2

2070 IF quickl < to x=FNquick(guickl,to

)

2080 IF <iuick2 > from x=FNguick{from,qu

ick2)

2090 =0

2100 :

2110 DEF FItoerge(from,to}

2120 LOCAL mid

2130 IF from >= to THEN =0

2140 mid = (from + to) DIV 2

2150 x=FNmerge(from,mid)

2160 x=FNmerge(mid+l,to)

2170 PROCmrg(from,mid,mid+l,to)

2180 =0

2190 :

2200 DEF PR0Cmrg(froml,tol,from2,to2)

2210 FOR i = froml TO tol

2220 te]npa(i) = array(i)

2230 Moves = Moves + 2

2240 NEXT

2250 place = froml

2260 REPEAT
2270 Moves = Moves + 2

2280 Comps = Comps + 1

2290 IF tempa(froml) < array(from2) PRO

Cusetempa ELSE PROCusearray

2300 PROCdota(place,l)

2310 Comps = Comps + 1

2320 Moves = Moves + 1

2330 place = place + 1

2340 UNTIL froml > tol OR from2 > to2

2350 IF froml > tol ENDPROC

2360 FOR i = froml TO tol

2370 PROCdott(i,0)

2380 array{place) = tempa(i)

2390 PROCdota(place,l)

2400 place = place + 1

2410 Moves = Moves + 2

2420 NEXT

2430 ENDPROC

2440 :

2450 DEF PROCusetempa

2460 PROCdott(froml,0)

2470 array(place) = tempa(froml)

2480 Moves = Moves 4 2

2490 froml = froml + 1

2500 ENDPROC

2510 :

2520 DEF PROCusearray
2530 PROCdota(froin2,0)

2540 array{piace) = array(from2)

2550 Moves = Moves + 2

2560 from2 = from2 + 1

2570 ENDPROC

2580 :

2590 DEF FNheap(x, count)

2600 node = (count DIV 2) + 1

2610 REPEAT

2620 IF node = 1 PROCmoveroot ELSE PROC

makeheap
2630 IF count <> 1 PROCinsert(node,valu

e}

2640 UNTIL count = 1

2650 array (1) = value
2660 Moves = Moves + 1

2670 =0

2700

2710

2720

2730

2740

2750

2760

2770

2780

2790

2800

2810

2820

2830

2840

28S0

2870

2880

2890

2900

2910

2920

2930

2940

2950

2960

2970

DBF PROCmoveroot

PROCdota(count,0)

value = array (count)

PROCdota(l,0)

array (count) = array (1)

PROCdota{count,l)

Moves = Moves + 2

count = count - 1

ENDPROC

DEF PROCmakeheap

node = node - 1

PROCdota(node,0)

value = array(node)

Moves = Moves • 1

ENDPROC

DEF PROCinsert{parent, value)

REPEAT

done = TRUE

child = parent * 2

IF child <= count PROCcheckchild

UNTIL done

array(parent) = value
PROCdota{parent, 1)

Moves = Moves + 1

Comps = Comps + 1

ENDPROC

2980 DEF PROCcheckchild

2990 IF child < count PROCchecksibling

3000 IF value < array(child) PROCmovech

ild

3010 Moves = Moves + 1

3020 CompB = Comps + 1

3030 ENDPROC

3040 :

3050 DEF PROCchecksibling

3060 IF array(child) < array(child + 1)

child = child + 1

3070 Moves = Moves + 2

3080 Comps = Comps + 1

3090 ENDPROC

3100 :

3110 DEF PROCmovechild

3120 PROCdota(child,0)

3130 array(parent) = array(child)

3140 PROCdota {
parent, 1)

3150 Moves = Moves + 2

3160 parent = child

3170 done = FALSE

3180 ENDPROC

Listing 4

10 REM >Heaping (lnfo2b)

20 REM By David Lawrence

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E/A

40 REM (c) BAU July 1991

50 :

60 MODE 1

70 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;0,-

80 PROCinit

90 PROCgettree

100 PROCmakeheap { root

)

110 CLS

120 PROCinform{20, "Converted to heap")

130 PROCdrawtree(root)

140 PROCspace

150 PROCsortheap(root)

160 CLS

170 PROCdrawtree(NOLL)

180 PROCshowout

190 PROCinform(20,"Data sorted")

200 COLOUR 3

210 VDU 30

220 END

230 :

240 DEF PROCinit

250 nax_nodes = 15

260 nodes =

270 Value =

280 Left = 4

290 Right = 8

300 node_size = 12

310 DIM tree max_nodes * node„size

320 NULL =

330 mem_ptr = tree

340 root = NULL

350 boxsize = 36

360 out$ = ""

370 ENDPROC

380 :

390 DEF PROCgettree
400 REPEAT

4 10 PROCdrawtree ( root

)

420 PRINTTAB(7,30);"
430 INPUTTAB(0,30);"Data : "v$

440 IF v$ <> "" PROCnewnode(VALv$)

450 UNTIL vS = "" OR nodes = 15

460 IF nodes > ENDPROC
470 PRINTTAB(0,30);"
480 FOR i = 1 TO 7+RND(8)

490 PROCnewnode(RKD(99))

500 NEXT

510 PROCdrawtree(root)

520 PROCinform(20, "Created random tree
")

530 PROCBpace

540 ENDPROC

550 :

560 DEF PROCnewnode(v)

570 new = FNaddnode(root,v)

580 IF root = HULL root = new

590 nodes = nodes + 1

600 ENDPROC
610 :

620 DEF PROCinform(line,a$)

630 COLOUR 2

640 PRINTTAB (0, line) ;SPC40; TAB ( (40-LEN

(a$))/2,line);a$

650 ENDPROC

660 :

670 DEF PROCspace

680 COLOUR 3

690 PRlNTTAB(8,31);"Press SPACE to con

tinue";

700 IFGET

710 PRINTTAB(8,31);STRING${23," ");

720 ENDPROC

730 :

740 DEF PROCshowout

750 COLOUR 3

760 PRINTTAB(0,27);"Out: ";

770 COLOUR 1

780 cur = 1

790 REPEAT

800 spc = lNSTR{out$," ",cur)

810 PRINTRIGHT$ { " "+MID$ (0ut$,cur

,spc-cur),4);

820 IF POS > 36 PRINT'TAB(5)

;

830 cur = spc + 1

840 UNTIL cur > LEN{out$)

850 ENDPROC

860 :

870 DEF FNnewnode(v)

880 mem_ptr!Value = v

390 mem_ptr!Left = NULL

900 mem_ptr! Right = NULL
910 memjptr = mem_ptr + node_aize

920 = mem_ptr - node_size

930 :

940 DEF PROCdrawtree(tree)

950 VDU 5

960 PROCdrawnode (tree, 640, 320, 1023-box

size)

970 VDU 4

980 ENDPROC

990 :

1000 DEF PROCdrawnode(node,x,w,y)

1010 GCOL 0,1

1020 IF node <> NULL MOVE x-w,y-128 : D

RAW x,y : DRAW x+w,y-12a

1030 PROCbox(x-boxsize,y-boxBize,x+boxa
ize,y+boxaize,0,2)

1040 GCOL 0,3

1050 IF node = HULL MOVE x-boxsize,y-bo
xsizetDRAW x+boxsize,y+boxBize:MOVE x-bo
xsize,y+boxsize:DRAW x+boxsize,y-boxsize

: ENDPROC

1060 n$=STR$ (node lvalue)

1070 MOVE x-(LENnS*32/2),y+boxsize/2-4:

PRINTn$

1080 PROCdrawnode (node ! Left , x-w, w/2 ,
y-1

28)

1090 PROCdrawnode ( node 1 Right , x+w, w/ 2 ,

y-

128)

1100 ENDPROC

1110 :

1120 DEF PROCbox(xl,yl,x2,y2,b,f)

1130 IF b>=0 VDU 24,xl;yl;x2;y2;ie,0,b,

16,26

1140 GCOL 0,f

1150 MOVE xl,yl:DRAW xl,y2:DRAW x2,y2:D

RAW x2,yl:DRAW xl.yl

1160 ENDPROC

1170 :

1180 DEF FNaddnode(tree,val)

1190 new = FNnewnode{val)

1200 IF tree = NULL THEN =new

1210 REPEAT

1220 tree = FNchecktree{tree)

1230 UNTIL tree = NULL

1240 =NDLL

1250 :

1260 DEF PNchecktree(tree)

1270 Id = FNfindleaf (treelLeft,0)

1280 rd = FNfindleaf (tree!Right,0)

1290 IF id = treelLeft = new ; =NULL

1300 IF rd = tree! Right = new : =NDLL

1310 IF Id <= rd THEN =tree!Left

1320 =tree!Right

1330 :

1340 DEF FNfindleaf (node, level)

1350 IF node = NULL THEN =level

1360 IF nodelLeft = NULL OR nodelRight
= NULL THEN =level+l

1370 LOCAL left_level,right_level

1380 left_level = FNfindleaf (nodelLeft

, level +1)

1390 right_level = FNfindleaf (nodelRigh

t,level+l)

1400 IF left_level <= right_level THEN

=left_level
1410 =right_level

1420 :

1430 DEF PROCmakeheap(tree)

1440 IF tree = NULL ENDPROC

1450 max = PNhighest(tree)

1460 temp = treelValue

1470 treelValue = maxlValue

1480 maxlValue = temp

1490 PROCmakeheap {tree! Left)

1500 PROCmakeheap{tree!Right)

1510 ENDPROC

1520 :

1530 DEF FKhighestfnode)

1540 LOCAL high

1550 high = node

1560 PROCcheck{Left)

1570 PROCcheck{Right)

1580 =high

1590 :

1600 DEF PROCcheck(dir)

1610 IF nodeldir = NULL ENDPROC

1620 this = FNhighest(node!dir)

1630 IF this lvalue > highlValue high =

this

1640 ENDPROC

1650 :

1660 DEF PROCsortheap(heap)

1670 IF heap = NULL ENDPROC

1680 REPEAT

1690 v$ = STR${ heap! Value)

1700 out$ = v$ + " " + out$

1710 PROCinform(20, "Removing root {"+

v$+"}")

1720 PROCshowout

1730 UNTIL FHheapdone

1740 ENDPROC

1750 :

1760 DEF FNheapdone

1770 IF heaplLeft = NULL AND heaplRight
= NULL THEN PROCapace:=TRUE

1780 rightaddr = FNrightmost (heap)

1790 rightptr = ! rightaddr

1800 rightval = rightptrlValue
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PAGES 1

1^
^^4
CNll

IS \
:si^

-4 1810 Irightaddr = NULL 740 BEQ nocheck 60 number = 10000 420 MODE 1

1820 heap lvalue = rightval 750 BCS storecur 90 DIM memory Dumber*8, pointers numbe 430 PROCreset
1830 PROCinfonn(22, "Replacing with righ 760 LDX child r*4 440 COLOUR 0,0,100,100

tnost ("STRSrightval*")") 770 LDA loptr%-l,X 100 PROCassemble 450 COLOUR 1,200,200,200
1840 PROCspace 780 STA addrl 110 PROCdemo 460 COLOUR 2,0,0,100
1850 CLS 790 LDA hiptr!l-l,X 120 EHD 470 COLOUR 3,200,0,0
18S0 PROCshowout 800 STA addrl+1 130 : 480 player%=2:winner%=0
1870 PROCdrawtree(heap) 810 LDA ioptrS6,x 140 DEF PROCassemble 490 x%=2:y%=l:pd%=4
1880 PROCinfonn(20, "Converting back to 820 STA addr2 150 n bit% = 1«31 500 DIM board%(9,9),ix%(4),iy%(4},entr

heap. .") 830 LDA hiptr%,x 160 v_bit% = 1«28 ance(3,4)
1890 PROCspace 840 STA addr2+l 170 link = 14 510 FOR dir=l TO 4

1900 PROCmakeheap(heap) 850 JSR compare 180 PC = 15 520 READ ix%(dir),iy^(dir)
1910 PROCdrawtree(heap) 360 BCS nocheck 190 DIM code 100 530 NEXT dir
1920 =PALSE 670 INC child 200 FOR pass = TO 2 STEP 2 540 FOR piece=l TO 3

1930 830 .nocheck 210 P% = code 550 FOR entrance=l TO 4

1940 DEF FMrightraoBt{tree) 390 LDA curio 220 [OPT pass 560 READ entraiice(piece, entrance)
1950 IF tree = NOLL THEN =NULL 900 STA addrl 230 .compare 570 NEXT entrance
1960 Id = FNdepth(tree!Left) 910 LDA curhi 240 LDR R2, [R0,#4] 580 NEXT piece
1970 rd = FNdepth( tree 1 Right) 920 STA addrl+1 250 LDR R3,[R1,#4] 590 boarded, l)=2:board%(8,8)=2
1980 IF Id = 1 AND rd = THEN =tree + 930 LDX child 260 CMP R2,R3 600 FOR x=l TO 8

Left 940 LDA loptrH-l.X 270 BEQ checkbottom 610 FOR y=l TO 8

1990 IP Id = 1 AND rd = 1 THEN =tree + 950 STA addr2 280 CMP R2,R3 620 PROCdraw(FNord(x),FNord(y),board%(
Right 960 LDA hiptr%-l,x 290 BICCSS pc,link,#(ri bit% OK v bitH x,y))

2000 IF Id = rd THEN .FNrightmost(tree! 970 STA addr2+l ) 630 NEXT y
Right 980 JSR compare 300 BIG liiik,link,#v_bit% 640 NEXT X
2010 =FNrightiiiOBt ( tree ! Left

)

990 BCS storecur 310 ORRS pc,link,#n_bit% 650 RECTANGLE 96,96,804,804
2020 1000 LDY parent 320 .checkbottom 660 GCOL 0,2

2030 DEF FNdepth(node) 1010 LDA loptrVl.X 330 LDR R2, [R0] 670 RECTANGLE 92,92,812,812
2010 IF node = NOLL THEN =0 1020 STA loptr%-l,Y 340 LDR R3, [Rl] 680 FOR piece=l TO 3

2050 LOCAL le£t_depth, right_depth 1030 LDA hiptr%-l,X 350 CMP R2,R3 690 px%=FNord(.5+piece*2)
2060 left_depth = FNdepth{node!Left) + 1040 STA hiptr%-l,Y 360 BICCSS pc,link,#(n bit% OR v bit% 700 py%=-12
1 1050 JMP sortloop2 ) 710 PROCdraw(px%,py%, piece)
2070 right_depth = FNdepth(node!Right) 1060 . storecur 370 BIC link, link, #v_bit% 720 GCOL 0,3

t 1 1070 LDX parent 380 ORRS pc,link,#n_bit% 730 MOVE pxH+42,py%-32
2080 IF left_depth > right_depth THEN = 1080 LDA curio 390 JNEXT 740 VDU 5,48tpieoe
left_depth 1090 STA loptr!i-l,X 400 ENDPROC 750 GCOL 0,

1

2090 =right_depth 1100 LDA curhi 410 : 760 MOVE BY -35,4

T ie!.-_ C 1110 STA hiptr!k-l,X 420 DEF PROCdemo 770 VDO 5,48+piece
LlSiuiy n 1120 JMP sortloop 430 FOR i = TO number - 1 780 NEXT piece

1130 440 memory! (i*8+4) = RND 790 ENDPROC
10 REM >Heap8 (lnfo2c) 1140 . compare 450 memory! (i*8) = RND B00 ;

20 REM eight-bit heap sort 1150 LDY »0 460 NEXT 810 DEF PROCreset
30 REM by Dave Acton 1160 . compareloop 470 PRINT"Before sorting... (Selection B20 VDU 26

40 REM for B/B+/B/H/C 1170 LDA (addrl) ,Y of 10)"' 830 ORIGIN 124,100
50 REM {cl BAO July 1991 1180 CMP (addr2),Y 480 FOR i = TO 9 840 ENDPROC
60 1190 BCC compared 490 PRINTPNnum(i*number/10) 850 :

70 MODE 1200 BNE compared 500 NEXT 860 DEF FNord(a)=(a*100) ANDN0T3
80 objects%=100 1210 INY 510 time%=TlME 870 :

90 i!iaxlenH=10 1220 CPY Smaxlen* 520 SYS "OS_HeapSort", number, pointers 880 DEF PB0Cdraw(rx,ry, piece)
100 DIM vk% objectsVmaxlen^ 1230 BNE compareloop OR {%X1 « 30) (Compare, .memory,

8

890 VDU 24,rx;ry;rx+96;ry+96;
110 DIM ioptr^s objected, hiptr% objects 1240 . compared 530 time%=TIHE-tiae% 900 GCOL 0,1

H 1250 RTS 540 PBINT"'After sorting... {Selection 910 RECTANGLE FILL rx,ry,96,96
120 DIM code% &100 1260 1 of 10)"' 920 GCOL 0,2
130 1270 NEXT pass% 550 FOR i = TO 9 930 RECTANGLE rx,ry,96,96
140 addrl =&70 1280 PRINT"Bytes used=";P%-code% 560 PRINTFKnum(i*nufflber/10) 940 GCOL 0,3
150 addr2 =472 1290 PRINT' "Building random wordsi"' 570 NEXT 950 FOB ix=0 TO 4 STEP 4

160 curio =&74 1300 FOR i%=0 TO objects%-l 580 PRINT"'Time taken: ";timeV100 960 FOR iy=0 TO 4 STEP 4

170 curhi =&75 1310 a%=wk%+i%*maxlen% 590 ENDPROC 970 CASE piece OF
1S0 node =&76 1320 $a%=FNrandword 600 : 980 WHEN 1:

190 count =&77 1330 PROCdisp»ord($a%,l'i=objectE%-l) 610 DEF FNnum(n) 990 CIRCLE rx+ix,ry+iy,50
200 child =S78 1340 loptr!s?i!l=aH MOD 256 620 PRINT" ";FNhex(meiBory! (n*8+4)};F 1000 CIRCLE rx+ix+96,ry+iy+96,50
210 parent=i79 1350 hiptr%?iH=a% DIV 256 Nliex(memory! (n*8) ); 1010 WHEN 2:

220 : 1360 NEXT 630 ="" 1020 LINE rx-tix,ry+iy+50,rx+ix+100,ry+i
230 FOR pass%=0 TO 2 STEP 2 1370 A%=objects% 640 : y+50
240 piSscodeH 1380 TIME=0 650 DEF FNhex(dec) 1030 LINE rx+ix-i-50,ry+iy,rx+ix+50,ry+iy
250 [OPT paB8% 1390 CALL sort 660 =RIGHT3 ( "00000000"+STRS"dec , 8

)

+100
260

270

.sort

STA count

1400

1410

t%=TIME

PRINT""Sorted in ";t%;" ceatlseco Listing 7
1040 WHEN 3:

1050 CIRCLE rx+ix+96,ry+iy,50
280 LSR A nds :

"

1060 CIRCLE rx+ix,ry+iy+96,51
290 STA node 1420 FOR i%=0 TO objects».-l 10 REM >Squiggle (InfoSa) 1070 ENDCASE
300 INC node 1430 a%=loptr!s?i%*256>hiptr's?i«i 20 REM Pipe Game 1080 NEXT iy
310 .sortloop 1440 PROCdispword ! $a%, i5s=objectsVl

)

30 REM by Barry Wickett 1090 NEXT ix
320 LDY node 1450 NEXT 40 REM for Archimedes only 1100 PROCreset
330 CPY #1 1460 END 50 REM (c) BAD July 1991 1110 ENDPROC
340 BNE nodenotl 1470 60 : 1120 :

350 LDX count 1480 DEF PROCdispword (w$,laBt%) 70 PROCsetup 1130 DATA 0,-1,-1,0,0,1,1,0
360 LDA loptrVl,X 1490 PRINT w$; 80 REPEAT 1140 DATA 4,3,2,1
370 STA curio 1500 IF NOT lastss PRINT","; 90 player%=3-player% 1150 DATA 1,2,3,4
380 LDA hiptr%-l,x 1510 IF POS>78-rtaxlen% PRINT 100 PROCplay 1160 DATA 2,1,4,3
390 STA curhi 1520 ENDP80C 110 UNTIL winner%>0
400
410

LDA loptrSs

STA loptr%-l,X
1530

1540 DEF FNrandword
120 VDO 4

130 COLOUR 1 Listing 8
420 LDA hiptr^ 1550 rS = "" 140 PRINTTAB{12,30);" Player ";winner%
430 STA hiptr%-l,X 1560 cons%=TROE ;" won! " 10 REM >Squig8 (In£o3b)
440 DEX 1570 count%=0 150 END 20 REM Original by Barry Wickett
450 STX count 1530 REPEAT 160 : 30 REM 8-bit version by Dave Acton
460 CPX #1 1590 IF cona'a PROCconsonant ELSE PROCvo 170 DEF PROCplay 40 REM for B/B+/E/M/C/a
470 BNE sort2 wel 180 rx%=PNord(x%) 50 REM (c) BAD July 1991
480 LDA curio 1600 ONTIL LEN(r$)=Inaxlen%-l OR (LEN(r$ 190 ry%=FNord(y%) 60 :

490 STA loptr^ )>3 AND RND(5)=5) 200 GCOL 3,3 70 ON ERROR MODE 0:RSPORT:PRINT" at 1

500 LDA curhi 1610 =r$ 210 RECTANGLE FILL rx%,ry"4,96, 96 ine ";ERL:END
510 STA hiptr% 1620 220 MOVE BY -60,-32 80 MODE 1

520 CHIP Bort2 1630 DEF PROCconsonant 230 VDO 48+player% 90 PROCsetup
530 .nodenotl 1640 r$=r$+MID$ { "BCDFGHJKLMNPQRSTVWXYZ" 240 REPEAT 100 REPEAT
540 DEY ,RND(21),1) 250 key%=GET-43 110 player%=3-player%
550 STY node 1650 count%=count%+l 260 UNTIL key»-&>=l AND key%<=3 120 PROCplay
560 LDA loptrH-l,Y 1660 IF count!s=2 OR RND(3)<3 conB5l=N0T 270 PROCdraw(FNord{x°-&),FNord(y%},key%) 130 DNTIL winner%>0
570 STA curio cons5& count%=0 280 board%(x%,y?&)=key^ 140 VDU 4

580 LDA hiptr%-l,Y 1670 ENDPROC 290 REPEAT 150 COLOUR 3

590 STA curhi 1680 300 pd%=eiitrance(board%(x%,y^o) .pd^) 160 PRINTTAB(12,30);" Player ";winner^
600 .sort2 1690 DEF PROCvowel 310 x%+=ix%(pd%) ;" won! "

610 LDA count 1700 r$=r$+MID$("AEI0n",RND(5) ,1) 320 y%+=iy%(pd%) 170 END
620 CMP #1 1710 conB%=N0T cons'-i 330 UNTIL board%(x%,y9i)=0 OR x^<l OR y 180 :

630 BNE notdonesort 1720 ENDPROC %<l OR x%>8 OR y%>8 190 DEF PROCplay
640 RTS T ifm li e 340 IF (x%=8 AND y%=9) OR (x^=9 AND y% 200 rx%=FNordix°-4)

650 .notdonesort Listing o =9} THEN 210 ry%=FNord(y°4)

660 STY child 350 winner%=piayer% 220 GCOL 0,2
670 .sortloop2 10 REM >0SHeapDemo (Info2d) 360 ELSE 230 PROCrectfiIl{rx%,ry%,96,96)
680 LDA child 20 REM 32 Bit heap sort 370 IF x%<l OR y%<l OR x%>9 OR y%>8 TH 240 GCOL 0,3
690 STA parent 30 REM By David Lawrence EN winner%=3-player% 250 HOVE rxV36,ryH+64
700 ASL A 40 REM For Archimedes only 380 ENDIF 260 VDU 48+player%
710 STA child 50 REM (c) BAD July 1991 390 ENDPROC 270 REPEAT
720 BCS storecur 60 400 : 280 key^=GET-48
730 CMP count 70 MODE 410 DBF PROCsetup 290 UNTIL key%>=l AND key%<=3
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300 PROCdraw(FNord(x%) ,FNord(yH) ,key%)

310 board%(x%,y%)=key%
320 REPEAT

330 pd%=entrance(board%(x%,y%),pd%)

340 x56=x%+ix55(pd%)

350 y%=y%+iy%(pd%)

360 UNTIL board%(x%,y's)=0 OR xH<l OR y
%<1 OR xH>8 OR y%>8

370 IP (x%=8 AND y%=9) OR (x%=9 AND y%
=9) THEN wiiiner%=player%:ENDPROC

380 IF y%<l OR y%<l OR x%>8 OR y%>8 TH
EH wianer%=3-playerH

390 ENDPROC
400 :

410 DEF PROCsetup

420 VD0 19,0,4,0,0,0
430 VDD 19,2,0,0,0,0
440 VDD 5

450 PROCreset

460 player%=2:wirmer%=0
470 x%=2:y?6=l:pd%=4

480 DIM board%(9,9),ix%{4),iy%(4),entr
ance{3,4}

490 FOR dir=l TO 4

500 READ ix%(dir),iy^(dir)

5X0 NEXT dir

520 FOR piece=l TO 3

530 FOR entrances! TO 4

540 READ entrance(piece, entrance)
550 NEXT entrance

560 NEXT piece
570 FOR CV128 TO 143

580 VDD 23, c%
590 FOR d5&=0 TO 7

600 READ h%

610 VDU h%
620 NEXT

630 NEXT

640 board%(l,l)=2:board%(8,8)=2
650 FOR x=l TO 8

660 FOR y=l TO 8

670 PROCdraw(FHord(x) ,FNord{y) ,board%(

x,y))

680

690

700

710

720

730

NEXT y
NEXT X

PROCrect{96, 96,804,804)
GCOL 0,2

PROCrect(92, 92,812,812)
FOR piece=l TO 3

pxH=FHord ( . 5+piece*2

)

py^=-12

PROCdraw(pxH,py^, piece)

GCOL 0,2

MOVE px%+40,py%-32
VDD 48+piece
GCOL 0,3

MOVE px%+36,py%-28
VDD 48+piece

NEXT piece
ENDPROC

1 DEF PROCreset

1 VDD 26,29, 124;100;

) ENDPROC

900 DEF FNord(a)=(a*100) AND (KOT 3)

810

820

830

840

850

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

9B0

990

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

DEF PROCdraw(rx,ry, piece)

VDO 24,rx;ry;rx+96;ry+96;

GCOL 0,129

CLG

GCOL 0,2

PROCrect(rx,ry, 96,96)

GCOL 0,3

IF piece=l PROCtypel

IF piece=2 PR0Ctype2

IF piece=3 PROCtypeS
PROCreset

ENDPROC

DEF PROCcircle(x,y)

LOCAL i5s,j%

FOR 1%=0 TO 3

FOR j%=0 TO 3

1090 HOVE x-64t32*j%,y*63-32>rt
1100 VDU 128tj5lt4«i%

1110 NEXT
1120 NEXT
1130 EHDPROC
1140

1150 DEF PROCtypel
1160 PROCcircle(rx,ry)
1170 PROCi;ii-<:le(rxt96,ry*96l

1180 ENDPROC
1190 :

1200 DEF PR0Ctype2

1210 PROCrectfill (rx, ry+50-4, 100, 8)

1220 PROCrect£lll(rx*50-4,ry,e,100)
1230 ENDPROC
1240 :

1250 DEF PR0Ctype3

1260 PROCcircle(rx+96,ry)

1270 PROCcircle(rx,ry+96)

1280 EBDPROC
1290

1300 DEF PROCrect(x5l,y%,»*,h!6)

1310 HOVE x%,y%
1320 DRAW x%*»%,y%
1330 DRAW x%+w%,y%+h%
1340 DRAW x>l,y%thH

1350 DRAW x^,y%
1360 ENDPROC

1370

1380 DEF PROCrectfill{x%,y%,w%,h%}
1390 MOVE x^.y^
1400 HOVE xH+w%,y%

1410 PLOT 85,x*,y%th»
1420 PLOT 85,x%+w%,y%+h%
1430 EHDPEOC
1440

1450 DATA 0,-1,-1,0,0,1,1,0
1460 DATA 4,3,2,1
1470 DATA 1,2,3,4
1480 DATA 2,1,4,3
1490 :

1500 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,1,3,3
1510 DATA 0,0,7,63,127,248,224,192
1520 DATA 0,0,240,254,255,15,3,1
1530 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,192,224,224
1540 DATA 7,15,14,14,28,28,28,28
1550 DATA 128,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
1560 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
1570 DATA 240,120,56,56,28,28,28,28
1580 DATA 28,28,28,14,14,15,7,3
1590 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,128,192
1600 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1
1610 DATA 28,28,28,56,56,120,240,224
1620 DATA 3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0
1630 DATA 224,248,127,63,7,0,0,0
1640 DATA 3,15,255,254,240,0,0,0
1650 DATA 224,192,0,0,0,0,0,0

Listing 9

10 REM >GrabSpr (lnfo4)

20 REM by Dave Acton
30 REM for Archimedee only

40 REM (c) BAU July 1991

50 :

60 SYS "Wimp_BaBeOfSprites" TO basel%
,base2%

70 PR0C8ave("R0M",ba8el%)

80 PR0Csave("RAM",ba8e2%)

90 END

100 :

110 DBF PROCBave(which$,base%)

120 REPEAT

130 P8INT"Save "whichS" sprites as: "

140 INPDT""file$

150 SYS "XOS_SpriteOp", 256+12, baseH.f
ile$ TO ;ok%

160 DNTIL {ok% AND 1) =0
170 ENDPROC

GameCore

Listing 1

10 REM >!RimImage (GameCorel)

20 REM GameCore Demo

30 REM by Adam Broges

40 REM for Archimedes only

50 REM (c) BAU July 1991

60 :

70 MODE 12

80 OFF

90 FOR c%=0 TO 3

100 COLOUR C%,0
110 KEXT
120 COLOUR 8,1

130 •POINTER

140 "RMLOAD <GaiBeCore$Dir> .GameCore
150 :

160 PROCmaininit

170 gaiiieno%=0

180 f$(gameno%)="td"
190 LIBRARY ( "<GameCore $Dir > . "+f$ {ganen

o%))

200 info%(gameno%)=FNgetablock(128)
210 z%=FNfunc(gameno%,"init")

220 beBt%{gaiiieno%)=FNgetabloc)c(info%(g

ameno%) ?55)

230 info%(gaineno%) !56=best%(gameno%)
240 S8%=il00+info^(gameno%) !32*info%(g

ameno%) !36/8

250 s%(gaiDeno^)=FNgetabloc)c(ss%)

260 !8%[gameno%)=8S%

270 s%(gameno%) !4=0

280 s%(gameno%)!8=16
290 s%(ganieno%)i 12=16

300 SYS "OS_SpriteOp", 15+256, s%(gameno

%), "board", 0,info%{gaineno9'e) !32/2,info%(g
ameno%) 136/4,12

310 SYS "GameCore_Init",info%(gameno%)

TO instil

320 8pare%(gameno%)=!info%(gameno%)+in
fo55(gamenoH) !40

330 control{gameno%,0)=l
340 control(gajEeno%,l)=0

350 timepermove(gameno%,0)=200
360 tiinepensove(gameno5&,l)=200

370 step{gaineiio%,0)=2

380 atep{gameno%,l)=2

390 player%(gameno%)=0
400 fltart9%(gameno%)=0

410 gaine%=l

420 :

430 REPEAT

440 CLS

450 PROCc ( "GameCore - Demo version", 2)

460 PR0Cc("3-D Noughts & Crosses", 4)

470 turn%(gaffleno%)=0

480 last (gameno%,0)=info%(gameno%)?52
490 la8t(gameno%,l)=info%(gameno56)?52

500 timeforlast()=10

510 2^=FKfuiic{gameno%,"newgame")

520 PROCpreserveboardCgamenoH)

530 z%=FHfunc(gameno%,"showboard")

540 status%(gameno%) =Btat_prethink%
550 player%(gameno%)=start8%{gameno%)
560 raoves%(gaiaeno%,0)=0

570 movefl%(gameno%, 1)=0

580 gameover%(gameno%)=FALSE
590 stale%(gameno%)=0

610 REPEAT
620 CASE 8tatus%(gameno%) OF
630 WHEN stat_prethin)t%:

640 tt%=TIME

650 info%(gaiEeno%)?60=player%(gameno%)

660 SYS "GameCore_Stale",player%(gaiBen

0^),, instil TO z%

670 IP z% THEN
680 8tale%(gameno%)+=l
690 Btatus%(gaiEeno%)=statJE>ostmove%

700 ELSE

710 stale%lgameno5&)=0

720 CASE control(gameno%,player%(gamen
0%)) OF

730 WHEN 0:PROCinitcomputermove(gameno
H, player's (gaffieno%)

)

740 WHEN l:PROCinitplayennove(gameiio^,
piayer%(gameno%)

)

750 ENDCASE
760 8tatuB%(gameno%)=stat_think%
770 z%=FNfunc(gameno%, "listmoves")
780 ENDIF
790 IF control(gameno%,player%(gameno%

))=0 PROCc ("Thinking. . . ",6) ELSE PROCc

(

"Your move. • .", 6)

800 WHEN stat_^think%:

810 CASE control(gameao%,player%(gamea
o%) ) OF

820 WHEN 0:

830 done%=FNgetcomputennove{gameno%,pl
ayer%(gameno%)

)

840 z%=FNpassonclicks{gameno%,who%, "id

le")

850 WHEN 1:

860 done%=FNpas8onclicks(gameno%,playe
r%(gameno%) , "getmove")

870 ENDCASE

880 IF done% THEN

890 CASE control(ga2ieno%,piayer°-6(ga]nen

o%)} OF

900 WHEN 0:PROCdonecoii^utermove(gameno

%,player%(gameno%)

)

910 WHEN l:PROCdoneplaYermove{gameno%,
player%(gameno%)

)

920 ENDCASE
930 :

940 moves%(gameno%,player%{gameiio%))+ =

1

950 PROCrestoreboard(geuneno%)

960 status%(gameno%)=Btatjpreinove%
970 ENDIF
980 WHEN 8tat_premove5s:

990 z%=FNfunc{gaineno^,"unlistmoveB")

1000 z%=FNfunc{gaineno%,"initdomove")

1010 statu8%(gameno%)=stat_move%
1020 WHEN atat_move%:

1030 z%=FKfunc{gameno%,"domove")

1040 PROCpreserveboard(gameno%)
1050 IF z% THEN 8tatu8%{gameno%)=stat_p

ostmove%

1060 WHEN stat_postmove%
1070 player%(gameno%)=l-player%(gamenoH

)

1080 IF piayer%(gameno%)=starta%(gameno

%) turn%(gameno%)+=l
1090 statuB%(gameno%)=stat_prethink%
1100 ENDCASE

1110 lnfo%(gameno%)?61=stale%(gameno%)

1120 winner%(gameno%) =FNfunc (gamenoS, "g

ameover")

1130 DNTIL winDer%(gameno%)<>-2
1140 IF winner%(gameno%)=-l THEN
1150 games(gameno%,0)+=.5
1160 games(gameno%, l}+=0.5

1170 ELSE

1180 gamee{gameno%,winner'6(gaineno%))+=l

1190 ENDIF
1200 :

1210 8tarts%(gameno%)=l-8tarts%(gamenoH

)

1220 game%+=l

1230 PROCc {" Game Over ",6)

1240 FOR p%=0 TO 1

1250 PROCc("Player "+STR$(pVl)+'', Game
8="+STR${gaiBes(gameno%,p%)

) ,24+p%)
1260 NEXT

1270 PROCcC'Click mouse to continue..."

,12)

1280 REPEAT:MODSE x,y,b:DNTIL b=0
1290 REPEAT:MODSE x,y,b:DNTIL b<>0
1300 UNTIL FALSE

1310 END

1320 :

1330 DEF PROCc (tS,y%)

1340 PRINTTAB(60-LEN(t$)/2,y^)t$
1350 ENDPROC

1360 :

1370 DEF PROCmaininit
1380 MOUSE x%,y%,waabut%
1390 think$=">

1400 inaxgaffle8%=8

1410 DIM pre8% £300
1420 DIM scaled 16

1430 8cale%l0=256*0.5
1440 8cale%!4=256*0.5
1450 Bcale%!8=256

1460 scaled! 12=256

1470 DIM gaiiies(maxgames%, 1) ,examined(ma

xgames^,!) ,step(maxgames%, 1)

1480 DIM last(maxgames%,l},timeforlaBt(
maxgames^.l)

1490 DIM timepermove(maxgames%, 1) ,contr
ol(maxgcimeB%, 1)

1500 DIM info%(maxga]nes%),B%(maxgame8%)

, f$(maxgaiies%)

1510 DIM player%(maxgaine8%),8tart8H(max

games^)

1520 DIM moveB%(maxg3meB%, 1]

1530 DIM prethink^fiDaxgaiaes^)

1540 DIM gameover%{maxga]nes%),winnerH(m

axgamee^)

1550 DIM couldmove%(maxgame8%)

1560 DIM best%(maxgameB%) ,turn%{isaxgaiae

s%)

1570 DIM status%(maxgameB%)

1580 DIM stale%(maxgames%)

1590 DIM spare%(maxgames%)

1600 statjprethink%=0
1610 stat_think%=l
1620 stat_premove%=2
1630 stat_move%=3

1640 stat_p08tmove%=4
1650 slice%=5

1660 :

1670 llflg =1«0
1680 frcflg =1<<1

1690 hltflg =1<<2

1700 winflg =1<<3

1710 mdflg =1«4

1720 laflg =1<<5

1730 iDlaflg=l<<6

1740 nullflg=l<<7
1750 ;

1760 who=0
1770 level=l

1780 beBtptr=2

1790 val=3

1800 delta=4

1810 b3Be2=5
1820 temp=6

1830 temp2=7

1840 beta=8:nval=8

1850 maxsofar=9:minsofar=9:temp3=9

1860 base=10
1870 alpha=ll:teii^)4=n

1880 wkpt=12:brd=12
1890 sp=13

1900 link=14

1910 pc=15

1920 :

1930 vbit=l<<28

1940 cbit=l<<29
1950 ENDPROC
1960 :

1970 DEP PROCinitcomputermove(gameno%,w
hoH)

1980 gotvalidmove'i=FALSE

1990 flgB%=0

2000 IF turn%(gameno%)<5 flgs^sflgeS OR
mdflg
2010 level%=infoH(gameno%)?52
2020 level2%=info%(gameno%}?53

2030 finished%=0

2040 prethink%(gameno%)=TRUE
2050 cutofftime%=TIKE+timepermove (gamen

o%,who%}*l.l
2060 could]nove%(gameno%)=TRDE

2070 ENDPROC
2080 :

2090 DEP PROCinitplayermove(gameno%,who

%)

2100 z%=FNfunc(gameno%, "initgetmove")

2110 ENDPROC
2120 :

2130 DEF PROCdonecomputermove(gameno%,w
ho%)

2140 IF finiBhed%<2 THEN
2150 laBt(gameno%,0)=info%{gameno%)?52

2160 last(gameno5&,l)=info%(gameno%)?52
2170 ENDIF
2180 ENDPROC

2190 :

2200 DEF PROCdoneplayennove(gameno%,who
h)

2210 ENDPROC
2220 :

2230 DEF PNgetcomputermove(gameno%,wbo%

)

2240 LOCAL gotmove^

2250 gotmove%=FALSE

2260 IF gotvalidmove^ AND TlME>cutoffti
me% THEN
2270 gotniove%=TRDE

22 B0 ELSE

2290 IF prethink%(gaiiieno%) THEN
2300 prethink%(gameno%)=PALSE
2310 timestarted=TIHE
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1 2320 SYS "GaineCore_Think",who%, l,instn 3260 VDU 24,x0;y0;xl;yl;

>level%,level2%,tlq8% TO ex%, atatU8%,num 3270 SYS "OS_SpriteOp", 34+256, s%(ganie

posB%, results %), "board", 0,0,0
2330 ELSE 3280 VDU 26,28,40,31,120,0
2340 SYS "GameCore^Continue", ,alice%,in 3290 ENDIF

stn TO ex^,atatus%,numposa9s, results 3300 ENDIF

2350 ENDIF 3310 =z%

2360 exainined(gameno°-&,wbo%)+=ex's 3320 :

2370 IF StatUS%=0 THEN 3330 DEF FNgetablock (please*)

2380 fiiii3hed%+=l 3340 DIM lighta% pleased
2390 prethiiik%{gaineno5&}=TROE 3350 =lights'6

2400 IF inimposs%>0 THEN
2410 IF iiumpos6%=l THEM
2420 i°^=0 Listing 2
2430 ELSE

2440 REPEAT 10 REM >GCS1 (GameCore2)

2450 i%=Rl}D(numposs%l-l 20 REM GameCore module source

2460 UHTIL ! ( ! (result%+4*i%) )=! !result% 30 REM by Adam Broges

2470 EHDIF 40 REM for Archimedes only
2480 PROCcopy(best%(gameno%),

!
{resultHt 50 REM (c) BAU July 1991

4«i%) , info^(gameno%) ?55) 60 :

2490 IF !best%(gajneiio?o)>&FE00 gotmoveV 70 DIM code^J &1000
TRUE 80 PROCaes

2500 ELSE 90 PRlNT"Bytes used: ";OVcode%
2510 couldinove%(gameiio%)=FALSE 100 SYS "OS_File", 10, "GameCore", tFFA
2520 gotmove%=TRUE code%, 0%

2530 ENDIF 110 END

2540 IF NOT gotvalidmove% THEN 120 :

2550 leven=last{gaineiio%,who%) 130 DEF PROCass

2560 IF timeforlast(gameiio%,who%)>0.9*( 140 maxinst%=e
cutofftimeVTIME) AND level9&>2 levelV=s 150 instreq%=64

tep ( gameiio%, who%

}

160 ptroff%=iiiatreq%

2570 ELSE 170 ptrBize%=32*1024-ptroff%
2580 laat(gain6iio%,who^B)=level% 180 requiredVptroff^+ptrsize^o
2590 tiineforlaflt(gameno%,who%)=TIME-tim 190 :

eatarted 200 tickerv=&lC

2600 leven+=6tep(gaineno%,who%) 210 :

2610 IF timeforla8t(gaineno55,who^)>(cuto 220 llflg =1«0
fftirae%-TIMS)/2 gotmove%=TRUE 230 frcflg =1<<1

2620 ENDIF 240 hltflg =1«2
2630 level2%=level%+iiifo%(gaineiio%)?54 250 winflg =1«3
2640 gotvalidmove%=TRlIE 260 rndflg =1«4
2650 IF level2%>=iiifo%(gameQO%)?24 THEN 270 laflg =1«5
gotmove%=TROE 280 inlaflg=l«6
2660 ENDIF 290 iiullflg=l«7

2670 ENDIF 300 imflg =1<<10

2680 =gotmove% 310 :

2690 : 320 qpti=3

2700 DEF FKpasBonclic)cs(gameno%,who%,f$ 330 qptj=4

) 340 gaa=5

2710 LOCAL gotmove?& 350 qBii=6

2720 gotmove%=PALSE 360 qBi=7

2730 MOOSE x%,y%,but% 370 qBJ=8
2740 IF but%<>wa3buts& THEN 380 qBp=9

2750 IF butV>0 THEN 390 qsteinp=10

2760 IF x%>=0 AND x%<iiifo%(ganieno%) !32 400 qsteBip2 = ll

THEN 410 :

2770 IF y%>=0 AND 7%<info%(gameno%) !36 420 who=0
THEN 430 level=l

2780 iiifo^(gaineiio%) 164=x% 440 bestptr=2

2790 info°-&(gaineiio%) !68=y% 450 val=3

2800 info%(gaineno%) !72=but% 460 ptr=4

2810 gotmove%=FNfuiic(garaeno%,f$) 470 base2=5
2820 ENDIF 480 temp=e

2830 ENDIF 490 temp2=7

2840 ENDIF 500 beta=8:iival=8

2850 wasbut%=but% 510 roaxsofar=9:minsofar=9:temp3=9

2860 ENDIF 520 baBe=10
2870 =gotmove% 530 alpha=ll:temp4=ll
2830 : 540 wkpt=12:brd=12
2890 DEF PROCcopy(to%,from%,ii%) 550 Bp=13

2900 LOCAL i% 560 linV-14

2910 IF n%>0 THEN 570 pc=15

2920 IF to^>from^ THEN 580 :

2930 FOR i%=n%-l TO STEP -l:i%?to%=i% 590 vbit=l«28
?from«s:NEXT 600 cbit=l«29
2940 ELSE 610 :

2950 FOR i%=0 TO nVl:i%?to%=i%?from%:K 620 FOR pasfl%=4 TO 6 STEP 2

EXT 630 P%=f3:0%=coAe%

2960 ENDIF 640 [OPT paasH
2970 ENDIF 650 .modstart

2980 ENDPROC 660 EQUD
2990 : 670 EQUD init

3000 DEF PROCpreserreboardlgameno^) 680 EQUD quit

3010 PR0Ccopy(3pare°-i(gameiio%), linfoHfga 690 EQUD

]!ieiio%),info%(gaineiio%) !40) 700 EQUD Citle

3020 ENDPROC 710 EQOD help

3030 : 720 EQUD

3040 DEF PROCrestoreboard(gameno%) 730 EQUD &CD7C0

3050 PROCcopy( !iiifo%(gaineiio5s) ,spare%(ga 740 EQUD awihandler

meno%),inEo%(gaineiio'-o) !40) 750 EQUD switable

3060 ENDPROC 760 EQUD

3070 : 770 :

3080 DEF FNfuiic(gaineao°-s,fnS} 780 .title

3090 LOCAL T0%,TX%,T2%,T3%,z%,'^„x0%,ye 790 FNequz( "GameCore")

H,xl%,yn 800 .help

3100 IF 3%{gmeTio%)>0 THEN 810 FNequz ( "GameCore"+CHR$ ( 9 ) +"0 . 20
3110 !pres55=0 +MID$(TIME$,5,11)+")")

3120 SYS "0S_SpriteOp", 60+256, B%(gaiiieno 820 :

^o), "board", prea% TO r0%,rn,r2%,r3% 830 .init

3130 VDU 5 840 STMFD (Bp)!,{link}

3140 SYS "0S_ChaiigedBox",2 850 MOV R0,#tickerv
3150 SYS "OS^ChangedBQx'M 860 ADR Rl,tickroutine
3160 ENDIP 870 MOV R2,#0

3170 z%=EVAL("FN"+f$(gameno%)+"_"+fn$+" 880 SWI "XOS.Claim"

{"+STR$(infQ%(gameno%))4")"} 890 LDMPD (Bp)!,{pc}

3180 IP a%(gameno%)>0 THEN 900 :

3190 SYS "OS^ChangedBox",-! TO ,w% 910 .quit

3200 x0=2«w^o!4 920 STMFD (sp) ! , {R0-R12,link}

3210 y0=4*w%!8 930 ADR R8,in8tptr
3220 xl=2«w%!12 940 MOV R9,#0

3230 yl=4*vft!16 950 MOV R0,#7

3240 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",r0%,rl%,r2^o,r3% 960 .quitloop

3250 IF x0<xl AND y0<yl THEN 970 LDR R2,[R8,R9,ASL #2]

980 CMP R2,#0

990 SWINE "XOS_Module"

1000 ADD R9,R9,#1
1010 CMP R9,#maxinst%
1020 BLT quitloop
1030 MOV R0,#tickerv
1040 ADR Rl,tickroutine
1050 MOV R2,#0
1060 SWI "XOS^elease"
1070 LDMFD (sp) ! , {R0-R12,pc}

.tickroutine

STMFD (8p)!,{R0,link}

LDR R0, ticker

ADD R0,R0,#1
STR R0, ticker
LDMFD (ap)!,{R0,pc}"

.ticker

EQUD

. swihandler
CMP Rll,#6

ADDCC pC,pc,Rll,LSL #2

B returntosender

. jumptable

B gcinit

B think

B validate
B kill

B continue
B stale

.returntosender

ADR R0,errmag
ORRS pc,Rl4,#vbit
.errmsg

EQUD i801A00+l
EQDS "Unrecognised GameCore SWI"

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190
1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260
1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350
1360
1370

1380 ALIGN
1390 :

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730
1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

}

1860

1870

1880

1890
1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2030

2040

2050

.switable

EQUS "GameCore"
EQUB

EQUS "Init"

EQUB

EQDS "Think"

EQUB

EQUS "Validate"

EQUB

EQUS "Kill"

EQUB

EQUS "Continue"

EQUB

EQUS "Stale"

EQUB

ALIGN

.validate

STMFD (sp)!, {Rl-R12,link}
STR R3 , movelength

BL getinst
MOV ptr,Rl
MOV level, #0

ADD bestptr,wkpt,#ptroff%
LDR wkpt, [wkpt]

MOV link, PC

LDR PC initlistmoveaaddr

.validateloop

STMFD (sp) !, (bestptr, level)

BIC level, level, tthltflg+frcflg

MOV link,pc

LDR pclistonemoveaddr
LDMFD (Sp) !, {bestptr, level}

MOV link,pc

BVS nomovetocheck
STMFD (sp) I, {R3,R5,R6,R7, bestptr)
ADD bestptr, bestptr, #12
LDR R7, movelength
MOV R3,#0

. checkmove

LDRB R5, [bestptr, R3]

LDRB R6, [ptr,R3]

CMP R5,R6
LDMNEFD (Sp) !, {R3,R5,R6, R7, bestptr

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

2200

2210

2220

2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

2280

2290

2300

2310

2320
2330

2340

2350

2360

2370

2380

2390

2400

2410

2420

2430

2440

2450

2460

2470

2480

2490

2500

2510

2520

2530

2540

2550

2560
2570

2580

2590

26^
2610

2620

2630

2640

2650

2660

2670

.checJcstaleloop

STMFD (Sp)!, (bestptr, level)

BIC level, level, fthltflg+frcflg

MOV link, PC

LDR pclistonemoveaddr
LDMPD (sp)!, (bestptr, level)

MOV link, PC
eve notstale
BCC checkstaleloop
MVN R0,#0
LDMFD (Bp)!,{Rl-R12,link)
BICS pc,link,#vbit

notstale
MOV R0,#0
LDMFD (sp) !,{R1-R12,link}

BICS pclink,#vbit

.movelength

EQOD

.gcinit

STMFD {Sp)!,(Rl-R12,link}

MOV R11,R0
ADR R9,instptr
MOV R8,#0

. findinst

LDR R10, [R9,R8,ASL #2]

CMP R10,#0
BEQ foundinst

ADD R8,R8,#1
CMP R8,#maxinstH
BLT findlast

.cantinit

ADR R0,toomany
LDMFD (sp)!, (Rl-R12,link)

ORRS pc,link,»vbit

.foundinst

MOV R0,#6

MOV R3,#required%
SWI "XOS_Module"
BVS cantinit

STR R2, [R9,R8,ASL #2]

LDMIA [11)I,(R4-R7)

STMIA (2)!,(R4-R7)

LDMIA [11)!,{R4-R7}

STKIA (2)!,{R4-R7}

LDMIA [11)!,{R4-R7)

STMIA (2)!,{R4-R7}

LDMIA (11) !,{R4-R7}

STMIA (2)!,(R4-R7}

MOV R0,R8

LDMFD (ap) !,{R1-R12,link}

BICS pc,liQk,ffvbit

2690 .kill

2700 STMFD (sp) ! , {R0-R12, link)

2710 CMP R0,#0
2720 BLT cantkill

2730 CMP R0,#maxinBt%
2740 BGE cantkill
2750 ADR Rl,instptr
2760 LDR R2, [R1,R0,ASL #2]

2770 MOV R3,#0

2780 STR R3,[R1,R0,ASL #2]

2790 CMP R2,ft0

2800 BEQ cantkill

2810 MOV R0,*t7

2820 SWI "XOS_Module"

2830 LDMVCFD (sp) ! , (R0-R12,link)
2840 BICVCS pc,link,#vbit
2850 :

2860 .cantkill
2870 LDMFD (sp) ! , {R0-R12,liiik}

2880 ADR R0,nosuch
2890 ORRS pc,link,#vbit
2900 :

2910 .toomany

2920 EQUD

2930 FNequz["Too many GameCore instanti

at ions")

2940 :

2950 .nosuch
2960 EQUD
2970 FNequz{"Un]tnown GameCore icstantia

tion")

2090

2100

BHE noKovetocheck 2980
ADD R3,R3,#1 2990 .workaddr EQUD
CMP R3,R7 3000 .moveaddr EQDD
BLT checkmove 3010 .unmoveaddr EQUD
LDMFD (sp)!,(R3,R5,R6,R7,beatptr} 3020 .initlistmovesaddr EQUD
MVN R0,#0 3030 .listonemoveaddr EQUD
LDMFD (sp)!,{Rl-R12,lillk) 3040 . lookaheaddepthl EQUB
BICS pc,link,#vbit 3050 . lookaheaddepth2 EQUB

3060 . lookaheadmaak EQUB
.nomovetocheck 3070 EQUB
TST link,#cbit 3080 .absmax EQUB
BEQ validateloop 3090 .staletype EQUB
MOV R0,#0 3100 EQUW
LDMFD {sp)!,{Rl-R12,link} 3110 -staleaddr EQUD
BICS pc,liil)c,#vbit 3120
: 3130 .curinst EQUD
.stale 3140 .timeout EQUD
STMFD {sp)!,{Rl-R12,link} 3150 .reg EQDS STRINGS (1

BL getinst 6,CHR$0)

MOV level, #0 3160 .total EQUD
ADD bestptr, wkpt, #ptroffH 3170 .levelstore EQUD
LDR wkpt, [wkpt] 3180
MOV link, PC 3190 .mainthink
LDR po, initlistmoveaaddr 3200 STR R13,reg+8
: 3210 STR R14,reg+12
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3220 TST R3,m 4350 : 5480 CMP temp2, maxsofar 6600 BGE noswap

3230 ADDNE R3,R3,#1 4360 .nolookahead 5490 MOVGT maxsofar, temp2 6610 STR qpti, [qsa, qsj,ASL #2]

3240 STR R3,maxdepth 4370 ADR base,liststart% 5500 TSTEQ level, #rndflg 6620 STR qptj, [qsa, qBi,ASL #2]

3250 STR R4,maxdepth2 4380 STR ptr, (base, level, LSR #14] 5510 SUBEQ temp2,temp2,#l 6630 ADD qsi,qsi,#l

3260 MOV level, R5,ASL #16 4390 STMFD (sp) ! , {R3,R5-R11} 5520 CHP maxsofar, alpha 6640 SDB qsj,qaj,#l

3270 MOV level, level, LSR #16 4400 MOV link,pc 5530 MOVGT alpha, maxsofar 6650 CMP qai,qaj

3280 MOV temp,#0 4410 LDR pcinitlistmovesaddr 5540 STR temp2,tbase2] 6660 BLE partloop2a

3290 STR temp, total 4420 STR level, levelstore 5550 CMP maxsofar, beta 6670 :

3300 MOV val,#0 4430 : 5560 BLT makemoves 6680 .parted2

3310 KVH alpha, #410000 4440 .loop 5570 BNE mademoves 6690 STMFD (sp) ! , {qBa,qfli,qsn}

3320 MOV beta,#&10000 4450 STR bestptr, [ptr] 5580 TST level, #rndflg 6700 MOV qsn,qsi

3330 ADD ptr,wkpt,#ptroff% 4460 BIC level, level, #hltflg+frcflg+nul 5590 BNE makemoves 6710 BL qBort2

3340 LDR sp,[w)tpt,#44] Iflg 5600 B mademoves 6720 LDMFD (sp) , {qaa,qBi,qsn}

3350 LDR wkpt, [wkpt] 4470 : 5610 : 6730 ADD qsa,qBa,qsi,ASL #2

3360 BL try 4480 .blonemove 5620 .oddlevel 6740 SDB qsn,qsn,q8i

3370 BL Bort 4490 EQUD 5630 CHP temp2,minB0far 6750 BL qBort2

3380 LDR R13,reg+8 4500 LDR level, levelstore 5640 MOVLT minsofar,teii5>2 6760 LDHFD (ap) 1 , {qsa,q8i,qan,pc}

3390 LDR R14,reg+12 4510 ADDVC per, ptr, #4 5650 ADDEQ temp2, temp2,#l 6770 :

3400 MOV PC link 4520 BCC loop 5660 CHP minsofar,beta 6780 .asBbl

3410 : 4530 LDMFD (sp) ! , {R3,R5-R11} 5670 MOVLT beta,minsofar 6790 CHP temp,#0

3420 .maxdeptli :EQaD 4540 ADR ba8e,li8tstart% 5680 STR temp2, [baae2] 6800 LDREQ temp,dumiiiyiQSt

3430 .inaxdepth2 :EQnD 4550 LDR temp, [base, level, LSR #14] 5690 CMP minsofar, alpha 6810 SOBNE temp, temp, teo^2

3440 : 4560 CMP temp, ptr 5700 BGT makemoves 6820 SUBNB tenv,temp,#8

3450 .instptr 4570 BNE notnone 5710 BNE mademoves 6830 MOVNE temp, temp,ASR #2

3460 EQOS STRING$(4*inaxinstSo,CHR$0) 4580 TST level, #S:FF0000 5720 TST level, #rndflg 6840 BICNE temp, temp, #{%11111111)<<24

3470 : 4590 BEQ notnone 5730 BNE makemoves 6850 ORRNE temp,temp,#(%111010U)«24

3480 .try 4600 STMFD (Bp)!,{val} 5740 : 6860 STR temp, [temp2]

3490 STHFD (sp) ! , {maxsofar,beBtptr,ptr, 4610 .biatale 5750 .mademoves 6870 HOV PC link

alpha.beta, level, link} 4620 MOV val,#0 5760 TST level, #inlaflg 6880 :

3500 : 4630 EQUD 5770 ADREQ base, lietend% 6890 .dummyinst

3510 -carryon 4640 LDRB base,staletype 5780 STREQ temp, [base, level, LSR #14] 6900 HOVNV R0,R0

3520 TST level, #1«16 4650 TST base,#%l 5790 MOV val,maxBofar 6910 :

3530 HVKEQ maxsofar, #610000 4660 BEQ amallowed 5800 MOV temp2, bestptr 6920 .continue

3540 MOVNE minsofar,#&10000 4670 : 5810 LDMFD (ap) !, {bestptr, ptr, maxsofar, 6930 STHFD (ap) ! , {R1-R12,R14}

3550 LDR teinp2,maxdepth 4680 .smforbidden alpha, beta, level
, pc} 6940 STR R2,curinst

3560 CMP teffip2, level, LSR #15 4690 LDMFD (Sp) ! , {te!i^2} 5820 ; 6950 STR R13,reg

3570 ORRLE level, level, Sllflg 4700 TST level, #1«16 5830 .timeoutstack 6960 STHFD (sp) ! , {R0,R2}

3580 BICGT level, level, #llflg 4710 ADDEQ maxBofar,temp2,val 5840 EQOS STRINGS l4'maxinflt%,CHRS0) 6970 SWI "OS_ReadHonotonicTime"

3590 LDR teinp2, ticker 4720 SOBNE maxsofar, temp2,val 5850 : 6980 ADD R1,R1,R0

3600 CHP teiiip2,#2 4730 B mademoves 5860 .getinBt 6990 STR Rl, timeout

3610 BLT skiptimeout 4740 : 5870 STHFD (sp)!,{Rl,R3-Rll,link} 7000 LDHFD (sp) ! , (R0,R2)

3620 MOV tenip2,#0 4750 .amallowed 5880 ADR Rl, instptr 7010 HOV temp,#0

3630 STR tenip2, ticker 4760 STR bestptr, [ptrl, #4 5890 LDR wkpt, [R1,R2,ASL #2] 7020 STR temp, total

3640 STMFD (sp) 1 , {R0,R1} 4770 MOV temp2,#0 5900 ADR R9,workaddr 7030 ADR temp.timeoutatack

3650 SWI "XOS_^ReadEscapeState" 4780 ORR base, level, inullflg 5910 LDHIA {wkpt),{Rl-R8} 7040 LDR sp, [temp,R2,ASL #2]

3660 BCS dotimeout 4790 STR val,[be8tptr],#4 5920 STKIA (9),{R1-R8) 7050 LDHFD (ap) 1 , {R0-R12,R14}

3670 SWI "XOS^ReadMonotonicTime" 4800 STR val, [beatptr],#4 5930 LDR temp,moveaddr 7060 B carryon

3680 LDR Rl, timeout 4810 STR base, [bestptr], #4 5940 ADR temp2, blmove 7070 :

3690 CHP R0,R1 4820 STR teBip2, [bestptr], #4 5950 BL assbl 7080 .think

3700 BLT notimeout 4830 LDMFD (ap}l,{val} 5960 LDR temp,unmoveaddr 7090 STHFD (sp) ! , {Rl-R12,R14)

3710 ! 4840 : 5970 ADR temp2 , blunmove 7100 STR R2,curlnat

3720 .dotimeout 4850 .notnone 5980 BL assbl 7110 STR R13,reg

3730 LDHFD (sp)!,{R0,Rl} 4860 ADR ba6e,listend% 5990 LDR temp,listonemoveaddr 7120 STHFD (Bp)!,{R0}

3740 STMFD (sp) ! , {R0-R12,Rl4} 4870 STR ptr, [base, level, LSR #14] 6000 ADR temp2, blonemove 7130 SHI "OS_ReadHonotonicTime"

3750 ADR Rl,timeoutstack 4880 BL sort 6010 BL assbl 7140 ADD R1,R1,R0

3760 LDR R2,curin3t 4890 : 6020 LDR temp.Btaleaddr 7150 STR Rl, timeout

3770 STR sp, [R1,R2,ASL #2] 4900 .donela 6030 ADR temp2,blstale 7160 LDHFD (sp)!,{R0}

3780 LDR Rl3,reg 4910 .makemoves 6040 BL assbl 7170 BL getinst

3790 LDHFD (ap) ! ,
{R1-R12,R14} 4920 CMP temp, ptr 6050 LDR bestptr, [wkpt, #48] 7180 BL mainthink

3800 LDR R0, total 4930 BEQ mademoves 6060 LDMFD (sp) ! , {R1,R3-Rll,pc) 7190 KOV R0,ptr

3810 MOV Rl,#l 4940 STMFD (sp) !, {val, temp, level} 6070 : 7200 LDR R13,reg

3820 MOV R2,#0 4950 LDR temp, [temp] 6080 .sort 7210 LDHFD (sp) ! , {R1-R12,R14)

3830 MOV PC link 4960 LDR temp2, [temp,#4] 6090 STMFD (sp)!,{Rl-Rll,link) 7220 HOV R3,R0

3840 : 4970 LDR level, [temp,#8] 6100 ADR qsa,liststart% 7230 LDR R0, total

3850 .notimeout 4980 TST level, #winflg 6110 LDR qaa, [qaa, level, LSR #14] 7240 HOV R1,#0

3860 LDMFD (sp) ! , {R0,R1} 4990 MOVNE val,#0 6120 ADR qstemp2,listend% 7250 LDR R2,liBtstart%

3870 : 5000 TST level, #1<<16 6130 LDR qstemp2, tqsteinp2, level, LSR #14 7260 LDR R4,liatend%

3880 .skiptimeout 5010 ADDEQ val,val,temp2 )
7270 SUB R2,R4,R2

3890 TST level, #llflg 5020 S0BNE val,val, temp2 6140 SDB qsn,qBtemp2,qBa 7280 HOV R2,R2,LSR #2

3900 BNE nolookahead 5030 TST level, #hltflg 6150 HOV qsil,qsn,LSR #2 7290 HOV PC link

3910 LDRB temp2,lookaheadfflask 5040 BNE halthere 6160 BL qsort2 7300 ]

3920 TST level, temp2 5050 TST level, #frcflg 6170 LDMFD (ap) 1 , {Rl-Rll,pc} 7310 liatstart%=P%

3930 TSTEQ level, #ialaflg 5060 BNE forced 6180 : 7320 OV=256:P%+=256

3940 BNE nolookahead 5070 TST level, #llflg 6190 .qsort2 7330 listead%=liBtBtart%+4

3950 TST level, #laflg 5080 BEQ further 6200 CHP qaD,#l 7340 NEXT pass%

3960 BEQ nolookahead 5090 : 6210 MOVLE PC link 7350 ENDPROC

3970 MOV temp2, level, LSR #16 5100 .halthere 6220 STHFD {sp)!,{link} 7360 :

3980 LDRB base,lookaheaddepthl 5110 LDR temp2, total 6230 LDR qstemp, [qsa] 7370 DEF FNequz(z$)

3990 ADD temp2,temp2,base 5120 ADD temp2,temp2,#l 6240 LDR qstemp, [qatemp] 7380 [OPT paas%

4000 LDR base,maxdepth 5130 STR temp2, total 6250 MOV q8i,#l 7390 EQDS z$

4010 CMP temp2,ba3e 5140 B nofurther 6260 : 7400 EQOB

4020 BGE nolookahead 5150 : 6270 .£indpivot2 7410 ALIGN

4030 LDR teiiip,maxdepth 5160 -forced 6280 LDR qpti, [qsa,qBi,ASL »2J 7420 ]

4040 LDR teiDp2,m3xdepth2 5170 LDR temp2,maxdepth2 6290 LDR qstemp2, [qpti] 7430 =0

4050 STMFD (sp) !, {temp, temp2,val} 5180 CHP temp2, level, LSR #16 6300 CHP gatemp,qBtemp2

4060 MOV temp2, level, LSR #16 5190 BLE halthere 6310 BNE gotpiv2
Listing 34070 LDRB base,lookaheaddepthl 5200 : 6320 ADD qai,qsi,#l

4080 ADD temp2 , temp2 , base 5210 .further 6330 CMP qsi,qsn

4090 STR temp2,maxdepth 5220 STHFD (sp) !, {temp, level} 6340 BNE findpivot2 10 REM >TD (GaineCore3]

4100 LDRB ba6e,lookaheaddepth2 5230 TST level, ttnullflg 6350 LDMFD (sp)!,{pc} 2a REM 3D K S C library

4110 ADD temp2,temp2,ba6e 5240 BNE akipblmove 6360 : 30 REM by Adam Broges

4120 STR temp2,maxdepth2 5250 : 6370 .gotpiv2 40 REM for Archimedes only

4130 ORR level, level, #inlaflg 5260 .blmove 6380 MOVLT gsp, qatemp 50 REM (c) BAO July 1991

4140 BL try 5270 EQDD 6390 MOVGT qap,qatemp2 60 :

4150 MOV bestptr,temp2 5280 : 6400 MOV qBi,#0 70 DBF FHtd_desc="3D Houghta & CroBse

4160 BIC level, level, #inlaflg 5290 .akipblmove 6410 SUB qBJ,qBn,#l s"

4170 LDMFD (sp) !, {temp, temp2,val} 5300 ADD level, level, #1«16 6420 : 80 :

4180 STR temp,maxdepth 5310 RSB who,wbo,#l 6430 .noswap 90 DEF PNtd_idle(lnfoSl)

4190 STR temp2,maxdepth2 5320 BL try 6440 CHP qai.qsj 100 IF illfo%!72=0 OR info%!68>32 THEN

4200 BL sort 5330 RSB who,who,#l 6450 BGT parted2 =0

4210 ADR base,listend% 5340 LDMFD (sp) !, {temp, level} 6460 .partloop2a 110 LOCAL x%,y%,b*,z!i

4220 LDR ptr, [base, level, LSR #14] 5350 TST level, Snullflg 6470 LDR qpti, [qsa, qBi,ASL #2] 120 x%=in£o!t!64

4230 ADR base,liststart% 5360 BNE Bkipblunmove 6480 LDR qstemp, [qpti] 130 y*=in£o%168

4240 LDR temp, [base, level, LSR #14) 5370 : 6490 CHP qstemp, qsp 140 b%=ill£0l!72

4250 : 5380 .blunmove 6500 ADDGT qsi,qsi,#l 150 CASE TRDE OF

4260 .restorevalB 5390 EQUD 6510 BGT partloop2a 160 WHEN x%<=16:PR0Ctd_rotate(info%,-l

4270 LDR base, [temp], #4 5400 : 6520 : 6)

4280 LDR temp2, [base, #4] 5410 .Bkipblunmove 6530 .partloop2b 170 WHEN x%>=512-15:PR0Ctd rotatednfo

4290 STR temp2, [base] 5420 .nofurther 6540 LDR qptj, [qsa,qsj,ASL #2] %,16)

4300 CKP temp, ptr 5430 MOV temp2,val 6550 LDR qatemp2, [qptj] 180 vfflEH x%>=25e-40 AND x%<=256+40:

4310 BLT restorevais 5440 LDMFD (sp) !, {val, temp, level} 6560 CHP qatemp2,qsp 190 in£oH?92=(ln£o«92) EOR 1

4320 ADR baBe,listBtart% 5450 LDR base2, [temp], #4 6570 SDBLE qaj,qsj,#l 200 PROCtd_buildtab(info%)

4330 LDR temp, [base,level,LSR #14] 5460 TST level, #1«16 6580 BLE partloop2b 210 z96=FNtd_showboard(lnfo%)

4340 B donela 5470 BNE oddlevel 6590 CHP qai.qsj 220 EHDCASE
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4 230 =0

240 :

250 DEF PROCtd_rotate(iiifo%,angle^o)

260 info°-&?93+=angle%

270 I (info%+94)=SIN{info%?93*PI/128)

280 I {iiifo%+99)=COS(info%?93*PI/128}

290 PROCtd_buildtab{info%)

300 zVFNtd_ghowboard{info%)
310 ENDPROC
320 :

330 DEF FNtd_getmove(info%)

340 LOCAL best%,b%,x%,y%rl%-gotmove%,z
%,board%,usep%

350 gotmove%=FALSE
360 beBt5&=info%!56

370 x5i=info%!64

380 y"-&=info%!68

390 b5s=info^!72

400 IF y%<=32 THEN z%=FNtd_idle(info%)
:=FALSE

410 IF POINT (x^,y%)<4 THEN
420 iV16*P0INT{xS,y%)-l
430 board%= ! inf0%

440 UBep%=info%?92=l
450 SYS "Hourglaas^On"

460 WHILE NOT gotmove°'S

470 iV=l
480 IP boardVi%=fiFF THEN
490 PROCtd^indic (boards, i%. 5 , i%/16 , use

P%)

500 IF P0INT(x?s,y^)=5 gotmoveVTROE
510 PROCtd_indic (boards, i%. i%/16 , 5 , use

520 ENDIF

530 ENDWHILE
540 SYS "Hourglass.Off"

550 bestV12 = iSa

560 ENDIF
570 =gotinove%

580 :

590 DEF FNtd_initdoiiiove(iQ£o%)

600 iiifo%!80=TIHE

610 iiifo%!84=0:REH counter
620 iiifo%!88=?{info56!56+i2)

630 =0

640 :

650 DEF FNtd_domove{iiifo%)

660 LOCAL doneaniin%

670 doneaiiim%=FALSE

680 IF TIHS-info%!80>10 THEN

690 iQfo%!80=TIME

700 info%!84+=l

710 IF info%!e4=7 THEN
720 doneanimVTRDE
730 ?(!iDfo%+info^=!88)=iiifo%?60

740 PROCtd_showsquare ( 1 info%, info%! 88

,

-l,info^?92=l}

750 ELSE

760 PR0Ctd_show8quare ( 1 info%, info%l 88

,

6*(info%!84 HOD 2} ,info%?92=i)

770 ENDIF

780 ENDIF
790 =doneaiiimH

800 :

810 DSF FNtd_iiewga]ne(iiifo%}

820 LOCAL i%

830 FOR i%=0 TO 63 STEP 4

840 !(!in£o?s+i%)=-i

850 NEXT

860 =0

870 :

880 DEF FKtd_3howboard(info%)

890 LOCAL i%,b%,p%
900 b%=linfo%+iiifo%!40

910 p%=infQ%?92=l
920 GCOL 132

930 CLG
940 FOR i%=0 TO 63

950 PROCtd_sliows(iuare{b%,i^o,-l,p%)

960 NEXT
970 GCOL 7

980 MOVE 0,32

990 VDO 136

1000 MOVE 512-16,32

1010 VDU 137

1020 MOVE 256-40,32

1030 PRINT"2D-3D";

1040 =0

1050 :

1060 DEF PROCtd_iDdic{board%,i%,coll%,c
ol2%,usep%)

1070 LOCAL levels, rovA, column^, x0%,xl%,
y0%,yl%
1080 level%=i%>>4

1090 row?5=(i%>>2) AND 3

1100 coiuim%=i% AND 3

1110 GCOL 128+co3.2%

1120 GCOL coll%
1130 IP USep56 THEN
1140 PROCtd_getxy{ levels, row^o, column^, x

0%,y0%)

1150 PROCtd_getxy(level%,row%+l, columns
+I,xn,yl5s)

1160 FILL (x0%+xl%)/2, (y0%+yl%)/2
1170 ELSE

1180 FILL td_lm5&+td_Bq%*(column^+0.5),l

28+td_sq%*{row^*4*level%+0.5)+16*level%+
16

1190 ENDIF
1200 ENDPROC
1210 :

1220 DEF PROCgcol(colH,b%,i%)

1230 IF col%<0 THEN

1240 IF b%?i%=tFP GCOL i%/16 ELSE GCOL
7+b%?i%
1250 ELSE

1260 GCOL col's

1270 ENDIF

1280 ENDPROC

1290 :

1300 DEF PSOCtd_showsquare (boards, i%, CO

1310 LOCAL levels, row%,coliiinn%

1320 LOCAL x0%,xl%,x2%,x3%,y0%,Yl%,y2%,

y3%, a%

1330 levelVi%»4
1340 row%={i%>>2) AND 3

1350 coluiiin%=i?6 AND 3

1360 PR0Cgcol(col%,board5S,i%)

1370 IF usep% THEN
1380 PROCtd_getxy(level%,row56,coluinn%,x

0%,y0%)

1390 PROCtd_getxy(level%,row%+l, column's

,xl%,yl%)

1400 PROCtd_getxy(level%,row%+l, column's

+I,x2%,y256)

1410 PROCtd_getxy(level%,row%,colu3nn%+l

,x3%,y3's)

1420 PR0Cgcol(col5s,board%,i%)

1430 MOVE X0%,y0%
1440 MOVE xn.yn
1450 PLOT 85,x35&,y3%

1460 PLOT 85,x2%,y2%

1470 GCOL 6

1480 MOVE X0%,y0%
1490 DRAW xl%,yl%
1500 DRAW x2%,y2%
1510 DRAW x3%,yZ%
1520 DRAW x0%,y0?s

1530 ELSE

1540 RECTANGLE PILL td_lmH+td_3q%*colum
n%,128+td_sq5s«(rowH+4*leven)+16*level%,

td„sc[%, td_sq:%

1550 GCOL 6

1560 RECTANGLE td_lm%+td_Bq%*column%, 12

e+td_sc[%*(rcpw%+4*level%)+16*level^,td_sq

%, td_sq%

1570 ENDIF

1580 ENDPROC

1590 :

1600 DEF PROCtd_getxy(l%,r%,C%, RETURN x

%, RETURN y%)

1610 l%=info%!104+(25*l%+5*r%+cH)*e
1620 x%=!n
1630 y%=l%!4

1640 ENDPROC
1650 :

1660 DEF PROCtd_,getpersp(lev,x,Y, RETURN
XX, RETURN yy)
1670 xx={x-2)*l (iiifo*o+99) + (y-21*l (info%

+94}

1680 yy=(x-2)*l [info%+94)-(y-2)'| (info%

*99)

1690 x=-xx'64

1700 y=yy*64+1400
1710 xx=256+x*1400/y
1720 yy=1200t[lev*1.6-7.5)*120'1400/y
1730 IF lev=0 yy-=32

1740 ENDPROC
1750 :

1760 DEF FNtd_init( info's)

1770 td_sq'b=48

1780 td_lin's=(512-4*td_aq%)/2

1790 td_maxdepth'&=32:REM absolute maxim
urn depth
1800 td_move9ize's=16:REM move size roun

ded up to word boundary
1810 td_maxmoveg's=64:REH absolute maxim

um number of moves possible in a level

1820 td_movelist's=FNgetablock(td_movesi

zeSi*td„maxdepth%*td_maxmoves's)

1830 td_stackBize'6=&1000+64«td_maxdepth

%
1840 td_stack'6=FNgetablock(td_stacltsize

%)

1850 :

I860 td_code%=FNgetablock(&500)
1870 :

1880 td_fflg=l«10
1890 :

1900 FOR paas%=0 TO 2 STEP 2

1910 P%=td_code'&

1920 [OPT pass5&

1930 . initlistmoves

1940 MOV baBe2,#63

1950 MOV PC link
1960 :

1970 .listonemove

1980 ORR link, link, #vbit

1990 STMFD (sp) !,{link)

2000 .listonemoveloop

2010 MOV val,#0

2020 LDRB temp2, [brd,ba6e2]

2030 CMP temp2,#&FF
2040 BNE notpossible

2050 BL findmax

2060 CMP temp2,#2

2070 ADDEQ val,val,tt&20

2080 ADDGT val,val,#&40
2090 TST level, #td_ffig

2100 BEQ notfrc

2110 CMP temp2,#3

2120 CHPKE temp, #3

2130 BNE notpossible

2140 .notfrc

2150 ADD temp, temp, #1

2160 CMP temp, #4

2170 ORREQ level, level, twinflg
2180 ADDEQ val.val, #420000
2190 SUBEQ val,val, level, LSR #12

2200 ADDLT val,val, temp3
2210 ADR temp2, weight's

2220 LDRB teinp2, [temp2,baae2]

2230 ADD val,val,temp2

2240 ORR temp2,base2,temp,ASL #8

2250 TST level, #td_ffig

2260 BICNE level, level, #td_fflg
2270 ORRNE level, level, #frcflg

2280 CMP temp,ft3

2290 ORREQ level, level, ftfrcflg

2300 ORREQ level, level, #td_fflg
2310 ORRGT level, level, #hltflg
2320 STR val,[bestptr],tt4

2330 STR val, [bestptr],#4

2340 STR level,[beBtptr],#4
2350 STR temp2, [beBtptr],#4
2360 LDHFD (sp)!,{link}
2370 BIC link, link, #vbit
2380 SUBS base2,base2,#l
2390 BICPLS pc,link,#cbit
2400 ORRS pc,link,#cbit
2410 .notpossible

2420 SUBS base2,base2,#l
2430 BPL listonemoveloop
2440 LDMFD (sp)l,{link}

2450 ORRS pc,link,#cbit
2460 :

2470 .checksquare

2480 STMFD {sp)!,{link)

2490 ADR brd,td_^board9&

2500 MOV base2,R0
2510 LDRB who, [brd,base2]

2520 BL findmax
2530 MOV R0,cemp
2540 LDHPD (8pJ!,{pc}
2550 :

2560 .findmax

2570 STMFD (sp) !, {delta, R1,R2, link}
2580 MOV temp,#0
2590 MOV temp2,#0
2600 MOV temp3,#l
2610

2620 BIC base, ba6e2, #'6000011

2630 MOV delta, #1

2640 BL countline
2650 BIC ba5e,base2,#%001100
2660 MOV delta, #4

2670 BL countline

2660 BIC base,base2,#U10000
2690 MOV delta, #16

2700 BL countline
2710 ADR base, map's

2720 LDR R2, [base,base2,ASL #2]

2730 TST R2,#l«0
2740 BICNE base,base2,#'s001Hl
2750 MOVNE delta, #5

2760 BLNE countline
2770 TST R2,#1<<1
2780 BICNE base,baBe2,#'&001111
2790 ADDNE base, base, #3

2800 MOVNE delta, #3

2810 BLNE countline

2820 TST R2,#l<<2

2830 BICNE base,base2,#U11100
2840 MOVNE delta, #20

2850 BLNE countline

2860 TST R2,#l<<3

2370 BICNE base,base2,mi0011
2880 MOVNE delta, #17

2890 BLNE countline
2900 TST R2,#l<<4
2910 BICKE base,ba3e2,#'sllll00

2920 ORENE base, base, #%001100
2930 MOVNE delta, #12

2940 BLNE countline
2950 TST R2,#l<<5

2960 BICNE baBe,base2,#U10011
2970 ORRNE base, base, #%000011
2980 MOVNE delta, #15

2990 BLNE countline
3000 TST R2,#l<-:6

3010 MOVNE base,#0
3020 MOVNE delta, #21

3030 BLNE countline
3040 TST R2,#l<<7

3050 MOVNE base, #3

3060 MOVNE delta, #19

3070 BLNE countline
3080 TST R2,#l<<8
3090 MOVNE base, #15

3100 MOVNE delta, #11

3110 BLNE countline
3120 TST R2,#l«9
3130 MOVNE base, #12

3140 MOVNE delta, #13

3150 BLNE countline
3160 LDMFD (sp) !, {delta, Rl,R2,pc}

3170 :

3180 .countline

3190 ADD base, base, brd
3200 MOV nval,#0
3210 MOV Rl,#0
3220 ]

3230 FOR it%=l TO 4

3240 [OPT pass%
3250 LDRB temp4, [base], delta
3260 CMP temp4,who
3270 ADDEQ nval,nval,#l
3280 CHPNE temp4,#&FF
3290 ADDNE R1,R1,#1

3300 ]

3310 NEXT itSb

3320 [OPT pass%
3330 CMP nval,#0
3340 CMPNE R1,#0
3350 MOVNE pclink
3360 CMP nval,#0
3370 MULNE teiEp3,nval, tempS
3380 CMP nval,temp
3390 MOVGT temp,nval

3400 CMP Rl,temp2

3410 MOVGT temp2,Rl
3420 MOV pclink
3430 :

3440 .stale

3450 MOV pclink
3460 :

3470 .move

3480 LDRB temp2, [temp, #12]

3490 STRB who, [brd,temp2I

3500 MOV pclink
3510 :

3520 .unmove

3530 LDRB temp2, [teiap,#12]

3540 MOV base2,#&FF
3550 STRB baae2,[brd,ten!p2]

3560 MOV pclink
3570 ]

3580 td„board%=P%:P^o+=128

3590 weight%=P%:P'5t=64

3600 map%=P'&:P^+=256

3610 NEXT pass^
3620 POR i%=0 TO 63

3630 map%!(4*i%)=0
3640 NEXT

3650 PROCtd_makemap
3660 !info%=td_board%
3670 info'6!4=move

3680 info%!8=unmove
3690 info's! 12 = initlistmovea
3700 info's! 16=listonemove
3710 info's? 20=1: REM Look ahead 1

3720 info%?21=4:REM Look ahead 2

3730 info%?22=3:REH lookahead mask
3740 info'6?23=0

3750 info%?24=td_maxdepth%
3760 info'b?25=l:REM stalemate not allow

ed

3770 info's! 28=Btaie
3780 info's! 32 = 512

3790 info's!36=1024

3800 info%! 40=64

381« info%!44=td_atack95+td_Btacksize's

3820 info'6!48=td_movelist's

3830 info'6?52=2

3840 info'b?53=2

3850 info%?54=4

3860 info%?55=16:REM move size
3870 info%?92=l:REH Perspective
3880 info%?93=0:REH angle of rotation
3890 l(infoV94)=SIN(0)
3900 I (info'&t99)=COS(0)

3910 info'6!104=FNgetablock(8*125)

3920 PROCtd_buildtab(info'&)

3930 =TRUE

3940 :

3950 DEF PROCtd_buildtab!info's)

3960 IF info%?92=0 ENDPROC

3970 LOCAL i'&,level%,row%,oolumn%,x0,y0
,xi,yl,a's,aa's

3980 a%=info's!104

3990 SYS "Hourglass„On"

4000 FOR level's=0 TO 4

4010 FOR row'-5=0 TO 4

4020 PROCtd_getpersp ( level's, row%, 0, x0, y
0)

4030 PROCtd_getperBp ( levelSs, lovfk, 4 , xl,

y

1)

xl=(xl-x0)/4

yl={yl-y0)/4

FOR column's=0 TO 4

aa%=a'&+8* (column%+5*row%+25*level%

a.a.% ! 0=x0+column'6*xl

aa's! 4=y0+column%*yl
NEXT
NEXT
NEXT
SYS "HourglasB_Off"

ENDPROC

DEF PROCtd_makemap
LOCAL i%,j's,w%

FOR i5s=0 TO 3

PROCtd_map { i's'16 ,5,0)

PROCtd_map { i'6*16+3, 3, 1)

PROCtd_map(i's,20,2)

PROCtd_map ( i's*4 , 17 , 3

)

PROCtd_map ( 12+ i%, 12 , 4

)

PROCtd_map ( 3+i%*4 ,15,5)

NEXT

PROCtd_niap(0,21,6)

PROCtd_^map(3,19,7)

PROCtd_map(15,ll,8)

PROCtd_map(12,13,9)

FOR i%=0 TO 63

w's=0

FOR j's=0 TO 9

IF ((map^o!{4*i%)) AND (l«j%))>0 w

NEXT
weight%?i'6=l«w%
NEXT
ENDPROC

4050

4060

4070

4110

4120

4130

4140

4150

4160

4170

4180

4190

4200

4210

4220

4230

4240

4250

4260

4270

4280

4290

4300

4310

4320

4330

'st=l

4340

4350

4360
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4390 DEF PR0Ctd_map(a9i,9%,b%} 4460 4530 FOR A%=0 TO 63 4590 =wimier%

4400 LOCAL i% 4470 DEF FNtd_gaineover(info%) 4540 IF ?(!info%+A%)<>fitFF THEN 4600 :

4410 FOR i%=0 TO 3 4480 LOCAL winner%,A% 4550 IF DSR(checkB(iuare)=4 winner%=?(!i 4610 DEF FNtd_initget]nove{info%)=0

4420 map%! (4*a°4) = (map%!(4*a^o)) OR {l«b 4490 winner%=-2 nfo55+A%) 4620 :

%) 4500 IF info%?61=2 THEN 4560 ENDIF 4630 DEF FNtd__listmoves{info%)=0

4430 a%+=s% 4510 winner%=-l 4570 HEXT 4640 :

4440 NEXT 4520 ELSE 4580 ENDIF 4650 DEF FNtd_unlistmoves(info%)=0

4450 ENDPROC

View Previewer

540 BNE nochange 1110 .btable 1670 PLA

550

560

570

1120 EQUB 1680 STA char,X

Listing 1 .toggleunder

LDA #under_bit

1130 EQDB

1140 EQOB setaub -(branch+2)

1690 INX

1700 DEY

10 REM >PVsrce (VPreviewl) 580 BNE toggle 1150 EQUB setsuper -{branch+2) 1710 BNE putback

20 REM By David Lawrence 590 . togglebold 1160 EQUB nochange -{branch+2) 1720 .nosquaah

30 REM For BBC B/B+/H/C/B/ !65Tube 600 LDA #bold_bit 1170 EQUB toggleitalic -{branch+2) 1730 :

40 REM (c) BAU July 1991 610 BNE toggle 1180 EQUB setfull -{branch+2) 1740 LDA style

50 : 620 .toggleitalic 1190 EQUB togglebold -(branch+2) 1750 LSR A

60 PROCinit 630 LDA #italic_bit 1200 EQUB reset -{branch+2) 1760 BCC notitalic

70 PROCcode 640 -toggle 1210 .tabend 1770 LDX #3

80 PROCchecksum 650 EOR style 1220 :
1780 .doitalic

90 OSCLI"Save ^.PreVIEW "+STR$'"code+" 660 STA style 1230 .reset 1790 LSR cliar,X

"+STR$"0%+" 400 400" 670 LDA char 1240 JSR init 1800 ASL char+5,X

100 PRINT"Bytes free ";&500-P% 680 BMI exit 1250 .nochange 1810 DEX

110 END 690 BPL nochange 1260 CMP #13 1820 BNE doitalic

120 : 700 1270 BNE realchar 1830 .notitalic

130 DEF PROCinit 710 .writec 1280 LDA style 1840 :

140 DIM code 300 720 STA char 1290 AND #(under_bit OR auper.bit OR su 1850 BIT style

150 osword = tFPPl 730 PHA b_bit) EOR &FF 1860 BVC notbold

160 oewrch = tFFEE 740 TXA : PHA 1300 STA style 1870 LDX #8

170 osasci = tFFE3 750 TYA : PHA 1310 .print 1880 .dobold

180 style = S:F8 760 LDA char 1320 LDA char 1890 LDA char,X

190 extended = &F9 770 CMP #a82 1330 JSR osaaci 1900 LSR A

200 vdug = &90 780 BEQ extend 1340 -exit 1910 ORA char,X

210 char = vdus + 1 790 CMP #&80 1350 PLA : TAY 1920 STA char,X

220 : 600 BCC plain 1360 PLA : TAX 1930 DEX

230 under bit = &80 810 BNE togglebold 1370 PLA 1940 BNE dobold

240 bold_bit = &40 820 LDX extended 1380 RTS 1950 .notbold

250 super_bit = &04 830 BEQ toggleunder 1390 : 1960 :

260 Gub_bit = 402 840 .extend 1400 : 1970 BIT atyle

270 italic_bit = &01 850 LSR A 1410 .realchar 1960 BPL notunder

280 ENDPROC 860 LSR A 1420 LDX #char MOD 256 1990 LDA #&FF

290 : 870 LDA extended 1430 LDY #char DIV 256 2000 STA char+8

300 DEF PROCcode 880 ROL A 1440 LDA #10 2010 .notunder

310 FOR pass = 4 TO 6 STEP 2 890 ORA #Gl80 1450 JSR osword 2020 :

320 V% = &400:O^o = code 900 STA extended 1460 LDY #0 2030 LDA #128

330 [OPT pass 910 BNE exit 1470 : 2040 STA Char

340 JMP writec 920 1480 LDA style 2050 LDA #23

350 JMP init 930 .plain 1490 AND #{super„bit OR aub_bit) 2060 STA vdus

360 RTS:BRK:BRK 940 LDX extended 1500 BEQ nosguash 2070 .defchar

370 RTS 950 BEQ nochange 1510 LDX #8 2080 LDA vdus,Y

380 .nostyle 960 LDA #0 1520 .sguash 2090 JSR oswrch

390 STX atyle 970 STA extended 1530 LDA char.X 2100 INY

400 RTS 980 TXA 1540 ORA char-l,X 2110 CPY #10

410 .init 990 AND #&7F 1550 PHA 2120 BNE defchar

420 LDX #0 1000 CMP #tabend-btable 1560 STY char,X 2130 BEQ print

430 STX extended 1010 BCS illegal 1570 STY char-l,X 2140 ]NEXT

440 BEQ nOBtyle 1020 TAY 1580 DEX 2150 ENDPROC

450 : 1030 LDA Btvle 1590 DEX 2160 :

460 .setsub 1040 AND #(BUper_bit OR sub_bit) EOR &F 1600 BNE aquaah 2170 DEF PROCchecksum

470 ORA #sub_bit F 1610 LDA style 2180 total =

480 BNE aetfull 1050 LDX btable,Y 1620 AND #super^bit 2190 FOR byte = code TO 0^-1

490 .setsuper 1060 STX branch+1 1630 EOR #5 2200 total = total + ?byte

500 ORA #super bit 1070 .branch 1640 TAX 2210 NEXT

510 .aetfull 1080 BNE &400 1650 LDY #4 2220 IF total = 32479 ENDPROC

520 STA style 1090 .illegal 1660 .putback 2230 PRINT"Checksum error"

530 LDA char 1100 BRK : BRK : EQUS "?"
: \ EQTO

Pieces of 8

330 ys%=ysV(20+RND{n?&))

340 kS&=2-RND{3)

ck%=2-RND(2)

670 : 980 REM PROChills Plots a Wave or Line

Listing 1 350 680 yt=yt/40 of Colour

360 PROChills (yB%, 2,3, k%, ckH) 690 yb=-yh*1.4 990 REM Conatructing the Back to Foreg

10 REM Random Landscapes (Po81) 370 700 zcS6=RND(3) rounds

20 REM Plot random landscapes 380 vs%=ysVRND{nV4) 710 : 1000 :

30 REM By Peter Batty 390 k%=2-RHD(3} 720 IF P0INT(xi-xb,yl+yb)=3 THEN GOTO 1010 DEF PR0Chilla(ys^o,con,j%,kH,ck9&)

40 REM for all machines 400 ckV2-RND{2) 560 1020 GCOL Op^o(j^o),COl%

50 REM (c) BAD July 91 410 PROChills (ys%, 2 , 4 , k%, cKH,) 730 IF P0INT(xl+xb+yt,yl+yb-yt)=3 THEN 1030 dt=RAD(10}

60 : 420 GOTO 560 1040 th=RAD{RND(360))

70 MODEl 430 PROCroad(3,0) 740 IF xl-xh<5 OR xl+xh>1275 THEN zc9&= 1050 S=SIN(dt)

80 : 440 1 1060 C=COS(dt)

90 DIM yh%(64),op%(4),cf%(l) 450 REM This Segment Plots various Siz 750 IF yl-yh<5 THEN zc%=l 1070 sa=SIN{th)

100 : es and 760 PROCtree{xh,yh,0,3) 1060 cc=COS{th)

110 op%(l)=143 460 REM Shades of Tree from Back to Fo 770 xl=xl+yt 1090 9i=RND(100)

120 op%(2)=0 reground 780 yl=yl-yt 1100 yn%=ys%*ck%+ ( l-ck%) * {ys%+Bi*ss)

130 op%(3)=179 470 790 t%=kz%*zc% 1110 MOVE 0,0

140 op%(4)=0 480 n%=100 800 IF t%<=2 THEN PROCtree(xh,yh, 0, 1) 1120 MOVE 0,yn%

150 : 490 inc%=0 810 IF t%>2 THEN PROCtBhade(xh,yh) 1130 yh%(0)=yii?&

160 VDO 19,0,6;0;19,1,4;0; 500 M=RND(150) 820 NEXT ii56 1140 !

170 VDO 19,2,2;0;19,3,7;0; 510 kz%=INT(RND{l)+0.5) 830 : 1150 FOR iH=20 TO 1280 STEP 20

180 : 520 840 REM This Segment Switches the Colo 1160 8n=ss*C+cc*S

190 VDU 5 530 FOR ii°-&=l TO M ura, 1170 cc=cc*C-ss*S

200 CLG 540 inc%=inc%+RHD(1000/M) 850 REH thus Simulating the Four Seaso 1180 ss=Bn

210 ;
550 VDU 29,0;0; ns 1190 yn%= (yn%-k%*Rin)( 5 )

) *ck%+ { l-ck%) * (y

220 REM This Segment Plots the Distant 560 xl=RND(1279) 860 : sVai*as)

Hills, Lake, 570 iz%=xl/20 870 REPEAT 1200 yh%(i% DIV 20)=yn%

230 REM Middle and Foreground, then the 580 yl=yh°-&(iz5a)-incH+l 880 RESTORE 1210 PLOT 85,i%,0

Road 590 vt=(((vh%(iz%)-vl)/vh%(iz%))*nVRN 890 FOR i%=l TO 20 1220 PLOT 85,i%,yn%

240 : D(20))*3 900 PROCdelay(500) 1230 NEXT i%

250 k%=2-RND{3} 600 yh=yt/(2.0+RKD(l)) 910 READ col0%, coin, 0012^4,0013% 1240 ENDPROC

260 nV50 610 xh=yh/(i.0+RND(l)) 920 VDD 19,0,col0%;0;19,l,coin;0; 1250 :

270 ys%=635+kVRMD(n%) 620 IF Xh<4 THEN GOTO 560 930 VDD 19,2,col2%;0;19,3,col3%;0; 1260 REM PROCroad Plots a Winding Road

280 PR0Chills(yB5-„l, 1,0,0) 630 IF P0INT{xl-xh,yl}=3 THEN GOTO 560 940 NEXT i% baaed

290 : 640 IF P0INT(xl,yl)=3 THEN GOTO 560 950 UNTIL FALSE 1270 REM on a Sine Wave

300 ys%=ysV(20+RND(n56)) 650 IF P0INT{xl+xh,yl)=3 THEN GOTO 560 960 END 1280 :

310 PROChills(yB^o,l,2,0,l) 660 IF xh/yh<=l THEN xb=yh*0.05 ELSE X 970 : 1290 DEF PROCroad{con,j%)

320 : b=xh*0.05 1300 GCOL j%,COl% ^
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a 1310 ii=26+RND(10)

1320 inc=RND(2)
1330 yr%=yh%(ii)
1340 iz=ii*20

1350 Bi=60+RND(60)

1360 dt=RAD(201

1370 tli=RAD(0)

1380 S=SIN(ctt)

1390 C=COS(dt}
1400 ss=SIH(th)
1410 cc=COS{th)
1420 ii=iz+si*8s

1430 MOVE ii,yr%
1440 MOVE ii+iiic,yr%

1450 :

1460 FOR ij%=yr96-20 TO -20 STEP -20

1470 inc=iilc+RND(2)

1480 sn=ss*C+cc*S

1490 cc=cc*C-as*S

1500 ss=sn

1510 ii=iz+si*ss

1520 PLOT 85,ii,ij%
1530 ii=ii+inc

1540 PLOT 85,ii,ijSi

1550 NEXT ij%

1560 ENDPROC

1570 :

1580 REM PROCtree Plots a Solid Ellipso
id Tree

1590 :

1600 DEF PROCtree(xx,yy, j%,col%)

1610 GCOL j%,con
1620 VDU29,xl;yl;

1630 IF col%=l AND RND(10)<=2 THEN GCOL
j%,0
1640 dt=2*PI/15
1650 A=xx/yy
1660 C=COS(dt)

1670 S=SIN{dt)

1680 6x=S/A
1690 sy=S*A
1700 xa=xx
1710 ya=0
1720 HOVE 0,0
1730 HOVE xa,0
1740 :

1750 FOR i%=l TO 15

1760 T=xa*C-ya*sy
1770 ya=ya»C+xa*Bx
1780 xa=T
1790 PLOT 85,xa,ya

1800 HOVE 0,0
1810 NEXT i%
1820 :

1830 FOR i%=-xb TO xb STEP 4

1840 MOVE i%,0

1850 DRAW i%,yb

1860 NEXT i%

181e EHDPROC
1830 :

1890 REH PROCtshade and PROCline Shades
the Tree

1900 :

1910 DEF PROCtshade (XX, yy)
1920 coll%=INT{RHD(l)+0.5)

1930 IF coll%=0 THEN Col2%=l ELSE col2%

1940 cf%(0)=coil%
1950 cf%ll)=col2iS

1960 VDD 29,xl;yl;
1970 PROCline(0,yY,0,l)
1980

1990 FOR 1=4 TO XX STEP 4

2000 J=yy'SIH(iCS(I/xxl)
2010 k%=0

2020 kk%=l

2030 IF POINT(I-1,-J)=cf!6(0) THES kflsl

kk%=0
2040 PROClllie(I,J,k%,kk*)

2050 PROClliie(-l,j,k!i,kk*)

2060 NEXT I

2070

2080 GCOL0,

1

2090 FOR iH=-}tb TO xb STEP 4

2100 MOVE i!i,-yy

2110 DRAW i^,yb

2120 HBXT i%

2130 EHDPROC
2140

2150 DEF PROCliae(x,Y,k%,kk%)

2160 GCOL0,cf%(k%)

2170 MOVE X,-Y
2180 PLOT 21,X,Y
2190 GCOL 0,c£!i(kk*)

2200 MOVE X, -Y+4

2210 PLOT 21,X,Y
2220 ENDPROC
2230

2210 DEF PROCdelay(tlme'l)

2250 LOCAL 0ut%,I10W^

2260 out%=FiLSE
2270 now%=TIME
2280 REPEAT

2290 IF lN!ffiY$(0)<>"" THEN oufisTRDE
2300 IF TIHE-I10W%>tiine% THEN out%=TRDE
2310 UNTIL out%=TRUE
2320 ENDPROC

2360 :

2370 DATA 3,4,2,7,6,4,3,7,6,1,3,7,4,1,3
,7,6,4,1,5
2380 DATA 6,4,7,5,6,4,7,0,4,4,7,0,5,4,7
,0,4,4,7,0
2390 DATA 5,4,7,0,6,4,7,0,6,5,7,0,6,5,2
,0,6,4,2,3
2400 DATA 6,4,2,7,6,4,2,3,6,4,2,7,3,4,2
,7,6,4,2,7

Listing 2

10 REM 3D Pentomlnoes (Po82)

20 REM by David Lawrence
30 REH from an idea by Don Scales
40 REM for all machines
50 REM (c) BAU July '91

60 :

70 HODE 1

80 PROCscreen
90 PROCinit

100 PROCplay
110 IF more THEN RUN
120 MODE 7

130 *FX 229,0

140 END

150 :

160 DEF PROCplay
170 REPEAT

180 COLOUR 3

190 PRINT TAB{l,20);"POB:{",-xp,-",";yp;

",";zp;")"

200 IF oldonew PROCbox(old,0) :PROCbox

(new, 3)

210 'FX 15

220 K$=GET$:old=new
230 IF error PRINT TAB(1,22) ;SPCll:err

or=FALSE

240 IF K$="," new=(new+ll)MOD 12

250 IF K$="." new=(new+l)MOD 12

260 IF K$=" " PROCredraw
270 IF IKSTR{rot$,KS) PROCrot(K$)

280 IF K$=CHR$136 PROCnove(xm- 1,0,0)
290 IF KS=CHR$137 PROCmove( 1,0,0)
300 IF KS=CHR$139 PROCmove(0,ym-l,0)
310 IF K$=CHR$138 FSOCmove (0, 1,0)

320 IP K$="_" PROCmove{0,0,zm-l)

330 IF K$="\" PROCmove( 0,0,1)
340 IF K$=CH8$13 PROCpiace

350 IF K$=CHR$127 PROCdelete

350 UNTIL U8ed=12 OR K$="Q"
370 IF UBed=12 GCOL 0,1:VDD 5:M0VE 48,

335:PRINT "Well done!":VDU4

380 PRIST TAB(l,23);"Another go?"
390 *FX 15

400 more=((GET AND &DF)=ASC"Y")

410 ENDPROC

420 :

430 DEF PROCpiace

440 IF num=-l PROCer("No shape") :ENDPR

OC

450 err=FNfit
460 IF err=l PROCer( "Outside box")

470 IF err=2 PROCer ("OveriapB")

480 IF err=0 PROCputit

490 ENDPROC
500 :

510 DEF FNfit

520 F'5=TRUE

530 FOR b%=l TO 5

540 PROCextract(C%(num,bH))

550 IF xp+x<0 OR xp+x>=xm P%=FALSE
560 IF yp+y<0 OR yp+y>=ym F%=FALSE
570 IF zp+z<0 OR zp+z>=2m F56=FALSE

580 NEXT

590 IF NOT ?% THEN =1

600 F%=TRUE

610 FOR b%=l TO 5

620 PROCextract(C56(num,b%))

630 IF G%(xp+x,yp+y,zp+z) F%=PALSE
640 NEXT

650 IF HOT F% THEN =2

660 =0

670 :

680 DEF PROCputit

690 VDU 28,1,16,11,6,12,26
700 PROCshape(num, 1)

710 FOR b%=l TO 5

720 PROCextract(C%{num,b%))

730 G%(xp+x,yp+y,zp+z)=nu]n+l

740 NEXT
750 PROCahowall

760 C%{nuin,0)=l

770 num=-l:used=used+l
780 ENDPROC
790 :

800 DEF PROCer (t$)

810 COLOUR liPRINT TAB(l,22);t$
820 SOUND 1, -10,201, l:error=TRUS

830 ENDPROC
640 :

850 DEF PROCdelete

860 IP C%(new,0)=0 PROCer("Not used"):
ENDPROC

870 FOR xx=0 TO xm-1

880 FOR yy=0 TO ym-1
890 FOR zz=0 TO zm-1

950 PROCahowall

960 C%(new,0)=0:used=used-1
970 ENDPROC

980 :

990 DEF PROCshowali

1000 VDU 28,15,23,38,6,12,26
1010 PROCbase{xm,ym,zm)

1020 FOR zq=0 TO zm-1
1030 FOR yq=0 TO ym-1
1040 FOR xq=0 TO xm-1
1050 IF G%(xq,yg,zq) PROCcube(xq,yq,zq)
1060 NEXT
1070 NEXT
1080 NEXT

1090 PR0Coutline(xm,ym,2m,3)

1100 PROCcurs{xp,yp,zp)

1110 ENDPROC

1120 :

1130 DEF PROCmove(xa,ya,za)

1140 PROCcurfl(xp,yp,zp)

1150 xp=(xp+xa)MOD xm
1160 yp={yi)+ya)MOD ym
1170 zp=(zp+za)MOD zm
1180 PROCcurB(xp,yp,zp)
1190 ENDPROC

1200 :

1210 DEF PROCcur0(xc,yc,zc)

1220 PROC3d{4,xc+l,yc+l,zc)

1230 GCOL 3,1:PRINT out$;

1240 EHDPROC

1250 :

1260 DEF PROCbox(pos,col)
1270 GCOL 0,col

1280 HOVE 63+pos*6*16,63
1290 PLOT 1,84,0:PLOT 1,0,84
1300 PLOT 1,-84,0:PLOT 1,0,-84
1310 ENDPROC

1320 :

1330 DEF PROCredraw
1340 IF c%(new,0)=l PROCer ( "Shape Oaed"

) : ENDPROC
1350 VDU 28,1,15,11,6,12,26
1360 num=new

1370 PROCdraw{num,-5,6,l)

1380 EHDPROC

1390 :

1400 DEF PROCrot(dir$)

1410 IP num=-l PROCer("No Shape") :ENDPR
OC

1420 VDU 28,1,16,11,6,12,26
1430 air$=CHR$(ASC{dir$)ANDiDP)
1440 IF INKEY-1 dir$=dir$+''a"

1450 FOR b%=l TO 5

1460 PROCextract(C%[num,b%))

1470 C^(nura,b%}=EVAL("FNrot"+dir$)
1480 NEXT

1490 PROCdraw(num,-5,6,l)

1500 ENDPROC

1510 :

1520 DEF FNrotX=(2+y)*100+(2-z)*l0+2+x
1530 DEF PHrotY=(2-x)*100+(2+y)*10+2+z
1540 DEP FNrotZ=(2+z)*100+(2+x)*10+2-y
1550 DEF FNrotXa={2-y)*100+{2+z)*10+2+x
1560 DEF FNrotYa=(2+x)*i00+(2+y)*10+2-z
1570 DEF FNrotZa=(2+z)*100+(2-x)*10+2+y
1580 :

1590 DEF PROCbase(xo,yo,zo)
1600 GCOL 0,3

1610 PROC3d(4,xo,0,0)

1620 PROC3d(21, 0,0,0)
1630 PROC3d(21,0,yo,01

1640 PROC3d(4, 0,0,0)

1650 PROC3d{21,0,0,zo)

1660 ENDPROC
1670 :

1680 DEF PROCoutline{xo,yo,zo,col)
1690 GCOL 0,col

1700 RESTORE 3200
1710 FOR z%=l TO 11

1720 READ p%,xa,ya,za
1730 PR0C3d(p%,xo*xa,yo*ya,zo*za)
1740 NEXT

1750 ENDPROC

1760 :

1770 DEF PROCdraw(n,xx,yy,zz)
1780 FOR I%=1 TO 5

1790 A%(I%)=CH(n,I?&)

1800 NEXT

1810 FOR 1%=1 TO 5:L%=I%
1820 FOR J%=I% TO 5

1830 IP k%{J%) <f,%{L%) h%=J%
1840 NEXT
1850 B%=h%[L%) •.k%(L%)=h%{l%) .k%{l%)=BH
1860 PROCextractfBit)

1870 PROCcube(x+xx,y+yy,z+zz)
1880 NEXT

1890 ENDPROC

1900 :

1910 DEF PROCcube{xc,yc,zc)
1920 PR0C3d(4,xc,yc,2c)
1930 PRINT cube$;

1940 GCOL 0,0

1950 IF ABSx+ABSy+ABSz<>0 PRINT out$;
1960 EHDPROC

1970 :

1980 DEF PR0C3d(o%,x,y,z)

1990 PLOT o96,736+(x-y)*xs,640-(x+y)*ys+

2060 PROCdrop(l,16,ll,6)
2070 PROCdrop(15,23,38,6)

2080 PROCdropd, 23, 11,19)
2090 PROCdropd, 30, 38, 26)

2100 ENDPROC

2110 :

2120 DEF PROCinit
2130 DIM C%(11,5),A%(5)
2140 xa=48 :ys=24 : zs=4e :used=0:num=0
2150 xp=0:yp=0:2p=0;new=0:old=l
2160 rot$="XYZxyz":error=FALSE
2170 GCOL 0,2:*FX 4,1
2180 *FX 229,1
2190 FOR I%=0 TO 11

2200 FOR J\=l TO 5

2210 READ V^
2220 C%(n,J%)=V%*10+2
2230 PR0CdOt(IV6+V^0D 10, (V%/10)MOD 1

0)

2240 NEXT
2250 NEXT
2260 VDU 28,15,23,38,5
2270 PRINT'" Select grid size:"
2280 PRINT'" 1) 5 X 4 X 3"'" 2) 6x5
X 2"'" 3) 10 X 3 X 2"

2290 PRINT"" - Which ? ";

2300 REPEAT

2310 )t$=GET$

2320 UNTIL k$>"0" AND k$<"4"
2330 IP k$="l" xm=5:ym=4:zm=3
2340 IP k$="2" xra=6:ym=5:zm=2

2350 IF k$="3" xm=10:ym=3:z]n=2

2360 DIM G%{xffl,ym,zm)

2370 VDU 12,26

2380 cubes=FNstring
2390 outS=FNstring
2400 PR0Cba8e(xm,ym,zm)
2410 PR0Coutline(xm,yin,zm,3)

2420 PROCdraw(0,-5,6,l)

2430 PROCcurs(0,0,0)
2440 ENDPROC
2450 :

2460 DEF FHBtring
2470 st$=""

2480 REPEAT

2490 READ \%,vl%,v2%
2500 IF v%=i8 THEN PROCgcol
2510 IF v%=0 OR vH=l OR v%=81 PROCplot
2520 UNTIL v%=-l
2530 =Bt$

2540 :

255^ DEF PROCgcol
2560 Bt$=8t$+CHR$18+CHR$vl%+CHR$v2%
2570 ENDPROC

2340 REM This Data Holds Sets of Colour 900 IF G%(xx,yy,zz}=new+1 G%(xx,yy,zz) 2000 ENDPROC
Numbers =0 2010 :

2350 REH Defining Autumn, Winter, Spring 910 NEXT 2020 DEP PROCscreen
and Summer 920 NEXT 2030 VDU 23;8202,-0;0f0;

930 NEXT 2040 PROCdrop(12,3,27,l)
940 PR0CBhape(new,2) 2050 PRINT TAB{13,2);"3D Pentominoea"

2590

2600
(v2Si)

2610

2620

2630

2640

2650

2660

2670

26S0

2690
2700

2710

2720
2730

2740

2750

2760

2770

2780

2790

2800

2810

2820

2830

2840

2850

2860

2870

2880

2910

2920

2930

2940

2950

2960

2970

3010

3020

3030
3040

3050

3060

3070

3080

3090

3100

3110

3120

3130

3140

3150

3160

DEF PSOCplot

stS=8t$+CHRS25+CHR$v%+FNc(vl%}+FHc

DEF FNC(qH)

Q*=q%t65536
=CHR$(q% MOD 256)+CHRS(q% DIV 256)

DEF PROCshape{ii,c)

GCOL 0,c

RESTORE
IF I1O0 FOR 1=1 TO ii*5:READ q:NEXT
FOR i=l TO 5

READ V%
PROCdot(n*6+V5sMOD10, (V%/10)HOD10)
NEXT

ENDPROC

DEF PROCdotlxd.yd)
MOVE 64+xd*16,64+yd*16:PLOT 1,15,0
PLOT ei,-15,15:PLOT 81,15,0
ENDPROC

DEF PROCextract{zyx)
x=zyx MOD 10-2

y=(zyx/10) MOD 10-2

z=(zyx/100} MOD 10-2

ENDPROC

DEF PROCdropd, d,r,u)
1=1*32 ;d=991-d*32 :r= (r*l)«32
ii=1023-ii"32

VDD18, 0,131, 24, l;d-12;rtl2,-u;16

VDD18,0,i28,24,l+4;d-8;r+8;u-4,-16

VDOlB,0,131,24,l-e;d-4;rt4;llt8il6
VDD1B,0, 128,24,l-4,'d;r,'Ut4;16,26

ENDPROC

DATA 02,12,

DATA 11,12,

DATA 21,12,

DATA 11,21,

DATA 11,21,

DATA 20,21,

DATA 21,12,

DATA 21,31,

DATA 11,21,

DATA 20,21,

DATA 21,12,

DATA 11,21,

22,32,42

22,32,42
22,32,42

22,32,42

22,12,32

22,12,32

22,23,33

22,23,33

22,23,33

22,32,42

22,32,23

22,32,33

DATA 18,0,1, 0,-xs,-y8, 0,xs,-ys
DATA 81,-xs,ya*3, 81,xs,-ya
DATA 18,0,3, ei,0,ys*2, 81,xa,-ys
DATA 18,0,2, 0,-XB,-yB, 81,XB,-y8
DATA ei,-xs,-yB, -1,0,0
DATA l,x8,yB, l,0,2*ys, l,-XB,ys
DATA l,-xa,-yB, l,0,-2*ys
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3170 DATA l,XB,-ys, l,0,2*yB, l,xs,y8 130 : 20 REM Change from one string to anot 240 FOR char=l TO len
3180 DATA 0,-xa,-yB, l,-xs,ys, -1,0,0 140 DBF PROCsoroll(SS,x,y) her 250 FOR line=0 TO 8

3190 : 150 VDU31,x,y 30 REM By Hurray MacKenzie 260 XH=oldblocll'l MOD 256
3200 DATA 4,1,1,0, 5,1,0,0 160 A%=10:X%=S70:Y».=0 40 REM For all machines 270 Y%=oldbloc]tH DIV 256
3210 DATA 5,1,0,1, 5,0,0,1 170 FOR char=l TO LEN(S$) 50 REM (c) BAD Jul 91 280 oldbloc]tH?0=ASC(MID${oia$,ohar,l)

)

3220 DATA 5,0,1,1, 5,0,1,0 180 X%!0=ASC(MID$(SS,char,l)):CSI,LSFPF 60 290 CALL &FFF1
3230 DATA 5,1,1,0, 5,1,1,1 1 70 MODE 6 300 X%=newbloolt% MOD 256
3240 DATA 5,1,0,1, 4,1,1,1 190 FOR line=l TO 8 80 VDO 23,1,0;0;0;0; 310 Y^=newbloc}t% DIV 256
3250 DATA 5,0,1,1 200 VDD 23,224 90 PRINT TAB (10, 10) "Demonstration" 320 newbloc)tiS?0=ASC(MID$ (new$, char, 1)

)

210 FOR lev=9-line TO 8 100 PRINT TAB(12,20)i"Hit Space" 330 CALL &FFF1

Listing 3
220 VDD X%?lev 110 REPEAT DNTIL GET=32 340 VDD 23,224
230 NEXT lev 120 PRINT TAB (12,20) i" 350 IF line=0 THEN 400
240 FOR space=l TO 8-line 130 PROCchange { "Demonstration" , "Of Cha 360 FOR ne»lev=9-line TO B

la REM string Scroller (Po83) 250 VDD nging ,10,10) 370 VDD newblock%?newlev
20 REM Scroll down, not along 260 NEXT space 140 PROCchange ( "Of Changing" , "Strings

.

380 NEXT newlev
30 REM By Murray HacKenzie 270 VDD 31,(xtchar-l),y ",10,101 390 IP line=8 THEN 450
40 REM For all machines 280 VDO 224 150 PRINT 400 VDD
50 REM (c) BAU July 91 290 NEXT line 160 END 410 IF line=7 THEN 450
60 : 300 NEXT char 170 420 FOR oldlev=l TO 7-liae
70 MODE 6 310 VDD 10,13 180 DEF PROCchange(old$,nsw$,x,y) 430 VDD oldbloc]c'i?oldlev
80 VDH 23;8202,-0;0,0i 320 ESDPROC 190 A's=10iOldloo!s=s70:ns»locH=19a0 440 NEXT oldlev
90 : 200 oldbloc]t'6=&60 450 VDD 31,xtchar-l,y,224

100 REPEAT

Listing 4
210 newblookH=s70 460 NEXT line

110 PROCocroll ("Demonstration... ",10,1 220 0ld=LEN(old5) :new=LEN(new$) 470 NEXT char
0) 230 IF old>new THEN len=old ELSE len=n 480 ENDPROC

120 UWriL FALSE 10 REM Scrolling Message Po84) ew

Comms
120 -m,-! 280 PROCtransmit 440 *FX3,0

Listing 1
130 'IY.%,1 290 TX!b=POS:Tins=VPOS 450 PROCoutchar(G%)
140 *FX15,0 300 DNTIL FALSE 460 ENDPROC
150 MODEl 310 470 :

10 REM >Tem2 IComnsl) 160 C0L0DR2;PRmT"0utgoing messages" 320 DEF PROCreceive 480 DEF PROCoutchar(GH)
20 REM Simple Computer to Computer 11 170 COLODR1:PRIKTTAB(0, IS) STRING$(40, 330 •FX2,1 490 IF G%>31 AMD G%<128 VDO G%

nk "="); 340 G%=INKEy(0) 500 IF G%=13 PRINT
30 REM by Paul Vigay 180 C0L0DR2:PRINT"Incoming messages" 350 PROCoutchar(G%) 510 ENDPROC
40 REM for all machines with serial p 190 COLODR3:VDO19,0,4;0; 360 •FX2,2 520 :

orts 200 : 370 ENDPROC 530 REM An error has occured !

50 REM (c) BAtI July 91 210 RX!l=0:Rn=0:TX%=0:Tn=0 380 540 ON ERROR OFF
60 : 220 : 390 DBF PROCtranamit 550 MODE 7

70 ON ERROR GOTO 530 230 REPEAT 400 •FX2,2 560 •FX3,0
80 •FX4,2 240 VDO28,0,31,39,18,31,RX!i,En 410 •PX3,10 570 *FX2,0
90 •FX2,2 250 PROCreceive 420 G%=INKEy{0) 580 *FX4,0

100 •FX5,2 260 RX%=POS;Rn=VPOS 430 IF NOT G!s VDD G% 590 REPORTrPRINT" at line ";ERL
110 •FX6 270 VDD28,0,14,39,2,31,TX^,Tn

this space.

BBC Acom User is always looking for good quality programs for publication,

If you've written a program that you think other readers would be interested, why not send it in?

We will accept programs for any of the Acom machines, on any subject, from counting the number of flowers

on your wallpaper to designing spare parts for the Space Shuttle, Size is not important, it can be anything from

one line to a full blown application.

Programs must be submitted on disc together with some explanatory text, We won't need a whole article at this

stage but an outline would be a good idea. Neither do we need a bulky printout of the program.

Ensure your program works. It may sound obvious but we do receive a few that don't, and it's not very

encouraging to boot up a disc only to recieve a 'Syntax Error message',

Even if you haven't written a program but have an idea for a program that you think would be popular then jot

the idea down on a piece of paper and send it in. Our regular contributors are always looking for ideas to put

programs to.

Send your programs to: Submissions, BBC Acom User, 20 - 26 Brunswick Place, London, Nl 6DJ,
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Dabhand Computing Ltd.
TERMS: UK residents add 17.5% VAT to all prices, except books. Delivery FREE on all postal items in the UK. Foreign orders, no VAT, carriage at cost,

(quotations available). Access/Visa cards accepted. Dabhand Computing Ltd. is a Qualified Acorn dealer. Official orders accepted from public sector/education/

PLCs, othen«ise cash with order. Tender invitations welcome. Callers welcome. We are 800 yds north of J17, M62. Fax: 061-766 8425. Prices subject to

change without notification. Goods offered subject to being unsold.

Dabhand Computing Ltd. 5 Victoria Lane, Whitefield, Manchester M25 6AL. This advert was produced using Impression from Computer Concepts.

Archimedes ComputersH Dabhand 410/1 to 420/1

A 3000 2Mb Ram £599.00

A 3000 LC 2l\/lb Ram * .... £699.00

A 410/1 £1099.00

A 420/1 LC ** £1299.00

A 440/1 £1699.00

A 540 £2995.00
We can match or improve on prices

advertised or quoted in or from this

magazine please phone for the best deals.

We operate the Acorn Schools,

Academics & Finance schemes.
* Pack includes PC Emulator, 1st Word
Plus, Genesis. ** + Acorn DTP.

Oak SCSI Devices
Worra Winnie

20 Mb Internal Hard Disc £299

45 Mb Internal Hard Disc £399

80 Mb Internal Hard Disc £599

100 Mb Internal Hard Disc £795

200 Mb Internal Hard Disc £1195

20 Mb External Hard Disc £349

45 Mb External Hard Disc £449

80 Mb External Hard Disc £649

100 Mb External Hard Disc £845

200 Mb External Hard Disc £1245

High Speed Range
40 Mb Internal Hard Disc £495

80 Mb Internal Hard Disc £675

100 Mb Internal Hard Disc £995

200 Mb Internal Hard Disc £1545

45 Mb External Hard Disc £685

80 Mb External Hard Disc £865

100 Mb External Hard Disc £1185

200 Mb External Hard Disc £1735

60 Mb Tape Streamer £795

5.25" Ext. floppy disc interface £30

A 540 4Mb Ram Upgrade £449

Additional 3.5" Floppy Disc £119

ARM 3 Upgrade (30 MHZ) £449

ArVis S-VHS Video Cent. Board £295

ArVis S-VHS Encoder Board £145

ArVis Video Graphics Board £877

Atomwide 8 Mb Memory Upgrade £850

Chroma 345 Overlay Board £389

Dongle Dangle (Impression/Oak) £6

Econet Module £46

Ethernet Expansion Card £249

Floating Point Expansion Card £449

Hawk V9 Video Digitiser £339

I/O Expansion Card £79

Keyboard Extender £8

Midi Upgrade to I/O Exp. Card £27

Midi Expansion Card £65

Midi Upgrade Rom £14

Mouse (New Style) £40

Scanlight Junior Scanner A6 (CC) £179

Scanlight Senior Scanner A4 (CC) £389

Sheet Feeder for above A4 (CC) £95

SCSI Expansion Card (Acorn) £229

TCP/IP Ethernet £199

VIDC Enhancer £29

Acorn A410/1 upgraded to A420/1

specification using only the highest

quality Samsung Ram and a 20 Mb
Seagate ST-125-1 28ms drive or Acorn

drive formatted and tested for

guaranteed trouble free use.

A410/2 20 IVlb £1099

Colour System £1289

Eizo 9060 SZ System £1499

Dabhand 410/1 to 440/1

Acorn A410/1 upgraded to A440/1

specification using a Branded 40 Mb
28ms drive formatted and tested as

above.

A440/1 specification £1299

Colour System £1488

Eizo 9060 SZ System £1699

I

Dabhand
ST506 Hard Disc Drives

Archimedes A410 Internal Hard

Disc Drives for use w/ith 'on-board'

ST506 Winchester controller. Comes
complete with mounting chassis,

screws, connecting cables and easy to

follow fitting instructions.

20 Mb 28ms £129

40 Mb 28ms £245

A3000 SCSI Devices
Please refer to Oak External SCSI prices in

the opposite column as prices for A3000
external units are the same.

A3000 Upgrades

A3000 Ram Upgrade
Atomwide Ram Upgrades
1 Mb Ram Upgrade £79
4Mb upgrade to above board £130

4 Mb Ram Upgrade £175

5.25" External floppy disc cable £15

5.25" External f/disc buffer (Pres) £46

5.25" External f/disc buffer (Beebug) .... £39

Dust cover (Keyboard + Monitor) £12

User & Analogue Podule £46

Monitor Stand (Acorn) £29

Monitor Stand (Pres) £24

Mouse Extender (No more fiddling) £8

Serial Upgrade £19

Serial Link Kit (BBC-Arc) £14

User& Midi Podule £46

VIDC Enhancer £29

A400 Series

Ram Upgrades
Fast Samsung Ram complete with

step by step fitting instructions.

1 Mb Ram £50

2 Mb Ram £95

3 Mb Ram £140

Standard Monitors

Acorn Colour

Microvitec Cub 3000

£199
£199

£199

..£85

State

PhiliDS CM8833 II

Philips Mono (Green)

All monitors come with free lead

type of computer when ordering.

Multiscan Monitors
EIZO 9060SZ Fiexlscan £399

EIZO 9070SZ Flexiscan '
.... £599

Taxan 770+ LR Multivision . £425

Taxan 795 Multivision " **.... £495

Taxan Viking II Mode 23 £799
" comes with free VIDC enhancer.

** monitor has 0.26 dot pitch and Sony

Trinitron tube.

Master 128
Master 128 £369

Floppy Disc Drives

5.25 ' Single 40/80 no psu £95

5.25 ' Single 40/80 with psu .... £109

5.25 ' Dual 40/80 no psu £185

5.25 ' Dual 40/80 with psu £199
3.5" Single with psu £85
3.5" + 5.25" 40/80 no psu £185
3.5" + 5.25" 40/80 with psu .... £209

Printers

Citizen 120D+ (Serial add £20) £129

Citizen Swift 9 £179

Star LC10 £139

STAR LC200 COLOUR (9 pin) £199

CANON BubblejetBJ-lOe £289

Canon Bubblejet BJ-130e £449

SheetfeederforBJ-lOe £59

Citizen Swift 24 £249

Colour Kit for above (also Swift 9) £39

STAR LC24 - 200 £239

STAR LC24 - 200 COLOUR £289

Sheetfeeder for LC24 - 200 £69

Integrex Colourjet 132 £519

HP PaintJet £795

LASER DIRECT (Oume) £899

LASER DIRECT (LPB8 Hi Res.) £1349

QQQQQE



Midnight Graphics Products
Midnight Tracer

IPaint to !Draw conversion, turn your

sprite files into fully editable object

orientated draw files which can be

scaled, rotated and manipulated

without any loss of detail.

Ideal for users of all Desktop
Publishing and Scanning packages.

Accepts any sprite file and offers many
image processing facilities. Translation

can be colour or monochrome,
includes a unique automatic tracing

feature, variable trace options and
curve fitting facilities.

The manual includes a user friendly

tutorial with hints and tips on how to

obtain the best results from your sprite

files.

ITracer is an ARM coded Rise OS
multitasking application and will easily

run on a 1Mb machine.

Midnight Tracer £52.13

Clip Art - Draw Files

Give your DTP documents the right

balance with Midnight

^ Graphics Clip Art.

Over 480 Draw file

D images, presented

, , in a library of five
^^^'^^

' ' discs.

Change the

images in

IDraw to

suit your

style and

purpose.

Then place

them into

Impression or

Acorn DTP.

Clip Art . £29.95

W '^l ^ ^
^ r^

Books (M oVat)
C: A Dabhand Guide

Archimedes Assembly Language
Archimedes Operating System ...

The above hooks have accoiupanvin

£5for 5.25", £7for 3.5-

A3000 Technical Guide

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

q discs add

£29.95

BASIC V; A Dabhand Guide £9 95
BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) ..£19.95

.... £8.45

.) £14.95

..£19.95

.. £79.00

rnsoft)

(ea.)£10

£19

DTP Seeds (4Mation)

128 Ref. Man.Pts 1&2 (ea

New Advanced User Guide

RISCOSPRM's
Additional Arc Software Manuals (Ace

First Word Plus, DTP, Assembler

.

ANSI C Version 3

A540 Technical Guide £65.00

Acorn DTP Advanced U.G £14.95

Archimedes First Steps £9.95

Printer Drivers
Midnight Graphics

Citizen Swift 9 Sprite Dump £26.04

Citizen Swift 24 Sprite Dump £26.04

Epson 24 Sprite Dump £26.04

HP PaintJet Sprite Dump £26.04

Integrex 132 Sprite Dump £26.04

Integrex Colourcel Sprite Dump £26.04

Juki 5520 Sprite Dump £26.04

Star LC10 Sprite Dump £26.04

Star XB24 Sprite Dump £26.04

Star LC200 Sprite Dump £26.04

Star LC24-200 Sprite Dump £26.04

Ace Computing

Printer JX £13.00

Printer PJ £13.00

Printer CA £13.00

Electronic Font Foundry

BubbleJet - BJ10e/130e £10.00

Full Range of

Educational Software

Available

4Mation, Chalksoft, Longman
Resource, Sherston, Widgit

And many more...

4

Software
ANSI C V.3 Compiler + free C Guide £139.95

Apocolypse (3D Space Game) £14.95

Arc DFS (DFS Filing System) £24,95

Arcade Soccer £14.95

ArcTerm (Serial Port) £59.00

Armadeus & Sampler Board (Sound Sampler) £199.00

Artisan 2 (16 Colours) £49.95

Atelier (Minerva 256 Colours) £79.95

CHESS 3D £14.95

CHOCKS AWAY 2 (Flight Simulator) £14.95

CHOCKS AWAY EXTRA MISSIONS £14.95

CHOCKS AWAY 2 + EXTRA MISSIONS £29.00

Desktop Office (Minen/a Integrated Package) £99.00

DROP SHIP (Superb Graphics) £12.95

Euclid 2 (3D Drawing) £57.95

E-Type (Driving Simulation) / Designer each £12.95

Equazor (Equasion generating package) £39.00

Family Favorites (Minerva Compilation) £14.95

First Word Plus V2 (Acorn) £79.95

FONT FX (Font Effects for Draw/Impression) £8.65

Flexifile Relational Database (Minerva) £109.95

GRAPHBOX with Hotlink to PDream 3 £69.95

Holed Out, Extra Courses, Designer each £12.95

HOSTAGES (Superior) £14.95

IMPRESSION 2 (Document Processor) £139.00

IMPRESSION JUNIOR (Easy DTP) £75.00

Inertia (4th Dimension) £12.95

INTERDICTOR 2 (Flight Simulator) £27.95

Investigator (The Best Disc Copier) £24.95

IRON LORD £14.95

MINI HYPERPACKS (3 games p p) No's 1 to 5 £19.95

Hyperpack (12 Games) £79.95

Maddingly Hall (Minerva Adv.) £12.95

MAD PROFESSOR MARIARTY (Platform game) .. £17.35

Magnetic Scrolls (Adventures) £22.95

Manchester United £22.95

Microstudio (Emr - Learn Music) £79.00

MIG 29 (Flight Simulator) £29.00

MULTIFS (Arxe Systems Atari, PC, DFS) £27.95

Multistore Database (Minerva) £199.00

NEVRYON (Unbelievable Graphics & Gameplay) ... £14.95

NO EXCUSES (Arcade) £14.95

PC Emulator + free PCE Shareware 1&2 £99.00

Pipedream 3 (WP) £129.00

Pipe Mania (Addiction beyond belief) £17.35

POSTER (Superb effects) £79.00

POWERBAND (3D Formula 1 Racing - 4th Dim.) ... £17.95

ProArtisan (256 Colours) £79.95

REAL MCCOY 2 (4 Game Compendium) £24.95

REDSHIFT (Minerva scrolling arcade) £14.95

Render Bender (Clares) £59.95

RHAPSODY (Clares Music package) £34.95

SCHEMA (Multitasking Spread Sheet) £99.00

Superior Golf £14.95

STUDIO 24 PLUS (EMR New Rise Os Version) ... £149.00

TEENAGE MUTANT TURTLES (Colouring Book) .. £14.95

The Wimp Game (Desktop Adventure 4th Dim.) £14.95

Thundermonk (Arcade Adventure) £14.95

Tracker (Make Great Music) £39.95

Twin World £14.95

Worra Battle (Oak Tank Battle) FREE Headphones £14.95

WorraCad (Oak 2D Draughting Package) £75.00

Worra Plot (Draw/HPGL Plotter Driver) £24.95

How to find us
WhileflsW fcWWIICOiraiS
Train Station jjmosiAUK

pitffai)
mm.

Hours of Opening

Monday - Friday 9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Saturday 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

NO Carriage Charges
in Mainland UK

Acorn Qualified Dealer /i^-.

Specialists in Education -^T

TEL: 061 766 8423
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Exlenrtii

GENEALOGY
(See review in Feb 87 anrf /^ug 89)

FAMILY HISTORY SYSTEM The most popular program ever written tor us. Enables

you to produce a tjll tamiiy tree and many ottier genealogical listings. £20.95

(BC/Maitsr/Compict ••riion £19.95 - ArchimidM Hraion £25 95 £25 95

PAYROLL
EXTENDED PATRDU Now in its eigtith year The only BBC program lor

_

w;

tax and National Insurance tor up to 400 employees coven^

Four weekly and Monthly pay whether contra^^^^^^^
ol data per employee in twopa2^^^^^|||l ^Cw^
employee ml .iLL^'*'

" "' ' ''''

SU^'^^^^^rtompilation ol pay from hourly

^^^ TTidi pension deductions sick pay SSP SMP
iftj,. ^jie and post tax adiustments and even no pay Three

fles. two dittereni types ol payslip printout and an optional com analysis An

annual contract keep you up to dale with the budget changes Send for demo disc £52.50

BOOKKEEPING
(see review in March '89 Acorn User)

CASHBOOK Double entry bookkeeping for home or club use. All data kept in

memory. Three character analysis code enables you to know where the money

comes from and where it goes. 48 transactions pet A4 page. Analysis summary up

to 30 categories. £14.95

CASHBOOK D As 1 ) - random access giving 2000 items. CASri/BANK or VAT/BANK

headings. Password control. String or numeric searches. For schools, clubs & non

credit businesses. £23.95

ACCOUNT As 2) T Credit facility and statements. For small businesses working

with credit. £35.95

ACCOUNT-PIUS As 3) -^ Invoicing, Orders, Quotations etc Full sorting of data by

5 options. Automated statements, mailing labels Multiple automatic nominal ledgers.

For independent schools and VAT businesses who wish to cut the effort, £59,95

TAXMAN This new program whicli lias been under developmeni for three years

allows you to enter all your transactions and to printout end of year results with

balance sheet and even calculate tax due. The Inland Revenue love it and so do we.

Results can be taken from our other accounting programs and entered into TAXMAN
making a superb combination, £59,95

MIcro-Tradti is a full accountancy package with features right through to final

balance sheet. Stock Control at £75,00 extra. For shops/firms, accountants wanting £235.00

full accounting facilities. Payroll can be integrated £88.13

£14,95

£35 95

MAILING
218 addresses in memory or up to 1875 on random access disc. Multiple selected

and repeat labels, mail merge, full sorts. Ideal for subscription lists, promotions, any

kind ot mailing.

Ask for detailed brochure for more software and otfier items.

Demo discs available for £2.50 each. Micro-Trader £25. Prices include VAT add 81p p/p

PLEASE NOTE OUR MOVE & CHANGE OF ADDRESS FROM CORNWALL

(FAXAVAILABI^

Klldonan Courtyard, Barrhlll, S. Ayithlia |p>a
Scotlaod. KA26 OPS. Ttl: 0465 82288 E:^-3miero-«id

Portobello Trading

Company
Acorn$
rhe choice of experience.

Scotland's leading Authorised Acorn Dealer has

some very special offers availablefor

May/June 1991

BBC Master I2!i 1 395.00

A3000 Base Unit f 599.00

A3000 Learning Curve £699.00

Archimedes 410/1 £1099.00

Archimedes L.Cuive £1299.00

Archimedes 440 £1000.00

Get your Imb Upgrade for £75.00

when bought with an A3000, 410/1 or

420/1.

All prices are subject to VAT (§> 17.5'/(

Archimedes 440
Base Unit tlOOO.OIl

Philips 8833mk,U £220.00

Colour tvionitor

'.JFREE - ACORN DTP - FREE!!

Tljcsc are the "(dd stytc" 440 which have the

20nib Hani Discaod 4int> of RAM. They are

Miy compatibte machines fitted wilb RISC OS
and cany a years guarantee.

Prices are subjeg to VAT g' l7,.T'r,

As always, we offer a Trade-in facility.

This gives you the chance to trade in your old working BBC B for a

minimum of £75.00 thus making your upgrade to an Archimedes

system cheaper and easier.

We always have a wide variety of Acorn

related peripherals and software in stock.

Due to our trade-in equipment we also have

a varied selection of used items.

Please call for current prices and availability.

For expert help and advice, please get in

touch at the tel:number or address below:

298-302 Portobello High Street

Edinburgh

EH15 2AS
Open 9-5.30pm Monday - Saturday

Tel: C031) <5SV 3941
Fax:(031) <S57 2988

42M Archimedes Removable Drives - E499+VAT

If you are looking for a hard drive for your Archimedes or A3000, why not consider using a

MicroNet MR45 removable SCSI hard drive ?...

• Fast - The average access time is 20 milliseconds, so these are FAST devices. When used

with an Oak SCSI card, the file transfer rate is the same as a conventional fixed hard disc.

• Reliable - The technology of these drives has been proven by use in huge quantities with

Apple Macintosh computers.

• Robust - The discs, when not in the drive, are extremely robust. We (deliberately!) threw

one half-way across the office, it hit a desk and knocked a phone on the floor! We then

verified the disc and found that it did not have a single error on it!

• Flexible - The medium is removable, so you can use different discs for different uses.

• Secure - The medium is removable, so you can take out the disc and lock it up in a safe place.

• Cheap - The price of the drive, including a single 42M disc, is just £499 (£590 including

VAT and carriage). Extra 42M discs are £75 each. SCSI podules are available from £170.

N.B. These are special pricesfor Archive Magazine subscribers only (ring for details) but it's

worth paying £17 to join Archive just to buy one of these drives!

Norwich Computer Services
96a Vauxhall Street, Norwich NR2 2SD. (0603-766592 / Fax 764011)
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COLOURJE1 132
COLOUR INK JET PRINTER

Compatible with :-

IBMpc
Archimedes
Nimbus
BBC Micro

Amiga
Apple Mac
(serial version)

LOW COST
LIST PRICE

from £636 + VAT

^, '°"»»"Etl3;
g

c

perating

Cost

Windows 3

Driver

Available

EMULATES OTHER COLOUR PRINTERS EG. IBM 3852, Canon PJ1080A, Quadjet

PRINTS OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAUABLE

INTEGREX LTD., church gresley, Swadlincote
DERBYS DE11 9PT
Tel (0283) 551551

Fax (0283) 550325
T/x 341727 INTEGX



PRINTERS

THE

DOTTED
NINE

MALCOLM BROWN compares some low cost nine-pin printers currently available

Sj
o matter how attractive a

laser printer, or even good

quality 24-pin dot-matrix

printer, if your budget only

runs to £250. a nine-pin dot-

matrix model is for you.

These printers remain ever

popular because they provide

workhorse printing. For a hard

copy of program listings, file

copies of accounts or draft

copies of documents, a more

expensive printer is not really

what you need.

In such cases the quality of

either the draft or near letter

quality (NLQ) print is not so

important. So long as the text

is legible and comfortable to

read, its finer aesthetic points

are unimportant. It is speed

that matters. All the models

looked at here have been

tested by printing a set piece of

text and the equivalent speed

in characters per second (cps)

calculated.

Our cps performance figures

are more realistic than those

claimed by the manufacturers

and can be compared with

tho.se quoted in previous BAU
printer tests.

The commands to control

effects, such as bold, enlarged,

condensed, italic print, and so

on, follow a number of differ-

ent standards. The basic

facilities are provided by the

Epson FX and IBM Graphics

Printer standards. Epson LQ
and IBM Proprinter standards

offer more versatility and are
i
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worth looking out for.

The seven printers reviewed

here all cost less than £260. In

addition, there is a comparison

table which allows you to

compare these printers with

eight slightly more expensive

models. From this table you

will be able to decide which

printer will be the best for you.

AMSTRADDMP3160
This £175 printer is aimed par-

ticularly at u.sers of Amstrad's

CPC range of home compu-

ters. It is not .strongly made

nor elegantly styled, mainly

because of the somewhat

peculiar paper feeding

mechanism.

Paper enters the printer from

the front, not the back or base

like most printers. For cut

sheet paper this means it is

loaded face up - unusual and

tricky to get used to at first,

but actually quite sensible.

Since the paper meets the

printhead almost as soon as it

enters the printer, there's no

need for automatic loading.

Fanfold paper also enters

from the front and the

DMP.3160 has a pair of fold-

down feet to rai.se the printer a

few inches off the desk so a

(small) wad of fanfold paper

can sit beneath it.

The print from this model is

not of a very good quality. In

draft mode text is faint and

unattractive, although in NLQ
mode it is better, but not up to

the standard expected.

It is also exceptionally slow

- in draft mode it barely man-

ages a snail-like 67cps, which

is around 45sec per page.

In NLQ mode the DMP.^160

sinks to a derisory 18cps,

which is the speed of a cheap

daisywheel printer - although

the quality of NLQ print from

the DMP,'^ 160 is not as good.

The DMP.3160 is, however,

IBM Proprinter compatible

and can also emulate the

Epson LQ series. The

DMP3I60 is certainly cheap.

Few other printers come near

this price, although those that

do, more than justify the extra.

EPSON LX-400
At £199, the LX-400 is not

only extremely cheap, but it

beats the pants off machines

costing twice as much.

The paper handling system

features that bugbear, the

removable tractor feed, which

must be removed to use single

sheet paper - time consuming

and wearing on the fittings.

It is also a pull-feed unit,

and so wasteful on fanfold

paper as well. For cut sheet

paper the automatic loading is

fast and efficieni, but there is

no paper parking.

The print quality from this

machine is excellent. NLQ text

is dark, crisp and well formed

with dark areas of graphics

and graphics characters dark

and even. Draft print is

naturally less appealing, but it

is still easily readable.

The LX-400 is relatively

fast - in draft mode it manages

a healthy lOlcps, and 23cps in

NLQ, which is just under 2min

per page.

Unfortunately, there is no

IBM standard at all, although

the LX-40() is Epson-compat-

ible with a standard roughly

equivalent to the FX standard,

but with the full IBM character

set provided.

Overall, the LX-400 is a

well made, flexible printer

which performs well beyond

its selling price.

MT81
At £187, the Mannesmann
Tally MT81 is one of the

cheapest printers available, but

is also capable of high quality.

A push-feed tractor unit is

built-in, but no paper parking

is provided. Cut sheets are not

loaded automatically and the

only way to straighten a sheet

after it is loaded is to briefly

switch to tractor feed to

release the hold on the paper.

However, this machine is

not really intended foi' frequent

use with cut sheet paper - it is

strictly a fanfold printer.

The print from the MT81 is

well above average. Draft print

is dark and relatively dot-free

- belter than many models'

attempts at NLQ. In NLQ
mode the MT81 produces

dark, even, crisp and rounded



PRINTERS

characters. The only drawback

is that only one NLQ font is

provided and that print is a

touch heavy.

The speed of the MT8I is

decidedly average. Draft print

is produced at about 77cps and

NLQ characters are printed at

a rate of 2 1 cps - over 2min per

page. However, the MT8I is

boUi Epson FX and IBM Pro-

printer compatible and most

functions can be controlled

characters at a good rate of

II9cps, but the print quality

suffers enormously.

High speed print cannot be

selected from the front panel

or with a software code - only

in the complex initial set up,

involving long chains of

printed menus. Character pitch

and draft/NLQ can be selected

from the from panel and other

functions are controlled with

either IBM Proprinter or

from the front panel, albeit

mostly with complicated and

sometimes hard-to-remember

button combinations.

There is not a great deal to

set the MT8I apart except its

price, and plenty of discounts

bring superior models down to

this level.

OLIVETTI DM109
This is a push feed type and it

sits recessed into the top of the

printer. A tear-off function

advances the paper to tear off

the sheet and then retracts it

back again to print the next one.

Cut sheet paper is loaded

automatically at the press of a

button - the same button will

also attempt to "park' fanfold

paper even when no fanfold

paper is in the printer and it is

set to friction feed. So, press-

ing the wrong button promptly

ejects, backwards, the sheet of

paper just loaded.

Draft print is relatively poor

and. although readable, a long

document can be quite a strain.

NLQ print is better but not

even up the standard of the

AmstradDMP3l60.
There are two NLQ fonts

available - a typewriter look-

alike and a plain sans serif

font. NLQ print is produced at

the reasonable rate of 25cps.

but draft print is tardy at just

SOcps. To compensate, a high

speed draft mode produces

Epson FX commands.
Olivetti's tradition of quality

is seriously let down by the

DM109 - a slow, poor quality

machine which cannot justify

even this low price.

PANASONIC Iffi-P1081

As something of a forerunner

to the KX-PII80, the £257

KX-PI08I is a bit of a classic.

This is an old design, owing

much to the original Epson

FX-80 'look' of around eight

years ago. It is rather noisy in

use, producing a loud buzzing

sound as it prints.

Both tractor and friction

feed units are provided but

there are no luxuries, such as

paper parking. The paper

handling is let down by the

automatic paper feed, which

operates as soon as a sheet is

placed into the printer.

But. as there are no proper

guides, it almost invariably

feeds crooked - no automatic

loading at all would be a lot

easier to use.

The print quality from this

machine is crisp, dark and

eminently readable. The KX-
PI08I has just one NLQ font

available - the usual type-

writer lookalike.

In speed, the KX-PI08I will

manage 77cps - about 30sec

for a typical page of text and a

bit slow for this price. In NLQ
mode the speed is down to

20cps, again at the lower end

of the scale.

Only the basic Epson FX
and IBM Graphics Printer

emulations are provided and

print quality can be selected

from a switch on the front

panel, although switching to

NLQ makes it impossible to

switch back to draft print with

a software command.
The KX-PI081 is a simple

machine with little in the way

of extia frills but it is robust

and capable of quite reason-

able print.

However, the opposition

provided by Panasonic (see

table) is faster, easier to use

and offers a choice of NLQ
fonts. Few (least of all

Panasonic) would deny that if

the extra £50 can be found, the

KX-PII80 provides a much
better solution.

SEIKOSHASP-2000
Unlike other Seikosha printers,

the SP-2000 model looks more
expensive than its £234 price

tag. It is mostly a very clever

styling job but this machine

appears capable of far rougher

treatment than it probably is

(although as a whole. I would

say it is fairiy robtist).

Paper feed is straightfor-

ward. Both fanfold and cut

sheet paper enter and exit the

printer on the top. Cut sheet

paper is loaded automatically,

triggered by the bail bar. and

fanfold paper is handled with a

push-only tractor.

The print from the SP-2000

is exceptionally dark, esp-

ecially in NLQ mode. In draft

mode, the characters are clear

and easily legible, much like

the Swift 9 in both style and

quality.

In NLQ mode the text,

although rather pixelated

around the edges, is extremely

clear and crisp, with even large

areas of black in graphics

printed a deep, even black.

There are two NLQ fonts

available - a serif typewriter

lookalike and a sans serif style,

which is a small but powerful

combination that will satisfy

most needs.

For its relatively low price,

the SP-2000 is faster than

average. In draft mode it man-
ages a slightly disappointing

SEIKOSHA SP-2000

97cps. NLQ text, however, is

produced at 25cps - a very

reasonable speed for this price.

The SP-2()()() can emulate

both an IBM Proprinter and

Epson FX printer, and some
control is also possible from

the front panel. The quality of

print - NLQ or draft - can be

selected from hei'e, as can the

NLQ font used.

The Seikosha SP-2()00 is

quite a bargain. Although it is

not overtly fast, it is well made
and produces good NLQ print

in a choice of two fonts.

STARLC-IOII
The Star LC-IO was (and still

is) an excellent machine and

the £257 LC-IO II continues

the tradition. It is not the

cheapest machine available,

but it packs in many features.

Both friction and tractor

feed are provided with the

push-feed tractor feed hidden

away under a back panel when
not in use. The LC-IO II also

features automatic paper load-

ing and paper parking.

But most important is the

print quality from this printer.

Draft print is extremely read-

able, if a little faint. The NLQ
quality is simply excellent -

far better than other machines

of this price. The letters are

well styled and crisp and dark.

The LC-IO II can print in

four NLQ character styles. As
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Arcounts Manager
The Professional Arcounts Manager is the

«
I

.• ultimate Archimedes
OOilUlOn Accounting system on the

market today. It is not

written to run under an
emulator and is not ported

from another rri^hine, it

simply takes fujf advantage

of the raw/fx)wer of the

Archimejies and A3
compijt^S/t§2&nsure

c o raJfrntw^gii o ir^Btf;

-posMfife)

FEATURES
Sales, Purchase,

Nominal Ledgers

Budget Reports

Sales/Purchase Analysis

Debt Chasing and other

letters

Aged Debt Analysis

Statements (User Definable)

Re-Occurring Transaction^

Receipt/Payment/Refuri]

& Contra Processiri;

Invoice Search ftrfilil

RISCOS mull

Text Edit(

Trial Bwaij^ei^i

[<rofit/l

Self re-bi

Holdtr,^^Boj

TO]

aesrfJle

Futf^upport included

Mouse or Keyboard Driven

KENDAL COMPUTER CENTRE
68 Stramongate, Kendal, CLi.MBRIA LA9 4BD

Tel: 0539 722559

ilnag«r is very

M^am/^d use, data

^l^ar and logical,

rs afe concise and to

[It.

?6ause Arcounts Manager
'puts you in control of your

finances, it can greatly

improve your cash flow, as

well as perform the

traditional functions such as

VAT returns and Profit/Loss

reports.

Priced at only &299.00 +VAT,

there is really only one
choice if you are serious

about computerising your
accounts. Contact your
dealer for a demonstration

TODAY.

MNSPIRATION
The most comprehensive music

sequencing paclcage available for the Archimedes.

Come and visit our demonstration area, or plione for a demo disc. Fully Rise OS

compatible. Purctiase with Archimedes (special price), or simply add it to your existing

system. All you need is a MIDI interface.

Ilnspiration offers a control panel featuring: Replace and Overdub record modes • Cue

Start and End • System Status Display • Multiple Save capabilities, and many other

features.

CLARES
Armadeus Sound Sampler

Rhapsody Score Editing

ARMADILLO

16 BIT SOUND SAIVIPLER

£400.00 Ex Demo £350.00
Full stereo editing, 8 voice polyphony, looping, sustain, 127 samples per MIDI channel,

fully multi-timbral, on screen MIDI keyboards and built in MIDI interfaces, etc

Archimedes Computer Systems

A3000

ASOOOLC
410/1

420/1

440/1

540

550.00

650.00

1,050.00

1,250.00

1,600.00

2,900.00

Above computer come with software and

or printers depending on computer size

All come with Desk top Office from

Minerva (WP, spreadsheet, Database,

chart, comms)

Ram Upgrades

A3000 upgrade to 2Mb
A3000 upgrade to 4Mb
A410/1 upgrade to 2Mb
A410/1 upgrade to 4Mb

SECOND HAND GOODS
Citizen Overturel06 laser printer

Canon BJ132 (ex demo)

Taxan 770 monitor

60.00

170.00

59.00

112.00

500.00

400.00

280.00

For other products please ring for prices

=aijas^@Q3S]©
153a Victoria Street. St Mbans. Herts AL1 3TA
Telephone 0727 50075 Facsimite 0727 58977

Please add VAT to all above prices

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP!
CHOOSE THE RISC-OS DESKTOP COMPATIBLE HAWK V9

TO DIGITISE YOUR IMAGE

• THE HAWK V9 CAPTURES SINGLE FRAMES

IN FULL COLOUR FROM MOVING VIDEO

IMAGES FROM CAMERA OR VCR

• THE SOFTWARE IS EASY TO USE AND IS

PROVIDED WITH POWERFUL ROUTINES

TO ENHANCE IMAGE PRESENTATION

• THE CAPTURED IMAGES MAY BE STORED

AS SPRITES OR EXPORTED TO OTHER

PACKAGES

• THE HAWK V9 IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH

THE ARCHIMEDES AND THE A3000

COMPUTERS

Wild Vision

WILD VISION 15 WITNEY WAY BOLDON BUSINESS PARK BOLDON COLLIERY TYNE & WEAR NE35 9PE

TEL: 091 519 1455 FAX: 091 519 1929
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PRINTERS

NINE-PIN PRINTER COMPARISON TABLE

Make
& Model

Price

(exVAT)

Claimed speed

Draft NLQ
Average speed

Draft NLQ
Interfaces

Centr RS232

Tractor

Feed

Sheet

Feeder

Paper

Parking

Compatibility

Epson IBM
NLQ
styles

Amstrad

DMP3I60
£149 160 40 67 18 • • Push - - LQ Pro 1

Brothei'

M-1309

£239 180 45 111 28 • Push/pull - • FX Pro 4

Citizen

Swift9

£269 160 40 108 29 • £30 Push/pull £84 • FX Pro 3

Epson

FX-850

£459 290 45 175 44 • £36 Push £165 • FX Pro 2

Epson

LX-4C)0

£169 150 25 101 23 • £36 Push £79 - LQ Pro 2

IBM £477

Proprinterin

270 65 174 45 • £48 Push £155 • Pro 2

Mannesmann

TallyMTSl

£159 130 24 77 21 • £40 Push £82 FX Prol

Olivetti

DM105S
£249 150 30 86 20 • Pull £99 - FX Pro 2

Olivetti

DM109
£219 200 30 80 25 • Push - e FX Pro 1

Olympia

NP30

£248 130 26 84 21 • £25 Push £138 - FX Pro 1

Panasonic

KX-P1081

£219 120 24 77 20 • £41 Push - - FX Gra 1

Panasonic

KX-P1180

£269 160 32 103 25 • £69 Push/pull £99 • FX Pro 4

Seikosha

SP-2000

£199 160 40 97 25 • • Push - • FX Pro 2

Star

LC-lOIl

£219 150 38 101 39 • £55 Push £65 • FX Pro 4

Star

LC-200

£259 160 45 100 30 • £55 Push/pull £65 • FX Pro 4

well as the usual typewriter

lookalike, this machine can

produce san serif and (two)

Orator fonts.

A big attraction of the LC-
10 II is its speed. In draft mode
it can manage lOIcps, while in

NLQ its speed is an impressive

29cps. The LC-10 II is both

Epson FX and IBM Proprinter

compatible so there are num-

erous printing effects to be

used with most software.

The style and size of the

print can be controlled from

the front panel and other print-

ing effects can also be

switched on from here but

only with complicated button

combinations.

The old Star LC-10 was a

successful design but Star has

improved it still further. The
speed has been increased to an

impressive level and the print

quality is of the same excellent

standard.

CONCLUSION
Now let's sort out the sheep

from the lambs. Although it is

the cheapest, the Amstrad

DMP3160 performs so badly,

it is hardly worth considering

with any seriousness.

Next up the scale is the

Mannesmann Tally MT81.
This was considered excellent

when it was launched, but has

now been somewhat overtaken

by newer models from other

manufacturers, not least the

LX-400 from Epson.

The LX-400 is truly amaz-

ing value for money. It pro-

duces good quality print at a

reasonable speed. At this price

there is nothing to beat it.

Around the £220 mark the

Panasonic KX-P1081 suffers

from its old ase. Thinas have

moved on since this printer

was conceived. Likewise the

Olivetti DM 1058 is looking

rather long in the tooth.

However, the Seikosha SP-

2000 shows what a newer

model can do.

Walking off with the crown

of the cheaper dot-matrix

printers, however, must be the

Star LC-10 II. With excellent

quality NLQ print and good

speed in both NLQ and draft, a

choice of four fonts and many
convenience features, this

printer gives many costing far

more a run for their money.
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The Electronic Font Foundry
/•.'/• '/•' arr llii' (iiil/l DTI' s/m-i/i/is/s in lllc Airliiiiinirx jiclil. As irrll as niir nisi

niiii/i' iif jimfcssinndl I'lislSi-ri/il ' citmiiiilihlv hnii'fdccs ire sell a niiii/c of

iKirilinirr siiihililc fnr holli /irofrssi/iiiiil nr iimiilciir DTI'. Tilkc ii hiiik nl saiiir

of nil r /ir/i-rs In srr irliiil nihil- jjnii iji'l f'rniii us.

II r II rr I'-riiiuiilinii niir niiiijr nffunis iiiln nllirr liiiujiiuiii's' irr iilrnidii liiiri'

(Irirk iMnili-ni iiiiil CliissimI). CiiriUir. Ilrliirir iiiiil I'liii.jiihi as iirll as nil

I'jirn/iriin Innr/iiiir/i-s. irilli 1,-i'i/hniiril iiinilnirs iiniiliililr if.i/'iii ili'i'il llinin In

siin/ili/)/ llli'ir iisi'. II r irill snnii liiirn funis pir snnii' nini'i' liiilir linii/iiiii/fs

iiriiiliihli' fir siilr: llrni/nli. Dri-iini/iiri. Fiirsi. Cnjiinili iinil Tamil.

HARDWARE
A3000 £545

A3000 Learning Curve £645

AiWn
"

£995

M20n £-1195

A440/1 £1495

A540/1 £2595

BJ-Wc Portable printer £295

BI-300 A4 Paper,

built in tractor feed £450

Canon LBP4, 4 ppm £895

Interface to drive above

printer at 600dpi £325

Laser Direct LBP8, 8 ppm,

complete with 600dpi podiilc £1395

Removable external drive £460

45Mb disc for above £75

SCSlPodule £175

Complete package £660

Acorn 14" colour £199

E/ZO 9060S 14" monitor £445

19" paper white monochrome £699

All prices exclude

SOFTWARE
Impression II

Impression II network ve

for up to 20 computers

Intpnession junior

FontFX

Snippet

Ovation

Ovation Demo Disc

Midiiighl Graphics Clip

Equasor

Poster

Acorn DTP
RISC OS Printer Driver

Jet printers BJ 130, UOe
Multi FS
VAT and carriage

£145

£660

£75

£10

£29

£95

£5

Art £29.50

£45

£79

£119

For Bubble

andlOe£10

£35

For Font Catalogue and comprehensive price list write to:

• The Electronic Font Foundry • 18, Brockenhurst Road
• Ascot • SL5 9DL • Tel 0344 872923 •

Are you looking for a good

source for Archimedes public

domain software?
Lings Software Services Ltd liave an extensive selection

to choose from including games, utilities, soundtrackers,

graphics files, outline & system fonts.

Our standard discs only cost £1 .25 each or if you prefer

you can create your own by choosing up to 1 files per

disc for £2.50 and avoid buying files you already own.

Send £1 .00 for our demo disc/catalogue or an SAE for

our catalogue.

We can also supply :

Our Archimedes Starter Kit

Good quality mouse mat (not ctneap foam). 10 x formatted discs, 10 x public domain discs

and a lead to connect your Archimedes td your monitor for better & adjustable sound. El 9 95,

1 X formatted (or blank) 3,5" discs in library case E 5,00

Good quality mouse mats as above E 2,50

Any other hardware or software you may require for your Archimedes, P 0,A

LINGS
SOFTWARE SERVICES

LIMITED
Lin^s House, 26 Caxton Rd,

Wimbledon, London, SW19 8SJ
081-643 3833

ACORNARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS
EXPANSION OPTIONS

FOR
INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS

HARDWARE - IEEE488 Interface, 16 Bit Parallel I/O, Dual RS423
Serial Interface, 12 Bit ADC, STE Bus Interface and complete

range of STE Bus Boards, SCSI Devices - Hard Discs, Magneto-
Optical Drives, Tape Streamers, Removable Hard Discs, Monitors,

Printers, Plotters, Plus all Acorn Products etc

SOFTWARE - GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF, GINOSURF, HERSHEY +,

VIEWGRAF, VIEWSURF, Termulator etc

ADVICE - SUPPLY - SUPPORT

INTELLIGENT INTERFACES LTD
Atherstone Hill Farm, Atherstone-on-Stour, Stratford-upon-Avon.

Warwickshire CVS 7 8NF TEL 0789 450925 FAX 0789 450926

Established
1981
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GRAPHICS

E3
he Archimedes has always

been strong on graphics. The
VIDC chip provides a wide

range of resolutions and colour

selections from a large palette.

Nonetheless, the machine was

designed over five years ago,

and standards in all areas of

computing continue to

advance apace.

Several graphics cards for

machines like the Apple

Macintosh and the IBM PC
can now offer graphic modes

which include a full 24-bit

collection and delivery service.

Once the enhancer has been

fitted, you have a number of

new graphics modes directly

available to you.

For a start, all the Computer
Concepts and Atomwide grap-

hics modes are pre-program-

med into the Rom, as are the

extra modes from the Acorn

540 and 14 new modes defined

by PCATS itself. Most of

these are desktop compatible,

so any well written program

will run as normal, but at the

and 124 were difficult to read.

On the Multisync, resolution

could go as high as 640 x 512

with a full 256 colours on

screen at once. Mode 126 at

640 X 480 is of particular

interest, since it mimics the

resolution and colours of one

of the Super VGA modes on

the IBM PC.

Support of the desktop in

new graphics modes is only

part of the story. The enhancer

also provides two further out-

puts which are not desktop

file format, which can handle

high-resolution images with or

without an appended palette. A
full de.scription of the file for-

mat is included in the

documentation.

The documentation provided

with the enhancer was in a pre-

release form.

It gave ample description of

the commands available and

the modes provided, but it was

a bit thin on the use of the soft-

ware. This material will

actually form the basis of an

GOOD LOOKING
The graphics performance of the Archimedes is already exceptional. Even the best

can be improved, though, as SIMON WILLIAMS has been finding out

palette, or 16,777,216 colours.

The PCATS graphics

enhancer for the Archimedes/

A3000 machines offers the

same state-of-the-art colotir

palette, and a number of new.

high resolution graphics

modes for under £200. The
enhancer brings a lot of extra

graphics power to the Archi-

medes with minimum distur-

bance to its existing operation.

The hardware consists of a

half-width podule which con-

nects to the Arc's main board

via the genlock connector, and

to the .standard analogue out-

put of the machine via a short

loop cable. Monitor output is

then taken from an identical

analogue socket on the

enhancer back panel. The
board itself is well made and

tightly packed with the Hitachi

graphics processor chip, crys-

tal o.scillators and sockets for

extra ones, and logic chips as

well as miniature relays. The
rear panel has two analogue

video sockets mounted on it,

for input of the Arc's standard

video signal and output from

the enhancer.

Although installation is not

complex, it does involve .sold-

ering a new header to the

genlock output, which in turn i

means removing the main

board from the Archimedes'

case. For this reason, the unit

has to be fitted by The Serial

Port, which offers a courier

rt

ALL THE COLOURS CAN BE DISPLAYED ON SCREEN AT ONCE

higher resolution, or with the

larger palette.

New modes can be brought

up using the entry field on the

desktop's Mode menu. Several

of the new modes are available

on medium-resolution moni-

tors as well as mulliscans.

The unit was tested using

NEC Multisync and Philips

CM8533 medium resolution

monitors. The standard modes
worked fine with the enhancer

card, as you might expect. The
connection through the

enhancer is effectively straight

through. All the other new
modes from PCATS, designed

for group monitors also

worked correctly, although

some of the high resolution

screens, such as modes 123

compatible, but are available

from Basic and other langu-

ages. These provide 12 and 16

bitplane, direct DAC modes,

which in simple terms means

4096 and 65536 colours on

screen at once, at resolutions

up to 554 X 328 and 416 x

328. respectively.

Software support within the

enhancer Rom consists of a

number of star commands and

SWls. These provide facilities,

among other things, to load

and save an extended palette,

to automatically set a palette

equivalent to the default desk-

top colours and to load and

save Clear files.

A Clear file, for those of

you who do not know, is a

straightforward uncompressed

optional programmer's refer-

ence manual. A separate user

guide will be provided with

the podule, and this will

include a tutorial and some
programming examples.

Other software suppliers are

showing interest in the card

and names such as Clares,

Longman Logotron and Lindis

are looking into programming
versions of their graphics soft-

ware to work directly with the

enhancer.

Overall the PCATS graphics

enhancer provides a worth-

while upgrade to the graphics

capabilities of the Archimedes,

at a reasonable price.

The extra resolution and the

addition of a much larger

palette from which to select up

to 256 colours is a major

improvement over the

machine's existing graphics

capabilities.

The firmware commands
have been well thought out,

and the addition of a general-

purpose graphics file format

like Clear will allow a direct

exchange of linages between

users.

PRODUCT DETAILS
The PCATS graphics enhancer

for the Archimedes costs

£179.95, and £189.95 for the A
and is available from The Serial

Port, Burcott Manor, Wells,

Somerset BA51NH.
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WORDPROCESSING

Q

EasiWriter is the

Arc's newest, and

biggest, wordpro-

cessor. GRAHAIVI

BELL tried it out

he Arc has attracted a lot of

umovative software

Squirrel and Impression

are two good examples. But it

has not so far persuaded com-

panies to port software from

non-Acorn machines. Icon

Technology's EasiWriter is an

exception: it's based on the

respected Apple Macintosh

application MacAuthor.

EasiWriter is a Wysiwyg
wordprocessor which makes

full use of outline fonts and the

other features of Rise OS.

Unlike its major competitor

First Word Plus, it uses pro-

portionally spaced fonts and

the Rise OS printer drivers,

and can incorporate multiple

columns of text and both Draw
files and sprites into its docu-

ments. This places it firmly in

DTP territory, but unlike

Impression it's not able to

hold more than one 'story' in a

document. Colton Software's

Pipedream is perhaps the only

directly comparable appli-

cation, though that has other

strengths as a spreadsheet too.

EasiWriter allows multiple columns on one page

Installing EasiWriter is as

simple as copying the lot onto

a blank floppy or a hard disc,

and starting up the software is

easy enough: it installs an icon

reminiscent of Edit'i fountain

pen. The most important draw-

back of EasiWriter becomes

immediately apparent here -

it's the first mainstream appli-

cation that won't run in a 1Mb
machine. It claims 800k of

memory at start up, more as

soon as you edit text or run a

spelling check. Even a 2Mb

machine is a tight fit if you

want to run it alongside any

other sizeable application like

Paint and you start including

sprites in your documents.

The blank window contains

a tool pane at the top plus a

blank A4 sheet - you can start

typing right away. Although

the menu structure is daunting

at first sight, EasiWriter is

fully Wysiwyg and it's simple

enough to do a letter without a

look at the manual. The tools

allow you to select justified or

ragged text, and insertion,

deletion, search and replace

work as you would expect.

PLUS POINTS
But there are some extremely

neat touches at this simplest

level. One is intelligent cut and

paste: if you select a word and

cut it out (using a double click

of the mouse and CTRL-X as

usual) the space around the

word is adjusted intelligently,

taking account of punctuation

and so on. Pasting in a word

elsewhere inserts spaces as

necessary. Strangely the intel-

ligence only works with ctrl-

X - use DELETE and it can

leave a double space behind.

Another plus point is that by

editing a text file, items can be

removed from EasiWriter' s,

menu structure, so simplifying

it down to bare essentials for

young users is possible.

Icon is a software company

that doesn't have wide experi-

ence of the Acorn world, and

occasionally it shows. There's

no 'change case' key, to alter

from lower to upper case.

Similarly, 'delete forwards'

and pointer hiding as you type

were very late additions to the

software after comments made
during this review (the use of

the COPY key to delete for-

wards is an Acorn quirk).

More seriously, the treatment

of a non-breaking space (ALT-

SPACE) is wrong - EasiWriter

can put a hyphen after a space

this way.

Aside from these omissions,

EasiWriter adheres admirably

to the Rise OS guidelines. The
document window works

exactly as advertised, though

some cursor movements can

be unpredictable (particularly

UP from the end of a para-

graph). Various standard CTRL

key shortcuts work as you

would expect: ctrl-C copies,

CTRL-v pastes, F3 saves, F4

finds and so on. There are four

layers of function key short-

cuts, which you'll gradually

learn because they are marked

on the menus too.

There is an 'undo' function

for that injudicious key press.

But it can even undo gross

changes to the formatting of

the entire document. There's

also a spelling checker with

the easiest way of creating

your own dictionary I've seen:

a 'learn' button. The while-

you-type spelling beeps when
you make a mistake, and you

can let several mistakes pass

before pressing F9 to correct

them all. But don't go back to

correct the last one - it forgets

them all as soon as you move
the caret with an arrow key.

This needs to be fixed.

Sadly, you can't set up sep-

arate user dictionaries for, say,

names and technical terms, nor

can you add a thesaurus. For-

eign dictionaries are available

from Icon though, and you can

highlight a word and define it

as French. EasiWriter will

then look it up in the French

dictionary, or ignore it if no

French dictionary is installed.

STRUCTURED TEXT
But this isn't EasiWriter' s,

only forte. It has a strong line

on structure: as you type, you

can divide your document into

chapters, sections, sub-sec-

tions, bullet lists and so on

using the menu or function

keys. Each level of the hierar-

chy has a heading and body,

each set up with different text

styles. So section headings are

initially 14 point Trinity bold,

whereas the main section text

is 12 point Trinity medium.

You can override these

styles easily: you use the

mouse to select an area of text

and a menu allows you to

choose the typeface, size (in

whole points only), colour and

so on, in the usual way. These

local changes are termed

'emphases', but the system is

exactly the same as the styles

and effects in Impression. You
can also change the default

styles this way: set up a single

paragraph with all the

emphasis changes you want,

then use the menu option to

save the changes as a style.

Saving using the original name
(like 'Paragraph Style' or

'Section Heading') changes all

the document. Saving the
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altered style using a new name
allows you to set up two sep-

arate styles for section heads,

for example. The first three

new styles you create auto-

matically get allocated a

function key, so you can set up

those styles quickly. You can

also set up your own named
emphasis styles.

There are two problems with

this approach. In common with

Impression, it's difficult to set

italic or bold emphases.

Because these are separate

typefaces under Rise OS, if

you set a whole paragraph in

Homerton, EasiWriter won't

automatically set any italics

within that paragraph to Hom-
erton oblique - they get left in

Trinity italic. Second, and

more avoidably, the style

names are case sensitive, so

you can have 'Paragraph

Style' and 'Paragraph style'.

LOADING AND SilVING
EasiWriter uses its own file

format, which isn't compatible

with any other Arc software

(nor with MacAuthor). But it

can import and export plain

text, from Edit for example

(though you'll often have to

get rid of the 'hard' new line

characters) or to Impression.

And it can import First Word
Plus files directly, a smart

move as this is likely to be a

common upgrade path. It can't

auto-import View files though:

here you'll have to do a little

work to set the file type to

Text, and adjust the formatting

as the line endings of the View

file are kept intact.

EasiWriter'?, own files store

things like the current position

of the caret and the selected

region as well as the text itself,

so when you re-load a docu-

ment, it opens exactly at the

position you last saved it. They
also include any drawings and

sprites placed in the document
- so unlike Pipedream there's

no problem with .separate illus-

tration files.

You can also save 'station-

ery' files. These are exactly

what you'd expect: blank tem-

plates which can contain pre-

set styles, a logo, perhaps even

some standard text. In an

office, you'd typically develop

stationery pads for letters,

memos, forms and so on.

One of the special strengths

of EasiWriter is the easy way
of including graphics in your

INNING
WORDS
document. Big pictures, either

drawings or sprites, can be

included in two ways, as

'pictures' or 'figures'. The
difference is figures have cap-

tions, which can be placed left

or right, above or below the

picture itself You can control

the scale and crop of each pic-

ture through the menus. You
can also include 'in-line' pic-

tures, which flow just like a

word in the text. One example

use would be to include for-

mulae in the text, which you
could design using Draw. The
drawing can be put in the text

at the cursor position, and

moved up or down easily to

align with the text. Impression

has a similar facility (embed-

ded frames) but EasiWriter

works better in this respect.

TABLE CREATION
The other job that EasiWriter

excels at is table creation. You
can insert a table just like

inserting a new sub-section or

list, and typing items separated

by Tab automatically creates

as many columns as you need.

This is one of the most impres-

sive features of the whole

application. As you type, the

column widths 'magically'

adjust themselves to fit your

text. You can add rules within

and borders around a table. In

fact borders can be added to

any text structure, so a section

can be boxed off, for example.

Another impressive aspect

of EasiWriter is its multi-

column layout ability. You can

set any document to have two

or more columns, with or with-

out vertical lines between

them. A clever option allows

the two columns on the last

page to be balanced in length.

However, options to change

the position of headings to

make them span both columns

and to vertically justify the

columns did not work in the

pre-release copy reviewed: the

bugs should be ironed out of

the final version.

To make the layout more

controllable, you can force text

to the top of a page or to the

top of a column, and insert

flexible 'white spaces'. These

are rather good - they can be

set to any depth, and could

allow you space to paste in a

picture by hand on a printed

copy, for example.

In all, EasiWriter is very

capable. It offers almost every-

thing most users want from a

wordprocessor, and should

prove popular in the home and

in secondary education -

despite its expense and the

need for a 2Mb Arc. It's a little

slow at most things (not

unduly so) but is a far better

choice that First Word Plus

and is more useable than

Pipedream for simple word-

processing. Choosing it over a

package like Impression

Junior is much more difficult:

it's considerably less capable

in page layout terms, but for

those who don't like fiddling

with frames and rulers it could

be a good choice.

But there are some impor-

tant omissions: mail-merging,

a thesaurus, footnoting, special

treatment for quote marks ("

and ') and easy sub- and super-

script for example. Mailmerg-

ing is the most vital of these,

and EasiWriter % appeal to the

business market will be limited

until this is remedied. Icon

says it's discussing mail-

merge utilities with both Min-

erva {MultiStore and Flexi-

File) and Digital Services

(Squirrel), so the ability to link

a database of names and

addresses to a standard letter

will emerge later. Icon also

plans to release TechWriter, an

upgraded version including

built-in equation editing later

in the year.
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Illustrations flow with the text

PRODUCT DETAILS
EasiWriter costs £176 from Icon

Technology, 9 Jarron Street,

Leicester, LE2 7DH; Tel. 0533

546225. Site and educational

licences are also available. For-

eign dictionaries cost £35.
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FREE
with every computer

we sell...
HKO^d AM St.

1. OKIH RATI )\

MA^rm sfRihs

\tll. RiK HI PI TtH

.our expertise!

If you are buying a new Archimedes or

Master Series computer, you don't expect to

know all about it from day one. That's where

we come in. We don't leave our customers high

and dry with their problems— they know they

can rely on us to get them out of trouble.

Whether it's hardware or software,

we're the people who know.

THE DATA STORE
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent

Tel: 081-460 8991 Fax: 081-313 0400

FREE demo disc ARCHWAY 2 Available NOW

^EVERYTHING'S A BARGAIN!!!
T.MJ. Computer Software

39 Farmstead Road, Corby, Northants, NN18 OLE. Telephone: 0536 6901

1

On Line BBS DARKHAVEN 0604 413716 (Back On Line!

*** All prices are inclusive of VAT and POSTAGE'^
Product Price

Power Band £19.99

Iron Lord £16,99

Apocalypse £25.99

Nevryon £16-99

The Olympics £16.99

Master Break £16.99

E-Type £16.99

Chocs Away £19.99

Chocs Away Extra Missions £16.99

Ball Arena £16.99

Crisis £16.99

Twin World £16.99

Mig29FuIcnjm £34.99

Holed Oul 1 &2 £14.99

imerdiclor2 £29,95

Product Price

ArcPinball £21.99

Boogie Buggte £19.99

Fun School 2 (All age groups) £14.99

Impression 2 £160,00

Tactic £16.99

Arc-!erm 7 £69.95

Man. U. Foolball £20.99
The Real McCoy2 £25.99

Real McCoy + Real McCoy 2 £49.00

The Real McCoy £25,99

Pres A3000 Monitor Stand £31 ,99

MON - FRI 9am-noon, 1 .30-6.30pm

SATURDAY 9.30-12.30

EUROPEAN ORDERS WELCOME. Tel. Orders Welcome
Please send S.A.E. for full price list. Visa or Access welcome.

WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE
Qualified Dealer and Service Centre

For demonstrations and advice call:

0625-525694
FAIRHURST INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

t DEAN COURT, WOODFORD ROAD
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE SK9 2LT

ACOBN IS A REGISTERED TRW3EMARK OF ACORN COMPUTERS tTD

"ARCHWAY is one of the most impressive and best value for money products that 1 have

yet seen for the Archimedes. Anyone who wishes to write RISC applications in BASIC

would have to be quite insane NOT to enlist the aid of this remarkable package."

A & B Coiiipuling f-ebfuary I'JOO

"You gel an excellent piece of software which will make the mountain of programming
needed to operate the WIMP environment into a molehill. ..you can create a complex
WIMP environment very quickly... I have had no end of use oul of this easy-to-use

package."

Archive. July 19H9

"I am sure ARCHWAY will cut out a lot of the work of writing simple applications for

many people.-.l think this could be a very good place to start."

BBC Acorn User, April 1991

"I'm'extremely impressed with ARCHWAY 2. It's a very ambitious product and one that

now provides the many budding Archimedes developers with a facility that will enable

them to get their ideas off the drawing board before they evaporate.
"

RISC User. April 1991

ARCHWAY 2 lets YOU unlodsh the huge program puwor of RISC OS and the ARM easily and quickly.

liuild powerful mulli-lasking, multi-window applications with pop-up menus, icons, mouse control, etc.

of professional quality. Programs are RISC OS compliant.

If you are a little familiar with BBC i5ASIC then you can create applications using ARCHWAY 2. We have

optimised the facilities to lot you achieve powerful results with a minimum of programming.

ARCHWAY 2 provides a total environmonl for creating RISC OS applications in BASIC. It includes tools,

shell programs with extensive run-lime code, comprehensive examples and tutorials.

I here are tools to make menus, windows, icons, mouse pointers, present a wide range of graphics and
text in frames, create a simple database and much more. I he tools are themselves ARCItWAKt
applications so they share Ihe intuitive RISC' OS user interface. They have been designed lo work closely

together and with [ dit, Cainl and Ihe Basic I ditor. All are fully multi-tasking.

ARCHWAY shells are leady to run RISC OS applications in line with Acorn's guidelines. Shells include

run-lime code to handle automatically windows, menus, icons, file handling, graphics, etc. so that you
don't need detailed knowledge of these complex areas. You create a complete application by extending

and fine-tuning a shell. You add menus and windows using the tools, and write funclions & procedures

to carry oul the tasks of your program.

Ihe price is t86.91 exc VAT but wilh p/p (1.102.12 inc VAT at 17.5%). VISA & ACCLSS are welcome.
Please add 1 5.00 for postage in I uropeor world-wide surface mail & 1 20.00 for world airmail. For schools

a site licence is included in the price, two FREE upgrade vouchers when purchasing direct fromSimlron.

Detailed leaflet and demo disc FREE on request.

SIMTRON f'n)<;iMm lo help you

4 Clarence Drive, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 4RZ Telephone (0342) 328188

A3000
Free Interdictor Program
Free 1 Mbyte Upgrade
Free TV Modulator
Free Delivery

£599.00 + VAT
while stocks last only

Part exchange of Masters still available

Broomfield Computers
Broomfield Hall Church Green Broomfield

Essex CMl 5BD a tel 0245 442844

or 0860 229465 a fax 0245 441312
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B & S COMPUTING (Nottm) Ltd.
258 Derby Road, Bramcote, Nottingham NG9 3JN

Telephone: (0602 491202 Fax: (0602) 491322

***ACORN APPROVED AND PREMIER LEAGUE DEALERS *** STAR REGISTERED BUSINESS DEALERS***

ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS
(Carriage free)

BASE COLOUR

A3000
410/1

420/1

440/1

£599
£1099
£1299
£1699

£799
£1299
£1499
£1899

MULTI-
SYNC*

£999
£1499
£1699
£2099

' The multi Sync Monitor is the Taxan 775

ARCHIMEDES EXPANSION
(Carriage £1.50)

1 Mb RAM Upgrade (A3000) £95
1 Mb RAM Upgrade (400/1 series) £75
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £1

9

A3000 User/Midi Port Upgrade £49

A3000 Monitor Plinth £29

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE
(Carriage £1.50)

1st Word Plus

System Delta Plus

SigmaSheet, Gamma Plot

Render Bender

Artisan 1

1

Atelier

Auto Sketch

ISO Pascal, Fortran 77

Logistix

Pro-Artisan

PC Emulator

(Carriage £2.50)

Acorn Desk Top Publisher

Ansi (Release 3)

Lisp, Assembler, Prolog X
Pipe Dream (Version 3)

Impression 2

Impression Junior

ARCHIMEDES GAMES
(carriage £1 .50)

Orion, Missile Control

Freddys Folly, Alerion

Jet Fighter, Hover Bod
Caverns, Thunder Monk
Word Up -Word Down
Zarch, Repion 3

Ibix The Viking

Pacmania, Terramex

E-Type, Holed Out

Arcade Soccer, Olympics

U.I.M, Apocalypse

HARD DISC UPGRADES
(Carriage £8.00)

20Mb Hard Disc

40Mb Hard Disc

50Mb Hard Disc

Hard disc podule (for 310)

£69
£59

each £55
£59

£50
£85

£69
each £90

£90
£85
£85

£125
£125

each £150
£130
£150
£80

each £12

each £12

each £12
each £12

£15
each £15

£15

each £15
each £17
each £17

each £26

£185
£295
£495
£175

A3000 LEARNING CURVE
MACHINE ONLY £699 MACHINE AND COLOUR MONITOR £899

Acorns special offer pack of the A3000 with Acorns RISC-OS Applications

(Paint, Draw, Edit, Magnifier, Calculator, Alarnn Clock, Maestro and
Configure), Acorns First Word Plus - a full feature Word Processor with a

spelling checker and on screen graphics and Acorns PC Emulator which

enables the machine to run industry standard software. Also included is

Genesis, a suite of applications which includes: GEN DTP, Address book.

Phone book. Scrap book, Green Issues, Recipes, Composers, Story Writer,

Planets and a Personal Organiser. The Learning Curve pack also includes

a tutorial video and a parents guide to the National Curriculum.

*** SPECIAL OFFER ***
When you purchase an Archimedes Micro from us, we will denote 10% of

the Archimedes Hardware cost towards other goods. For example, for

purchasing an A3000 Learning curve colour system, you could choose to

have a 1Mb RAM upgrade fitted, giving you a powerful 2Mb machine.

Please phone for further details.

PRINTERS (Carriage £8.00)

Free printer lead and paper with all

phnters purchased (please state

machine)

Citizen

120D+ £120
Swift 24 £260

The Star 'Business Series'

LC10 £135

LC20 Colour £180
LG10-1 £155
LCI 5 £275
LC24/200 £215
LC24/200 Colour £250

The Star 'Professional Series'

FRIO £320
FR15 £400
XB24-10 - £400

XB24-15 £535
FR/XB Colour Upgrade £39

The Star 'Laser Series'

Laser 8 II £1250
Laser 8 II DB £1695
Laser 8 II Star Script £1 775

Laser 8 II Duplex £1975
The STAR Professional Series and the

STAR Laser Series come complete with

one years on site maintenance

MASTER 128
Master 1 28

(Carriage £8.00)

£375

DISC DRIVES (Carriage £8.00)

Single 40/80T switchable double

side disc drive £85

As above with power supply £1 00

Dual 40/80T switchable double

sided disc drive £175

As above with power supply £195

MONITORS (Carriage £8.00)

Phillips BM7502 Mono Monitor £75

Phillips CM8833 Colour Monitor £225

Acorn Colour Monitor £200

Why not take advantage of our system

prices which enable you to obtain a

complete Master System at a reduced

price. Please phone us for full details.

BOOKS No VAT
(Carriage £2.50)

Basis V User Guide £1 9.95

A3000 Technical Manual £29.00

Programmers Ref Manual £79.000

(Carriage £1.50)

Master Ref Manual Pt 1&2 each £14.00

View 3, View Sheet each £1 4.00

UK CUSTOMERS: Please add 17.5%
VAT to all prices (Including carriage)

Government department and educational

establishments official orders welcomed

Ail Prices are correct at time of going to press and

are subject to change without prior notification, all

goods are subject to availability. Finance is subject

to status. B&S Computing (Nottm) Ltd, are licenced

credit brokers. Full written details are available on

request.



EDUCATION

WORLD
CLASS

This new program encourages users to create a

of imaginative screens. DAVE FUTCHER goes ex

world

ploring

although it might sound like

an ecological simulation,

My World is, in fact, a

framework which allows act-

ivities to be constructed for

children of all abilities, right

across the curriculum.

The software is a collabor-

ative project undertaken by

Regional East Midlands Infor-

mation Technology (REMIT),

a consortium of six local edu-

cational authorities. It was

written initially to enable

pupils with limited reading or

writing skills to keep a diary of

day-to-day events, using Rebus

symbols. The aim was to fill in

and print a diary to record the

various activities, as well as

produce a series of clock faces

as a timescale.

My Diary, as it was called,

developed into My World, and

it now offers children far more

than just a diary. An open-

ended framework program has

been created using the imagi-

nation of a group of seven

advisory and support teachers

and the creativity of a pro-

grammer and graphic designer.

The resulting program is a

powerful tool that can be used

to tackle a wide range of class-

room activities.

When the My World icon

has been loaded onto the Arc

or A3000 icon bar and clicked

on, the title screen appears,
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WHAT DID YOU DO TODAY?

along with a picture of the

mou.se, with the middle button

highlighted and the message

'press menu'. The main My
World menu appears on the

screen and the See Screens

option opens a new directory

viewer which shows all the

special screens. Moving the

pointer to a screen and double-

clicking loads that screen into

the program.

These different screens offer

environments which can be

explored and interacted with -

tasks can be undertaken and

the screen then saved and

printed out. To focus the

.screen's use, there can be text

messages giving information,

or a prompt sheet can be writ-

ten. One essential icon enables

the child to enter text, while a

second is a bin for the removal

of graphics and text.

This allows children to move
and copy graphic objects, and

add appropriate text. By point-

ing at the graphic and clicking

on Select, a copy of the object

becomes attached to the poin-

ter. It can then be dragged

around the screen, leaving the

original in place. When the

copy of the object is where it

is required, you press Select

again and the copy is dropped.

Once a copy has been placed,

it becomes a movable object

and, by clicking and dragging,

children can refine their work

more easily. Objects copied by

accident can be removed by

dragging them into the bin.

Text is added by pointing at

the paper and pencil icon and a

large text caret appears.

Words, figures and punctua-

tion can now be typed in -

initially, this will be in the

style of the screen heading if it

has one, but by accessing the

Text menu you can control

how the text appears.

You can choose the type

style (font), its size and its

colour, decide whether or not

it should be in a box and what

the background colour of that

box should be. Press rhturn

and the text can then be drag-

ged to the desired position.

The set of screens available

on the distribution disc shows

the package's versatility and

flexibility. 'Frog' is a much
loved screen featuring Mr A M
Phibian. a frog of many parts,

all of which are movable. The

task is to pick them up and

rearrange them, placing the

labels in the correct positions.

The potential for working on

a foreign language is shown by

a screen called 'Le visage", in

which a face is shown alona
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with a series of French words

- I'oeil, le cou, ie nez, la

bouche. les cheveuz, les dents,

{"oreille - the task being to

move the labels onto the

arrows pointing to the corre-

sponding features.

"Dress", developed at Man-

chester Semerc in the early

days of the BBC micro and the

Concept Keyboard, is still

used by many teachers, and

'Teddy' offers similar facili-

ties with greater control by the

mouse, as well as having the

better graphics of the Arc.

Pattern making is an impor-

tant part of the algebra attain-

ment targets, in the early

stages of mathematics in the

National Curriculum. The

'Beads' screen, with the ques-

tion "What comes next?' and

its three strings of beads to be

completed, certainly provides

plenty of pattern making

experience. "Triangles' also

has possibilities for pattern

work as well as being useful

for making hexagons, fulfilling

both shape and space attain-

ment targets.

An excellent screen for

communicating via symbols is

the "Weather Map". This was

developed as part of a langu-

age activity for primary

children where they were pre-

sented with a written weather

forecast and asked to create a

simple weather map.

There are also three screens

that deal with sentences:

# "Sentences 1" requires

children to create a .sequence

for making a cup of tea from a

set of provided phrases

# "Sentences 2' provides

reading activities about types

of shops, where children have

to select a sentence to com-

plete the opening phrase

# "Sentences 3" is a langu-

age exercise where a sensible

sentence has to be constructed

from a jumble of words

"HTU' features Deines units,

rods and flats used in many
primary classrooms for hun-

dreds, tens and units work.

While this could be done bet-

ter with real apparatus, you

^
THE FROG SCREEN IN MY WORLD

Mr A M Phibian is a frog of many parts

Can you put him back together''

Put this in the bin when you have read it

•' nglit arm

MR A M PHIBIAN - ALL CORREa AND PRESENT

can combine pictorial repre-

sentations of Deines apparatus

with written numbers and

language and print out the

results, thereby taking a far

more sophisticated approach to

number work.

The BBC micro had a num-

ber of good packages that

allowed shapes to be manipu-

lated on screen to form simple

pictures. "Hexagon' provides a

comprehensive kit of coloured,

copiable shapes that allows

children to explore pattern

making. Within a totally dif-

ferent classroom context,

'Hexagon' could be a vehicle

for some really challenging

spatial work in mathematics.

In all, 21 screens are pro-

vided by My World and

Northwest Semerc confirms

that more will be available

soon. However, as in all

content-free programs, it is the

ability to create your own
screens that determines the

quality of the program.

Screens are created within

Draw, with a bit of help from

Paint. Anyone familiar with

the use of these two appli-

cations should have no prob-

lems. But to assist those who
have not grasped these appli-

cations, the manual offers

excellent tutorial help.

The section called Develop-

ing Screens will lead you

through the creation of a

screen, from adding objects to

the backgrounds, to saving and

testing the end product.

The distribution disc con-

tains a screen called "Basis'

which can be used for all new

screen development. It has a

large. area defined by a cream

coloured rectangle, called the

background. Another back-

ground area, called the print

background, is displayed as a

white rectangle, but this is

only visible if the whole

screen area is off

Both the plain background

and the print background can

be group objects, so they con-

tain a number of graphic

elements which will be com-

pletely inactive. A screen may
contain ready-made movable

objects, but the.se must be sep-

arate and not grouped together,

although individual objects

can be grouped. The movable

objects have to be in front of

the print background. The icon

group can contain just copiable

objects, which can be any of

the object types recognised by

the software.

My World joins the elite

group of truly content-free

framework programs. It is a

versatile program, providing a

framework into which a

teacher can put whatever con-

tent is needed. The program

stores these contents on disc as

screens ready to be recalled. It

also allows age-appropriate

topics to be covered at almost

any ability level.

The provision of the wide

range of example screens

shows the potential uses of My
World, but the scope of the

package is only limited by the

user's own imacination.

PRODUCT DETAILS
My World costs £15 and is dis-

tributed by Northwest Semerc,

Fitton Hill, CDC, Rosary Road,

Oldham OL8 2QE.
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W/eather at;a
Weather Satellite Systems Now ovailable for the Acotn Archimedes A310 and A3000. This

Meteosdt systems comes complete including everything from the Antenna to the software.

Animation is standdrd ollowing the dynamic progress of weother fronts to be monitored dnd

tracked. High resolution images of 800 pixels by 800 lines can be stored dnd monipuloted in

colour or grey scoles on any stondord colour monitor. Acorn Change FSI registered ond compdt-

ible. Capable of receiving up to 400 images every day this remarkable system costs just £799.00

Other Timestep products include a fully featured LANDSAT Image Processor with 20 field study

images ond three full celour mdnudls. Acorn Change FSI registered dnd compatible at only

£99.95

PC Globe and PC USA dre full colour graphical databases of the world with dh amazing amount

of retrievable dato. The special Timestep education price is only £59.95

Send for out full catalogue.

Timestep Weather Systems
Wickhambrook Newmarket, CBS 8QA England.

Tel: 0440 820040 Fax: 0440 820281

r IvrLrL support with all our

systems

*Expeii advice! on system purchase
*Expert help! on using your system
*Expcrt backup! sol'tware support and hardware

servicing

Consult the experts!

CSS Computer Centre
Unit 3A Townfoot Ind. Est. BRAMPTON

Cumbria CAS ISW
"» 06977 3779

Acorn Qualified dealers and Uni.x centre

Authorised SJ Nelworlis, installer *Education specialists

Government pic and education orders welcome

Acorn
rilr,|„,„r,,|.'\|i.'ri.

SJ

ARCLASER

page

printers

just

£969

Compatible with all Archimedes applications, including FirstWond+

Higti speed data interface - an A4 page is ti-ansfemed in 6 seconds

Prints outline font text at any size and half-tone graphics at full 300dpi resolution

Feature packed pnnter" dnver and Epson emulation

Can be used as an Econet pnnter servei". wrth BBCs. Masters or Archimedes

Compact, quiet and reliable

Ultra fast - 5 to 15 times faster than conventionai laser pnnter^!

ARCLASER represents a breakthrough in price/

performance - Printer (including drum and toner kit),

cable, interface and software for £969 + carriage and

VAT. *Educational Users qualify for discounts.

Find out more about this amazingly versatile printer:

write or phone for your ARCLASER information pack.

.

Calligraph Limited

53 Panton Street

CAI^BRIDGE

CB2 IHL

Tel (0223) 461143

Fax (0223) 316144

YOUR A3000

Price excludes carriage and VAT
and is correct at time of going to press

Now it's possible to connect your mfa Computer
Module; Unilab Microcomputer Interface;

Control Boxes and Analogue Sensing Interfaces

to the Acorn A3000, with the I/O BOX 3000.

This new unit offers the user 100% BBC compatible

input/output ports. Its rugged construction houses

internal softw^are which supports all ACORN protocols.

• User Ports: 3 individually addressable bi-directional

user ports, one of which has the same configuration as

the BBC Printer Port.

• Analogue Port: Offering considerable improvements

in resolution, noise and drift over the BBC analogue port.

The circuitry incorporates a precision voltage reference.

• 1 MHz Bus: Functions in exactly the same way as

the BBC version.

For more information about the I/O BOX 3000 contact .

UNILAB LIMITED
The Science Park,

Hutton Street,

Blackburn, BB1 3BT
Tel: (0254) 681222
Fax:(0254)681777
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SAMPLING

SOUND JUDGEMENT
Q old a chicken in the air,

sticl<. a declc chair up your

nose, buy a jumbo jet, and

then bury all your clothes...

Well, don't really, but imagine

these words, from the number

one hit single The Chicken

Song, being sung by your

Archimedes or A3000. This

isn"t actually as painful as you

might imagine, as t discovered

when I used the song -

released by Spitting Image a

few years ago - to give Super-

ior Software's new Speech!

program the once over.

Speech! is an entirely

hardware-independent speech

synthesizer. The synthesizer

module can be loaded on its

own, but is automatically

installed when the main

Speech! application is run. The

computer can be coaxed into

talking in a number of ways -

from the command line, from

the desktop application or

from Basic. The most

noticeable feature of the

Speech! module is its ability to

verbalise English words in a

direct text-to-speech transla-

tion. You can drag any text file

onto the Speech! icon and

li.sten to it speak the contents.

Although the standard text-

to-speech feature is pretty

good, Speecli! tends to slip up

on about one word in 10, caus-

ing the computer to make

utterances that sound as

though you've stepped on its

foot. One way of curing this is

to spell the word differently.

For example, the word 'bury'

SAM GREENHILL speaks well of the

Superior Arc version of Speech!

is pronounced "buwry' by

Speech!, but spelling it 'berry"

solves the problem.

Another solution is to use

phonemes to build up words.

A phoneme is "a unit of signi-

ficant sound', to quote the

dictionary, and there is a

phoneme for every type of

sound. The 'a' in "after' is one

phoneme, the 'a' in 'acorn' is

another. A catalogue of all the

available phonemes is pro-

vided with Speech!, and by

tediously referring to this, any

word in most languages can be

constructed. There is even a

phoneme for the French rolling

"r" sound.

There are several parameters

affecting the way in which a

word is pronounced. Adjusting

the 'tongue" and 'mouth" vari-

ables changes the second and

lower foimanl centre fre-

quency of the word. The only

effect that ray ears can pick up

is that altering these parame-

ters produces speech that

sounds as though you are

squeezing the computer's nose

- or should I say "node'

!

On a more serious note, the

pitch can be changed to enable

the computer to sing. Each

phoneme can be pronouced at

any pitch over a four octave

range, hicidentally, for those

of you who already have

Speech!, this is done by plac-

ing a number from the sup-

plied musical-pitches-conver-

sion table after each phoneme,

and not, as the instructions

seem to imply, by using the

PITCH command. I think

Speech! would have benefitted

from a separate instruction

booklet. As it stands, the direc-

tions are supplied on the inlay

card and do not adequately

explain the software. The Help

file on the disc is more use.

I used The Chicken Soni^ to

test Speech! simply because I

once synthesi.sed that song

using the Computer Concepts'

speech chip in the BBC micro

many years ago. In compari-

son, the quality of Speech! is

better, but only just. However,

I seem to remember that it was

easier to sing a long note using

the CC chip because you mer-

ely specified the duration for

which the note was to be

sustained. With Speech! you

have to keep repeating the

phoneme until enough time

has lapsed and this causes

problems with some sounds,

such as 'OW' used in 'snow'

and 'clothes': the result is 'cl -

ow - ow - ow - ow - ths"

!

Perhaps the best feature of

Speech! is the separate diction-

ary application. With this you

can build up a dictionary for

words which the text-to-

speech utility has difficulty

with. Referring back to the

"bury" example, you could cre-

ate an entry which tells

Speed:! how to pronounce the

word correctly. Using wild-

cards and similar gadgetry,

advanced rules can be defined

for the pronunciation of certain

words. You can even change

whole words. Apparently, a

computer columnist in the

Times Educational Supplement

uses the dictionary to make

Speech! say 'Poll Tax' when it

is asked to say 'Community

Charge", and teachers u.se it to

censor swear words!

Apart from the appalling

arrogance of Speech! to

assume that all users are

ADFS-based in an increas-

ingly SCSI-format world, I

would say that this is by far

the best software I have seen

this year, largely because you

can actually understand what

the machine is saying. To

prove it: I placed two volun-

teers where they could hear the

computer but could not see the

screen and managed to suc-

cessfully converse with them

by typing my answers into

Speech!. It has even attracted

conimerical interest from a

company specialising in car

navigation systems.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Speech! for the Archimedes

costs £19.95 and is available

from Superior Software, Dept

IVll, PO Box 6, Brigg, South

HumbersideDN20 9NH.
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Hard Drive Options From The Seridf Porf

We produce a range of hard drive upgrade options for the Archimedes range of conapytens. The epntroller carg can

be based either on the SCSI or IDE interface standards and drives corrte in many capacities for interhai (300/400

series) or external connection. The hard drives used are high quality Seagate devices which are all fully guaranteed

for one year.

SCSI is becoming the Archimedes 'standard' choice due to the range and number ofdevices yoii can connect t0 the

interface - such as tape streamers, scanners printers, CD-ROM drives etc as well as hard/dnyes. Our SCSI pacjkage

uses our fast 8-bit interface podule - also available as an internal A30D0 card at no. exM cost - and Acorn ^CSI

compatible software.
\ l

IDE is now the fastest selling drive standard in the world. It has two main advantages in that it is fast aid is

excellent value. We produce a full 16-bit IDE interface podule complete with all necessary software that aiiio^s it

to be used in exactly the same way as all other filing systems such as SCSI, ADFS, RAMFS etc. For the A3OO0 we
supply an external boxed version including the podule which has the advantage of leaviiig your internal slo^ free

for other upgrades.

Example prices (including interface) - for other drive capacities (up to 1352Mb) please contact us

SCSI

IDE

45Mb 28ms Internal £299

External £369

40Mb 28ms Internal £269

External £349

8dMb 24m)» internal

External

89Mb 19ms Internal

External

£399

£469

£379

£449

The Graphics Enhancer
Special Price: £1 79 - including; installation

The Graphics Enhancer adds a new dimension to the graphics capabilities of the A«?limje4es. How you caa use

any 256 colours from a frill 24-bit colour palette (16.7 million colours) in the desktop at resolutions up to '^8 x

288 on a standard monitor and 832 x 328 on a multi-sync, as well as other modes such 512 x 512 and 640 ii 480

thus allowing, for instance, a true 256 grey scale to be obtained. Outside the desktop modes are available usidg up

to 65536 colours. Multiple VIDC clock rates are software selectable and the interface can be controlled by a range

of SWI calls and * commands.

For a full specification sheet please contact us.

"Frankly, I think the addition of such a board should be a very high priority. An upgrade equ^l to

adding an ARM 3 board, and cheaper...The Serial Port promises us that the board will be

something very special and I am inclined to agree. I think that the Graphics Enhancer will appeal

to a massive Archimedes market. " Computer Shopper April 1991

"Considering what is provided, the price ofthe Graphics Enhancer iS P0ry reason^U**^

"Professional graphics quality at a home-user price is very rare these day^ and m m^ opinioriithis

board provides good value for money. " RISC User June 1991

Tl-ie Serial Port, Burcott Manor, Wells, Somerset BA6 MM
Tel: 0243 53 1 1 94 Fax: 0243 $3 1 1 96

All prices above exclude VAT. SCSI and K)E systems can be installed by us for an extra £25 - pthem delivery is £10.



MAKING

TRACKS
ROB MILLER tracks down the most recent music

application for the Archimedes

^ usic software for the

Archimedes has been, and

still is, thin on the ground.

It Is a relief then, to see that a

popular music package is

being ported over from another

machine.

Tracker, now up to version

1.00+++, has been around for

almost a year, but is only just

becoming popular, due to the

increasing number of public

domain libraries and bulletin

boards offering libraries of

ready made Tracker tunes.

Booting up Tracker in the

usual desktop manner results

in it being installed on the

menu bar. At this point, files

can be loaded by dragging

them onto the Tracker icon.

Clicking on this icon causes

the desktop environment to

disappear and the Tracker con-

trol screen to take its place.

Because of the processor

time required Tracker has been

written as a single-tasking pro-

gram, taking over the whole

machine while it is being used.

Any desktop applications are

frozen at this point, yet it is

possible to return to the desk-

top environment at any time

by using the Quit option. Any
programs that were running

before switching over remain

unaffected on the desktop.

Tracker originally appeared

on the Commodore Amiga as

SoundTracker. a four-track

music sequencing program. As

it was used extensively to

write tunes for games and

demonstrations there is a large

library of music available.

It has been written to look

and work like its 16-bit rela-

tive. Therefore SoundTracker

inusic and sample files can be

loaded directly into Tracker.

provided that they are in the

correct disc format.

HOW DOES IT WORIC?
Any music created in Tracker

consists of a number of pat-

terns. These patterns can be

aiTanged in any order, and rep-

eated anywhere within a piece

of music. Accordingly a typi-

cal tune may consist of Pattern

1. followed by Pattern 2, then

Pattern 3 repeated three times,

then Pattern 2 again, followed

by Pattern 4. The patterns are

ESInacm
MMm

IKH^XBBKI
TRACKER CALLS THE TUNE!

best thought of in simple terms

as choruses and verses.

A pattern can consist of up

to 64 events, stored in a

sequential block. Each event

consists of three parts; a note

eg, A#, an instrument number

and a command. The notes

cover three octaves, ranging

from C to top C.

Up to 32 instruments, or

samples, can be loaded into

Tracker at any one time, and

over 100 samples are supplied

for your own compositions. If

you have access to an audio

sampler such as Armadeus or

the Armadillo podule, samples

can be captured and loaded

directly into the software.

The final part of an event

consists of a command, plus

data if relevant. The default

command is '0' which actually

has no effect, meaning 'just

play the note".

There are four commands
that actually change a note.

Arpeggio allows the pitch to

be increased and decreased

rapidly as it is playing. Porta-

mento raises or lowers the

pitch of a note, giving it a sort

of slurred effect. Crescendo/

Decrescendo has a similar

effect as Portamento, but

changes the volume. The

volume can also be set to a

constant level.

One effect that is really

impressive is Set Stereo Posi-

tion, which can be used to

change the stereo position of

any note while it is playing. A
siren, for example, can be

made to rotate from left to

right to give it a big sound.

The tempo of any tune can

also be altered while it is play-

ing. This is useful if you wish

to produce a piece of music

requiring a mixture of simple

and complicated patterns. Sim-

ple patterns can be kept .short,

taking up the same amount of

time as complicated patterns

played at a faster tempo.

Two final commands act

rather like goto statements,

and allow you to move about

in a pattern.

There are a number of ways

of putting music into Tracker.

For those with MIDI key-

boards (and podules), tunes

can be played directly in real

time. Users without MIDI can

play tunes into Tracker using

the computer keyboard. The

less dextrous can type the

notes in one at a time.

Tracker effectively acts as

an eight-track recorder, each

track occupying one channel.

Resultingly you can have up to

eight samples playing at once.

However there is no option for

playing more than one note at

a time while inputting music.

If you want a chord, you have

to use three (or more) channels

and play each note on top of

the other.

Once a pattern has been set

up notes can be edited and any

effects added. Editing within a

pattern is simplistic to say the

least. The only option you

have is to overwrite what is

already there. There is no way
of inserting a note between

two others, or cutting a block

of notes and moving or pasting

them elsewhere in the pattern.

The overall tune editing also

suffers from a lack of insert or

cut and paste. There is no way
of viewing the order of pat-

terns in a tune other than

stepping through a position

counter in which only one pat-

tern is shown at a time. Even a

listing of a tune would have

been sufficient.

Needless to say, editing can

be the hardest part of con-

structing a tune. The way in

which Trucker is structured

and the way it is implemented

lends itself to the creation of

synthesiser music.The organ-

ised approach of some classi-

cal music also works well.

Tracker has a number of

restrictions. These could quite

easily be removed and the

overall ease of use of the pro-

gram enhanced with a bit of

re-design. Due to the amount

of computer time such a pro-

gram would require, a desktop

application is out of the ques-

tion, though something a little

more Arc rather than Amiga-

like would be preferable.

At the moment Tracker is

the only program of its type

for the music novice and

comes with four discs and a

good manual.

For those who need con-

vincing aurally, several tunes

are included on this month's

3. Sin disc. To load them,

double-click on the .JiikeBox

application and then double-

click on the required tune.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Tracker costs £49 and is available

from The Serial Port at Burcott

Manor, Wells, Somerset BBA5

1NH.
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MQRLEV ELECTRONICS • LTD

r rchimedes
A3000 £599
410/1 £1099
420/1 £1299
440/1 £1699
The Learning Curve £699
Arc. Learning Curve £1299
Jet Set Pack £649

SPECIAL OFFER
We will match or better any

advertised offer.

TELETEXT
BBC/Master £104
Compact £120
RML Nimbus £104
Archimedes £125
Optional PSU £9.50

MASTER ROM
EXPANSION
BOARD

«P»!K^3!>;-^*iid«^

Alio

4x3

the

carl

ws an additional 8x1 6k t

2k ROMS to be installec

Master and still leaves

ridge slots free.

£

ind

in

the

40

A3000ANALOGUE&USERPORT
PODULE

Full specification BBC B analogue

and user port. The analogue

port is accessible using AOVAL
from BASIC5 with all BBC
OSbyte calls supported.

£69

Podule software written by Acorn for

maximum compatibility with the BBC.

As well as manufacturing quality peripherals for

over six years, Morley is an Acorn Dealer &
Service Centre. This advertisement only covers a
small range of the products we offer. If there is

anything you want that you do not see
advertised please phone for a competitive quote.

Prices exclude V.A. T. and carriage.

A3000 3.5"

SECOND DRIVE

- Easy to install - simply plug in

and run.

-High quality Japanese drive.

- Includes full fitting kit and

instructions

£125

A3000 5.25"

SECOND DRIVE

Kit includes:

- 5.25" 40/80 track drive

-Case
-Switch mode power supply

-Interface and leads

£169

ARCHIMEDES & A3000 HARD DISK DRIVES

SCSI HARD
DISK DRIVES

INTERFACES

A3000 SCSI Podule

400 SCSI Podule

SCSI DISK DRIVES

£149
£149

Including SCSI podule, drive, cable

& leads. A3000 drives also include

drive case arxJ switch rrxxJe power
supply.

ST506 HARD
DISK DRIVES

INTERFACES

A3000ST506Pod.Kit
305/3 10ST506 Podule

ST506 DISK DRIVES

£169
£149

A3000 20MB
A3000 40MB
A3000 60MB
400 20MB
400 40MB
400 60MB
Larger Drives

£399
£459
£559
£349
£409
£509
PDA

Morley 's SCSI and
ST506 drives are

among the fastest

available. The podules

are 16 bit and we
only use fast, quality

disk mechanisms.

Phone for full details.

Including ST506 podule, drive,

cable & leads. A3000 drives

also include drive case and switch

mode power supply.

A3000 20MB
A300040MB
A3000 55MB
305/310 20MB
305/3 10 40MB
305/3 10 55MB

£379
£459
£559
£299
£389
£474

MEMORY
EXPANSION

A3000 1MB Expandable £89
A3000 IMBNon-Exp. £65
A3000 3MB Upgrade £179
A3000 1MBto3MB £140
305 1/2 MB £69
400 Series 1MB £50

MASTER SMART
CARTRIDGE

Built-in features include:

-Freeze program at any point.

-Screen dump (any mode).

-Allows most protected software

to be backed up including disc

to tape and tape to disc.

£30

MASTER
CARTRIDGES

Dual 2 X 1 6k £10

Quad 4 X 1 6k £14

Dual 2 X 32k £12

32K NON VOLATILE RAM
Cartridge {ideal for

Spellmaster Dictionary) £33

BBC / MASTER
SCSI DRIVES

Completely compatible with BBC

Bs, B -h s and Masters fitted with

ADFS. Free utilitydisc including

Format, Verify, Archive and Parte.

Interface only £99
20MB incl. interface £399
30MB incl. interface £449
40MB incl. interface £499

MORLEY HOUSE, WEST CHIRTON, NORTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE29 7TY. TEL (091) 257 6355. FAX (091) 257 6373



KATE FARMER

tells why upgrad-

ing your A3000 is

so important if

you want to fully

utilise the power

of the machine

s
or ihose of you following

the A3()00 First Steps series

you must have noticed Ram
upgrades mentioned at one

point or another.

When you consider the

A3000 has one megabyte of

Ram. tiien you probably think

you've more than enough

compared to eight-bit mach-

ines. Hovv'ever. it is becoming

increasingly important to

upgrade. Many software

houses are now writing more

complicated packages, and

although most applications

will run on a 1Mb machine,

the more complex a package

is, the more features you will

want to use. For instance.

Impression needs only 416K
to run, but add to that your

text, a few sprites and draw-

ings, a printer driver, font

cache, and you begin to see

what I mean.

It's amazing the difference

simply doubling your memory
can make. Paint. Edit and

Draw will run simultaneously

and memory hungry appli-

cations such as ADP. Poster

and Schenui will become much
more useful. Adding a further

3Mb means that your memory
is a virtually bottomless pool,

and you will be hard taxed to

get a niemoi'y full error.
" An 8Mb A300t) is .still a

pipedream, although its big

brother can accommodate this

huge amount. It also goes to

say that memory at the

moment is very cheap. Two
years ago you would have

expected to pay £18(^ for an

extra megabyte - now you can

buy it for around £70!

Eight-bit BBC machines

have a memory map. All the

memory is stacked up, 32K of

Ram and 32K of Rom. This

means you know what you

would expect to find at certain

RAISING
STANDARDS

addresses. Adding more

memory to an eight-bit

machine means either obtain-

ing shadow Ram. which

moves the memory taken up

by the screen mode elsewhere,

or adding another processor to

control another chunk of

memory. The A300{) is \'ery

different. Memory is shared

out by the Memc chip. It may
seem easy to you. sliding the

Ram disc up and down on the

task display, but the A3000
has to do some very complex

memory management.

The concept of the A3000
memory system is that

memory is a central resource.

Imagine three children playing

with building bricks. When a

child wants to build a house he

takes out the right amount of

bricks from the box. Another

child wants to build a bigger

house, and he takes a few

more bricks from the box and

builds it. Now if a third child

wants to build a house and

finds that there aren't enough

bricks to do so, it's your job,

as the babysitter to make the

first child take down his house

and put the bricks back into

the box. If you find this hap-

|3ens too often then the

obvious solution is to buy

more bricks. That is exactly

what you do when you expand

the memory of your A3000.

But that's enough of analogies,

what's the hardware like.

The A3000 was designed

with a 1Mb upgrade in mind,

and on the main PCB is a row

of pins. A memory upgrade

(which is about 15 x 2cm)

simply slots onto these pins,

and then when you turn your

machine on you have more

memory to play with. How-
ever, improved production

methods have allowed more

memory to be squeezed onto a

single chip so 4Mb upgrades

are now possible.

Some boards cannot be

upgraded by the user - the

Ram chips are soldered on.

Others can be and upgrading

from an extra I Mb board to an

extra 3Mb board is as easy as

buying new Ram devices from

an electronics shop, removing

the old chips and plugging the

new ones in. This operation

doesn't mean removing the

board. Upgradeable boards are

about £20 more expensive but

that will be absorbed when

you buy the extra 4Mb. Atom-

wide even sells bare boards so

you can find your own supply

of Ram. Prices are changing

all the time and the best thing

to do when you consider

upgrading is look through the

advertising pages oi BAU.
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ChocksA wayExtraMissions

CHOCKS AWAY
This new updated Mark II Chocks Away with supersmooth
animation really is flight simulation the way you've always

wanted it. It has everything for the beginner and the expert:

©Beautiful 256 colour graphics and 'nerve shattering' digitised sound effects

#Easy to fly, yet highly manoeuvrable bi-plane - ideal for all ages/skill levels

# Revolutionary 2 Player Option using split screen display. This allows 2 players

to each fly their own planes simultaneously in practice, dogfights, or missions

#Full joystick, dual joysticks, mouse and keyboard control options

©Amazing "Black Box Flight Recorder" included so that you can record your

own flights and then save & replay them. 90 minutes of totally absorbing pre-

recorded training flights are included with the game
©Internal/External views of your plane can be selected from front/rear/ieft/right

©Powerful 30mm canon capable of very rapid fire and long range destruction

©Easy to read instrument panel and simple controls

©3 very varied immense maps to explore - approximately ISOOOkm^ in total

©20 fascinating and varied missions of increasing complexity are included with

a promotion system from Cadet right through to Marshal of the RAF
©Superb range of targets/enemies including bombers, thplanes, fighters,

tanks, control towers, anti-aircraft guns, head quarters and patrol boats

Chocks Away Mark I Version was awarded GAME OF THE YEAR 1990 by

Acorn User, A&B Computing (now Archimedes World), RISC User & Micronet

"Graphics in the game are superb, smooth and with plenty of ground detail...

this is a really enthralling flight simulator with plenty of variation and features

to ensure longevity." RISC User, Dec '90

"Chocks Away is a delightful game." Archive. Jan '91

"Chocks Away is a brilliant game." BBC Acorn User Dec '90

"... It's a really great game, Playability 10. Value 10." The Micro User, Jan '91

"(Chocks Av\av Mark II Version )... The increased Speed obviously makes the

game more responsive and fun to play, well and truly overtaking Interdicter II

as the best Archimedes plane game." New Computer Express, Feb '91

CHOCKS AWAY EXTRA MISSIONS
This consists of a new manual and a disc

containing an additional 26 missions (6 of

which arc reconnaissance missions). It is

loosely based on the original Chocks Away
and features an extensive range of extra

features and improvements. To run it, you

will require the MI<II version of the original

Chocks Away. Extra features include:

#16 new & detailed maps based over land and
sea.

#20 enenay planes and 20 enemy targets are

included in each mission. Over 1000 extra targets

and planes have been carefully defined.

©Considerably improved action on all missions

w/ith plenty of targets to shoot at and plenty

shooting at you.

»You can view the action from any of the enemy
planes or targets and your own control tower at

any time even while still controlling your own plane

or watching a saved flight. There is a selection of

tracking cameras (with adjustable zoom lenses!)

around the playing arena. In addition a phantom
plane can also be selected to follow the action on
any or your black box flight recordings.

# Improved enemy pilots capable of performing

loops, rolls, stall turns etc. All enemy planes are

carefully modelled using the same equations
controlling your own plane. This ensures both an
accurate and fair simulation.

#More enemy planes and targets to shoot
Including: Three Engine Fighters, Enormous
Cargo Planes, Airships, Barrage Balloons, Gun
Boats, Oil Tankers, Trains etc.

• Six reconnaissance missions where you are

required to take photos of various Installations with

your new on board camera.
©Improved graphics over the 16 maps including

Complex Cities, Houses, Railways, Roads, Rivers,

Bridges, Lampposts, Railway Stations, Oil rigs.

Piers, Beaches, etc. to mention but a few. In total

over 100 different graphics have been defined.

©Serial Port Link Up option so that you can link up
2 BBC A3000 or Archimedes computers and 2
pilots can fly simultaneously in full screen mode.
©Extensive enemy flak guns and improved
enemy plane guns help make the new missions

both more interesting and challenging to say the

least!

©Improved digitised sound effects plus, of course,

all the extensive options which are available with

the original Chocks Away.

WIN a superb

"Radio-Controlled Biplane"

Successful completion of all 6 Reconnaissance
missions will allow you to enter this competition

TALLY HO GINGER!

iwTJH.JiCifl'i LiSaa

ARCHIMEDES
& BBC A3000

All versions are compatible

with the BBC A3000 and
310 &400 Series

CHOCKS AWAY (Mark II Version with 1 or {split screen} 2 player options) £24.95

CHOCKS AWAY EXTRA MISSIONS (with 2 player Serlal imk option) £19.95

CHOCKS AWAY COMPENDIUM (Chocks Away & the Extra Missions) £39.95

CHOCKS AWAY NETWORK (Econet and EcHpse Midi Podule - Ring for availability & price)

DEALERS SUPERFAST 1st Class FREE Delivery
Most of our games are

available from most
good dealers. If they

don't stock them, then

please give them a

copy of this advert &
tell them they can
easily buy them dir-

ectly from us.

>^ LETTER
Simply send us a quick letter telling us the

game(s) you require
,
your name and

address, and payment via cheque, postal

order or ACCESS or VISA card details.

The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street,

Sheffield, S3 8AU, England.

All orders are despatched
immediately by 1st class

post. Carriage is paid by us
in the U.K.

(Overseas orders add £3 per product)

FULL DETAILS OF .\LL OUR
GAMES ARE AVAILABLE ON

REQUEST & ARE SENT
WITH ALL ORDERS

^TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE ORDERS

WELCOME

(0742) 700661 / 769950

ACCESS & VISA Accepted

24 Hour Service 7 Days a Week

THE
FOURTH

DIMENSION
1 Percy Street

Sheffield

S3 8AU
England

Tel: (0742)

700661 or 769950



Q
here have been many
attempts to provide the

eight-bit BBC micro with

more than the 32K of Ram it

was originally designed with.

First came the idea of

shadow Ram developed by

Aries which provided 20K of

additional memory which was

an attempt to provide addi-

tional screen memory to

support graphics. Some people

also exploited this memory for.

data storage with the ''FX i i

that Acorn allocated for/

switching between the two

Ram areas.

Another solution was the

addition of a 6502 second pro-

cessor which pushed the*

BBC's available memory to

44K for Basic programs and

6 1 K for machine code. Then

Solidisk came along with side-

ways Ram. which was orig-

inally used for running Ram
images of sideways Roms, but

eventually became used for

storing programs and data too.

Many people who bought

the 80186 co-processor for

access to the world of IBM PC
compatible computing often

wondered if they could access

the half a megabyte of Ram
sitting unused on their co-pro-

cessor board to rescue them

while they struggled with their

limited BBC Ram memory.

Access to this 5I2K is now
possible, thanks to an innova-

tive product called the Co-

Processor Filing System

(CPFS) from Ess^ential Soft-

ware. This is a new filing

system which allows the

memory of a Master 512 co-

processor to be used as a Ram
disc by the BBC micro when
operating in the native mode.

The filing system also needs

one page of private workspace

to operate, which means that in

a model B it will raise the

value of PAGE by &100.

CPFS is contained in a 16K

Eprom which must be plugged

into a vacant Rom socket in

the BBC micro. It cannot be

run in sideways Ram.
With CPFS installed you

harness the 5I2K for all sorts

of work with your eight-bit

BBC. Complete commercial

applications can be loaded into

the Ram and their files can be

loaded and saved. Datahand-

ling using CPFS is tremen-

dous, with virtually everything

- searches, sorts, extracts and

merges being accomplished at

iU%^i:-^^"5;W.^-'i.',-'-Si5'"!^?(rTTrT'?'T!T'^'^'^''?TTr7'^?^ •""'

jSV-i"<" r-S''-.''' -i;'';.' y'p'<'yvyfff&vi^px>i)^

FILING A SUIT
DAVE FUTCHER discovers a package that helps you make use

of the hidden memory in your eight-bit computer

great speed. It's ideal too for

desktop publishing tasks using

packages like Watford Elec-

tronics' Wapping Editor as

screen scrolling operates as

fast as in normal wordprocess-

ing. Amazingly too, this is

achieved in complete silence

with no more noisy disc access

as parts of the page are loaded.

Wordprocessing also benefits;

the multi-file mode in liiier-

word improves considerably

using CPFS.

All the filing system com-

mands recognised by the Mos
(ie, the common commands)
are available in CPFS. You
can therefore use =load, "CAT,

*SP00L etc, just as you have

always done and you can

"RENAME files and use "ACCESS

to lock and unlock files.

Users of CPFS do have to

remember that all the data

stored in the Ram di.sc is lost

as soon as either machine is

turned off. Also, when the sec-

ond processor is used for its

original purpose, the same

memory as CPFS uses for files

is used, so any data stored in

the Ram will be corrupted if

the Tube is turned on.

The 'TRANSFER Command is

available for transferring files

from one filing system to

another. This is similar to the

Master's "move command, but

is faster and considerably more

flexible. It can be used to copy

a file or a number of files from

a directory in one filing .system

to a given directory on

another. It can also be used to

copy all the files in the CPFS
memory disc onto a physical

ADFS or DFS disc, "transfer

requires five parameters, but

because it would be easy to

make mistakes if you entered

them all in a single command
line, you are prompted I'oi'

each parameter as it's needed.

The Ram disc can hold up to

127 files. Filenames can be up

to 10 characters long and can

be grouped into directories,

but as in DFS, directory names

are single characters which

appear as part of the filename.

It is worth noting that a

CPFS directory can contain

more files than in other filing

systems. A DFS disc (one-

sided) normally contains only

.11 files. An ADFS directory

has a maximum size of 47

files. There are applications

like Interword, for example

which sometimes display the

contents of a directory. These

programs can't handle more

than 47 files at once. If you are

using an application like this

with CPFS then it is up to you

to make sure that there are no

more than 47 files in any sin-

gle CPFS directory.

CPFS is an essential product

for anyone who has a 80 1 86

co-processor sitting inside

their Master 1 28 or alongside

their BBC model B. Just type

"CPFS and the 5 12K laying dor-

mant is unleashed, ready for

you to exploit. It is easy to use,

unlike some memory enhanc-

ing hardware products. The

25-page documentation is sup-

plied as a text file and covers

everything you need to know.

PRODUCT DETAILS
CPFS for the BBC model B, B Plus

and Master 128 costs £25 from

Essential Software, P.O.Box 5,

Groby, Leicester LE6.
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(^norne Computers Limited
25A Huntingdon Street, St. Neots, Cambs, PE19 1BG
Tel./Fax: 0480 406164 E-Mail: support@gnome.uucp

NEW!
X Window System R11.4

This new software package, developed in association

with Acorn Computers, converts a RISC OS based

Archimedes into an X Terminal. The software will allow

communication with X clients over Ethernet or Econet.

Principle features

TCP/IP support over Ethernet and Econet

Graphic support up to 800 x 600 with 16 colours

640 X 480 with 256 colours

1152 X 900 monochrome

Support for up to eight independent X screens

Execution from desktop or command line

Hot-key between X terminal and desktop applications

FTP font support

Remote host login via xdm query and broadcast

Domain name server support

DES encrypted authentication for network security

Single floppy configuration available

Runs on all RISC OS based Archimedes computers

Requires a minimum of 2 megabytes of memory

Compatible with Acorns TCP/IP protocol suite

PRICE £199 + VAT

X TERMINALS

A3000, 2MBytes Memory, 14" Multisync £1450.00

A3000, 4M Bytes Memory, 14" Multisync £1550.00

A400, 2MBytes Memory, 14" Multisync £1650.00

A400, 4MBytes Memory, 14" Multisync £1750.00

A400, SMBytes Memory, 14" Multisync £2400.00

A400, 2MBytes Memory, 19" Mono £1650.00

A400, 4MByt6s Memory, 19" Mono £1750.00

A400, SMBytes Memory, 1
9" Mono £2400.00

TRANSPUTER SYSTEMS

Gnome Computers offers a complete range of transputer

boards to fit into either RISC OS or RISC iX based

Archimedes machines. Prices start at £1385 for a single

10 MIP, 2 MFLOP transputer system including a parallel

FORTRAN-77, C, Pascal, Modula-2 or Occam compiler.

Please call us for a full technical discussion on your

system requirements.

UNIX Specialists

The drcaynia D«mo S Disc & Catalogue Booklet

The disc contains some of the latest PD software available for the Archimedes

from each section of the PD range, and is absolutely 100% full. Our extensive

catalogue, features over 280 discs of high quality software for all users. Send a

£1 coin now to recieve our PD catalogue booklet and accompanying disc.

Discount on PuUlc Domain Software

The flrcaynla Collectors Selection

You can order from this advert only, any 3 of the discs listed below for only £5,

or 7 for £10, bundled with the Arcaynia 5 pack as detailed above. This works out

at only £1.25 each instead of our usual high value p.ice of £1.50 per disc. All

orders are normally proccessed the same day, but please allow 5 days for

delivery. Of course if you wish to order further discs please add £1 .50 for each

extra disc ordered.

A52 The Simpsons Photo Album

CI 6 Demo/Games - Games with power sound and a scrolltext

D16 Clipart- Military font, Maps, Musical font and loads more

E28 Translator 6.32, Display, Speaker, PCRamDisc, ArcFS S more
F62 ARMageddon Super Power Demos 2

F63 MTV Advanced Ray traced animation (requires 2 Mb)

F64 Dancing Coca Cola Can, and Leapin Fish Demo
F68 RotxJt Boogie from Dr Who, and Creature Comforts

G42 Slereo Tracks Never Ending Slory, Beasi II, Mahoney, Nice Wet and Mean, Pestilence, Tengu

H04 Outline Fonts ParkAvenue, Bodoni, Cinenna, Chancery, Symbol, Cambridge

H05 Outline Fonts Brustiscript, Revue, Algerian, Barcode, Switzerland, Buckingham

PO Box 1927 : Satton Coldfield : B74 3QZ

III
III

» 1 * III* Concept
-

' '
'

'
'

' A4-128

SmtdweU

Conform
for your Archimedes and Concept Keyboar

Make the overlay by pulling areas to size wiih the mous

1

\

c

Type in the message or function key task (e.g. PRINT)

Drop a picture over the message or set type size and style

Print your overlay in colour or black & while (A4 or A3)

Use overlay with any program working in the desktop

Conform is fully RiscOs compliant and mulli-iasking

£17.25 (inc. VAT) from NORTHWEST SEMERC,
Fitton Hill CDC, Rosary Road, Oldham OL8-2QE
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THOROUGH

INVESTIGATION
Qrom the depths of Somerset

comes the latest version of

this powerful disc editing

and backup utility. There have

been several improvements on

the first release of Investiga-

tor, and the package is now
more versatile and efficient.

The main utility installs on

the icon bar, but does not run

in Rise OS, instead it fades

elegantly into its own work
screen when clicked upon. It

contains several facilities, the

most useful of which is to be

able to make reliable copies of

99 percent of your di.scs either

byte for byte, or through the

use of DiscDump files, which

is a useful and ingenious way

to keep backups of all your

important software and data.

It reads in all the data from

your source disc, and also the

information concerning how it

was originally stored, and

compresses it all considerably.

This effectively means that

you can safeguard yourself

from losing your software

without incurring the loss of

storage space normally

associated with keeping com-
prehensive backups.

The straight copier doesn't

manipulate the data at all, it

simply duplicates it by brute

force! Both it and the Disc-

Dump methods can cope with

a wide variety of disc formats:

Archimedes, PC (MS-Dos), in

fact anything that can be read

by the actual hardware in your

Arc's disc drive. The reason

for this is that the program

deals with the physical format

of the disc, not the logical for-

mat. The physical format is the

way information is stored on

the actual surfaces of the disc

as magnetic codes, while the

logical format is the layout of

files and directories,

something which is different

for all makes of computer.

This therefore enables peo-

ple who own more than one

computer system (including an

Archimedes) to use their Arc,

by running Investigator, to

make compact backups and

store them as DiscDumps on a

hard disc, giving a complete,

self-contained repository of

data. Also included in the

package are various utilities to

decompact text or datafiles

from your DiscDump files.

This opens up a whole new
sphere of information from

other systems, which can be

transferred using the program,

and appreciated by the ever

growing army of Arc users.

When the data has been read

in from the floppy disc it can

be held in memory, and edited

by hand. Future versions

would do well to include a

facility to search for strings on

the disc, especially as this

would greatly enhance the use-

fulness of the editing routine.

Another useful feature is the

ability to examine (but not

alter) the format and ID infor-

mation concerning the layout

of data on your discs. This has

the power to detect (and side-

step) corrupted or fishy areas.

A clear, lucid visual display

keeps you up to date with the

progress made through reading

or writing the disc, and a use-

ful help facility enables you to

simply point at any of the util-

ity icons on screen to be

presented with a description

(or diagram) of what it does.

In the course of examining

this package I once again had

to personally confront the legal

and moral issues connected

with the copying of software.

The very real moral

dilemma of software dupli-

cation has by no means been

resolved yet. Additionally no

adequate legislation exists to

clarify this area, and nor would
it be rigidly enforceable even

if it did.

Along with access to per-

sonal data stored on computers

and computer viruses, comes
the intriguing and thorny

There is a new package that allows you

to copy software. But, asks MAT
TIZARD, is that such a good idea?

debate of precisely when a

user has the right to make a

copy of a piece of software.

Obviously, unless the software

is public domain (itself another

much maligned umbrella term)

or is otherwise exempt from

the norm, it must be the prop-

erty of the person making the

copy. That much is common
sense, and is legally defined.

Things are less clear however

when one contemplates what

right the purchase of informa-

tion gives a buyer to make a

backup copy for his own per-

sonal use.

In an age where the

exchange of information as a

commodity is becoming

increasingly valuable and rele-

vant to every one of us, I think

these questions must be more

thoroughly addressed if we are

to avoid unwittingly breaking

the law in the future or even

being tempted to do so through

insufficient restrictions.

Meanwhile, anyone with a

conscience should not need

telling that the act of software

piracy, which is not as

glamorous at its name sug-

gests, merely deprives soft-

ware publishers of the funds to

provide a better service to us

all, and ultimately pushes up

prices to compensate for

individuals' irresponsibility.

Having said that, I am con-

fident that the vast majority of

people would not consider

abusing the privilege of being

able to safeguard themselves

from losing their software. If

software piracy does become a

serious problem, no doubt

steps will be taken to withdraw

that privilege, and nobody

wants the atmosphere of mis-

trust that will result. Investiga-

tor is an excellent utility, and

serves its purpose well.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Investigator costs £27.95 and is

available from The Serial Port,

Burcott Manor, Wells, Somerset

BAS 1NH.
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G/lMES

GAME SHOW

CHOCKS AWAY
NOW HAS SOME

SNOWY
MOMENTS

BALL GAMES FROM 4D

ETERNA'S BUBBLE BURSTS!

Tve got to be quite brief this

month. There's so much to

say, and I get so little space to

say it in...

I've managed to obtain an

early copy of the Chocks Away
Extra Missions disc from The
Fourth Dimension.

It's got some pretty remark-

able new features, including

convincing snow, thunder-

storms and, best of all, a

network of 'cameras' scattered

around the map from which

you can view your own plane.

You can even fly in "The

Phantom Plane' when replay-

ing a saved flight, which is

essentially like buzzing around

inside a flying video camera to

keep up with the action!

Also (and at my suggestion)

4D has implemented a fast-

forward feature in the normal

flying mode so that time sim-

ply "flies' over long distances!

Watch out for a full review

when the new game is fully

finished.

I've also completed a few

laps with Saloon Cars, the

latest driving simulator from

4D. Though not finished, it's

very good to date.

It certainly puts Powerbaiid

to shame, especially with

regard to some of those little

"extra' touches, such as the

whole screen bouncing as the

car goes over a bump.

The Silverstone and Brand's

Hatch tracks have been

meticulously recreated in the

simulation, except for a slight

hiccup regarding Silverstone.

Anyone who knows anything

about racing will know that

this world famous track spent

its Christmas holidays covered

in bulldozers. The track is now
more than slightly different

and 4D is back at the drawing

board, having quickly decided

that the original Silverstone

course in Saloon Cars will

have to become the "nostalgic

practice track'!

4D is also working on a

game called Enter the Realm
which has been loosely com-
pared to Shadow of the Beast.

It is reputed to have a plot

involving knights in a strange

land or .something like that - I

don't think 4D it.self really

knows what it is yet!

One of the next releases

from 4D will be the snooker

and pool game Break 147 and

Sitperpool. Author Gorden

Key (E-Type. Apocalypse,

PowerbancI) is recognised as

generally a very good games
programmer in the Acorn

games circle, but is also

renowned for his rather 'odd'

taste in colours - just look at

Apocalypse to see what I

mean. Critics are therefore

intrigued to see how the balls

turn out in Break 147 and

SuperpooL due out this month.

But enough of 4D. Isn't

anyone else doing anything?

Well, as a matter of fact....

I guarantee that if you like

to keep in tune with the Acorn

games world then Krisalis

Software is a name that will

soon be firmly etched in your

mind. Nothing's definite (is it

ever?) but feast your eyes on

the following list of possible

Archimedes games for the

coming year:

Manchester United Football

Club 2: The sequel to this

popular game will include a
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rather less complicated man-

agement aspect for those of

you (and me!) who were

somewhat daunted by the orig-

inal. The computer footballers

will also show a marked

improvement vis-a-vis tactics,

and the goalie will be user-

controllable (oh dear, I was

quite happy to let the computer

handle that bit!). This will all

be complemented by smoother

animation.

Mad Professor Moriarti 2:

In this sequel, the professor

must break out of a place he

recalls well from the original -

the loony bin! The plot takes

place in the hospital and the

first puzzle is solved by stick-

ing a hypodermic syringe in

the professor's cell guard....

Juhcmgir Khan 's World

Championship Squash (why

can't Krisalis think of names

less than 10 syllables?).

This will be .squash's answer

to Manchester United FC,

combining ball bashing

(brawn) with managerial skills

(brain), but with only two

players and confined to a small

room resembling half a tennis

court. The Amiga version of

this game has been acclaimed

in recent reviews. Archie

ownei's might see it before the

year is out.

French company Eterna is

making serious inroads into

the Archimedes games world,

releasing Blaston, Fine Racer,

Bubble Fair and Rockfall any

minute now.

Buhlile Fair looks interest-

ing, the object seeming to be

to burst bubbles and... er.,

that's it! Good fun so far

though. Watch out for further

news and reviews on these in

coming months.

Well that's it for this month,

but just retnember: Christmas

1991 is going to be the

Christmas that wipes the smile

off the Amiga buff's face.

Sam Greenhill

ARCADE GAMES CREATOR
Alpine Software. Tel: (0762)

342510.

Archimedes £38.95.

New from Alpine Software

conies the Arcade Games Cre-

ator. This allows those with

little or no ' programming

knowledge to create games

which can then be run inde-

pendently of the creator itself.

The .system is flexible and,

with a little patience, it is poss-

ible to design a respectable

arcade adventure, shoot-em-up

or whatever takes your fancy

entirely from scratch.

The program is supplied on

two discs and runs from the

desktop, giving an impressive

ease of use. Even so, quite

detailed planning of your game

is necessary before you start to

design it on the computer.

Objects (such as invaders, or

breakout bricks) can be placed

on any one of a total of eight

levels of parallax which, in

conjunction with the built-in

starfield feature, allows for

convincing motion in a large

depth of field. The sprites for

these objects may each contain

up to 12 frames of animation,

and can be made to follow any

path through the level on

which you are working.

The key to the whole system

is the event-handler, which is

where some degree of fore-

thought is advisable as the

details of exactly what hap-

pens to each object when it

SQUARE ROUTE
Computer Eyes. Tel: (0622)

751096.

Archimedes £19.95.

Just when you thought the

Tetris theme had been

squeezed dry. along comes

another block-fitting game,

with the simplicity and addic-

tiveness of its predecessor.

Square Route is based on a

grid, onto which you must

place a certain number of dif-

ferent shaped pieces, within a

certain amount of time. Some
squares on the grid affect

things like the time limit.

Other squares allow shapes to

be placed upon them, but

increase rather than reduce the

number of shapes left.

Level one is quite simple as

there is a lot of space to fill

and not that many pieces to

use up. On later levels, grids

become smaller, making them

harder to complete.

Further into the game.

'bugs' make life harder by

eating the shapes you've

already placed. Occasionally

they regurgitate shapes onto

the grid (this is not as nasty as

it sounds) thus helping you.

Bombs destroy areas of the

grid, but these can be diffused

if you are quick.

SIMPLE ADDiaiVENESS

The game makes use of mode
13, 256 colour graphics, for a

colourful display. A nice

touch is that shapes are trans-

lucent, rather like green glass,

so the background shows.

Although 256 colours are

collides with any other, or

when a key is pressed have to

be entered in.

By building up the compo-
nents, and adding different

levels with background sprites,

sound effects and music, you

can create something very

worthwhile.

A lot of thought has gone

into making the system as ver-

satile as possible. Features

such as gravity, automatic

screen-syncing and stereo

positioning of sound effects

have all been included. To find

out more about the package, a

demonstration di.sc is avail-

able. Simply send an A5, 27p
SAE to Alpine to receive this.

Mat Tizard

used, the rest of the graphics

have a distinctly, dare I say it.

Atari ST feel. On the other

hand, there is a limit to what

you can do to the graphics in

this kind of game while keep-

ing things clear and simple.

Sound is a mixture of the

now 'compulsory' Sound-

Tracker tune and, a collection

of whizz, pop and bang sound

effects. The music is a bit dis-

appointing as it only plays

during the high score display.

Perhaps something a little

more lively to get the

adrenalin going would have

been more appropriate.

Square Route falls into the

"simple to play but difficult to

master' category. Addiction is

virtually guaranteed, with a

massive 250 levels to complete

and that essential 'one more

go' element keeps you coming

back for more.

Rob Miller
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EDUCATION

©MULTI-MEDIA
PtosBnlahons

EVEN MORE VERSATILE

B

FLYING
HIGH

DAVE FUTCHER looks at the latest version of Magpie and

discovers a number of first class improvements

incc its initial release a few

months ago. Mafipie IVom

Longman Logotron (see

review 1ii BAU March 1991)

has provided BBC A3()0() and

Archimedes users an easy to

use and sophisticated means of

storing and presenting mater-

ial. This has been achieved

through the concept of pages

stored in binders, rather like

the way the Apple Macintosh

hypertext program. HyperCard.

uses stacks.

The author has continued to

improve Magpie, and a new

version has just been released.

There have been three major

changes. Magpie now offers

carousel facilities that are ideal

for presentations. Then there

are skeleton pages, which

allow the user to allocate

resources to a number of

pages, therefore easing the

building of Magpie binders.

Finally there is greater control

over the type of windows cre-

ated within binders.

An essential for any appli-

cation that stores text and

graphics is the ability to dis-

play pages in a rolling

sequence. The original Magpie

did not, but a carousel feature

has now been added so you

can repeatedly present a series

of pages. One page, a

sequence of pages or a whole

binder can be made to auto-

vrzi

STYLISH PRESENTATIONS

matically turn to the next after

a specified delay. It works

rather like an automatic slide

show - ideal for a presentation

at a school Open Day.

Normally when a page is

turned to. its entire contents

are redrawn, after first drawing

a blank piece of paper in the

required colour. An option is

also available to overlay

pages. This means that the new

page is a transparency laid on

top of the previous page. This

is excellent for building up a

diagram piece by piece.

SKELETON PAGES
Master pages are already a

common element within desk-

top publishing. where a

defined page layout is used as

the basis for all subsequent

pages in the chapter. Now
Magpie offers a similar

concept - skeleton pages. Just

like master pages, skeleton

pages are used when you need

several pages in a binder to

have a similar appearance.

You can also use them where

you have large items like a

picture or a sound used in sev-

eral pages.

Using this concept certainly

makes the construction of

Magpie binders even easier, as

you can replicate page layouts

or use a pre-defined layout

across several pages.

Mag/>ie's skeleton pages are

more powerful than DTP mas-

ter pages because it is possible

to create a sequence of skel-

eton pages that actually look

quite different. This is because

all the items on a skeleton

page can be moved, resized

and their behaviour changed

for the page they are used on,

yet each page uses the items

from the skeleton page and no

copy of them is placed on the

actual page. Such moving or

alteration affects the skeleton

items on that page only.

Magpie runs very effec-

tively within the Rise OS
window environment and at

times the scroll bars and other

window furniture can be most

useful if you want to hide parts

of the page from the user and

allow them to scroll down to

them. At other times, the verti-

cal and horizontal scroll bars

are not needed, so there's a

new option within the Page

Preferences dialogue that

allows you to specify the style

of window to be used to dis-

play the page.

There's also the possibility

for keyboard presses to be

used to turn binder pages.

Instead of using the mouse to

click a page, the page down
and PAGE UP keys can be used.

Hide and reveal actions can

afso be keyboard linked and

this has great significance for

the interfacing of a Concept

Keyboai'd to Magpie binders.

Magpie's original 7.'i-page

documentation is supplied with

the new version, but to cover

the improvements a second,

12-page manual is supplied.

The program di.sc contains the

new lA.OO version of Magpie

and MagpiRead. Introducing

Magpie has been extended by

adding new binders.

The real power of the

changes are shown in two

binders. In a 39-page binder

called The Word, the carousel

feature is used to create the

animated build-up of a single

word, while Bounce shows the

powei- of the new Magpie for

combining pictures, words,

music and animation into a

multi-media presentation.

MagpieZine is the first edi-

tion of a freely copiable

magazine containing ideas and

curriculum resources.

Magpie was already a win-

ner! It is a powerful informa-

tion organiser. It now has even

more versatility, whether you

are storing pictures and text in

a binder, building up a project

Folder, creating a simple

demonstration sequence or a

full blown presentation.

The new veision is free to

existing users - will other soft-

ware publishers follow suit?

PRODUCT DETAILS

Magpie 1A is available from

Longman Logotron, Dales, Brew-

ery, Gwydir Street, Cambridge

CB1 2U. It costs £54 (free to

existing registered users).
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If
you haven't seen Longman Logotron's 1991

catalogue, chances are you aren't making the most

of your school's software budget. Consider these

brand new programs for the Acorn Archimedes:

Pendown, a word processor designed specifi-

cally for education, with a range of new features

offering control as well as freedom

Revelation, a powerful image processing

program which enhances classroom creativity

across the curriculum.

* Magpie, a multi-media publishing program which

enables children to draw on a wide range of

sources to create flexible and exciting projects.

Individually or in combination, these programs are

accessible to 6 year olds, yet will challenge 1 6 year

olds and open an expanding universe of learning in

support of the National Curriculum.

SHARE OUR VISION
If you want to know more, fill in the coupon

below, and we'll send you our new 199 1 cata-

logue plus free vouchers for up to £50 worth of

Longman Logotron software.

>*#^' ^ LONGMAN
W- IlogotRO'^

CsUhgm

SEE THE
POSSIBILITIES

799//;
r,

LongmaN
logotron

Longman Logotron
Dales Brewery

Gwydir Street

Cambridge CBI 2LJ

Tel: (0223) 323656
Fax: (0223) 460208

Please send me my free copy of the 1991

Longman Logotron catalogue, and vouchers
worth up to £50.

My interest is in

Primary Schools
I I

Secondary Schools
I |

Name

Address

n

Post Code Tel

2. AW 5-91



The Fourth Dimension
1st Class U.K. FREE DeUvery

HOW TO ORDER
^ TELEPHONE
(0742) 700661 / 769950

ACCESS & VISA Accepted

24 Hour Service 7 Days a Week

3 LETTER
Simply send us a quick letter telling us

the game(s) you require, your name and
address, and payment via cheque, postal

order or ACCESS or VISA card details.

TO: The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street,

Sheffield, S3 8AU, England.

A/0 Quibble GUARANTEE
If any of our discs ever become faulty (for

whatever reason) we will replace them free

of charge immediately

Simply return them to us with your name and address

DESPATCH
All orders are despatched immediately by

1st Class post. Carriage is paid by us in the

U.K. (Overseas orders add £3 per product).

FULL DETAILS OF ALL OUR GAMES
ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST & ARE

SENT WITH ALL ORDERS

SPECIAL OFFER
If you buy 3 or more products directly from

us you may deduct £10 from the total cost

BBC A3000 & ARCHIMEDES
ALL the following Archimedes games are compatible with the BBC A3000 and 310 & 400 Series

Saloon Cars (See coming soon) 24.95

Break 147 & Superpool (See coming soon ) 24.95

ARCticulate (A comprehensive speech package)'ZA.^^

Boogie Buggy (Arcade Graphics & Gameplay) 24.95*

Gumshoes (Detective Graphic Adventure) 24.95*

The Real McCoy 2 (4 Game Compilation) 29.95

(Apocalypse, Holed Out, The Olympics & Inertia)

Chocks Away (Biplane Sim. 1 or 2 players) 24.95

Chocks Away Extra Missions 19.95

(26 extra missions plus some superb enhancements)

Chocks Away Compendium 39.95

(Chocks Away + Chocks Away Extra Missions)

The Wimp Game (Unique Graphic Adventure) 19.95

Powerband (Superfast Formula 1 Grand Prix) 24.95

The Real McCoy (4 Game Compilation) 29.95

(U.I.M., Arcade Soccer, White Magic & Quazer)

E-Type (3D Classic Car Racing) 19.95

E-Type Designer 16.95

E-Type Extra 100 Miles 16.95

Holed Out (3D Golffor I to 6 players) 1 9.95

Holed Out Extra Courses Vol.1 16.95

Holed Out Extra Courses Vol.2 16.95

Holed Out Designer 19.95

Drop Ship (Superfast Arcade Action) 1 9.95

Nevryon (Unbelievable Graphics & Gameplay) 19.95

Inertia (isometric Arcade Action) 19.95

Apocalypse (3D Mega Game - 9 Planets) 29.95

The Olympics (6 Varied Events) 19.95

Pysanki (Futuristic Arcade Adventure) 19.95

Man-At-ArmS (Medieval Arcade Adventure) 19.95

U.I.M. (Massive 3D Action Adventure) 29.95

Arcade Soccer (World Cup 1-24 Players) 19.95

White Magic (Arcade Adventure) 19.95

White Magic 2 + Designer 19.95

Quazer (Furious Arcade Action) 1 1 .95

COMING SOON
*Gumshoes, Arcticulate & Boogie Buggy

The above 3 titles should all now he released

Saloon Cars Hopefully June '91

The Ultimate Driving "Game-ulation"!

Break 147 & Superpool Hopefully June '91

'Real' snooker & pool simulator par excellence

Enter The Reahn Hopefully September '91

An epic arcade adventure from the author of Nevryon

THE FOURTH
DIMENSION
1 Percy Street

Sheffield

S3 8AU
Tel. (0742)

700661 or 769950



SOFTWARE SHOWCASEn
EDUCATION

SSERC GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
For Science & Technology Education
For Arc users of Draw, DTP, Magpie, Revelation etc.

Latest:- now with Alpha hoards. Kirsl Sense, new datalojjjjers,

pneumatics (ISO 1219), bevelled gears and mure

n Dciir 't'ctic hrr/Ciirrit'nluin Di'vrlnjH'i/l-.\(inuiifr,

I'iful lulilfunh I" ihiiw n-aliMii iii>i'iiniiii\ •" • mini iliiii:itiiti\ l,

li/i Willi h,;jhi\ lliill lo.ik like hill t.i-r\' II \"ii I nil Jitu; nil n -vi ../(
,

a {hiiu xy,nJ.,» y.,i, < uii .i„» pK'iliii , /'ioI,-.-.i->mI l.;.kiiiK >lui^i\i

»,ili III,- li.-lpoj flu- SSLRC <ii,ipl,i< ^ l-ihniii,s <} S IJB A CKS >

2 nis. 1:27.51)

Auihoi

t licence 2 discs - £80 I pgrade - £7.50

icencesatiiiiable by negotiuiion

SStRC, 24 Bernard Terrace, Edmhurgli HHH 9NX

Tel. 03! 6684421 for more information

or send siarnpcd AA sell-add resicd envelope. _Mn_

Make the most of your Archimedes/A3000 with a brand new
package for primary schools,

"Picture It!"
a unique software package specially designed as an aid to the

National Curriculum.
"Picture It!" allows children to build up scenes using sets of

simple pictures, linked to specific topics currently including
History, Geograpy, Maths, Science, R.E and Design and

Technology.

It is exceptionally easy to use, making it an invaluable
classroom resource, ideal for younger pupils or those with

special needs.

For further information please contact:

Appian Way Software Ltd.,

Old Co-operative Buildings,

Langley Park,

Durham, DH7 9XE.

Tel: 091-373 1389

CALG
A B C

'ofone element or kind;

not complicated or showy

ideal for education

the spreadshiet

foalRispSiedes

sendanSAEfordeiails.lo

fee

inburgh'

0W«3W25

STATISTICS

STATISTICS
The ESTABLISHED system

for the Acorn Archimedes is

FIRST
Write or telephone for details to

SERIOUS STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Lynwood, Benty Heath Lane, Willaston

South WirralL64 1SD

Tel: 051-327 4268

Now includes an
On-Line Manual

EDUCATION

-rf^ The LIST Project

-"P^^iT^r. Department of Design and Technology

^T^irB^J Loughborough University of Technology
Leicestershire LE113TU
Tel; 0509 222661 FAX: 0509 610813

The Technology Database
As reviewed in BBC Acorn User March 1 991

A database package of the National Curriculum Orders for

Technology*, covering AT's 1-5. Levels 1-10. Designed for

ease of use, by any teacher, as an aid in constructing

schemes of work,

BBC 'B'/Master C12.00+VAT. Archimedes CI 3.00 + VAT
•Crown copyright data are reproduced by permission of HMSO

T^dlian
Soft

Datasheet is a spreadsheet
specifically developed to meet the

needs of the National Curriculum.

DoioSheei comes from the same outnor as DataSweet. i; is muc^i
enhonced over the original DotaCalc New feaiures include

• Greatly exIendeO in both directions • Drogable column wiQths •

• Dolo grouping lor graphs • Hollink to graphing programs •

• Host ol D!Ock ope'Ottons • Prints sheet as ASCII 'exi - much foster

CaraSheet is avaiiaiDie from- Hampshire Miciotechnoiogy Centre.

ConnaughJ Lane. Portsmouth. P06 4SJ lei (0705) 378266

SPECIAL NEEDS

C.J. COMPUTING

SPECIAL NEEDS
SALES • REPAIRS • SPECIAL NEEDS
Please contact us for all your Acorn computers

(Hardware & Peripherals)

We specialise in tailoring computer systems for

special needs

Tel: (0454) 615905
Stoke Lodge, Bristol

!!VARIOUS!!

iSlideshow
For the Archimedes & A3000

Fully multitasking. runs in Rise-OS Desktop

Create interesting and attractive presentations of sprites.

Presentations can be shown without main program

Accepts sprites from most major art packages

'performs to a high standard and is delightfully simple lo use* (Rise User.Oci 1 990)

"excellent jser miertace" (Archive.Sept !990)

The program is excellent and well worth the asking pnce' (The Micro User.Sepl 1 990)

Only £14.95 Fully Inclusive Pleaw make cheque* payable 10 628 Software'

For a working demonstration version , pleaee send Ei or a blank disc

628 Software , 24 Mulgrave Rd , Whilliy , N.Yorks , Y021 3JS Tel (0947)602756

EDUCATION

The convenient SINGLE SOURCE
for Educational Software

All poputat eaucationoi ofograrns owaiioDie a
MiToison. 6 Motion. Snersion, nesource. E S t

over 50 omer oublisners

WiOe 'onge oi ro'mots Not only BBC Aicnimeaes. Nimbus, but otso o w«3e selec-

iionof p'ogiarns 'or Spectrum 2/. 3. Amsnod, NImDus. Commoao'eM; Amiga,
Atoii SI. letvi-PC ona oihersi

Vost stocks 30.000 progioms otwovs ovoiiaWe tof immediote deiive'v

Unconai'ionai guorontee ptode'Tis 'ectrtied Ov eipeit sfa" - telepnone letoiine

also ovaiioDie

IHt EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE DIRECTOR
desc'iOes ona ptices hunOreos o' program

Wife Of onone 'o' o iiee co[>y

fiiCKitl EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
FREEPOSI -iiton . iiminste' . Someisei TAI9 9HS

Telephone 0J60 57 1 52 . foi 0460 531 76

P'eose Hale ine a a moke o' you^ comcujia

IMORTHERN IVIICROMEDIA

Norlhem Micromedia is the publishing arm of NORICC. a regional IT

Teachers Centre We produce a wide range of stimulating educational

software for children aged 5-16 and many titles are accompanied by

useful support material.

Please write or telephone for a free catalogue to:

NMM, Resource Centre, Coach Lane Campus, Coach Lane,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE7 7XA

Tel: 091 270 0424

DISABLED?

ENCODER
Keyboard Emulator on disc

speeds up your typing

Le Computer 0245 362225

ENGINEERING

cnsn £150*.

The most advanced structural analysis program
availablefor the Acorn Archimedes.

CASA is a fast, efficient, powerful, but very easy to use program
for the analysis of2D structuralframes.

Full on-screen graphics, RISC OS compliant. Universal Section
library, Second Order analysis, Thermal Effects. Lack offit,
Internal hinges, 'Point-and-click' data entry option, etc.

VISION SIX Ltd. 13 Paddock Wood. Pnidhoe
Tel: (0661 ) 3301 7 Northumberland, NE42 5BJ

VISUAL IMAGES

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE
POCKET
ENGINEER
£35.25

MATRIX
£6.90

INVESTMENT
ANALYSER
£19.98

CENTRAL HEATING CALCULATOR £23.50
ELECTRICAL CABLE SELECTOR £17.62

Our catalogue contains lull details ol liiese and oilier programs lor Acorn compulers.

Prices include postage and V fit. at 17.5%

Most nl our piograms are available lor the Eleclron/BBC B/S+/Tdaster. COMPACT and

ARCHIMEDES range on 5.!S" and 3.S" discs.

Letlers/cheaueslo:

W.t. COMPUTER SERVICES.

Depl. 2. first lloor, H.S.L. Builiting. 437 Waninjlon Road. Rainhill.

Merseyside L35 4LL. Tel: 051-426 7400. Fax. 051-493 1425 E3

You've just spent hours producing your latest masterpiece.
So naturally you wont the end product to look os good as
possible. For the best quality print-outs using the latest

laser technology (600x600 d.p.i.) from IDraw. Umpresslon.
IPoster etc, contact me and I will print them for you

Rates: 60p per A4 side

5p per side for extra copies

No minimum orderf

Just send a 3.5' disc containing your

document, instructions and a cheque to;

M.Wiggin, 50 Forfon Road, Newport. Shropshire. TFIO 7JR
For further details, Tel. 0952 a 14624
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

i
Uj

CD

Q
2
-J

mm
Just ei for the DOUBLE Skyfall demo disc.

The New Skyfall Summer Catalogue is now out. it

contains full details ol our large 340 range of discs. New
this season are Super Compiled Application Discs, which

only have the best applications on them, plus some New
Outline fonts. Also we still have the largest DTP resource

and Sound 'n' Graphics collections.

Regular customers can purchase our discs at El. 50 to £2
each, and members ol our new 'FD Club' can enjoy a 50p
discount off these prices, as well as unlimited user

support, product discounts and free catalogue updates.

So if you want the 'Summer '91 Double Demo Disc" and
12 page detailed catalogue just send £1 coin with your

name and address to;

SKYFALL, PO Box 2220,

Birmingham, B43 5RZ.

LINGS
SOFTWARE SERVICES

LIMITED
Lings House. 26 Caxion Rd.

WimHedon, London. SW19 8SJ

THE BEST IN ARCHIMEDES PUBLIC DOMAIN

AND I AIN'T LION!!!

Send £i .00 lof our demo disc cal^ogue tx

an A5 SAE fof Ctuf catatogufl.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

The PD Library
Over 200 cram-packed discs of the BEST Archimedes
Public Domain Software.

Unlike other libraries you can pick 'n mix the

programs you want. And we don't charge the Earth -

£1.10 per disc for our own compiled discs or £1.50 for

the very popular pick 'n mix service. We also have
very special offers which allow you to buy PD at less

than 90p per disc!

Sections include: Animation. CAD/Design. Comms,
Databases, Demos, Disc Utils, FontslDTP, Games.
Graphics. Home Management. IBMIPC Uiils.

Languages, Music. Pictures. Printing, Programming.
Sampling. Toys/SUIics. Word Processing.

Also available is a range of data files for many popular

databases - ideal for education and home use.

For those without a laser printer - a printing service at a

competitive price is also available. Details on request.

Send a blank formatted disc or 75p for our

catalogue/dcnio disc to: Arch Angel PD, 9 Chancel
Court. Pinhoe. Exeter, Devon. EX4 8QE. Cheques or

PO's payable to S.Crcech.

THE BEST VALUE AT 90 PENCE A DISC
Telstar PDSL can now offer discs at only 90 pence a disc.

Nearly 300 discs and expanding all for only 90 pence a

disc. See ttie vast range now and get our Demo disc for £1

now. Ctieques to Telstar PD.

FREE COMPETITION
By ordering our demo disc you will automatically be

entered into our free draw to win 20 PD discs.

ALPS AND CREATOR GAMES
We are looking for games created with these two brilliant

programmes from Alpine. If you have made any games with

these why not send them in and let other people enjoy

them.

TELSTAR PDSL 48 Alderbrook Close, Rolleston, Staffs DE13 9AX

f)«E$Jie W.atafile
Over 200 me^ (%^P.t>. (ui 255 dcici

£1
per disc

Ocmos - animotfid films • Fonts

Clip Aft Desktop Fun - Comes
Crophics • STrockofs - Utilitios

Sound Samples plus tots more

A free bonus disc for every 10 you buy.

"paz tutu tiiif/ilt( detaiUd fO fia^e cataio^ue tm

Sutd £l (a:

I lit' llntatiU' i>l>

22 lliixfoi'fl llri\o

.\lil«'rjir«»\»». <'«..\ii(rim

\.liolnii<l ltT2» IIEO
\

GAMES
CREATOR ARCADE GAIVlES DESIGNER £38.95
ProJuce \oiir dun ;ircade-'.t> ie games wilti Creator. Nt>

B.ASiC or AR.\1 code programmitiii know !ed<:e needed.

ALPS (ADVENTURE SYSTEM) £34.95
ALPS alious vou to create coniiriercial-qualit\ ie.\i

adventures with graphics. Full RISC OS application.

COPS £19.95
,-\ humorous adventure with text and graphics - spend a

da> as a cop on Hall Street and find the kidnapped Chiel'.

PLAGUE PLANET £14.95
.A tough sci-fi text adventure with over 250 locations.

.Ml progr.iiiis tor .Arcliimedcs/A.'lfHXJ. P+P free on all orders.

ALPINE SOFTWARE, Dept (BAU2) Tel: 0762 .142510

PO BOX 25, Portadown, CRAIGAVON, BT63 5UT

Guardians
Of The Labyrinth

A new game from

Soft Rock Software
21 Great George Street, Bristol, BSl 5QT

£3.49 including postage

(Archimedes/A3000 only)

Also available: Escape from Exeria
etc for the Arc/A3000 at £3.49 ino

DTP

It's as easy as
with Gapsoft Disc 1

r^nf

u

ABCABCABC

Send a cheque
value £6 lo.-

B J Thompson
8 Old Gate Avenue
Weston on Trent
Derbyshire

DE7 2BZ

The disc contains drawn
fonts, corners and borders.

Borders have also been
prepared lor importing into

Impression II

BASIC ON DISC

Learn IC on disk!
The most comprehensive, compact step-by-step course sold worldwide'

Disks have 16 full lessons packed with information including:

Errors, Printer Control. Databases.
Word processing, etc ...

A 34-program Library Disk supports Disk 1 1 Lessons M6, la. Library. 2

Lessons 17-32, 3 Lessons 33-4S, 4 Lessons 49-64

Disks 1 or 2 £20.95. 3 or 4 £22.95. Library £10.95. 8 Ussons £10.95.

Starter Kit: 1 + la £28.95. Elementary Kit: 1. la + 2, £44.95.

Inter Kit: 1, la, 2 -t- 3 £64.95. Full Kit: £64.95. Disks 1 + 2 £36.95

For BBC B/Master/Compact/Eleccron/ Arch - B502 Emulator

Payment by cheque please to

UNIVERSAL COMPUTER SUPPORT
Depc. AU. 168 Hough Road. Walsall, West Midlands WS2 9B0.

Tel: t0922] 30038

WORD PROCESSING
CORPLAN

FOR SERIOUS WORK WITH WORDWISE PLUS
' Descriptive indexing for your letters & documents.
Your own library of layout forms, letterheads etc.

Automatic import of addresses, references, dates etc.

CORPLAN does tfie layout, you just type the text!

Resident utilities for mailmerge. label printing etc.

Many other features, including Inter-Word link.

For B, B+ & Master. Needs discs & Wordwise Plus.

Pack contains disc, tutorial manual, keystrip etc.

Price £19.50, post free UK. 11 day refund.

Free information sheet available.

s CORPLAN Computer Systems
Three Gables, 7A Talbots Drive,
Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 4LZ
Phone or Fax: (0628) 24591

VISA
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FACT SYSTEMS (BARROW) LTD
UNIT 19, FOCUS 303 BUSINESS CENTRE, SOUTH WAY,
WALWORTH IND. EST. ANDOVER, HANTS. SPIO 5NY

LOWEST PRICES!
A3000
A3000
A3000
A3000
410/1

420/1

420/1

440/1

A540

Base

Upgraded to 2MI>

Learning Curve
Learning Curve 2Mb
Base

Base

Learning Curve
Base

Base

Base
£530

£585
£619

£675

£899

£1099

£1135

£1449
£2599

Colour
£725

£780
£814

£870
£1094

£1294

£1330
£1644
£2794

MONITORS (inc lead)

AcornColourMoiiilor(AKFI7 £195

Microviiec Cub 3000 £199

Philips CM8833 Colour Mkll £225

TAXAN 775 multiscan £475

ACCESSORIES
400/1 1Mb RAM (ea) £58

400/1 20Mb Hard Disk (ST506) £205

400/1 40 Mb Hard Disk (ST506) £299

A3000 1Mb Upgrade £60

A3000 3Mb Upgrade £199

A3000 20 Mb Hard Disk (SCSI) £349

A300048Mb Hard Disk (SCSI) £499

A3000 Serial ui^rade £18

A3000 Monitor Stand £28

ROM Expansion Card £41

MIDI Expansion Card £64

A3000 User Port/Midi £45

LANGUAGES
LSO Pascal. Fortran 77 £}«

ANSl'CRel.3 £129

Assembler £179

ABC Basic Cmnpikr £79

BOOKS (no vat)

RISC OS Prog Ref Manual £75

BBC Basic Guide £19.95

A3000 Technical Ref Manual £29.95

Aurmbl)' Lanaguage £14.95

Arc Operating System £14.95

Archimedes First Steps £9.95

UTii.nits

Software Developers Toolbox

Twin

PC-Emulator

Clares Toolkit Plus

.\rtisan 2

Render Bender

Hearsay

PC-Access

BUSINESS

1st Word Plus rcl.

2

Impression Junior

Impression II

Schema

Pipedream 3

Acorn DTP

System Delta Plus v2

Alpha Ba.se

£149

£105

£127

£129

£52

£38

EDUCATIONAL
Fun .School 2 (ea) £16

Fun School 3 (ea) £20

Puncman £20

Please add VAT at [7.5%

Carriage: =

Language. Business FREE
Urils.bimkshREE

Games. Education FREE
OlherlP.O.A.

OPEN
MON-FRl, 10AM-5PM

SAT 10AM4PM

gamf:s
Alerion

Alien Invasion

All in Boxing

Apocalypse

Arcendium

Ball Arena

Boogie Buggv

Break 147

Bug Hunter/Moon Dash

Caverns

Chocks Away Mkll

Chocks Away F^xtra Missioas

Claers Arcade 3

Drop Ship

E-Type

Freddy's Folly

Gum Shoes

HdedOul

Hostages

IBIX the Viking

Inertia

Interdictor 2

lranlx»rd

Jet Fighter

Micro Drive. Golf

Mad Proressor Mariarti

Nevryon

Overload

Powerband Mkll

Red Shift

Talisman

The Olympics

The Real McCoy

The Real McCoy 2

Twin World

While Magic 1/2 (ea)

Worra Bailie

£12.72

£12.72

£20

£14.43

£10

£14

£20

£24

£15

£12.72

£11.87

PRINTERS (free lead)

STAR LC-IO £162

STAR I.C-200 Colour £212

STARI.C24-I0 £212

STAR 1X24-200 £276

BlANDOVER (0264) 334811

ConteK
Cotnputinam

BANK MANAGER
Complete and versatile personal accounts program. Consistently acclaimed!

'data entry is a delight. .professional.. .excellent product' Micro User April 86

Standard version: Enter cheques and receipts. Automatic date sequencing.

Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Analyze expenditure. Forward

cash flow forecast. Budgets. Up to 36 bank accounts online, inter account

transfers. 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis headirigs, over 4,000 postings on an

80tk diskette. Reports to screen or printer. Mix foreign currencies, graphics,

password, file recovery, fieW editing, programmable reports.

Master/Compact version adds ADFS/hard disk support, sideways FIAM, 40/80 col

screen reports, arxf other enhancements.

Archimedes/A3000 adds high speed native mode, RAM disks, wild card analysis

enquiries, sort and more. Impressed. ..ideal. easy to use' Micro User March 88

Bank Manager (all versions; disk systems only) £25.00

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITY
For the club accounts or small business user. From tfie Bank Manager data files

print "trial balance" or "P&L reports" via the programmablespreadsheet generator.

Business Utility Pack (needs the Bank Manager) £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly graded lessons graduate you from

ttie bask; home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Word scan or exact key

checking, targets may be revised, rhythm metronome, key click, free format

options. Recommended for adult educatk)n. Typing Tutor £15.00

SPREADSHEET MK V
Low cost, versatile spreadsheet. 26 cols, 900 (Arch/A3000) or 99 (B/Master) rows,

many functions and facilities inc programmable report writer and input scripts.

Spreadsheet MK V disk £15.00

All programs available in B, Master/Compact and Archimedes/A3000
versions. Archimedes/ASOOO versions are RISC OS compatible

State type of computer (eg A3000.B. Master) and disk type (eg S'A" or 5%" 40

track or S'A" 80 track). Please add C1 P&P (Overseas E3.50)

CONTEX COMPUTING
(Ref AU), 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE Tel: 0234 838347

ACORN USER ADVERTISEMENT PAGES - JULY 1991
4th Dimension 116,124 Computeck 76 Kendal Computer Selective Software 126

628 Software 125 Computer Concepts 60-61 Centre 100 Senlac Computing 48
Ace Computing 54 Computer Depot 48 Kudlian Software 125 Serious Statistical

Acme PDSL 126 Contex Computing 127 Software 125

Advisory Unit for Corplan Computer Le Computer 125 Simtron 106

Microtechnology in Systems 126 Lings Duplication 1 02,126 Softrock Software 126

Education 54 CSS 110 Longman Logotron 123 Software Bargains 78
Alpine Software 126 Loughborough SSERC Graphics Library 125 |

Alsystems 48 Dabhand Computing 94-95 University 125 Star Devices 11

Ampsound 100 Datafile 126 Superior Software OBC
Appian Way 125 David Pilling 70 Manor Court Supplies 81

Apricote Studios 48 Digital Services Ltd IFC Micro-Aid 96 T.M.J. Computer
Arc Angel 126 DVSSkyfallRD. 126 MicroPower Ltd 72 Software 106

Arcaynia P.D. 118 Minerva Software IBC Technomatic 30-32

Arxe Systems Ltd 75 Electronic Font Foundry 102 Morley Electronics 114 Telstar Public Domain 126

AS Computers 33
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Atomwide Ltd 26

Fact Systems Ltd

Fairhurst Computer
127

106

Northern Micromedia 125 The Data Store 106

Automatic Services 33 Northwest Semerc 118 The Serial Port 112

AVP Computing 33 Norwich Computer The Serial Port 67

Services 96 Timestep Weather
B & S Computing 107 Gnome Computers 118 Nova Visual Services 125 Systems 110

Beebug 6,8 Ground Control 33

Broomfieid Electronics 106 Oak Solutions 12,19,20,22-23 Unilab 110
HCCS Associates 68 Orion Computers 28-29,82 Universal Computer

Calligraph Ltd no Human Computer Support 125

Chameleon Computers 54 Interface 80 Portobello Trading

Circular Triangles 125 Company 96 Vision Six 125

CJ Computers 125 Ian Copestake Software 1.14 PRES 16

Clares Micro Supplies 58 IFEL 70 We Serve 70
College Computers 4-5 Integrex 97 Rickett Educational Wild Vision 100

Colton Software 2 Intelligent Interfaces 102 Media 125 WL Computer House 126
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BBC Acorn User July 1991 Prize Jigword Competition
£25

CROSSWORD PRIZE

The box below contains 96 three letter abbreviations, all of which

have something to do with the BBC or Archimedes. This month's

competition is to try and fit all of these words into the grid on the

right. We have filled in some of the squares to give you a start.

Note that eight words "wrap round" off the right or bottom of the

grid and their last letters appear on the left or top of the grid.

When all the words have been fitted, the circled letters will form

an anagram of something do to with computing. Simply write this

on the back of a post card or sealed envelope and send it to 'July

Competition' at the usual address. The winner will be the first

correct solution out of our hat on 10th June. Good Luck!

ABS
ASL
BMI
CHR
CRT
DEY
ERL
LCD
MLA
PHX
RSC
TEQ

ACC
ASN
BNE
CLD
CSD
DIR
ERR
LDA
MOS
PIN
RTI
TSX

ACS
ATN
BNV
CLG
CTS
DIV
FIQ
LDR
NFS
PLA
SBC
TTL

ADC
BAU
BPL
CLI
DAC
DLI
FOR
LDX
NOP
PSU
SID
TXA

ALU AND ARM ASC
BBC BCC BCD BCS
BRA CAD CFS CGA
CMP CPU CPX CPY
DCS DCD DEC DEF
DPI EOF EOR EQU
lie INC INT INX
LED LEN LET MFM
OCR ORA ORR PCB
RAD RAM RFS ROL
SQR STA SUB SYS
TXS TYA ULA URD

FOUR-SCORE iQ'^Q'^
If each row and !»# kami

22

24

18

30

column adds up ^Q Lpj 1 1 ^Q
to the totals ^^ WJ ^^
shown, what is { l_] QQ 11
the value of each ^^J jHI i

BH
|

iCI

syrrvbol? ^'Q^,^
20 23 28 23

WORD CHAIN

Turn PAINT into TOOLS changing

only one letter at a time. Each step

must make a proper word.

PAINT

TOOLS

ONE LINE GAME
Deep within an x-radiation reprocessing plant on the distant planet of Ekans,

particles of sub-molecular radioactive material are produced as a by-product of the

reprocessing. These particles need to be removed from the reprocessing chamber

otherwise, well, let's say it would be very messy (and rather expensive). It goes

without saying that humans could not withstand the immen.se pressure, radiation

and overpowering odour of a persistently malfunctioning 'citrus grove' air-

freshening plant.

To get round this problem, a cybernetic 'snake' has been con.structed, and thist is

capable of entering the chamber without harm. The snake must be guided by a

human to collect the radioactive materia! as it is produced. The snake itself cannot

do anything with the material, so instead it genetically replicates enough of its 'tail'

to store the dangerous by-product. For this reason, it is essential that the snake does

not collide with its tail - remember what we said about 'messy" and 'expensive'?

If you would like to try your hand at x-radiation reprocessing, type in the single

line opposite (which has been split at colons to aid legibility) taking care not to add

any extra characters. When run, use Z and X to steer the snake left and right, you'll

be rewarded with a fanfare for each particle safely collected. Archimedes users will

have to use 65Host. You can vary the 10 in a=inkeyio to make the game easier (or

harder!)

10MO.7:
REP.V.-l:
U.VP.=22:
V.284;20,294;12:
S=&7D7B:
E=S:
T=&70:
!T=&275029:
REP.REP.N=H.+RND(800)

:

U.?N=32 :

P=P+B:
TI.=0:
REP.A=INKEY10:
D=(D- (A=88)+(A=90) )A.3;

S?-999=D:
?E=32:
?S=-1;
?N=42:
S=S+D?T-40:
E=E- (TI.>60)
U. ?S>32:
V.7:
U.SoN:
P.P

* (T?E?-999-40)
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DESKTOP OFFICE
THE INTEGRATED SUITE FOR ARCHIMEDES
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At last - a fully integrafetf suite

of database, word - processor, ,

spreadsfieet, cfiarts and

communications for tfie

Archimedes. The database is

simple to set up with a flexible

card layout enabling you to

design cards to suit your data.

Video style controls make it

easy to browse through the

records. With instant search

on fields, sort routines and

reports available, DTOBase
gives flexibility whilst

remaining simple to use.

The word - processor,

DTOWord is ideal for all typ

of correspondence, with the

ability to change text to bold or

condensed, indent, dentre,

justify etc. DTOWord makes
every document look

professional. Text can be any

colour and even displayed in

large characters on screen

making this package ideal for

young children or those with

poor sight.

DTOSheet is fast and powerful

but designed for ease of use.

Columns can be held for

reference and cells locked to

prevent accidental deletion.

With colours available to

highlight negatives or formulae

DTOSheet gives all the

features you would expect of a

high class spreadsheet. Data

can be exported directly into

DTOChart allowing pie charts,

3D bar charts, etc to be

produced in seconds. Sections

of pie charts can be

highlighted and the colours

changed to your requirements.

The final package in the suite

is the communications

program DTOComms. Multi -

tasking, even on line,

DTOComms supports ANSI and

TV1925 emulations and is

configurable for all baud rates

and protocols. Text files can

easily be transmitted and

received.

EASIWORDword-processor
Easiword is simplicity in itself and ideal for everyday word-processing

needs. Easiword has ail tfie facilities of DTOWORD together with the

extra facility of multiple documents.

£39-95 Incl. VAT

B

DATABASE

WORD - PROCESSOR

SPREADSHEET

GRAPHS & CHARTS

COMMUNICATIONS

A
£129-95 Incl. VAT

^

c

m

m

u

n

r d -

DeskTop Office is a fully integrated, multi -

tasking suite of programs for tire

Archimedes and A3000. Data can be .

transferred between the programs giving

the ultimate in flexibility to produce graphs

from your spreadsheet data or similar

p r^Piocaone s s r c

DeskTop Office is all you need for

Education, Small Business or Home use.

s

M

Minerva House

Baring Cre.scent, Exeter. Devon, EX I ITL

Tel.: 0392 437756 Fax: 0392 421762
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SPEECH!

Give Your Computer a Voice
SPEECH! works entirely in software, no extra hardware whatsoever
is required, and has an unlimited vocabulary. The program has a
built-in parser which translates English words into phonemes, so it

can directly speak words you input or text files. The phonemes
can be used directly If you wish, so stress and intonation can be
added as required and even foreign languages can be spoken.
SPEECH! includes a user-friendly spelling program, which can be
easily changed to include your own words.

The new A3000/Archimedes version of SPEECH! is fully RISC OS
compatible and allows multitasking in Desktop. You can vary the
pitch, speed, volume, and voice, both directly and in your own
text files and programs, and can even 'sing' words over a four

octave range! The A3000/Archimedes version also includes a
program so you can alter the dictionary yourself.

BBC Micro/Master & A3000/Archimedes

MASTER BREAK
Snooker-Style Trivia Quiz Game for 1 to 4 Players

Six categories of questions: SCIENCE & NATURE, POP MUSIC, GEOGRAPHY,
SPORTS & PASTIMES, ARTS and HISTORY. Over 1500 questions in the BBC
Micro/Electron version. Over 2000 questions in the A3000/Archimedes
version, including digitised picture and digitised sound questions.

In the 1 player game, try to get the highest break - you might even
manage the maximum break of 147. In the 2 to 4 player game, compete
against your friends and family for the highest score and highest break.

Start your frame with an easy red question, then choose your colour -

have you the nen^e to choose the black ball question? You've used all

your PASSES and the ball is OVER THE POCKET - if you miss, it's a FOUL SHOT!

ALL THE FUN AND CHALLENGE OF A TRIVIA QUIZ AND SNOOKER MATCH
ROLLED INTO ONE ENTHRALLING GAME.

BBC Micro/Master, Electron & A3000/Archimedes

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 15
A New Action-Packed Four-Game Compilation

LAST NINJA 2

The Last Ninja is back with a vengeance!
Battling with fists, shuriken stars, swords and
iots of other devious weopons, against the
evil Shogun in downtown New York.

"Animation Is excellent and ttiere's lots ot
detailed scenery. The puzzles are quite
fiendish" ....H/licro User.

NETWORK
An action-packed 'Top Ten' game by
Peter Scott, featuring teieport machines,
iifts, springs, strange aliens and lots, lots

more. Shoot your way through more than
100 different screens as you attempt
to collect the twenty parts of the 'Flynche'
machine. Nerve-tingling excitement.

BBC Micro/t^oster & Electron

CYBORG WARRIORS
A brand-new release by Superior. A multi-
level, sideways scrolling shoot-em-up, with
lots of weird rotxjts and monsters to shoot,
and tokens to collect which can give more
powerful weapon systems. The BBC tvlicro/

Master version has a ioystick option, whkrh
allows two players to battle together.

RICOCHET
A massive arcade adventure with brilliant

graphics, as you control SPRAT, the Small
Partially Robotic Alien Time-traveller. Five
different levels: FORTRESS, TECHLEV,
DERELICT, THE UFO and ANCIENT.

"A superb problem-solving game. A must
for your games collection^...BBC Acorn
User.

SPEECH!
»BC Micro Cassette £9.95

Master Compact 3Vi"Disc.... £14.95

BBC Micro 5V-"0isc £11.95

A3000/Archimedes3Vj"Disc...£19.95

MASTER BREAK
BBC Micro/Electron Cassette...£9.95

Master Compact 3Vi"Disc.... £14.95

BBC Micro 5'/. "Disc £11.95

A3000/Archimedes3V."Disc...£19.95

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 15

BBC Micro/Electron Cassette. ..£12. 95 BBC Micro 5V<"Disc...£14.95

Master Compact 3'/!"Disc £19.95

BBC Micro Cassettes & BBC Micro 5'/." Discs are compatible with BBC B, t* H Master 128 computers. Screen pictures show the BBC l>^icro versions of the games, unless otherwise stated.

We have in stock over 30 different titles for the BBC Micro/Master and Acorn Electron

computers Including such great games as: ELITE, REVS + REVS 4 TRACKS, EXILE,

HOSTAGES, A QUESTION OF SPORT, REPTON INFINITY, PERPLEXITY and SIM CITY,

and the compilation titles: ACORNSOFT HITS 1 & 2, SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS 1 , 2 & 3
and PLAY IT AGAIN SAMS 1 to 14. All are available for immediate despatch

Our A3000/Archimedes titles include great classics such as ZARCH, CONQUEROR
and REPTON 3 (now with enhanced graphics), and the new highly praised golf

simulation/designer, SUPERIOR GOLF. Also the action-packed HOSTAGES game.

Please write to the address Iselow or telephone for a full list of Superior Software games.

7 supcnion
^ sonuinnc ACORNSeFT

(Superior Software is a trading name of Superior Microcomputing Ltd.)

Dept. Ql, P.O. Box 6, Brigg, S. Humberside DN20 9NH. Tel: (0652) 58585

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES
PAYABLE TO "SUPERIOR SOFTWARE."H VISA

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders ore despatched

by lirst-class post

• Postage and packing is tree

• Cassettes and discs that are
faulty on receipt will be
replaced immediateiy

(This does rioi ofleci youi staiuiory rights)


